IDEAS FOR
GIFTS FROM

IMHOF

Let '
mho's solve your present problems—
for her, for him, for them and, of course,
for you. We list here some ideas to help
you but this list is by no means comprehensive. If what you are seeking is not
shown, it is almost certain to be in stock
at Imhof House. We have the largest selection of records in Europe including many
rare and foreign recordings- also hundreds
of pre-recorded tapes. All the best names
in Hi-Fi,Radio,T.V., Record Players,Tape
Recorders and awhole host of accessories
are here for you to choose from. Call in
and see them today. All items can be sent
overseas, tax free, under our personal
and direct export schemes.
Motors
£
Beogram 1000V
40
Connoisseur BD1 with
plinth El pickup SAU1
30
Dual 1019
44
Garrard SL95
44
Garrard SL65
18
Garrard 401
31
GolcIring-Lenco GL75
35
Goldring-G99
24
Sony TTS 3000
80
Thorens TD124 M k.II
45
Thorens TD150/A with
TP13 arm
35
Thorons TD244 .87
Transcriptors
46
Pickups and Cartridges
ADC Pritchard 40
Mk.II arm
19
Audio Et Design
M9BA arm
30
Decca ffss M k.IV RC
cartridge
16
Decca professional arm
18
Decca SH4E head
31
Goldring CS91/E
cartridge
7
Goldring-Lenco L75 arm 12
Goldring-Lenco P77 arm 36
Neat G30 arm
11
Ortofon SL15E ( elliptical) 27
Shure M3DM cartridge
8
Shure M44E cartridge
17
Shure M80E cartridge
21
Shure M31 Ecartridge
13
Shure M75E cartridge
25
Shure V15 Type II
cartridge
40
SME 3009 Series II arm 27
Amplifiers
Armstrong 421
45
Beolab 5000
140

s d
15 0
13
2
12
1
2
15
5
10
18

0
0
10
9
10
6
5
0
0

0 11
18 7
4 8

1

6

4

1

16
18
10

0
0
0

13 4
6 5
10 0
6 6
6 3
7 6
2 4
9 9
19
2
9 10
1 2
19 2
10
0

0
0

Dual CV40
64 10 O HMV 2647
Goodmans Maxamp 30 54 0 0 ( black Et white)
86 11
0
Leak Stereo 30
58 10 o Pye CT71 19" ( colour) 282 0 0
Leak Stereo 70
69 10 O Sony TV9/90UB portable
Medley 1600
29 12 6 ( black Et white)
79 0 0
Nikko TRM4OB
42 10 O Ultra Bermuda Colour
324 13 0
Quad 33 Stereo complete 98 0 o H-Fi Cabinets
Radford SCA30
106 0 o Imflex Mini Trolley
35
0
Rogers Ravensbourne
64 0 o Imhofs HFU/22
32 14
11
0
Rogers Cadet III
37 10 o Imhofs HFU/12 -57'15 0
Tuners
Design Furniture EQC14 47 4 2
Armstrong 423 AM- FM 44
3 6 Design Furniture
Beomaster 5000
103 5 0
Sheraton'
119 16 8
Goodmans Stereomax
65
5 0 Record Housing Britten
28 7 0
Leak Trough Line Stereo 58 11
8 Eddystone Communication
Nikko FAM 12F
67 3 10
Receivers
Quad FM Stereo
50 O o EA12
O
0
940
195 0 0
Radford FMT3MPX
75
143 0 0
Rogers Ravensbourne
840C
70 0 0
with Decoder
65 13 5 EC10
59 10 0
Tuner/Amplifiers
EB35
EB36
66 13 4
Arehe T2400
82 19
56
5 0
Armstrong 426
87 6 9 Edometer M k.II
27 10 0
Beomaster 1000K
92
5 0 Mains Radio
Nikko ST701
133 15 5 B 80 Beomaster 900K
87 15 0
Sansui 3000
170 2 O Ferranti A1143
37 0 0
Sanyo Otto DC60E
99 0 o Ferguson 3166
42 16 0
Tape Recorders
Philips 561 AT
75 15 9
Beocord 2000K deluxe 177 10 0 Pye 3042
41
0 0
Beocord 1500 deluxe
134 15 0 Tandberg 856 MPX
121 16 0
Dual CTG 27/2
82 19 0 Transistor Radios
Ferrograph 713/W
B Er 0 Beout 700
39 0 0
mono
135 13 4 Bush TR124
11
0 6
Ferrograph 702/W
Dynatron TP42
19 1 9
Et 704/W Stereo
160 6 8 Dynatron TP41
24 15 3
Ferrograph 722/W
Ekco PT306
17 10 0
Et 724/W Stereo
185 0 O Ferranti 5502
13 18 0
Revox 77 CSVV
192 3 o Ferguson 3163
17 10 0
Sanyo MR939
110 0 o Grundig Satellite 6000 150 3 0
Sanyo MR801
78 0 O Hacker RP25
44 14 0
Sony TC230W
109 0 O HMV 2161
14 19 0
Sony TC350
109 0 O Philips RL673
6/ 3 5
Tandberg 62X Et 64X
144 18 o Pye 6000
100 0 0
Tandberg 11/1 8.11/2
145 19 O Roberts R1C.I
15 15 0
Tandberg 12/21E112/41 126 0 O Roberts R700
32 11
0
Tandberg 15/41
77 14 0 Sony TR1839
9 8 0
Truvox PD202 PD 204 147 17 4 Record Players
Uher 4200 Report Stereo 153 6 O Bush SRP51
35 14 0
Speakers
Decca RP200
30 9 0
Beovox 1500
34 0 o Dynatron GR14
37 13
3
Bowers Et Wilkins P2/ HG 89 0 O Elizabethan Stereo 40T
47
5 0
Goodmans Maxim
20 0 5 Ekco RP700
23 10 0
Goodmans Mezzo 11
30 18 O Ferranti RP6600
33 0 0
Kef Celeste Mk. ll
29 0 o Ferguson 3024
42
6 0
Kef Cresta
21 16 0 Hacker RP42/30
39 14 0
Leak Sandwich
43 10 O HMV 2038
28 18 0
Leak Mini Sandwich
29 15 O Philips GF100
14 12
6
Medley Musette
18 18 O Pye1011
33 0 0
Quad Electrostatic
57 0 o Radiograms
Radford Bookshelf
31 10 0 Bush SRG129
92
8 0
Tannoy Lancaster 15C,
Dynatron Windsor, Teak 133 2 0
Gold
60 0 o Dynatron Regent
298 3 10
Tannoy Ill LZ, Gold,
Decca SRG747,
in enclosure
41
0 O
Queen Anne
246 15 0
Wharfedale Dovedale
31 10 o Ekco SRG 601
75 0 0
Wharfedale Teesdale
52 10 o Ferguson 3340
92 12 0
Headphones
Grundig KS792
433 13 0
AKG K60 Stereo
13 10 0 Hacker RG300T
138 0 0
Sennheiser HD110
23 2 6 HMV 2338
86 8 0
Microphones
HMV 2337
115 11
0
Grampian DP4
KB KG041
82
8 6
Dynamic
10 5 O Murphy A894 SR
90 6 0
Reslo RBT Ribbon
12 2 O Philips 650AT
113 15
2
Sennheiser MD411 HLM 15 14 o Pye1211
56 10 0
Tandberg TM4
12 0 O Ultra 6326
68 12 0
Television
Records
Bush CTV 25 ( colour)
341
5 O Bookends. Simon and
Bush TV176
Garfunkel
1 16 8
(black Et white)
89 15 0 The Seekers. Live at
Decca Professional
The Talk of the Town
1 16 6
(black a. white)
130 4 O Delilah. Tom Jones
1 16 8
Dynatron CTV1 ( colour) 399 16
6 Wheels of Fire. Cream
Ferguson Colourstar 25" 362 18 O ( double album)
3 13 4
Ferguson 3645 VHF
Man without Love.
(black Et white)
71 11
o Engelbert Humperdinck 1 16 8

The Songs of
Leonard Cohen
1 16
Tom Jones. Live at
The Talk of the Town
1 16
Frank Sinatra's
Greatest Hits
1 19
The Good. Bad and the
Ugly ( original soundrack)1 16
Bach Violin Concertos —
Oistrakh
2 2
Mozart Piano Concertos 20
and 23— Barenboim
2 2
Beethoven Piano Concertos
2and 4— Kempf
2 2
Mendelssohn Italian
Symphony and Schumann
Symphony No. 4
Klemperer/Philharmonia 2 2
Chopin Ballades/Nouvelles
Etudes Ashkenazy
2 2
Montserrat Caballe sings
Verdi Rarities
2 2
Dvorak Symphony 5/
Carnival—Rowicki/LSO 2 2
Tchaikovsky
Pathetique Symphony —
Karajan/BPO
2 2
Mahler Symphony No.1
—Solti/LSO
2 2
Barbirolli Conducts
English String Music—
Elgar/Vaughan Williams 2 2
Britten/Billy Budd
complete opera ( 3)
6 15
Bartok Concerto for
Orchestra/Dance Suite—
Solti/LSO
2 2
Accessories
IM Hallmark Styli from
1 6
Dust Bug
1 2
Varilift Hydraulic
Pickup control
3 13
Acos Compatible Cartridges 1 13
Garrard Stylus Pressure
Gauges
1 2
Auriol Pickup Control
3 15
Bib Tape Splicer
18
Hi-fi Maintenance Kits
1 12
Room Ariels for VHF, etc
1 6
Bib Tape Maintenance Kits
16
Watts Disc Preener
6
Grampian Ambiophonic
Reverberation Unit
55 0
Compact Cassettes from
10
Colton Anti- static
turntable mat
16
Watts Stylus Cleaner
6

8
8
8
6
8
9
8

9
9
9
8

8
9
9
9
9
6
9
9
5
9
0
6
6
6
6
9
0
6
4
1

and, of course, record and gift
tokens from 7111.

IM110.FS
Dept. 4/12,112-116 New Oxford St,
London, WC1 tel 01-636 7878
Ienclose ( cheque/postal order/stamps)
for 2/6d — please send acopy of
'THIS YEAR OF HI- F1'
Please send me. free of charge.
tick appropriate squares, details of
monthly record accounts El
details of guaranteed export service CI
details of Eddystone
communication receivers D
Living overseas. Iwould like a
free copy of 'THIS YEAR OF HI- Fl * Ej
name
address

8403
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RADLETT AND PURLEY
for acomprehensive range of
QUALITY TAPE- RECORDERS, HI-FI EQUIPMENT, LOUD SPEAKERS, SUPERIOR RADIOGRAMS
SELECTED CABINETS, & MICROPHONES
RADLETT
PURLEY

SONY V.T.R. SPECIALISTS
In attendance

In attendance

J. L. SHEPPARD M.Inst.B.E.
Grad. I.E.D. Hi- Fidelity Consultant

K.1. WARREN 0.N C.
Audio and Tape Recorder
Specialist

B. H CUTTS Tape Recorder Specialist

To London Won, End

C. TUCKVVELL C & G Radio 1st Class
"The Finest Showrooms, the Finest Displays, the Finest Service and the
Finest Centres of Technical Knowledge."
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. - Open Lunch Hours - Wednesday 9 a.m. - I p.m.
RADLETT—as above
PURLEY-9 arm - 6p.m. Tuesday to Saturday. (Closed all day Monday).
Free Car Park
59

Free Car Park
1399

Cabinet Policy
At Largs you get the finest HiFi equipment
that goes into any cabinet—and the finest
cabinets it can go into. We make them.
Largs cabinet makers are expert craftsmen,
and they work in amicable harness with
our technical experts.
So, as well as being ahandsome piece of
craftsman-built furniture, your Largs
cabinet is also technician-designed to
provide the optimum working conditions
for the HiFi it houses.
And this will be the particular combination
of HiFi components that you've selected
by ear—after listening critically to the
countless different combinations that our
very special Comparator Console can
present to you at the touch of aswitch.

ARGYLL For transistorised equipment,
with Perspex cover to record player. 2' 9}"
long. 1' at - deep. In satin mahogany,
walnut or oiled teak—(cabinet only)
£30 18s. 6d.

According to the extensiveness or otherwise
of your chosen HiFi, it will be housed in
what we might (but don't) call a
'mini-cabinet', or in one decidedly 'maxi'.
And it will be in any finish and any furniture
style you favour.
Actually, what we do call it is a
TaiLARGram—a radiogram 'tailored'
exactly to your own personal preferences.
Come to Largs and see how well we tailor
to your taste in sound and sight!

Delivery and normal installation
are FREE within 20 miles of
London. So is Largs technical
know-how for any servicing
needed within 12 months.

CAITHNESS To house very extensive
HiFi equipment, with generous record
storage if desired. Wide choice of finishes.
6' 6" long, 1' 10" deep. As shown, in oiled
teak—(cabinet only) 75 gns.

Send for booklet "HiFi Furniture"

II

—J-

----,_

at ¡IvIx,
Now possibly the best showrooms in the world for choosing a good radiogram
76-77 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. - 01-242 2626 (PBX)
Open until 7p.m. Thursday evenings from October 3rd-December 19th inc.

1400

HIGH FIDELITY CENTRES
KENT & S.E. LONDON

NORTH LONDON

ILFORD & ESSEX
85/100 ILFORD LANE, PIONEER
MARKET, ILFORD, ESSEX

242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD,
LONDON, N.I.

36 LEWISHAM HIGH STREET,
LONDON, S.E.I3.

(200 yds. Ilford Station— Half-day Thursday)

(200 yds. King's X Station— Half-day Thurs.)

Telephone: 01-478 2291

Telephone: 01-837 8200

(opposite Chiesman's—Half-day Thursday)
Telephone: 01-852 2399

THIS EQUIPMENT
AT ALL OUR
HI-FI CENTRES

ARENA

EVERY LEADING
MAKE AVAILABLE
•

e
•
e

by HEDE NIELSEN
See, hear and compare the complete range of Arena High Fidelity Equipment.
Our experienced staff are able to give expert advice and also demonstrate the
many outstanding features of this wonderful range,
GFI225 (
illus.) Solid State

EAS .EST HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES
FINEST AFTER SALES SERVICING
EXPERT STAFF AND EXPERT ADVICE

Stockists of: Akai, Ampex, Arena, Armstrong, B. & O., Brenell, Dynatron, E.M.I.,
Elizabethan, Ferguson, Ferrograph, Garrard, Goldring, Good mans, Grundig, M.H.V.,
Hacker, Kef, Leak, LoeweOpta, National, NuSound, Ortofon, Philips, Quad, Reps,
Rogers, Sanyo, Sony, Steresound, Tandberg, Telefunken, Thorens, Truvox, Uher,

Stereo Record Player 2X 8

Van Der Molefi, Vortexion, Wharfedale, Wyndsor, etc.

watts. 73 gns.
T2500H Solid State Radio

demonstration by our specialist staff who will be delighted to assist you in selecting

2X 5 watts output. 97 gns.

equipment to suit your individual requirements.

T2400 Hi -Fi Stereo Tuner

benefit from all these invaluable features—the most comprehensive range of

Everymake and model of Hi -Fi Unit and Tape Recorder is available for immediate
Only from NuSound can you

Amplifier 2X 15 watts out-

equipment on display in the country, expert staff, free technical advice, immediate

put, with 5 pretuned

'demonstration of any model and the finest after sales servicinglavailable.

stations of your choice.

WE

79 gns.

OPERATE

A

PERSONAL

EXPORT

SCHEME

SAVING

UP TO

20% ON LIST PRICE

— — All other Arena
Products in stock.

liettigidEfflate
At

every

NuSound

showroom

you'll find a wonderfully comprehensive

range

backed

by

of

equipment

over

experience

13

in

TAPE RECORDER CENTRES

years'

this

ever

growing and highly specialised

field— in

NuSound

which

reputation

"second

to

the
is

none".

Three

NuSound

Centres

specialise

in

High Fidelity Equipment
and Tape

Recorders and

the other four
Centres

are

exclusively
Recorders

and

NuSound
devoted
to

Tape

Accessories.

1401

CITY

228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609.
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn.—Closed Sat. Open Sun. 10-2)

WEST END

82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I. Tel.: 01-242 7401.
(200 yds. Kingsway—Half-day Saturday)

E. LONDON

2 MARYLAND STATION, E.I5. Tel.: 01-543 5879.
(Adjacent Maryland Point Stn.— Half-day Thursday)

N.W.LONDON

360 KILBURN HIGH RD., N.W.6. Tel.:01-6241656.
(Opp. Kilburn Tube Stn.— Half-day Thursday)

not ayear old and
already aclassic
Ferrograph Tape Recorders, Series 1to 6, have been famous since 1949, and although Series 7was
introduced only ayear ago it is already acknowledged as aclassic. No other recorder to-day gives you
quality like this, reliability like this, and offers so many desirable facilities.
It has the finest specification—and when Ferrograph gives you afigure, it is aconservative minimum. Ferrograph guarantees it. Every instrument is finally individually adjusted for optimum performance. With Ferrograph you know where you are—exactly.
Available in Mono, and in Stereo with and without end amplifiers; embodying aunique range of
30 features including:

•
•
•

All silicon solid-state electronics with FET
input stages and wide input overload margins.
Vertical or horizontal operation.
Unit construction: The 3 individual units
i.e. tape deck, power unit and amplifier complex are mounted on a single frame easily
removable from cabinet for service or installation in other cabinets or racks.
3 motors (no belts).
3 tape speeds.
Variable speed spooling control for easy
indexing and editing.
Electrical deck operation allowing presetting for time-switch starting without need
for machine to be previously powered.
Provision for instantaneous stop/start by
electrical remote control.
Immediate access head block for editing
and cleaning.
Single lever-knob deck operation with
pause position.
Independent press-to-record button for
safety and to permit click-free recordings
and insertions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•Adjustable reel height control.
• Damped

tension arms for slur-free start-

ing.
81" reel capacity.
Endless loop cassette facility.
Provision for signal operated switching
units.
Internal loud speakers (2)-1 each channel on stereo, 2phased on mono.
4digit, one-press re-set, gear-driven index
counter.
2 inputs per channel with independent
mixing (ability to mix 4 inputs into one
channel on stereo machine).
Signal level meter for each channel operative on playback as well as record.
Tape/original switching through to output
stages.
Re-record facility on stereo models for
multi-play, echo effects etc., without external
connections.
0 Meters switchable to read 100 kHz bias
and erase supply with accessible preset
adjustment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Three outputs per channel i.e. (1) line
out—level response. (2) line out—after tone
controls. (3) power output-8-15 ohms.
Power output 10W per channel.
Independent tone controls giving full lift
and cut to both bass and treble each channel.
Retractable carrying handle permitting
carrying by one or two persons.
Available in several alternative presentations.
U.K. Retail prices from £ 135 incl. P.T.
Please see next page for list of Ferrograph
Stockists

•
•

•
•

the tape recorder with
the hearing-is-believing sound

FERROGRAPH
THE FERROGRAPH CO LTD, FERROGRAPH HOUSE, 84 BLACKFRIARS ROAD, SM. TELEPHONE: 01-928 1981
1403

Listen for yourself
To know the Ferrograph New Generation Series 7you must look at it, listen to it, for yourself. You will find
New Generation instruments soon in stock at many of the best tape-recording and HiFi specialists in the country,
including the following:

Ferrograph stockists
London Dealers
Telesonic Ltd.,
92, Tottenham Court Road,
London W.1.
Larg's of Holborn Ltd.,
76177, High Holborn,
London W.C.I.
Nusound,
82, High Holborn,
London W.C.I.
Nusound,
228, Bishopsgate,
London E.C.2.
Nusound,
360, Kilburn High Road,
London N. W.6.
Nusound,
36, Lewisham High Street,
London S.E.I3.
Francis of Streatham,
169-171, Streatham High Road,
London S. W.16.
Hampstead High Fidelity Ltd.,
91, Heath Street,
London N. W.3.
The Recorder Company,
188, West End Lane,
London N. W.6.
C. C. Goodwin Ltd.,
7, The Broadway,
London N.22.
Nusound,
2, Maryland Point Station,
Stratford, London E.15.
Studio Tapes Ltd.,
199, Hoe Street, Walthamstow
London E.17.
Aberdeen
Aberdeen Sound Centre,
25a, Belmont Street.
C. Bruce Miller,
51, George Street.
Aberdeen Radio Ltd.,
9liadden Street,
Banstead
Raylec Ltd.,
43 High Street, Banstead, Surrey.
Barnsley
Geoffrey Barnard,
3, Pitt Street,
Barnstaple
O. Nicklin & Son Ltd.,
The Square.
Bath
C. Milsom & Son Ltd.,
Northgate.
Birkenhead
James McKenzie Ltd.,
Grange Road.
Birmingham
C.H. (High-Fidelity) Ltd.,
1671169, Bromsgrove Street,
Birmingham, 5.
Chas. H. Young Ltd.,
170, Corporation Street.

Griffin Radio Ltd.,
94, Bristol Street,
Birmingham 5.
Blackburn
Holdings of Blackburn Ltd.,
39-41, Mincing Lane.
Blackpool
F. Benfell Ltd.,
17, Cheapside.
Bolton
Harker & Howarth (Music) Ltd.,
Goodwin Street,
Bolton, Lancs.
Bournemouth
Tape Recorders (Bournemouth)
Ltd.,
874, Christchurch Road,
Boscombe, Bournemouth.
Brighton
John King Films Ltd.,
71, East Street.
Avery's Ltd.,
77, St. James's Street.
Lanes Radio Ltd.,
II, Gardiner Street.
Bristol
Tape Recorder and HiFi Centres
Ltd.,
Stokes Croft.
Sound Selection Ltd.,
301-363, Gloucester Road,
Bristol, 7.
Bromley
Bromley Sound,
22, Letchworth Drive.
Bury
John Smith & Son (The Rock)
Ltd.,
184, The Rock,
Bury, Lancs.
Cambridge
University Audio,
1-2, Peas Hill.
K. P. Cameras Ltd.,
12a, Kings Parade.
Canterbury
Canterbury HiFi,
St. Dunstan Street.
Cardiff
Sound Film Services Ltd.,
(Cinema Liaison Ltd.),
27, Charles Street.
Carlisle
Misons,
Citadel Road.
Coventry
Coventry Tape Recorder
Services,
33, King William Street.
R.E.S. Ltd.,
13, City Arcade.
Crewe
Charlesworths of Crewe Ltd.,
28, Hightown,
Crewe, Cehshire.
Darlington
Geoffrey A. Williams & Son Ltd.
Blackwell Gate.

Derby
Victor Bucicland Ltd.,
41-49, London Road.
Doncaster
Tom Jaques Ltd.,
16, Wood Street,
Doncaster, Yorks.
Edinburgh
J. Nicolson (HiFi Corner) Ltd.,
1, Haddington Place,
Edinburgh, 7.
EPPine
Chew and Osbourne Ltd.,
148, High Street.
Exeter
Electrosure Ltd.,
162-163, Fore Street.
Farnham
Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.,
26-27, Downing Street,
Farnham, Surrey.
Gerrards Cross
Edric Films Ltd.,
34-36, Oak End Way,
Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
Gillingham
E. Hadaway,
Watling Street,
Glasgow
McCormacics (Music) Ltd.,
33, Bath Street,
Glasgow C.2.
Goodmayes
Unique Radio Ltd.,
6, The Facade, Goodmayes,
Essex.
Gravesend
Bennett & Brown Ltd.,
50,606 & 60e, Wrotham Road,
Gravesend, Kent.
Great Yarmouth
Norfolk Radio,
12, Broad Row, Gt. Yarmouth.
Guildford
P. J. Equipments,
21, Onslow Street.
Huddersfield
J. Wood & Son Ltd.,
67, New Street,
Huddersfield, Yorks.
Word
Nusound
87-100, Pioneer Market,
Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex.
Kirkcaldy
Caithness Brothers,
270, High Street.
Leamington Spa
W. M. TYsons,
41, Russell Street,
Leamington Spa, Works.
Leeds
Becketts Film Services Ltd.,
The Headrow,
Leeds I, Yorks.

Leicester
United Film Services,
7, Kings Street.
Tape Recorder Centre,
72a, Church Gate.
Linton
H. S. W. Speechley & Co.,
49, High Street,
Linton, Cambs.
Liverpool
Beaver Radio (Liverpool) Ltd.,
20-22 Whitechapel,
Liverpool, Lancs.
Eaten
Coventry Radio Ltd.,
189, Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds.
Maidstone
Sloman & Pettit,
Pudding Lane.
Manchester
Lancs. HiFi Ltd.,
8, Deansgate,
Manchester 3.
Godleys Radio & T.V. Ltd.,
Shade Hill.
Mansfield
Syd Booth,
II, Queens Street.
Middlesborough
McKenna & Brown Ltd.,
122, Linthorpe Road,
Middlesborough, Yorks.
Newcastle-upon-Tyns
Turners (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)
Ltd.,
Camera House, Pink Lane,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
J. G. Windows Ltd.,
1-7, Central Arcade.
Northampton
Audiocraft Ltd.,
Abington Square.
Nottingham
Petes Electronics Ltd.,
165, Arkwright Street.
Nuneaton
Taylors Pianos Ltd.,
119, Abbey Street.
Oxford
L. Westwood Ltd.,
George Street.
Plymouth
A. E. Ford Ltd.,
84, Cornwall Street.
Portsmouth
H. R. Knight,
71, Tangier Road.
Redcar
McKenna & Brown Ltd.,
135, High Street,
Redcar, Yorks.
Rugby
Berwick HiFi Centre,
5, Sheeps Street,
Rugby, Yorks.

Salisbury
Suttons HiFi Centre Ltd.
50. Blue Boar Row,
Skegness
Norman Throp Ltd.,
68, Lumley Road,
Sheffield
Sheffield Photo Co. Ltd.
6, Norfolk Row,
Fargate.
Shrewsbury
Avon HiFi Ltd.,
13, Wyle Cop.
Southampton
Hamiltons Ltd.,
35, London Road.
Southport
Wayfarers Radio Ltd.,
Burton Arcade.
Stafford
Tom Reekie Ltd.,
10, Bridge Street.
St. Helens
Harold Stott Ltd.,
18 Westfield Street.
Stoke-on-Trent
Wilsons Radio Ltd.,
30-32, Liverpool Road,
Stockport
W. J. & M. Bayliss Ltd.
611, Gorton Road.
Swansea
W. J. Holt Ltd.,
Piel on Arcade.
Teddington
Daytronics Ltd.,
II9a, High Street,
Teddington Lock, Middx.
Truro
John Fry Ltd.,
HiFi Centre,
6, Cathedral Lane.
Fords
9Pytar St.
Winchester
Southern Recorder Service,
34, St. Georges Street.
Woking
D. W. Hughes & Sons Ltd.,
5, Central Buildings,
Chobham Road.
Worcester
Johnson's Sound Service,
Sidbury.
Wilmslow
Transistor Centre,
Green Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
Worthing
Bowers & Wilkins Ltd.,
1, Beckett Buildings,
Littlehampton, Worthing.

If none of these is near enough to you, in case of difficulty, or for free literature, send us the coupon, or give us aring on WATerloo 1981.

FERROGRAPII
To The Ferrograph Co Ltd Ferrograph House 84 Blackfriars Road London SEI
El Please send me afree brochure on the
Ferrograph New Generation Series 7
D or the new Ferrograph Manual for
which Ienclose £1

HFN

NAME
ADDRESS
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the tape recorder with
the, hearing- is- believing sound

180 watts:
who needs it?
The man who can envision
astereo system with as many as three
speaker systems.
The man who understands all the
recording, dubbing and monitoring
possibilities of up to four tape
recorders connected to
asingle receiver.
The man who wants an exclusive
Stereo-Only circuit, two switchable
damping factors, and 75 and 300 ohm
antenna inputs.
The man who knows what IC, FET

and all silicon transistors do to improve
stability, FM sensitivity and image
rejection.
The man who is ready for
performance that includes a15
to 30,000Hz power bandwidth,
adistortion factor that never exceeds
0.8% and astereo separation
figure of better than 50db.
The man who is going places or has
already arrived in stereo.
You?

•
érVILS-1112

Sansui 5000: The Complete Receiver
Englanck TECHNICAL CERAMICS LTD. 102. Factory, Cheney Manor Estate, Swindon, Wilts. / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin 2 / West
Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. Frankfurt Am Main, Reuter Weg 65, Frankfurt Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich
Gotthardstr. 6, Claridenhof / Italy: ELECTRONICA LOMBARDA S.P.A. Via Montebelo 27, 20121 Milano / Finland: CH-TRADING Tammitie 15, Helsinki 33 / Greece:
ELINA LTD. 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. 1070 Wien, Burggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELECTRIC
1-99, Boulevard Leopold II Laan, 199, Bruxelles 8 / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO., LTD. 1, Petrou & Pavlou Street., P.O. Box 625, Limassol/South Africa:
GLENS (PTY) LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesburg / Bahrain: AMBASSADOR STORES P.O. Box 237 / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO:, LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE Schiller Strasse
31, Frankfurt Main, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, Izurni, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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'
a
d'un faune
avec Shire

L

It could easily happen to you! You sit back and listen

to your favourite ballet record with a Shure cartridge.
And before you can say pas de deux the lifelike
immediacy of the music has you pirouetting around

the room. You hear so truly that you are utterly
i
nvolved. It's a great experience.
Listen with Shure and you'll hear
what we mean. Shure stereo
cartridges are suitable for both
mono and stereo records.
Type II Shure V-15 super- track
with bi-radial elliptical stylus
t.0002 inch x . 0007 inch)-15 °
tracking—unique " flip- action built- in stylus guard.

S F-1 1J FI E.
Shure Electronics Limited,
84 Blackfriars Road, London. S.E.1. Tel : 01 928 6361
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— Loudspeaker systems, that is — and
go GOODMANS.
Choose a Goodmans loudspeaker for
its looks — let Goodmans name be
your guarantee of quality.
There are now six Systems in Goodmans High Fidelity range including
Mambo and Marimba ( NEW last
month).
The choice widens — the quality
remains the same. All offer the finest
High Fidelity reproduction anywhere.
Check for yourself — at your Goodmans
dealer.

. . . and of course Goodmans are the
makers of the world- acclaimed transistorised stereo amplifier, Maxamp 30,
too, and the Stereomax tuner — the
Goodmans record-player completes
the picture. All High Fidelity, all
Stereophonic, and all with Goodmans
reputation behind them.
THIS is the Audio Suite — send for a
free colour booklet.

Goodmans

for High Fidelity

ln" ssa- x

EZJ

4
5

• 1 NEW! MAMBO*
8" deep.
£17.18.0 + £ 4.0,5 P.T.
2 MAXIM Mini-sys..ern. 10.1 ' x5.
1" x71 deep.
£16.7.0 + £ 3.13.5 P.T.
3 NEW! MARIMBA* For wall mountiag.19" x
13 ' x
deep. 619.5.0 + £4.6.3 P.T.
4 MEZZO -II Flush fitted attenuator. 191" x12"
x9" deep. £ 30.18.0.
5 MAGNUM . K. 3 sneakers 2 attenuators.
24" x15" x111" deep. £40.2.0.
6 ELEGANZIA Ei. 27" x 20" x 61" deep.
£30.0.0.
All finished in Teak or Walnut to order.
*Sold in ready matched pairs.

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd., Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel. : 01-9021200
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PEE

Please send me

Goodmans Audio Suite Booklet
Goodmans High Fidelity Manual featuring
all Goodmans products.
Tick which required.
Name
Address

--

HF 12 j

FRANC'

É
ke CA agita
?9eCialiStS
"The finest portable
in the world"

OF WOOD GREEN

All Goods sent by Return Fost P,. omptly—Write—Phone—Call

SONOTONE CARTRIDGES

BULK PURCHASE OF ' SOLENT' SPEAKERS

Normally £ 18

9TA or 9TAHC WITH
DIAMOND STYLI.
We offer this widely
used cartridge for

47/6

Normal price 76/6.
You save 29/—! Each
cartridge is supplied
in sealed manufacturer's cartons and
guaranteed.
Post & packing 2/6

OUR PRICE
FULLY GUARANTEED

c'e

Post & Packing 2,6

GARRARD
SP25 Mk II
£11.10.0
AT60 Mk II

£12.10.0

Post & Packing 9j—

STOP PRESS SECTION!
The " COUNTDOWN" Stereo Budget System
at 65 gns, is an outstanding success.
Compare below the cost if bought at normal
prices.
2Solent Speakers ..
IGarrard SP25 Mk II
IPlinth and Cover
IArena F210 Amplifier ..
IMagnetic Cartridge
Connecting Cables and Plugs
Total

36 0
15 6
7 0
34 13
6 6
1 5

0
4
0
0
0
6

MOO 10 10

Ready wired and tested •
Fully guaranteed.

YOU GET
ALL THIS FOR

HI-FI BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
Sizes: 14" x 9" x8f". Woofer 6r,
1" Pole. Tweeter,
Acoustically loaded for Cabinet. Out-,!
put 12 watts. Frequency response 40 c/s, 20 Kc/s.

3r.

95/ -

Send S.A.E. for Technical Details

Delivery charges
by arrangement.

£1 1.10.0

Send for Technical Specification and Brochure, S.A.E.
Post, Packing, Insurance, I0/—.

MAGNETIC (DIAMe')
CARTRIDGE!
TODAY'S VALUE £6

Our Price

GNS.

TELETON F2000 TUNER-AMP
AM/FM Stereo decoded.
5 Watts each
channel. Tape and Phono inputs. 8û output and headphones.
Superb value.
Fully guaranteed.
Available ex-stock.
Post and packing, 12/6.

34 gns.

A "THANK YOU" space to the
378 " COUNTDOWN" owners

ZONAL TAPE
7" L.P. 1800 ft...
21/7" S.T.D. I
200 ft...
15/5" L.P. 900 ft. ..
9/5" S.T.D. 600 ft...
6/6
C60 Cassettes ..
I0/—
C90 Cassettes ..
15/—
Post & packing, 2/— each.
REPLACEMENT STEREO
DIAMOND STYLI
STA
ALL AT
9TA
9TAHC
5 / 1. each
EV26
GP91
( Post & Packing,
GC8
1/6d.
others on request

UNBEATABLE VALUE
PLINTH & COVER
A superbly finished Plinth of
British design in teak wood
ready cut for AT60 and SP25
units.
Spindle can be left
in

position

with

cover

on.

Complete with perspex cover
of neutral smoke tint. The
whole unit has very clean
lines and will blend in with a
wide range of furniture.

TODAY'S
VALUE

95/- EACH

J. J. FRANCIS

POST &
PACKING
I0/—

(Wood Green)

LTD.

123, ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N8.
BOWes Park 1662
1408

FLU.

manufacturers of transcription turntables
and magnetic cartridges of rare distinction.

For over twenty years ELAC of West Germany have produced
turntables and cartridges of the highest technical performance.
ELAC products enjoy international acclaim

ELAC MIRAPHON 22H
single play transcription
unit of studio quality

There are two models of turntables available; the MIRAPHON 22H single play transcription unit, which utilises a Papst synchronous motor
and the MIRACORD 630 high quality single play/autochanger. Both instruments incorporate many desirable technical features seldom found
collectively in turntables at such realistic prices.

• SMOOTH FEATHER- LIGHT PUSH BUTTON CONTROLS
• HYDRAULIC CUEING DEVICE
• PRECISION CO-ORDINATED TRACKING FORCE AND
BIAS COMPENSATION

• UNIQUE

ADJUSTABLE TRACKING CONTROL
FOR OPTIMUM ARM GEOMETRY

•SLIDE- IN HEADSHELL
• FITTED STYLUS CLEANING

BRUSH

Prices: Miraphon 22H £43.18.0 inc. tax - Miracord 630 £34.10.0 inc. tax.
ELAC MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES—an exceptional range—the outcome of years of dedicated and unswerving technical development—
suitable for use with all modern arms.

Exclusive feature is the adjustable device for varying the pre- determined tracking angle when used

with single play or auto- change units. Prices range from: £7.17.6 to £22.0.0 inc. tax.
Find out more about this exciting range. Complete the coupon below or phone 01-942 9567. Better still come to our demonstration rooms
and, without any obligation, use an ELAC.

UNILET PRODUCTS LIMITED
COMPTON HOUSE -

NEW MALDEN - SURREY

Telephone: 01-942 9567
Hours: Monday- Friday 9a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday 9a.m.-noon.

ELM
High

To: UPL, COMPTON HOUSE, NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Please send me ELAC details and prices

The Better Way
To Buy HI- Fl

112

NAME

Fidelity
ADDRESS
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Bang & Olufsenfor those who consider
design and quality
before price.

Bang 8( Olufsen audio equipment is made for those who consider design and quality
first. There is a wide range of radios, record players, amplifiers, loudspeakers and
radiograms, all designed to give unprecedented pleasure to ear and eye. Your B 8t
dealer will advise you how to start asystem that will give you enjoyment for the years
ahead. Here is just one selection.

BEO MASTER 1400K A sophisticated
and versatile five waveband stereo
radio receiver/audio amplifier. Completely modern in Danish styling, this
new Beomaster is available with or
without built-in pressure chamber
loudspeakers—making it a complete
table radio of the highest quality, or a
central unit in acomprehensive stereo
audio system. Five wavebands cover
F.M., Long, Medium, Shortwave 1
(66-200m) and Shortwave 2 with
bandspread ( 16-49). Special features

include 4 pre-tunable pushbuttons in
the F.M. waveband, giving instant
programme selection, and a built-in
decoder for stereo radio broadcasts.
Facilities for using gramophone, tape
recorder and two sets of stereo loudspeakers via the high quality stereo
amplifier, which gives an output of 15
watts per stereo channel. Available in
teak or rosewood finish, to match
other equipment in the Bang 8e Olufsen
range. Price £ 124. 0. Od.*

BEOGRAM 1000 A stereo transcription turntable unit mounted on a
suspended shockproof plinth and
featuring the world famous ST/L 15 °
tone arm, hydraulic lowering device
and SP7 cartridge with diamond
stylus. Specially engineered speed
selector with vernier adjustment.
Available in teak or rosewood finish.
Price £40. 15. Od.*

Fully descriptive literature is available from your B & 0 dealer or direct from
Bang & Olufsen United Kingdom Division, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester. Telephone: 0452 21 591
London Showrooms: 70/71 Welbeck Street London, W.1. Telephone: 01-486 2144
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BEOCORD 1500 DE LUXE stereo/
mono tape recording deck. Working
through a quality radio/amplifier—
such as Beomaster 1400—with tape
recorder connexion, the Beocord 1500
gives the facilities of acomplete tape
recording system. Available in teak or
rosewood finish. £ 122. 10. Od.*
*Recommended retail price.

THE

TANNOY PRODUCTS LTD
West Norwood, London, S.E.27, England
Telephone: 01-670 1131.
A MEMBER OF THE TANNOY GROUP OF COMPANIES

Change should be made for improvement— not
just for the sake of change. This is why the
TANNOY ' Monitor' Dual Concentric loudspeaker
—accepted as the ' quality standard' most
specified for professional use—has remained
unchanged in basic conception for the past 21
years and in detail design for the past seven years.
NOW, the gradual evnlution of aperfected
technical specification has resulted in the
refinement of this supreme ' quality' speaker
into anew design--" The Monitor GOLD"—a
design which again will remain intact until a
change can be proved worthwhile. Send now for
leaflet giving complete details and full
technical specification.

TREBLE ROLL OFF
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TREBLE ENERGY

The new Monitor Gold now incorporates a Treble Roll Off Control and
Treble Energy Control enabling precise
adjustments to be made for room
acoustics and programme material.
Frequency Response
30-20,000 cps
Power Handling Capacity 15" 50 watts
12" 30 watts
III IZ 15 watts
Impedance
8Q Nominal
5.Q Minimum

LOOK! aFerguson stereo recorder with

track transfer and 2nd channel monitoring.
This sophisticated 3-speed f-track Stereo Tape Recorder is packed with
special features - much more than you could expect for the money. It
has 7" reels and accommodates standard pre-recorded tapes. Employing all transistor circuits it is, in effect, two recorders and replay
amplifiers independently controllable and integrated to provide
stereophonic recording and reproduction. Housed in an attractive
teak veneered cabinet with transparent lid.
•Twin all transistor amplifiers • 3speeds, 7" spools play up to 17 hours on double play
tape (mono) • Automatic end of tape stops • Clutched dual concentric controls • Input
mixing facilities • Latching pause control • Calibrated meter record indicators
•Monitoring while recording on built-in speakers • Track transfer on mono • Second
channel monitoring • Comprehensive input and output sockets • Suitable extension
loudspeaker available • Supplied complete with two dynamic microphones, reel of tape
(12001 take-up spool and connecting leads.

Model 3232-£91.13

.

LOOK! aFerguson mono

tape recorder with 3speeds
and input mixing.
Outstanding value is offered by this 3speed 4-track mono Tape Recorder. With
3-Watts audio output on speech and music,
interlocking controls that prevent accidental ' wiping' of tapes, a metal foil
operated automatic stop and a solenoid
operated remote pause control. The unit
incorporates a new symmetrical motor
with low hum field and extensive signal
head shielding reduces mains hum to
minimum. The cabinet is attractively
veneered in teak with a transparent lid.
Model 3216-

1412

£64.19s.

LOOK! anew Ferguson portable

Awide range of accessories are available for
all Ferguson Tape Recorders.

tape recorder.

A 3-speed, 4-track Tape Recorder with 7" spools, presented
in black leathercloth with a teak-veneered loudspeaker
grille. A removable cover at the rear provides access to input and output sockets, storage space for mains lead and
microphone, etc.
• Four tracks, 3speeds, r spools play up to 17 hours on double play tape
•Automatic end of tape stop • Input mixing controls • Remote control from
microphone • Latching pause control • Double track replay • Monitoring
while recording • Meter record level indicator • 4-digit, push-button
position indicator • Graduated dials on rotary controls • Tape editing
index • Comprehensive input and output sockets • Powered socket for
accessories • Microphone with remote control switch • 1200 ft LP tape,
take-up spool and connecting lead included.

To: British Radio Corporation Ltd.
284 Southbury Road, Enfield, Middlesex
Please send me your free full- colour fact- filled leaflets
about Ferguson Tape Recorders.
Name
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

Address

L

ORN

Brit,sn Radio Corporation is amember of The Thorn Group

T3j

Fine! Ifs aFERGUSON

Model 3238-£58.11s.
1413

LOOK! asuperb compact Ferguson Cassette Recorder
This Ferguson Cassette Recorder is the enthusiasts
sketch-book and enables you to pick up material for
transfer later to the tapes in your library. It is housed
in a cabinet moulded from high impact material in
black, contrasted with light grey and has a silver
coloured metal grille. This machine is battery powered
utilising the new instant loading 'Compact Cassette'.
It may also be used to reproduce `Musicassette' werecorded tapes monophonically. It has simple piano
type keys for tape motion control and a dynamic
microphone with remote stop/start control. It is
powered by 5HP 11 type cells and asocket is provided
for external power supply. The dimensions of this
recorder are: Length 8F, width 5", depth 2*" and it
weighs only 3* lbs.
Model 3236

£26.14s.

•Moulded black cabinet with light grey contrast and silver
coloured metal grille.
•Ideal for indoor and outdoor use and as adictating machine.
•Simple piano keys for tape motion control.
•Dynamic microphone with remote stop/start control.
•The instant loading Compact Cassette' of tape provided, plays
for one hour.
•Meter level and battery condition indicator.
•Will reproduce `Musicassettés'.
•Operates on five HP 11 batteries or external power supply.
•Comprehensive input/output socket.
•Supplied complete with remote control microphone, cassette of
tape, radio connecting lead and muting plug.
•Like all Ferguson recorders, the 3236 is British made and designed.

Fine! It's aFERGUSON
TliORN
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British. Radio Corporation is aMember of The Thorn Group

This is the VE
It's Elegant

2020 AUTOMATIC/MANUAL
HI-FI TURNTABLE

It's Intelligent
It's Unequalled
The Only Automatic Turntable that can
track every record at the 15° Vertical
Stylus Tracking Angle during manual or
automatic play.

• Vertical stylus tracking adjustment for
every record.
Minimum distortion at
the 15 ° angle

• Four speed setting control, provision for
fine speed adjustment.
Stroboscope
provided.

• The most sensitive and sophisticated
anti-skating device of any automatic
turntable on the market.

• Slide in cartridge mounting, no screws —
cannot be inserted incorrectly thus angle
is exact.

• Exclusive command centre —
one
handsome
lever
furnishes
complete
control over all operations.

• Rotating record spindle and unique
automatic spindle,
lower than any
other.

• Automatic scanning device — the PE 2020
thinks for itself — measures record size,
no setting necessary.

• Heavy cast turntable and extremely
low pick up arm friction,
perfect
balance.

Enquiries to

U.K.

Distributors:

HIGHGATE ACOUSTICS
184/188 Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
Telephone:

01-636

2901-4

give Hour familn
the gift dint
noure emus unified
e

Getting
tired
of receiving socks and
y
ne
e
a
r
r
s:?
This
try alittle cunning. Give the
family the gift you've

always wanted —
aLeak hi-fi stereo system.

Prices include P.T. where applicaule

Mini- Sandwich
Speaker

Sandwich Speaker
£43.10.0

But be prepared for trouble . . . wives
have ahabit of pouring cold water.
Tell her that it'll last alifetime, and
try the one about the cost being spread
over thirty years which after all makes it
less than £7per Christmas, and how
much was her new coat anyway?

Stereo 70 Amplifier
£63.0.0
With Case £89.10.0

Stereo 30 Amplifier
£52.0.0
with Case £58.10.0

But most convincing of all, put on a
record. Your Elgar, her Humperdinck,
the kids' Hendrix.
If that doesn't silence her, just turn up
the volume.

Trough Line Stereo
F.M. Tuner: £50.11.4
with Case £38.11.8

E Aik

Trough Line 3
F.M. Tuner: £35.15.4
with Case £43.15.8

Tuner/Amplifier
Case only £ 9.16.10

IHI e bF1

The Best Values In Solid- State
NEW! World's Finest Stereo Receiver ... HEATHKIT AR- I5
Kit K'AR-I5

£239-2
Ready to use
A/AR-15

£277-4
PP I5/-

Acclaimed by owners and audio experts for advanced features
like integrated circuits and crystal filters in the IF amplifier
section; preassembled Field Effect Transistor FM tuner with an
IHF sensitivity of 1.8 ¡eV or better and selectivity of 70 dB or
better; arobust 150 watts of music power ( 100 watts RMS) at
+ 1dB from 6to 50,000 Hz; complete AM, FM and FM stereo
listening; positive circuit protecting that prevents damage from
overloads or short circuits of any duration; all-silicon transistors;
"black magic" panel lighting; stereo only switch; adjustable
phase control for best stereo separation and many more. Now
choose kit or factory assembled versions, pp 10/6 extra.
(Optional wrap-around walnut cabinet, £12.18.)

NEW! World's Finest Stereo Tuner . . HEATHKIT AJ-I5
Kit WAJ-15

£128-8
Ready to use
A/A.1-15

£147-8
pp 10 6

For the man who already owns afine stereo amplifier Heathlcit
now offers the superb FM stereo tuner section of the renowned
AR- 15 receiver as aseparate unit . . . the new AJ-15 FM Stereo
Tuner. Among its many features are the exclusive design FET
FM tuner with two FET r.f amplifiers and FET mixer for high
sensitivity. Outputs for amplifiers, tape recorders, etc.; all
controls front panel mounted; "black magic" panel lighting.
Now choose kit or factory assembled versions. (Walnutveneered cabinet £8.10 extra.)

NEW! World's Finest Stereo Amplifier ... HEATHKIT AA- I5
-,ssumaaelafflallININIIIIIMIS1111111111111111111110=1111‘

Kit K,AA-15

£93-5
Ready to use
A/AA-15

£111-10

For the man who already owns afine stereo tuner, Heathlcit now
offers the famous stereo amplifier section of the AR-15 receiver as
aseparate unit . . . the new AA- 15 stereo amplifier. It has the
same circuitry and features such as 150 watts music power
output; frequency response + 1dB, 8 to 40,000 Hz at 1watt;
all-silicon transistor circuitry; "black magic" panel lighting;
tuner input jack and remote speaker switch. Now choose kit or
factory assembled versions. (Walnut veneered cabinet £8.10
extra.)

pp 13 .6

NEW! For Best Stereo Receiver Value.. HEATHKIT Solid- State
30 Watt FM Stereo Receiver AR- I4
Kit K AR- I4

£54
Ready to use
AA R-14

£75
pp 13 6

Features 31 transistor, 10 diode circuit for cool, natural sound;
20 watts RMS, 30 watts 111F music power at + 1dB from 15 to
50,000 Hz; preassembled and aligned wideband FM/FM stereo
tuner; two power amplifiers and two pre-amplifiers; front panel
head-phone jack for private listening; compact 3V high x
15r wide x12" deep size; stereo indicator light; filtered outputs
for beat-free stereo taping; anodized aluminum front panel and
fast circuit board assembly. Install in awall, custom cabinet or
either Heathkit factory assembled cabinets (walnut or teak finish
extra £4.10).

NEW! Low Cost Solid- State FM Stereo Receiver. . AR- 17
Ideal for the budget bound, yet boasts state-of-the-art features
like all transistor circuitry for natural transparent sound, cool
instant operation and long unchanging life . . . wide 18 to
60,000 Hz response at + 1dB at full 5watt continuous power
per channel. . . 14 watts music power . . . inputs for phono and
Ready to use
auxiliary . . . automatic stereo indicator light . . . outputs for
4 thru 16 ohm speakers . . . adjustable phase so you can tune
A/AR-17
the best stereo . . . flywheel tuning . . . complete front panel
controls . . . fast circuit board assembly . . . and compact
y deep x2V high x11V wide size. Install in awall, or either
pp 10 6
Heath factory-assembled cabinets (walnut veneer or teak finish
extra £3.10).
BIRMINGHAM St. Martins Hse. Bull Ring GLOUCESTER Bristol Rd.
Kit K AR- 17

£39

£59

SHOWROOMS: LONDON Tottenhan Ct. Rd.
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Stereo Comes From HEATHKIT

AM/FM/FM Stereo Tuner
AFM-2

Matching 66 Watt Stereo
Amplifier AA-22U

Kit KIIFM-2

Kit K/AA•22U

£3510

£39-10

Ready to Use

Ready to Use

A/AFM-2

A/AA-22U

£53

£54

PP 10/6

pp 13/6

Features 18 transistor, 7 diode circuit for cool, natural sound;
AM, long and medium wave, FM stereo/mono reception; automatic
switching to stereo; stereo indicator light; stereo phase control;
filtered outputs for beat-free stereo recording; preassembled and
aligned FM "front-end" and AM-FM IF circuit. (Walnut or teak
veneered cabinet extra £3.16.)

20 transistor, 10 diode circuit delivers a full 66 watts IHF music,
40 watts RMS power at + 1dB from 15 to 30,000 Hz. Less than
1% distortion; 5stereo inputs for any programme source; 4, 8 and
16 ohm speaker impedances; simple circuit board kit assembly.
(Handsome walnut or teak veneered cabinet £4 extra.)

FM Stereo Tuner TFM-1S

Matching 30 Watt Stereo
Amplifier TSA-I2

K TFM IS

£2110

Kit K/TSA-12

Ready to Use

£32-16

ATFM-IS

£39-0

Ready to Use
ATSA-12

PP 6/.

£3910

Build in 6 hours or less! Features 14 transistor 5 diode circuit;
phase control for maximum stereo separation; 4-stage IF for high
sensitivity; filtered outputs for direct stereo recording; automatic
stereo indicator light; preassembled and aligned "front-end".
Install in a wall or either factory assembled cabinets. (Walnut or
teak veneered £3.16 extra.)

pp 10/6

Assemble in 10 hours or less. Features 17 transistor, 6diode circuit;
20 watts RMS, 30 watts IHF music power at ± 1dB from 15 to
50,000 Hz; transformerless output circuitry; lighted control dial;
handles phono, tuner, auxiliary sources, 8-16 ohm speakers. Install
in awall or Heath cabinets. (Walnut or teak veneered £3.16 extra.)

Berkeley Slirnline
Speaker System
Kit K Berk

£21-4

Ready to Use
ABerk

£24

Cotswold
Speaker System

Beautiful walnut or teak veneered, fully
finished cabinet. Two specially designed
speakers. Build it in an evening. Professional styling. Use one for mono, two
for stereo. Outstanding performance at
lowest cost. Use shelf or floor standing.
Use vertical or horizontal. Will harmonize with modern or traditional decor.

3 speakers cover full frequency range
30 to 20,000 Hz.
750 Hz crossover
network. Can be driven by 3watts up to
15 watts RMS. Independent level controls
for treble and midrange speakers. Kit
available "in the white" (Ready-to-use
model finished in teak or walnut.)

pp 136

Stereo Tape Recorder STR-I
1 track stereo or mono record and
playback at 74, 31 and 1/ i.p.s.
18 transistor circuit. Push-button
mode controls. Built in stereo power
amplifiers-4watts output RMS per
channel.
Two excellent built-in
speakers. Mains operated.
Stereo Headphones 1AilL26 £9.14.0.
extra.

Kit Standard

£
28-12

Read yto Use

£
3910
pp 16 -

Stereo Record
Player SRP-1

Kit STR-1

£58

Ready to Use

£12

Kit SRP•1

£28-6

pp 10,6

PP

DAYSTROM LTD., Dept.
GLOUCESTER Tel. 29451

10 /
6

A complete stereo system. All transitor
circuitry. Dual sapphire stylus. Automatic playing 16, 33, 45 and 78 r.p.m.
records. Two excellent built-in speakers.
Mains operated. Ready to use £35.4

HF-12
,plus packing and carriage.

CI Enclosed is
Please send model (
s)
O Please send FREE Heathkit Catalogue.
Name

(Please Print)

Address

effgreee.e
,

...

City

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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Introducing: new handsome MR 801
tape deck/recorder.
Tape speeds
ips ( 19 cm/sec)
3-1 ips ( 9.5 cm/sec)
14 ips (4.8 cm/sec)

Wow and flutter

• 4 tracks • 3 speeds
• Sound with sound

192 min at 3-1 ips
(stereo r 35s tape)
884 min at 1-j ips
(stereo 7' 35g tape)

Input impedance

8-1 ips 30-13,000 c/s
1-j ips 30-8,000 c/s

Weight

18 lbs. ( 8.6 kg)

Microphone 50K ohm
Accessories
74 ips: 0.15% R.M.S. Line in 200K ohm
Empty reel 7'
34 ips: 0.20% H.M.S. Output impedance
Patch cord x 2
1-j ips: 0.30% R.M.S. Line out 2K ohm
Reel stopper x 2
Headphone 8ohm or 10K ohm Splicing tape

Recording time

96 min at 7-1 ips
(stereo 7' 85s tape)

Frequency response

74 ips 20-20,000 c/s
(± 8db 80-15,000 c/s)

Recommended
retail price £78

SA 11%11(0
RELIABILITY IS BUILT IN
See Sanyo at any authorised dealer. For further information write to: J. W. Cowley, Sales Manager, Electronic Equipment Division,
Marubeni-Iida Co. Ltd., 164 Clapham Park Road, London, S.W.4.
1420

FREE

We're giving away 10,000 of these 51
4 self threading reels. Each one's worth 9/10d.
All you need to do to get this: fill in the coupon and send it off with the front-end Tartan slip from your purchase of any reel of
'Scotch' Magnetic Tape of 4 diameter or larger— we'll send you your reel by return. So long as we've got one to send.
We've only 10,000. So hurry!
*Automatic wind- on. Just lay tape in hub of spool. The reel then threads itself. * No loose ends.
*Cuts down tape handling * Maximum tape protection * Fastest known method of threading reel.

e ulvI
0

00 um um amir

COMPANY
To: Mr. R. Perkins, 3M Company Limited,
3M :louse, Wigmore Street, London, W1A in.
Please send me afree 5.1" self threading reel.
Ienclose the front-end Tartan slip from a4'
(or larger) reel of 'Scotch' Magnetic Tape.

••
s

NAME

•

ADDRESS
This offer applies to the U.K. only.

NMI 111111 101111
1421

3M and ' Scotch' are trademarks.

1.1

The world's
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•

at your

•

with this •
exclusive
•
•

fingertips

•R.E.W. OFFER! •

with the
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Scm_Yrik

220 AM/FM/
Short Wave Tuner Stereo Amplifier!
Magnificently styled, this superb equipment brings you not
only regular AM and FM bands but offers the exciting capability of world-wide radio reception from 35 to 10 MHz
and wonderful sound quality which must be heard.

Input Sensitivity:
Phono: 3mV
Aux: 150 mV
Tape Monitor: 660 mV
Hum and Noise ( IHF):
Phono: 65 dB
Aux: 70 dB
Output Impedance: 8ohms and
10 ohms.

10/10 watts + IdB, 12 tubes, two transistors, six diodes. Headphone facility, Tape Monitoring, AFC on AM, loudness control,
Harmonic distortion less than I% at rated output. Power Bandwidth ( IHF): 35 to 15,000 Hz.

FM Tuner Section
Frequency Range: 88 to 108 MHz
Sensitivity: 2-5 µV
(S/N 20 dB quieting)
Sensitivity: 4.0 µV ( IHF)

With multiplex terminal for fast and convenient connection
with a multiplex adaptor if desired.

List price 861,gns.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER FROM R.E.W.

GUARANTEED—OUR PRICE ONLY 594 gns .

• • • • • • • • •
A selection
of R. E.W's
SPECIAL OFFERS!
of Tape Recorders
and Hi -Fi . . .
Interest Free Terms available on all
equipment (
one quarter cash price deposit, balance over 12 months) except
Tape Recorders still offered at Pre- Budget
prices (add 10% to balance after payment
of deposit).

R.E.W.

rew

of
o
r6o3n
.18
In.t
1.erest

SW Tuner Section
Frequency Range: 3.5 to 10 MHz
Sensitivity ( IHF): 40 µV ± 3dB
Power Consumption: 106 VA
max.
Weight: 27.1 lbs.
Size: I7ex 12+"x5+" approx.
For standard AC Mains supplies.

BRAND NEW & FULLY
Free Terms, £ 15.12.6 dep os it

an d

12

mont hl y payments

• • •
PHILIPS
EL3302 Cassette Port. T.R.
EL3310 Cassette Mains ..
EL3575 Stereo Mains T.R.
N 4408 Stereo Mains T.R.
SONY
T.C. 350 Stereo Tape Unit
T.C.260 Stereo Complete

Our price
24+ gns.
26 gns.
80 gns.
105 gns.

Current
List price
£31
£41
£101
£133

10
2
19
5

0
10
4
0

£89

0 0 £ 116

5 0

£95

0 0 £ 109

0 0

T.C.777a Mono Semi- Prof.

£135 0 0 £165
105 gns.

5 0

AKA1
X-355 Stereo Semi- Prof.
Complete T.R.
X-300 Stereo Semi- Prof.
T.R. less speakers ..
1710 Stereo Complete T.R.

£270

8 6

T.C.530 Stereo Complete

0 0 £331

179 gns. £263 0 0
£89 10 0 £109 17 3

( Earlsfield) Ltd. *

e HEADQUARTER

MW Tuner Section
Frequency Range: 535 to 1,605
KHz
Sensitivity ( IHF): 30 µV ± 3dB

TELEFUNKEN
204E Stereo Complete T.R.
M.30I Batt. Mono 4 Track
M.302 Batt. Mono 4 Track
2 Speed ..

Our price
99 gns.
54 gns.
59 gns.

Current
List price
£136 12
£69 12
£76

0 10

DUAL TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLES
1010.F. 4 Speed with Shure
M.3D
19+ gns.
£32 10 6
I015.F. 3 Speed with Shure
35 gns.
£49 13 4
1019 4 Speed with Shure
M75
46 gns.
£61
4 4
FISHER
XP9.B. 4 Speaker System
28-22,000 c/s
400 P.M. Stereo Tuner Amp.
440.T. F.M. Stereo Tuner

69 gns.
109 gns.

£93 9 0
129 gns.

112 gns.

149 gm.

LEADERS IN MAIL ORDER HI-FI

SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER:

DEPT. HFN, 266-8 UPPER TOOTING RD,. LONDON, S.W.I7. Tel. 01-672 4471/2 & 9175

e

WEST END SHOWROOMS: 146 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON,

1422

5
0

Tel: 01 836 3365 (opposite Astoria Cinema)

AKAI

... a range to suit
every pocket
and every need

11•E•W

and

... the name that
stands for service
and a better deal

NOW . . . FABULOUS FREE OFFERS
with superb AKAI Tape Recorders!
AKAI M9 High Fidelity Stereo Tape Recorder ( right) Cross-field
Head. All Silicon Transistor Amplifier. 4- track stereo/monaural
recording and playback. 3speeds ( If, 34 and 74 ips) plus 15 ips with 15 ips
adaptor kit. Hysteresis synchronous 2-speed motor. Wide Cross- field
frequency response. All silicon transistor amplifier. Sound on sound.
Automatic shut off, Automatic stop. Automatic pinch wheel release.
Automatic lever release. Recording mode switch. Bass switch. Tape
shifter in fast forward/rewind operation. DIN jack, stereo headphone
jacks. Four digit index counter with reset button, VU meters. Finely oilfinished wooden cabinet or vinyl leather wooden cabinet. E195— PLUS—
SENSATIONAL OFFER to every purchaser of the M9, a FREE
pair of Wharfedale Super Lynton Speakers currently valued at no
less than £4I 4s. Od.!
AKAI 1710W Stereo Tape Recorder (
left). The Shield Type Head for
High S/N Ratio. 4- track stereo/monaural recording and playback. 3speeds ( 14, 34 and 74 ips ( 15 ips optional)). Automatic shut off. Pause
lever. Tape cleaner. Tape shifter in fast forward/rewind operation. 4 hours
maximum stereo recording capacity with a 1,200 feet tape. DIN jack,
Stereo headphone jack.
3- digit index counter with reset button, VU
meters. Finely oil- finished wooden cabinet. E109— PLUS—SPECIAL
OFFER with each machine— FREE ACCESSORY KIT ( value £ l2 18s.)
PLUS FREE pair of Stereo Headphones, value £6 10s. Od.!

1710W

3000D

M9

AKAI 3000D 4-Track Stereo Tape Deck (
left). High
Quality Three Heads System. 4- track stereo/monaural recording and playback. For playback, the 3000D
requires external power amplifier and speakers. 2speeds ( 34 and 74 ips). Three heads ( Erase, recording
and playback heads). All silicon transistor pre- amplifier.
Automatic shut off, Pause lever.
Tape cleaner. DIN
jack. Stereo headphone jack. 3- digit index counter
with reset button, VU meters. Beautifully grained
wooden cabinet. £99 10s.— PLUS—SPECIAL OFFER
with every deck FREE pair of Stereo Headphones
listed at £6 10s.
PLUS FREE COVER— PLUS
TWO FREE MICROPHONES listed at 6 gns.!
AKAI X-300. IN-" Reel Studio Type Stereo Tape
Recorder (
right). (No Belts . . . Direct Driven
Capstan). Cross- Field Head. Solid State Amplifier.
4- track stereo/monaural recording and playback. 2speeds ( 34, 74 and 15 ips optional). 4- heads ( erase,
recording, playback/monitor plus bias heads). 3 outer.
rotor motors ( Hysteresis synchronous 2- speed motor
for direct driven capstan, two torque motors for fast
forward and rewind). 50 watts solid state amplifier.
Unitized amplifier circuit cards. Sound over sound.
Automatic stop, Automatic shut off. Specially 90 kc
Biased for recording of FM multiplex. Reel accommodation up to 104". Piano key controls. Tape cleaner.
4- digit index counter with reset button. List price
£263 I8s. 3d. OUR PRICE only 179 gns.!

akefeediera

X300

All these superb machines available on INTEREST FREE TERMS, one quarter of cash price deposit, balance over 12 months.

R.E.W. ( EARLSFIELD) LTD. * LEADERS IN
e HEADQUARTER

SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER:

DEPT. HFN, 266-8 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.17

• WEST

MAIL ORDER HI-FI

END SHOWROOMS: 146 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.

Tel: 01-672 4471/2 & 9175
Tel: 01-836 3365 ( opposite Astoria Cinema)

Wha:11 has
aluminium
to (Jo with
sound?
The voice coil is
the heart of aloudspeaker. This
Peerless voice coil is
wound around an aluminium former. It sounds so easy
-but it is the result of
years of experimenting and
it represents arevolution
within the field of tweeters.
The aluminium voice coil former enables he
production of even more effective tweeters.
They can withstand 5times greater input
due to the Al-former conducting and giving
off heat far better than the voice coil formers
used until now.

They are far more reliable
due to the Al-voice coil former retaining its form far
better than the voice coil formers used until now,
and due to the good thermal conductivity of
aluminium which allows short great overloading
without the coil annealing.
They are 3times cheaper
than other types of tweeters having the same load
and sound characteristics because the Al-voice coil
former enables the use of alightweight and in every
respect simple and thoroughly tested construction.
It is emphazised that the new tweeters have an
extraordinary flat frequency response,excellent spatial
sound diffusion and low non-linear distortion.
The new 5watts tweeters fully comply with
the intensified demands of modern times for modern
advanced reproduction of sound,
both regarding quality and power capacity.
Peerless has more than 20 years experience in
producing tweeters and our laboratories continue to
place us in aleading position in their development.

Vterless
ERLES. FABRIKKERNE A/5 • 2860 SOBORG KOBENHAVN
1424

that puts stereo tape into your
HiFi system!
AKAI

This superb tape unit completes your system.
You already have apower amplifier and apair of
speakers! Now add the Akai 3000D. The Akai
3000D has: • three heads — erase, record and
playback • frequency response 30 to 22,000 Hz
± 3 db at 7+ ips. • Signal to noise ratio:
better than 50 db. efirst class tape transport.
e two speeds 3Î.- and 7+ ips. • Headphone
monitoring (or listening) when the unit is used
away from your system. Everything you've ever
wanted—ever needed in astereo tape unit

1425

PULLIN

PHOTOGRAPHIC

(A Company within the Rank Organisation)

To: PULLIN PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPT. HFN 12
II Aintree Road, Perivale, Middx.
Please send me details of the 3000D.

NAME
ADDRESS

K. J. ENTERPRISES for

tapes

UP TO 40% OFF

BRANDED TAPE

<>ILFORD -ZONAL TAPE

BASF- EMI GRUNDIG
PHILIPS-SCOTCH
AGFA

40Z OFF!

Brand New, Fully Guaranteed and in normal manufacturer's pack
STANDARD PLAY
5"
600')
5)" 900' Except Agfa
7" 1200'
LONG PLAY
3"
210' Not Scotch
3"
300' Scotch only
4"
450'
4f" 600' BASF Agfa only
*5"
900'
*5r 1200'
*7" 1800'
8)" 2400' BASF Scotch
10" 3280' Agfa only
10" 3600' BASF only
10f" 4200' Agfa,BASF on ly

LIST
PRICE
22/2
29/5
36/7
9/3
9/7
14/9
22/—
29/2
36/5
51/7
74/85/9
96/6
I13/6

OUR
PRICE
I8/24/29/6
7/6
7/9
I2/—
I8/23/9
29/6
41/9
59/6
68/9
77/6
91/6

SCOTCH DYNARANGE ( L/P)
5"
400'
32/8
26/3
5)" 1200'
4I/—
33/—
T' 1800'
58/1
46/6
8)" 2400' ( Metal Reel)
84/3
67/6
BASF PES.35 L/P Low Noise
5"
900'
36/10
51" 1200'
45/6
7" 1800'
63/—
10" 3600'
1I5/—

29/9
35/6
50/9
91/—

LIST
DOUBLE PLAY
PRICE
3"
300' Not Scotch
14/3
3"
400' Scotch only
16/7
4"
600'
26/—
41" 900' Agfa, BASF only 31/—
5" 1200'
43/2
*5)" 1800'
56/11
*7" 2400'
79/10" 4600' Agfa only
140/9

OUR
PRICE
11/6
13/3
2I/25/35/46/63/6
112/9

TRIPLE PLAY
3"
450' Not Scotch
22/3
3"
600' Scotch only
24/10
4"
900'
40/—
*4*" 1200' Agfa, BASF only 50/—
5" 1800' Not Scotch
67/2
5)" 2400'1 Agfa, BASF
91/4
only
116/6
7" 3600'f

18/19/9
32/3
40/3
54/73/6
93/6

QUADRUPLE PLAY
3"
600'
3f" 800' Kodak only
4" 1200'

37/—
46/3
64/6

29/6
37/51/6

COMPACT CASSETTES
C.60
17/6
C.90
25/—
C.I20
33/6

14/3
20/3
27/—

NEW KJ SPECTACULAR
From the Motion Picture & Magnetic Products Division of ILFORD LTD. we are
proud to present a New Stupendous BARGAIN OFFER! Never before have
you been offered such a breathtaking opportunity. ILFORD-ZONAL premium
grade magnetic tape ( extensively used by the B.B.C.) at a terrific reduction of
40%! Brand New, Boxed, Fully Guaranteed and complete with leaders, trailers
and stop foil. UNIQUE TO KJ.
LIST
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
ONE
THREE
SIX
900' on 5" reel Long Play P.V.C.
29/1
17/6
50/6
96/6
1200' on 5)" reel Long Play P.V.C.
36/1
22/6
65/—
I25/1800' on 7" reel Long Play P.V.C.
51/4
29/6
86/—
165/1200' on 5" reel Double Play ( Polyester)
43/1
27/9
8I/—
157/6
11300' on 5)" reel Double Play ( Polyester)
56/1
36/—
I05/—
204/2400' on 7" reel Double Play ( Polyester)
78/10
49/6
145/6
285/—
Post and Packing, 2/6.
Orders over f3 post free.

KODAK TAPE

30°/0 OFF

Brand new, fully guaranteed and in normal manufacturer's pack. Superb quality
polyester base tape for top performance. Complete with full leader and stop foil.
TYPE
P.I50/12
P.150/18
P.200/16

GRUND1G TAPE AVAILABLE ONLY
WHERE MARKED WITH ASTERISK

Postage and Packing, 2/6. Orders over £3 post free.

DESCRIPTION
1200' Long Play on 5)" reel
1800' Long Play on 7" reel
1650' Double Play on 5)" reel
POST AND PACKING, 2/6.

LIST PRICE
38/6
55/—
57/9

ONE
25/6
37/6
40/6

THREE
75/—
III /—
I20/—

SIX
144/—
216/—
234/—

ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE.

K. J. ENTERPRISES, ( Dept. H.F.), 17 The Bridge,
Britain's premier mail-order audio specialists
1426

and hi-fi discount bargains

free catalogue
Address

K. J. ENTERPRISES, 17 THE BRIDGE, WEALDSTONE, MIDDX. ( Dept. H.F)

BARGAINS OF THE MONTH

TAPE RECORDERS
and
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

SONOTONE "SOLENT"
SAVE £6. 10. 0 on this SPEAKER SYSTEM
The fabulous bookshelf speaker system designed and manufactured by Plessey, one
of the country's largest electronic groups. Acoustically designed two-speaker
system witb crossover network.

THIS OFFER REMAINS OPEN ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!

By the following manufacturers:
ACOUSTICAL
ARMSTRONG

WHAT THE REVIEWERS SAID:

Technical Specification:

ADC

AKG

CELESTION

CONNOISSEUR

DECCA

EAGLE

ELAC

FERGUSON

GARRARD

GOLDRING

GOODMANS

GRAMPIAN

GRUNDIG

KEF

LEAK

ORTOFON

PHILIPS

ROGERS

RESLO

SANYO

SHURE

S.M.E.

SONOTONE

THORENS

W.B.

Cabinet Size 14" X 9" X 8r.
Woofer 6, 10,000 Gauss, I" pole.
Tweeter, 3e" Acoustically loaded.
Frequency response 40-20,000 cps.
Power Handling 12 watts.
Impedance 8-15 ohms (4ohm
if
specified).
Scandinavian style finish.

"Recommended without reservation for this category of Loudspeaker."—David Phillips and Donald
Aldous.
"Sonotone ' Solent'
deserves to
reach a wide Public".—John Barwick.
"A worthy member of the
family".— R. L. West.

Hi-Fi

ORIGINAL LIST PRICE £ 18.0.0

Our Price Only £ 11.10.0
CARRIAGE I0/— EXTRA PER UNIT

WHARFEDALE

FINEST LOUDSPEAKER VALUE ANYWHERE!

and many others—send for FREE CATALOGUE

SPECIAL OFFER COMPACT CASSETTES
NOW FROM KJ THE FULL RANGE OF

at HALF PRICE

MUSICASSETIES
AVAILABLE BY RETURN POST

Standard pattern to fit
Philips, Stella, Elizabethan
Dansette, Sanyo, etc.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Compact Cassettes with 60 and 90 minutes playing
time. Brand New and packed in normal plastic library
box. Available at this exceptional price.
MC.90
MC.60
1for 14/1for 10/6
3for 4016
3 for 30/6 for 78/6 for 55/6
12 for I50/12 for I05/Post and Packing, 2/6. Orders over £3 Post Free.
••••11•1,

Wealdstone, Middlesex Tel: 01-427 7758
Return of post service on advertised lines
1427

This box contains the
best value-for- money
Recording-Tape
you can buy . ,

lieres key-*Synchrotape costs less.
A British- made high-fidelity Recording Tape
incorporating so many " plus" features and at the
most competitive price.

The Synchrotape
SIZE

*Synchrotape's quality specification.

STANDARD

BASE
3''

5.;"

*Synchrotape is so easy to use.

7"

Practically all sizes have coloured leaders, trailers
and metallic stop- foils. Perfect for 2 or 4 track,
mono or stereo.

*Synchrotape is unconditionally guaranteed—against any defect whatsoever.

150'- 4/9d.

4«
5"

600'- 15/-

300

225- 6/3d.

300' - 8/9d.

450'- 12/-

600'-- 18/1200'

8/9d.

28/6d.

450' - 13/9d.
900'- 27'1800'

45 ,1-

1200'- 22/6d.

1800' - 361-

2400'- 57'6d.

1200'- 22/6d.

1800'- 286d.

2400-48,-

3600'- 75 --

NEWSynchrotapé
editingeit ...
"

ONLY
29b

A"

Pltl$ 616 RE

Film - sealed rigid boxes, colour- coded and
clearly labelled ... a 12- page booklet containing
useful tape recording data and the Synchrotape
Recording Log,

NEW Synchrctape
Editing Kit ...
only 29/6. (+ 6/6 RT.)
Here's big value for
every tape enthusiast
... a " must" for editing
and library compiling.
Packed in a see-through, crush- proof box, the
Synchrotape Editing Kit comprises: • The Adastra
"Instant Cut Et Trim" tape splicer. • 4 reels of coloured
leader tapes ( each reel 45 ft.) • 1 reel of metallic stop- foil
(approx. 22 ft.) • 1 reel self-adhesive jointing tape ( 18 ft.)
• 6 coloured tape securing clips. • 24 self-adhesive
labels. • Synchrotape 12- page booklet with instructions,
tape recording information, technical data and recording loo.)

Up to 125 Free Insurance
your tape

POLYESTER/P.V.C.

200- 5/9d.

900'- 18;6d.

range
TRIPLE

900'- 18/6d.

*Synchrotape has ali the extras hula

on

DOUBLE

P.V.C.

2r

Only the finest quality PVC and Polyester base
materials are used. No stretching, no snapping,
no deterioration of recordings in storage.

LONG

recorder

against loss by fire ortheft.

Special Tape Splicer offer. Collect three
coupons from Synchrotape packs and for
7/6 get a superb Adastra " Instant Cut Et

Sïiii"dirotape

Trim" tape splicer.

ADASTRA ELECTRONICS LIM ITE D 167,
1428

Finchley Rd, London, N.VV.3.(Tel: MAI: 8164/5)

The new generation

Radford SCA30 Stereo Integrated Amplifier
Conventional solid state circuitry with its attendant
problems of stability and lack of power at high
frequencies has resulted at best in an amplifier having
adistinct 'transistor sound'. The reason for this is not
always obvious under normal test conditions and
sometimes not easy to see on the oscilloscope, but
its presence may be heard, and after a short period

results in listening fatigue, an effect not experienced
with good valve amplifiers. Using devices recently
developed, Radford have produced an amplifier
having outstanding power output characteristics with
the introduction of a complementary- symmetry circuit completely eliminating cross- over distortion and
the 'transistor sound.'

Specification
Mains input: 110V. 125V. 140V. 220V. 230V. 250V.
50/60 c/s
Output matching impedance: 3.5-16 Ohms
Output power: 30 Volt-amperes nominal at less than 0.1% distortion.
(30 watts r.m.s. into any reactive load)
Input facilities: Disc. 2mV sensitivity ( RIAA) Aux. 1. 3mV sensitivity
(flat).
Tuner 250mV sensitivity ( flat). Aux. 2. 250mV sensitivity ( flat)
Aux. 3. 250mV sensitivity ( flat).
Tape monitor 250mV sensitivity ( flat).
Output facilities: Tape recording • Headphones
Mains power, switched • Mains power, unsvvitched

The five loudspeakers
A series of loudspeakers has been developed
complementary to the high quality range of RadfordAudio equipment. The design philosophy is new and
the loudspeakers described have been developed by
selecting the finest Drive Units available and
integrating them with precision into skilfully designed
enclosures to produce a performance hitherto
unobtainable.
This has been achieved by investigation into basic
materials, the fundamentals of enclosure design and
an entirely new system of frequency dividing and
equalising networks.
Radford have designed five loudspeakers to
satisfy every acoustic and space requirement.
Bookshelf: The smallest possible
enclosure compatible with acceptable low frequency response. Two
drive units ± 3 dB 70 Hz- 13.5 kHz.
Power handling capacity 30 watts.
Matching impedance 8-16 Ohms.
Size: 21"x 12"x 8"
(53.3 x30.5 x20.3 cm.)
Weight: 30 lb. ( 14 Kg.)
Price £ 31.10.0

Beaumonde: Similar to the Bookshelf loudspeaker, but with a larger
front to back depth improving
delayed responses. Free standing.
Two drive units. ± 3 dB 60 Hz13.5 kHz. Power handling capacity
35 watts. Matching impedance
8-16 Ohms.
Size: 22"x 13"x Ill"
(57 x33 x20 cm.)
Weight: 37 lb. ( 17 Kg.)
Price £ 38.10.0

Radford Marketing Division, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester
Telephone: 0452 21591
London Showroom: 70-71 We/beck Street, London, W.1
Telephone: 01-486 2144

Functions:
Switched: Stereo/Mono • Low frequency ( rumble) filter
High frequency filter • Tape monitoring • Mains on/off • Input selection—
Aux. 1, Disc, Tuner, Aux. 2, Aux. 3
Variable: Bass lift/cut • Treble lift/cut • Volume Pre-set gain on each channel ( rear panel).
Size: Overall in Cabinet 16rx 5"x 141-"
Weight: 25 lb.
Recommended retail price £ 106 ( incl. cabinet)

Auditorium: Four drive units including
a Very High Frequency driver which
extends the response to supersonic
frequencies. A larger enclosure enables
low frequencies to be improved. ± 3dB
40 Hz-20 kHz. Power handling capacity
40 watts. Matching impedance 8-16
Ohms.
Size: 30"x 16"x 14"
(76 x40-6 x35.6 cm.)
Weight: 70 lb. ( 32 Kg.)
Price £ 70.0.0
Studio: This loudspeaker uses the
same drive system as the Auditorium
but with the bass and mid- range units
feeding into an acoustic transmission
line enclosure. The response extends to
sub- sonic and super- sonic frequencies.
±3 dB 30 Hz— 20 kHz. Power handling
capacity 50 watts.
Size: 40" x20" x 17"
(101.6 x50.8 x43.1 cm.)
Weight: 110 lb. ( 50 Kg.)
Price £ 90.0.0
Monitor: Utilises three drive units
providing optimum performance over
a wide range. Free standing. ± 3 dB
50 Hz- 15 kHz. Power handling capacity
40 watts. Matching impedance 8-16
Ohms.

Monitor
Loudspeaker

Size: 25-1." x15" x11
(66 x38 x29 cm.)
Weight: 50 lb. ( 23 Kg.)
Price £ 55.0.0

RADFORD

IIOWH 100 YOU WANT YOUR

Or, more to the point, how do you know FOR CERTAIN that it's as ' hi' as you
can afford to go? There's only one way to be sure, and that is to listen to
EVERY combination of units that falls into your price bracket. And where can
you go to do that?
The answer is ' the UTS Demonstration Studio in Tottenham Court Road'.
There, in ideal conditions and without delay in switching from one hook-up to
another, you can hear a virtually infinite number of combinations of units. It's
the only way to judge.
And our experience suggests that you will be most pleasantly surprised to find
how hi the fi does go in your price bracket!
As a low- price Hi -Fi Stereo System we recommend the
DULCI 207 Transistorised Stereo Amplifier, the renowned
GARRARD 3000 LM Turntable Unit fitted with SONOTONE
9TA high compliance stereo cartridge with diamond stylus
and two of the superb MEDLEY Mini- Musette Bookshelf
Speakers, ready to play for a total cost of only 54+ gns.
We can of course supply any system to suit your particular
requirements and price, selected from all the leading makes
of British and Imported Equipment.
Why not pay us a visit and judge for yourself!

u1rs

UNITED

TECHNICAL

SUPPLIES

LIMITED.

Audio Demonstration Studio, 29, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Telephone: 01-580 5016. Open six full days aweek—Thursday until 7p.m.
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Available for the first time in the U.K.!
Two Deluxe
belt drive
Transcription Turntables
by Japan's
Premier Manufacturer
of quality turntables—
The Japan
Phono Motor Company

Model T-500 £36.6.8.

Model T-425 £49.13.1.

HOWLAND

Made to the highest specifications for the serious audiophile

WEST

audio
PRODUCTS

NIKKO TUNER AMPLIFIERS

011

-

MODEL ST 501: 2.5watts per channel £ 19.14. 6
MODEL ST 701: 35watts per channel £ 133.15. 5

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD
HI- FIDELITY DEALERS
th.

Distributed by

HOWLAND WEST LTD.
2 Park End, South Hill Park,

London, N.W.3.
60

Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033

Send coupon for FREE copy of ou rfully
illustrated catalogue giving details of
JP Turntables, Nikko Receivers and
the complete range of
HOWLAND

WEST

au mo
PRODUCTS
1431
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Please send free illustrated catalogue
NAME

t

Address
HFNI2/JNR

hey diddle diddle
the man in the middle
may not be your cup of tea,
but the other two are
for their service, by far,
is the best to be had in Brom-ley.

DICK AND MICHAEL EMERY WILL
GIVE YOU HELPFUL, INFORMED
ADVICE; THE BEST
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
IN KENT AND FULL
INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE SERVICE

SOUND SYSTEMS
218 HIGH STREET, BROMLEY, KENT.

01-460 4000

YOUR TAPE AND HI-FI SPECIALISTS
1432

Darby House— home of Cecil E. Watts Limited— taken from a igth century drawing.

to all at home and overseas from

E. Watts Limited
D'arby House, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex, England.
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Meer eie
6711P1/26 mow/
(No3)
The present Empire family of cartridges are descended
from along line of extremely famous ancestors all
outstanding in their day and many are still giving
valued service in their old age. Today's generation
are highly individual characters, each one with a
definite purpose in life.
Meet 999VE, he will track anything so lightly you
won't know he's been there, will go anywhere without
leaving a trace and negotiates the most difficult
terrain with ease.
Specifications:
Frequency response 6-35,000 Hz.
Tracking force f-1 gras.
Compliance 30 x 10 - .cm/dyne.
Stylus size 0.2 X 07 mil elliptical diamond.
Price: E44 16. 3. inc. P.T.

"Definitely one of the top two or three cartridges."
—Hi-Fi News, Sept. 1968.
"Unlikely to wear out discs any more rapidly than
a feather held against the spinning groove. A real
hi-fi masterpiece. . . ."— Hi-Fi Sound, Sept. 1968.

Choose an Empire Cartridge

"A HOWLAND-WEST AUDIO PRODUCT"

it sounds better!

EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL

—noiselessly and
smoothly under control—
that's one thing you can be sure of with
DYNACO'S PAT-4 SOLID-STATE PREAMPLIFIER
Careful selection of silicon transistors has produced a noise and distortion level so low— it is
unmeasurable with commercial grade test equipment. Partner the versatile PAT-4 with Dynaco's
remarkable 120 Solid- State Power Amplifier giving 60 watts ( rms) per channel— and you've really got Hi -Fi.
Dynaco PAT-4 Preamplifier Kit 49 gns; Assembled 61 gns.

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD
HI- FIDELITY DEALERS
Distributed by

HOWLAND-WEST LTD.
2 Park End, South Hill Park,
London, N.W.3.

Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033

Dynaco 120 Power Amplifier Kit 83 gns; Assembled 98 gns.

Send coupon for FREE copy of our fully
illustrated catalogue giving details of
Dynaco, Empire and the complete
range of
HOWLAND

WEST

au mo
PRODUCTS
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Please send free illustrated catalogue
NAME

Address

L. .........

HFN12/ED

THORENS 125

HOW HI IS FI?
Well, this is a difficult question to answer, but come and listen to
our demonstration centre- piece, and we think that we can show you.
Admittedly, it'll probably mean selling the Rolls, and hocking the
wife, but we feel sure that you'll think it's worth it! What asystem
—Quad 33/303 amplifier, Thorens TD I
25 turntable, Ortofon SLI SE
cartridge, SME arm, and Yamaha speakers. Naturally, that little
lot has got a price to match the sound, but when did the best ever
come cheaply? We've got the whole lot rigged up in Ladderax
furniture at Kingsway, and it won't cost you anything to listen to
it—although we hope that the reaction will involve you in a lot of
loot!

QUAD

YAMAHA

ARMSTRONG 500 SERIES are now available
direct from stock. 25 watts per channel,
Teak cased, the 521 amplifier is priced at
£52.0.0.
New models on display and
demonstration.

We carry all types of accessories by Watts,
Metro- Sound, BASF, Scotch, B & 0, Philips,
Foster, etc., for both tape and disc- cleaning
and maintenance.

LUX— DE LUXE!

LUX— DE LUXE!

really excellent. In the case of tuner units, the
performance is quite outstanding, with no measurable drift being apparent, and sensitivity is very
high. We feel that this is amarque that is going to
make it's presence felt very quickly indeed. We
have, of course, got the whole range available for
immediate demonstration. It goes without saying
that they are obviously not cheap units, but neither
is the performance! Prices start at 57 guineas for
the lowest- priced amplifier. Why not call in for a
demonstration? (" Lux" amplifiers were chosen for
the Japanese " 6Cities" exhibition at the Londoner
Hotel.)

Yes, another new name to add to the many. Gets
more confusing each month, doesn't it? Still,
"Lux" is the right name for this line, and audio
luxury is evident in every facet. The range consists
cf three amplifiers, one tuner- amplifier, and two
tuners. All the amplifiers feature A- B tape- monitoring, loudness, rumble and scratch filters, individual Bass and Treble controls for each channel,
headphone sockets on the front panel, and solid
wood cab:nets. Styling is rather restrained, with
very little chrome in evidence, but wiring is of
very high quality, circuitry is very well thought
out, and logical, and stability and noise- levels are

SIL

STOP PRESS!

ACCESSORIES

STOP PRESS!
LEAK STEREO 70 amplifiers are now available direct from stock.
Chassis model
£63.0.0, or with case £69.10.0. 35 rms watts
per channel, and front- panel headphone
socket.

.
10 S111111!Illt1112

SLOT STEREO
Have you seen and heard the fabulous " Slot Stereo" system in action yet?
The ideal music and entertainment system for your car— no threading or
looping up. Just pop atape- cassette into the slot, and switch on.

*HELPFUL advice - backed by EXPERT SERVICE*
I15 KINGSWAY WC2
01-405 0446
5 TURNPIKE PARADE NIS
01-888 9291
857 HIGH ROAD, FINCHLEY N12
01-445 3319
4 HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW El7
COP 4121
61 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD, N7
ARC 7901
3 WEMBLEY HILL ROAD,
THE TRIANGLE. WEMBLEY
VVEM 1792
169 FORE STREET, NI 8
01-807 2807

To: DAVIS & KAYS, 115 Kingsway, W.C.2

CASH or Hire Purchase

Pr ANYTHING -Imo
considered for Part Exchange

NAME
ADDRESS
Phone
Please supply
1enclose Cash/Cheque £

SEND COUPON TODAY and avoid
disappointment
1435

N.B.

If you wish to collect your equipment,
tick here D

How high
does the price of Hi Fi become before it is " sky-high"?
Obviously there must be alimit—so far our customers have always been satisfied long before their
budget or the wealth of possible equipment combinations has been exhausted. Needless
to say, if you want the " ultimate" system to suit your personal taste, then without doubt,
we can accommodate your every requirement—from stock!
Here is asystem selected for its exceptional quality while preserving amodest expenditure level.

Lasky's Leak
System
LEAK Stereo 30 silicon transistorised stereo amplifier. Output
2x 10 watts RMS. Inputs: p/u 3.5 mV, tape head 3 mV, Mit. 3 mV,
tuner 100 mV, tape amp. 125 mV. Controls include bass, treble,
slope, balance, low pass filter, input level controls and tape
monitor facility. Cabinet size 13 X 4i X9 in.
Price E52.0.0 (
chassis model)
2 GOODMANS Mezzo 11 loudspeaker systems. Exceptionally
wide response bookshelf mounting type units—frequency range
40-20000 c/s. Max. power handling I5W. Distortion less than
I% at 55 c/s and above. Teak finish Cabinet size 10; X 18} X 8 in.
Price E61.16.0
THORENS TD.I50AB transcription turntable with TP.I3
professional tone arm mounted on low- line teak plinth.
2 speeds ( 33 1/3 and 45 r.p.m.). 12 in. turntable. Speed
regularity better than 0-2%. Arm fitted with ultra light shell,
precision adjustment in 4grm. steps for stylus force. Viscous
damped cue control. Size overall 15+X 121X 5 in.
Price E39.I.7
SHURE M44-7 Dynetic cartridge. High compliance 0.0007 in.
diamond stylus. Frequency response 20-20000 c/s. Output 7 mV.
Tracking weight 14-3 grammes.
Price £ I2.14.11
This system is available only from our High Fidelity Centres or by
Mail Order U.K. Carriage 50/—.

Total recommended list price
for this equipment

£165.12.6

Lasky's Package Price £119.0.0
This system is available only from our High Fidelity Centres or by Mail Order,

U.K. Carriage 50/—. ( Please add £6.10.0., if you require teak cabinet for Leak Stereo 30).

We highly recommend
these systems for their balanced planning and careful matching to maintain the budget for each class of system. If one of these systems
Fi Package Quotation" form and we will be pleased to suggest an
does not exactly meet your individual requirements, ask for our special " Hi alternative system and give our Package Quotation—free and without obligation—for your own choice of equipment.

Shop bu appointment
In one place at one time—Lasky's Hi Fi Sound Centres offer you the unique facility of seeing and hearing all the latest equipment by the world's
leading manufacturers, together with equipment cabinets and speaker enclosures to suit every taste. Our appointments system allows you to
arrange in advance the time and the place and to specify the equipment in which you are interested. Our experienced staff at 42 Tottenham
Court Road and 118 Edgware Road, will give you every assistance in planning acomplete system and selecting the equipment most suitable to
your requirements. Home demonstrations within reasonable distance of central London can also be arranged.
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I. Tel: 01-580 2573
Open all day Thursday, early closing Saturday.
118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. Tel.: 01-723 9789
Open all day Saturday, early closing Thursday.
OTHER WEST END BRANCHES
207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. Tel: 01-723 3271
Open all day Saturday, early closing 1p.m. Thursday
33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I. Tel: 01-636 2605
Open all day, 9a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday
152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. Tel: 01-353 2833
Open all day Thursday, early closing Ip.m. Saturday
ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET, TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON, E.I.
Tel. 01-790 4821
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How low
can you budget before your low cost stereo HiFi system becomes " LowFi"?
We don't need to stress that the lower the budget, the more important the planning of the system
and matching of the units becomes. At Lasky's we pioneered the Budget Stereo System—
offering the best possible quality with the greatest economy. At first the low budget system was
automatically assumed to be " lowfi" as well, but we and our many satisfied customers
have long proved this to be untrue. It is now accepted that alow cost system of the true High- Fidelity
quality should cost between £75 to £ 100. Here are two Budget Stereo Systems which at Lasky's
Exclusive Package Prices offer absolutely unbeatable quality and value.

Lasky's Danish Design Budget System
by Arena*

2 ARENA HT-21 ultra
compact bookshelf speaker
systems. Frequency response
60-1800 c/s.
Size 4+x 81 X 7j- in Teak
finish. Price £ 18.18.0.

ARENA F 210 Stereo Amplifier. Output
2x 10 watts RMS (2X 25 watts music power).
Inputs for magnetic and crystal p/u., tape and
aux. Bass, treble and balance controls. Teak
finish cabinet size 2X 10+ X7+ in.
Price f34.13.0

GARRARD 2025 Autochanger. 4 speed with
automatic record size selection. Black and silver
finish. Price f10.18.5. ARENA Plinth and
cover—teak finish—size 6}X 16j X 12+ in.
Price E6.16.6

AUDIO DEVELOPMENT
AD-76K Moving Magnet cartridge.
High compliance diamond stylus.
Frequency response 20-20000 c/s.
Output 7 mV. Tracking weight
2 grms. Price £4.5.0

Total recommended list price for this equipment £75.10.11.

Lasky's Package Price £68.0.0
*This system is available at all our West End branches or by Mail Order.

U.K. carriage 40/,

Lasky's Trio "Criterion" System*

GARRARD SP 25 Mk II single record
player. 4 speed. Cue and pause controls.
Calibrated stylus force and bias
compensation adjustment. Automatic
arm return and stop. Dark enamel and
silver finish. Price £ 15.4.3. GARRARD
Plinth and cover—teak finish—size
3+ x 14 x 121 in. Price £6.8.8.

SHURE M3D Dynetic
Cartridge. High compliance
diamond stylus. Frequency
response 20-15000 c/s.
Output 5 mV. Tracking
weight 3-6 grms.
Price £8.7.6.

TRIO TK-20T AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. Output 2x 12 watts RMS.
30 watts music power. Automatic Multiplex.
Field effect transistorised AM/FM front end.
Magnetic p/u input sensitivity 2 mV. Tape
monitor and centre channel output. FM
stereo separation 35dB. Matt enamel and
brushed alloy finish cabinet—size
14+ X 4¡ X 11+ in. Price £ 78.0.0.

2 FOSTER Criterion bookshelf speaker
systems. Using air suspension type 6+ in.
bass/mid range woofer and HF cone
tweeter in sealed infinite baffle enclosure.
Frequency range 65-20000 c/s. Size
13.; x71 in. square. Oiled walnut finish.
Price £25.0.0.

Total recommended list price for this equipment £ 133.0.5.

Lasky's Package Price £112.0.0
*This system is available at all our West End branches or by Mail Order.
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U.K. carriage 50/-.

NEW
Series 500
Amplifier
and Tuners
521 Stereo Amplifier (
top photograph)
A superb new transistor amplifier from Armstrong with a performance that is second to
none. It is based in circuitry and internal
layout on the highly successful 421 amplifier
which it supersedes. It's got 25 watts power
output per channel (continuous sine wave),
a total of 50 watts, and all the facilities you
could wish for in atop class amplifier. Inputs
for magnetic and ceramic pickups, tape playback and radio, rumble filter, two treble
filters, loudness control, tape monitor and
headphone listening.
Stabilised
power
supply, output transistor protective circuit
and plug-in modules for easy servicing.
523 AM- FM Tuner (
lower photograph)
524 FM Tuner
Two alternative tuners to match the 521
amplifier in looks and performance. Both
tuners provide high sensitivity and top quality
on the FM band and, with the optional M4
Stereo Decoder added, give wonderful
results on stereo radio.
For all those who want AM radio as part of
their sound systems, the 523 gives excellent
coverageof the medium and long wavebands.
Each Series 500 model comes complete with
high quality teak case, for which there is no
extra charge.
The full Armstrong range of high fidelity
products:
521
523
524
425
426
M4
127
M5

Stereo amplifier .. £52 0
AM- FM Tuner .. £51 10
FM Tuner
..
£39 10
FM Tuner-amplifier £78 5
AM- FM Tuner-amplifier .. £87 6
Stereo Radio Decoder .. £9 10
AM- FM Tuner-amplifier .. £42 17
Stereo Decoder (for 127) .. £14 10

0
0
0
9
9
0
9
0

Have you read the review of the 426 Tuneramplifier in the October
News? If not
we will gladly send you a copy. For full
details and technical specifications of all
models, plus stockists list, post coupon or
write mentioning 12HFN68.
Armstrong Audio Limited
Wariters Road, London N.7
Telephone: 01-607 3213

name

address

12HFN68
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WESTMINSTER " SERIES 100"
1-11-F1 STEREO

The exclusive "SERIES 100" is a beautifully engineered unit, down to the last screw. Stripped down, a "SERIES
100" reveals a quality that is a shame to hide away beneath the teak veneer.
It is atrue high fidelity unitthat has been designed to fit in with your decor, without amass of wires— AND WITHOUT
COMPROMISING QUALITY.
The "SERIES 100" is for the purist—the fan who values his records, and expects them to last for life. Whose ear
is r
,.sensitive, can detect subtleties that render many similar units unacceptable.
We could enthuse on and on about the virtues of the " SERIES 100" but frankly, unless you experience the "SERIES
100" you will never know how good it is.
Call in at any of our Hi -Fi centres, we shall be delighted to share the "100" with you and arrange afree 7day home
loan.
Postal customers can also be similarly accommodated.
Technical specification. (FULL DETAILS AND LEAFLET ON REQUEST.)
GARRARD SP.25. TURNTABLE with integral cueing device for raising and lowering arm. Pick-up arm has automatic stop and return and bias compensator. Additional features include integral calibrated stylus— Pressure adjustment, plug in Pick-up head, heavy cast balanced turntable.
CARTRIDGE SHURE DYNETIC (
MAGNETIC) for FULL RESPONSE and MINIMUM RECORD WEAR.
AMPLIFIER 10 WATTS PER CHANNEL ALL TRANSISTOR USING THE LATEST SILICON SEMICONDUCTORS.
BUILT ON MODULAR SYSTEM THE PRE- AMPLIFIER STAGE USES LOW NOISE DEVICES in a circuit designed to
give matching and equalisation for Pick-up and recording characteristics set by international standards.
Controls on single panel: 3 switches ON/OFF, GRAM/RADIO, STEREO/MONO. 4 rotary controls govern, BASS,
TREBLE ( both with boost and cut), VOLUME, STEREO BALANCE. A neon light indicates Power " ON".
Two radio input sockets (1. each channel) for stereo broadcasts or
tape, these sockets suitable for mono as well as stereo.
Two tape record outlets for recording disc to tape.
Loudspeakers are the famous WESTMINSTER bookshelf size
enclosures in teak veneer. The 5 inch, freely suspended twin cone
gives a full range response with power usually associated with larger
units. The complete unit is supplied with 10ft. speaker leads and plugs
ready for use and smoky transparent turntable cover.

01-638 0451

81 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

01-836 9773

76 EDEN STREET, KINGSTON, SURREY

01-546 0723

1WEST STREET, SUTTON, SURREY

01-643 2686

12/14 HIGH STREET, BROMLEY, KENT

01-460 2113

10 CLAREMONT RD., SURBITON, SURREY

01-399 2603

24a GREENS END, WOOLWICH, S.E.18

01-638 0481

21 WEST ST., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

0273 28596

50 HIGH ST., BECKENHAM, KENT

01-650 0050

TERMS: SELF FINANCED TO
SUIT YOUR PARTICULAR
REQUIREMENTS from £ 11 dep.
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE

WESTMINSTER HI-FI CENTRES
83 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

PRICE complete. 85 GNS.
(CARRIAGE 25 -)

WESTMINSTER
HIGH FIDELITY

119 VICTORIA STREET
LONDON S.W.1.

Please send
Ienclose £
Deposit £

Full Cash
Balance 7 payments.

NAME
ADDRESS

AN ASSOCIATE COMPANY OF
WESTMINSTER PHOTOGRAPHIC

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE
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electronics

These internationally famous names chose B&W
loudspeaker systems
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDR1NG •

FERROGRAPH

REVOX •

SHURE

The best deserves only the best. That's why
so many top- names chose exclusively the
B & W DM3 or P2 Series monitors to demonstrate
their products at the 1968 International Audio Fair,
Harrogate.
Reason enough, surely, for discriminating home users
to compare handmade B & W monitors with other
mass-produced loudspeakers before making
afinal choice. They cost no more—yet every B & W
monitor is individually frequency pen tested and
supplied with a Calibration Certificate.
In fact, these monitors are nearing perfection
acclaimed by internationally leading reviewers
and professional users!

Ask about the new supplementary
pick-up equaliser, type FE/ A, £2.15.0

Model DM3A Monitor
Suggested U.K. price £63 Plinth £3.15.0.

Here are the B & VII authorised stockists:
ASHTON UNDER LYNE F. Scowcroft & Son, 58 Oldham Road. BOSTON Addys, Bargate. BLACKPOOL F. Benfell, 17 Cheapside. BURY John
Smith & Son, 184 The Rock. BISHOP AUCKLAND McKenna & Brown, 134 Newgate Street. BRISTOL Sound Selection, 361/363 Gloucester Road.
CAMBRIDGE University Audio, 1 & 2 Peas Hill. CHELTENHAM University Audio, 24 Winchcombe Street. DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown,
Bondgate. DENTON G. A. Taylor, Crown Point. EDINBURGH Hi -Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place. EXETER Wipoell Bros & Row, 164 Sidwell
Street. GLASGOW Thermac, 96 Langside Avenue. HADLEIGH Croisette Radio, 212 London Road. ISLE OF MAN Manx Audio Hi -Fi Systems,
Crosby. LANCASTER Harold Stott, 18 Westfield Street. LEICESTER Audio Sound, 38 Waterloo Street. LONDON Record Hunter, 29 York Road;
Imhots, 112/116 New Oxford Street.
MANCHESTER Lancs Hi -Fi, 8 Deansgate.
MIDDLESBROUGH McKenna & Brown, 122 Linthorpe Road.
NORTH WALES Soundrite Components, 65 Worsley Avenue, Johnstown. REDCAR McKenna & Brown, 135 High Street. SOUTHAMPTON
University Audio, 12 Bargate Street.
SPALDING Weleck, Pinchbeck Road.
SOUTHPORT Wayfarers Radio & T.V., 18-20 Burton Arcade, Lord
Street.

EXPORT AGENTS Wilmex Ltd, Compton House, Malden Road, New Malden, Surrey.

electronics

LITTLEHAMPTON ROAD •
Telephone WORTHING 6830
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WORTHING •

SUSSEX

Cablegrams ' Monex' Worthing

ENGLISH A UDIO
EA 2000
COMPACT

A complete hi-fidelity
stereo system

Modular construction attractively
styled in line with modern furniture
trends—Teak or Rosewood finish.
PRICE 87 gns.

eEA 1502 Sealed Speaker

Units fitted 8in. 15 ohm
bass units and 3in. tweeters.
Specially designed for low
level listening. Finished on
all sides for vertical or horizontal use.

eQuality

Garrard
SP25 Mk 11 turntable
recessed into plinth.

• Solid State Silicon
Amplifier
10 watts per channel with
radio and tape facilities.

e New

Audio Technica
AT66
magnetic
cartridge
with diamond stylus.

ROMFORD SOUND AND VISION

SCOTTS RADIO LTD.

BUCKELDEE - TAYLOR CO.

78A Brentwood Road, Romford

4 Church Street, Brighton, Sussex

50 Vine Street, Uxbridge

English Audio Appointed Dealer

Fantastic range of Hi Fi equipment, Record
Players, Stereograms, TV sets always in stock,
including the new English Audio Compact
System.

Pop in anytime for a demonstration of the
most successful compact available to- day—the
EA.2000. All makes stocked. No obligation.
Appointed English Audio Dealers

EA 1500

Shops throughout South Coast. Comprehensive
range Hi Fi equipment always available. Also
T.V., Radiograms, etc.

SEPARATES

SYSTEM

EA 1501 STEREO PLAYER UNIT
Quality Garrard SP25 Mk II turntable recessed into plinth. Fitted
Sonotone 9TAHC Stereo Ceramic Cartridge with diamond stylus.
Ideal for any room setting.
PRICE 25 gns.
EA 1500 STEREO AMPLIFIER
4 watts per channel, modular construction ( Mullard 1162 modules),
incorporates all the facilities of more expensive units. Superb style
teak or rosewood case.
PRICE 19 gns.
EA 1502 SPEAKER UNITS
As used in our EA 2000 Compact System and ideally suited as an
introduction to stereo sound.
PRICE 10 gns. each.

ENGLISH AUDIO LTD.
Manufacturers of HiFi Stereo Equipment

385, Hackney Road, London, E.2.
61*
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Tel.: 01-739 8534

Publishing
event
of the year
THE E. M.G 1969
ART OF RECORD BUYING

FOR. CHRISTMAS
give an E.M.G. Gjft Token. Available in
any value from 201- upwards and supplied in
elegant Christmas Greetings Card, for which
add i/-. These tokens can be spent on any
records., books, accessories or equipment on sale
at Eilf.G.

The first issue of this remarkable publication appeared at a time when one had to put in a new
needle, wind up the handle and lower aheavy sound
box onto the record all to enjoy about four and a
half minutes of scratchy music. When the long
playing record overtook the 78, the entire presentation of the E.M.G. Art of Record Buying was
revised and greatly enlarged. This is a book to
guide the serious listener in his choice of records
and is the fourteenth of this series. It is the best
yet. Regular subscribers know the importance of
this exclusive publication in terms of the availability
and selection of records of serious music. If you do
not, may we point out that the 1969 E.M.G. Art of
Record Buying lists every worthwhile record of

serious music available up to the time of going tc
press. Entries are classified by composer's names,
in alphabetical order and grouped under these
headings according to the nature of the work recorded, i.e., symphony, concerto, sonata, etc.
There are special sections for 'recitals' and similarly
grouped recordings. Each of the five thousand or
so entries gives the record number, its make and
price, when it was reviewed in the E.M.G. Monthly
Letter and much other valuable information. There
are over three hundred pages octavo, and the book
is stiff covered and bound in turquoise " Coverdale"
with gold-blocked spine. The records you want
(and equipment too) are available at the E.M.G.
shop.

THE E.M.G. 1969 ART OF RECORD BUYING
THE E.M.G. MONTHLY LETTER
For almost forty years, The E.M.G. Monthly Letter has been privately circulated to record collectors, giving them authoritative and impartial reviews of
new releases month by month. Its high standards are accepted without
question. As the first critique of its kind, The E.M.G. Monthly Letter is still
the best. A twelve month's subscription still costs only 21/- post free. To- Please Add 2/- for postage and packing.
gether with The Art of Record Buying, these E.M.G. publications are of
inestimable value to everyone who spends carefully and listens intelligently.

25/-

RECORDS • EQUIPMENT

To E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LTD.
Please send me
1969 Art of Record Buying at 25/- (p.p. please add 2/-)
E.M.G. Monthly Letter (21/- post free) for r2 months commencing:—
issue for which Ienclose

•PUBLICATIONS

You will find E.M.G. in
acorner of Soho Square.
It is easily reached from
all parts. Nearest Underground Station — Tottenham
Court Road.
s

d

E.M.G.

NAME

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LTD.

ADDRESS

26 SOHO SQUARE,
LONDON, W.I

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

HEN
1442

Phone: 01-734 4311
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MAIL ORIN SPECIILISTS
GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U. K.) FREE I!
NORTH
SALES AND SERVICE

e GUARANTEED

MOTORS
Connoisseur " Craftsman" 3-speed .. 24 9 10
S48.00
Deccadec Deluxe with Deram cart ..
18 18 O $37.37
Dual 1019 Auto Transcription Unit .. 44 2 o $87.15
Garrard Model 40 Auto ..
II 16 1 $23.18
Garrard SL65 Auto ( less cart.) ..
18 I 9 $32.40
Garrard SP25 Mk. 11 ( less cart.) ..
15 6 4 $30.10
G
d AT60 Mk. 11 ( less cart.) ..
16 19 8 $33.35
Garrard AP75 Transcription Unit .. 23 8 1 $45.95
Garrard 401 Transcription Motor .. 31 2 10 $61.15
Garrard SL95 Auto Transcription .. 44 12 10 $79.20
Garrard SL75 Auto Transcription .. 34 19 9 $64.80
Goldring G99 Transcription Motor .. 24 5 5 547.88
Goodmans MT.I000 Turntable Ass'bly 72 7 2 $ 139.86
Lenco GL68 Transcription Unit .. 22 7 2 S44.10
Lenco GL75 Transcription Unit .. 35 15 5 $70.26
Thorens TD 124 Series II Trans. Unit .. 45 18 O $88.80
Thorens TDI50 Motor
28 16 11 $55.68
Thorens TDISOB Motor on plinth .. 32 17 6 $63.60
Thorens TDI50A Motor/arm .. 35 0 11 $67.68
Thorens TD150AB Motor/arm/plinth 39 1 7 $75.60
Thorens TD224 Auto Trans. Unit .. 87 18 7 $ 170.10
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable .. 62 o 8 $ 120.00
Transcriptors Motor, arm and 6c/wgts. 70 17 11 $ 140.70
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE UNITS

PICK-UPS & CARTRIDGES
A.D.C. 220 Stereo Cartridge
A.D.C. 660 Stereo Cartridge
A & D Lab. M9BA p.u. arm ( latest type)
Auriol Pick-up Control ..
B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP6 Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SCU-I Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm ..
Connoisseur SAU-I/LD P.U. arm ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E or H4E Stereo Cart.
Decca Super 4SCIE or SH4E St. Cart.
Decca Deram Transcription cartridge
Decca Deram ARI pick-up complete
Decca International Pick-up arm ..
Garrard SPG3 Stylus Pressure Gauge
Goldring 800 or 800H Stereo Cart...
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring G65 P.U. arm .. ..
Goldring CS91E Elliptical Stereo Cart
Miniconic TAIS arm/U15P cart. ..
Ortofon SL I5E Stereo Cartridge ..
Ortofon SISTE Pick-up Cartridge ..
Ortofon SPU-T/E Stereo Cartridge ..
Pickering VI5/AME2 Stereo Cartridge
S.M.E.3009/I 1Arm with shell ..
S.M.E.3012/11 Arm with shell ..
Shure M55- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. (Elliptical)
Shure V15/I IStereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75E Stereo Cart. (Elliptical)
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) ..
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales .. ..
Watts Manual Parastat ..
Watts HiFi Parastat Mk IV ..
Watts Dust Bug

9
8
16 O II
1 $60.00
30 11
3 15 0 $7.35
6 1 6 $ 14.58
2 6 $ 19.50
5 9 3 $ 10.80
12 15 1 $25.20
9
2 $ 18.60
22
0 $43.60
31 10 0 $62.30
5 0 $ 10.23
12 12 0 $24.72
26 5 0 $53.97
1 2 9
52.73
12 15 6 $25.20
18 10 6 $29.40
25 11 0 $50.40
5 2 2 $ 10.10
7 13 4 $ 15.00
7 13 4 $ 15.00
47 14 3
27 6 3 854.00
33 6 0 $66.00
24 11 8 $48.48
18 18 II
30 15 1 $ 60.39
32 15 5 $64.35
20 7 10
14 4 1
17 2 4
2
40
25 9 10
12 14
12 14
17 16 9 835.40
2 10 8 $6.08
2 5 o $5.28
2 3 7 $5.23
2 9
$2.73

DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44- E £ 11 5
Shure N44-7 .. £7 12
Shure N55- E .. £ 12 7
Sonotone9TAHC £ 1 12
A.D.C. R660 .. f7 9
Goldring CS90 £ 1 13

CABINETS

9
II
8
2
0
6

Goldring CS91E £3 19 1
Decca Deram £ 1 7 6
B&OSPI/SP2 £2 17 0
B & 0 SP6/SP7 £3 7 6
ConnoisseurSCU1 £ 1 16 5
OTH ERTYPES AVAILABLE

(
Speaker and Equipment)

Complete
range
by
DESIGN
FURNITURE,
RECORD HOUSING, SCANDINAVIAN SERIES II
For cabinets asmall delivery charge is made.

S'AeEL'r

HI-FI

CENTRE •

HI-FI INSTALLATIONS

e CASH

OR H.P. TERMS

EASY TERMS SEND 33+% MINIMUM DEPOSIT
TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
B & 0 2000K De Luxe Stereo Recorder
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder ..
Brenell Mk. V Series 3deck ..
Brenell Hi -Fi Stereo Tape Link ..
Brenell STB2/5/2 Stereo Tape Unit ..
Ferguson 3232 Stereo Tape Recorder
Ferrograph 713M Mono Recorder ..
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder ..
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder ..
Revox 77CS/4/I 104 Stereo Recorder
Revox 77CSVV/4 ( 1124) Stereo Rec.
Tandberg 1521 Mono Recorder ..
Tandberg 6-4X Stereo Tape Unit ..
Tandberg 124IX Stereo Recorder ..

155
104
51
62
212
91
135
160
185
166
194
72
144
144

TUNERS
Armstrong M5 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong M4 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Chassis
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Case ..
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Chas.
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Case
Quad FM Multiplex Tuner ..
Quad Multiplex Stereo Decoder ..
Rogers Switched FM chassis Mk. Ill ..
Rogers Switched FM Mk. Ill in case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( U/P)
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( SIP)

14
9
51
39
80
35
43
50
58
50
16
20
23
42
47
60
65
15
17

10
17
6
2
10
13
13
6
0
19
5
19
18
18

0
9
3
3
9
O
4
8
O
0
O
6
O
0

o
o
o

$ 304.77
$205.08
$ 100.32
$ 121.44
8396.00
$ 173.90
$264.00
$312.00
$360.00
$374.40
$427.20
$ 142.09
$282.12
$282.12

$34.80
$22.80
$100.68
$72.22
$156.48
$69.60
$85.20
$98.40
$114.00
$96.00
838.40
$40.30
$46.80
$84.00
$93.60
$118.80
$128.40
$36.00
$40.80

5
5
0
0
12
18
19
17
15
13
0
0

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

Armstrong I27M Mono Tuner/Amp.
Armstrong 127 Stereo Tuner/Amp. ..
Armstrong 425 FM Stereo Trans. T/Amp.
Armstrong 426 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
B. & O. 900K Mk. II .. ..
Philips RB771 Stereo Tuner Amplifier

PORTABLE

32 0
42 17
78 5
87 6
87 15
91 2

9
9
9
9
O
6

$62.64
$83.85
$ 153.06
$ 170.76
$ 171.96
$ 178.59

RADIOS

B 8, 0 600 LW/MW/SW/VHF •
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF ..
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF ..
Roberts 700 LW/MW/VHF

£30 10
£44 14
£25 4
£32 11

0
0
0
0

EXPORT
INFORMATION

All equipment is carefully packed, insured
and shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
EXPORT

FACILITIES

VISIT

C.C.GOOdWin(s_alellitC11
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOu ciREEN

LONDON N.22 Tel- 80Wes Park 0077/8
1444

SPEAKERS
Audio & Design Hypertone Module ..
Bowers & Wilkins P2GH Monitor ..
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 Monitor ..
Celestion HF1300 Mk. 2 Tweeter ..
Celestion Studio 12" CX2012 ..
Celestion Ditton 10 System (3or 150)
Decca Deram Speaker System• •
DeccaKelly DK30 Tweeter .. • •
Goodmans ARUI72 or 180 .. • •
Goodmans Axiette 8 .. .. • •
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8 .. • •
Goodmans Axiom 301 .. • •
Goodmans Axiom 10 .. • •
Goodmans Trebax 5K/20XL
Goodmans Triaxiom 1220C
Goodmans Magnum-K System
Goodmans Mambo Speaker System ..
Goodmans Marimba Speaker System
Goodmans Maxim Mini System ..
Goodmans Mezzo II Speaker System ..
Goodmans 10-10 Speaker System ..
Jordan-Watts Module (3 or 15 ohms)
K.E.F. " Cresta" Speaker System ..
K.E.F. "Celeste" Mk. 2Speaker System
K.E.F. K2 Mk. 2 Baffle
K.E.F. "Concord" Speaker System ..
Leak Mini Sandwich Speaker System ..
Leak " Sandwich" Mk. II Speaker System
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit ..
Lowther PM6 Mk. IDrive Unit ..
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure ..
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit ..
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System ..
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 12" D/C
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15" D/C
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold ..
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C Gold • •
Tannoy III LZ Monitor D/C Gold • •
W.B. Stentorian 10' HF 1012 .. • •
W.B. Stentorian Tweeter T359 • •
Wharfedale 10" Bronze RS/DD . •
Wharfedale Super 3Tweeter
Wharfedale Super 8/RS/DD .. • •
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD
Wharfedale Golden 10/RS/DD • .
Wharfedale WI2 FRS .. • •
Wharfedale RS/I2/DD.. .. • •
Wharfedale W15/RS
Wharfedale QS3000 x/over network
Wharfedale Super I2/RS/DD
Wharfedale Melton System ..
Wharfedale Denton Spkr. Sytm. (pair)
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill System ..
Wharfedale Super Linton Sytm. ( pair)
Wharfedale Teesdale Speaker System
Wharfedale Rosedale System ..
All makes of Cross-over units

18
89
63
5
18
20
17
12
3
6
7
17

15

o

845.00

o o $213.60
o o $151.20
8 6 $14.22
8 O $45.36
$40.70
5

$42.84
$30.24
$9.32
$13.80
$15.60
8 o $42.96
85
$16.32
8 8 o $20.06
21 15 o 552.20
$94.24
40 20
21 18 5 $42.96
23 11 3 $46.20
20 0 5 $39.14
30 18 0 $74.16
15 18 6 $31.20
11 0 o $26.40
21 16
$43.20
290
$69.60
24 0
$57.60
43 10 o $104.40
29 15 o $71.40
43 10 0 $104.40
20 10 0 $49.20
23 10 0 $56.40
45 10 0 $109.20
31 0 0 $74.40
57 0 0 $136.80
54 0
60 0 o
34 15 o
400
31 0 o
65
$12.30
2 3 11
$4.30
5 10 0 $10.80
6 8 3 $12.40
7 6 7 $14.40
12 4 4 $24.00
9 3 3 $18.00
II 15 0 $28.20
12 0 0 $28.80
18 15 0 $45.00
3 5 0
$7.68
17 10 0 $42.00
29 10 0 $70.80
32 10 6 $63.90
39 10 0 $94.80
41 4 0 $80.94
52 10 0 $126.00
55 0 0 $132.00
available.
7
2
7 8
9 7
7 10

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

Motors, Pick-ups, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Speakers ( le
and smaller) are subject to Purchase Tax in the U.K. About
1/7th (2/10 in the £) is deductible on Export orders of
these items. Amplifiers, Large Speaker Systems, etc., are
Tax free in the U.K. and available at U.K. Prices. U.S.
DOLLAR PRICES QUOTED ARE TAX FREE. PAYMENT MAY
BE MADE IN ANY CURRENCY BY CERTIFIED CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER.
Send 51 bill ($2 Air Post) for 1968 Catalogue.

PERSONAL

automy

LONDON'S

Aselection from our extensive stocks

TUNER

14.1D

Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amp. 52 0
Dulci 207 Stereo Amplifier ..
19 19
Dulci 207M Stereo Amplifier .. 22 1
Good mans Maxamp Trans Stereo Amp. 54 0
Leak " Stereo 30" Trans. Amp. Chassis 52 0
Leak " Stereo 30" Trans. Amp in case.. 58 10
Leak "Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis 63 0
Leak "Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. in case 69 10
Philips GH925 Stereo Trans Amplifier 26 o
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit .. 43 o
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier .. 55 o
Quad 11 Power Amplifier ..
25 o
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp. .. 106 o
Radford SC22P Stereo/Mono Control 50 O
Rogers Cadet Mk. Ill Chassis .. 33 15
Rogers Cadet Mk. Ill in case .. .. 37 10
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chasiss.. 59 10
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in case .. 64 0
Shure Stereo Pickup/Tape/amp ( mains) 13 10
Truvox TSA200 Trans. Stereo Amp. .. 54 12

OUR

$126.80
$47.88
$52.92
$129.60
$124.80
$140.40
$151.20
$166.80
$62.40
$103.20
$132.00
$60.00
$254.40
$120.00
881.00
$90.00
$142.80
$153.60
$131.06

SHOWROOMS
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HOURS OF BUSINESS: Monday to Saturday 9-6 p.m. Thursday 9-1 p.m.

Take any
AUDIOTECHNICA
cartridge...

amplify (am-pli-fi) tr.t. to extend;
to enlarge:— amplification n. —am'plifier n.
an apparatus which increases the
volume of sound.

an
important step
towards perfection
in stereo reproduction
... and you take

The Audio-Technica is an outstanding stereophonic cartridge
featuring aseries of unique concepts which are considered to be
the key to good petformance in high fidelity cartridges. Among its
many features is the fact that stylus replacement is extremely
simple. It provides superb frequency response and extremely low
cross-talk, while doe to its light mass and high compliance, perfect
tracking is maintained even at very low syius pressure.
1

...---

el

If you are considering the purchase of a Hi- Fidelity System visit your local
dealer to hear the Lux range. This manufacturer is a major supplier of
Audio equipment to the Japanese Broadcasting Corporation and the
exacting standards required are reflected in their products.

,_,

\

..1.01

THE LUX AMPLIFIER more than fulfills the definition

I
Y. •

'-.k
\

AT.35

Model

ATOO

AT.33

AT.21

Frequency Response
± 2db
Hz.

20-20000

20-20000

20-25000

20-25000

Channel SePeretion
at 1KHz.

26 db

27 db

30 db

30 db

Output Voltage
at 1l(Hz. 5ern/sec.

4mV

6rriV

4mV

5mV

Static Compliance
cm/dyne

30 x10. 6

23 x10. 6

30 x10.6

23 x10 4

Tracking Force—grns.

0S-2.0

0.6-2.6

0.5-2.0

0.5-Z5

Tracking Angle

le

15*

15°

16 °

Principle of Operation

Duemiting

V-magnet

Duexciting

Price

.6 and • 7
(6.2.6 inc. Tax

Comprehensive literature incorporating full technical data is yours for the
asking from any good Hi- Fidelity dealer or direct from Shriro ( U.K.) Ltd.

•
5 and • 7
£10.10.6 inc. Tax

111

1

Distributors: Shriro ( UK) Limited, 8 Bush Lane, Cannon Street, London EC4

•
5and • 7
£8.11.3 inc. Tax
(bode&
£184.6 inc.Tax

V- magnet
•
5and • 7
£184.6 Inc.Tax
Bobcat
(23.16.3 inc.Tax

stereo cartridges
are good ... very good

Telephone 01 -626 4711

Goodmans

The Greatest Range-The Greatest Name
Goodmans High Fidelity loudspeakers
meet your every requirement, and
Goodmans name is your guarantee of
excellence.
From Goodmans range, you can select
your own personalised system — to suit your
amplifier output, room size, pocket and ear.
Choose, too, the cabinet style you prefer
from the range of recommended designs.
Our range of single unit full range High
Fidelity speakers is illustrated here — each,
when correctly housed, a complete High
Fidelity system. Find out all about them.
And Goodmans ' Stage- Built' and Multiple
Speaker systems, using the world-famous
Audiom Bass speakers with mid- and high
frequency units. And the special Audioms
for Public Address work and Musical
Instrument amplification. Full details of all
Goodmans products and enclosure designs
are in Goodmans 28 page High Fidelity
Manual. Send the coupon for your free copy.
FREE Please send me acopy of Goodmans
Fidelity Manuai
Name

High

I

XXH

I

IAddress

AXIETTE 8
8" — 6 watt
£5.15.0
+£1.4.7 P.T.

AXIOM 80
94" — 6 watt
£20.2.0
+ £ 4.6.0 P.T.

AXIOM 201
12" — 15 watt
CI 2.10.0

TRIAXIOM 212C
12" — 15 watt
£16.18.0

TWINAXIETTE 8
8" — 6 watt
£610.0
+ £ 1.7.10 P.T.

AXIOM 10
10" — 10 watt
£6.16.0
+ £ 1.9.1 P.T.

AXIOM 301
12" — 20 watt
£7.18.0

TRIAXIOM 1220C
12" — 20 watt
£21.15.0

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd Axiom Works,Wembley, Middlesex. Tel: 01-902 1200
1445

QUAD
for the closest
approach to the
original sound

Send a postcard for illustrated literature to:
ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., HUNTINGDON.
TEL: HUNTINGDON ( 0480) 2561.

1446
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is aleading theme in this issue,
with a survey of ' under £ 100' systems on
page 1480 and reports on no fewer than four
complete record playing set-ups in our equipment review section. Why devote so much
space to the lower end of the hi-fi spectrum
when aperfectionists' hobby naturally tends to
gravitate upwards? Well, it has been our
impression from much correspondence over
the years that aremarkable number of people
start their journey towards hi-fi perfection
with less than £ 100 to spend, and unless we
keep the basement entrance clearly labelled
and wide open, the whole audio skyscraper
might begin to totter.
BUDGET STEREO

Our more advanced readers would be amazed
to see just how many letters coming in for the
attention of ' Crossover' involve problems
arising from avery modest level of expenditure:
`Will amplifier kit A work with ceramic
pickup B and home-made speakers C—Ihope
so, as we can't really afford more than £75 at
the outside' ; or ' Ihave aset-up which cost £81
but am dissatisfied with the pickup—but I
have heard that if Ibought an extra pre-amp
for my amplifier, a magnetic cartridge would
improve matters, could this be done for less
than £ 15?'; and so on. We therefore think it
reasonable to take an occasional look at what
can be done as afirst modest step away from the
limitations of radiograms and one-piece record
players.

further details.

Some readers may query the need for the
foregoing apologia, and here again we must
refer to the evidence of our post-bag. Despite
every effort to strike a reasonable balance in
the magazine between reviews of lower priced
equipment and that produced for wealthy
perfectionists, we are still admonished from
time to time for paying too much attention to
one extreme or the other. Fortunately, the
readers who chide us for ignoring the more
expensive gear roughly balance those who
think we ignore the least expensive, so perhaps
we are about right! In fact, of course, we ignore
neither extreme, and if anyone finds ' budget
stereo' abit of abore, we hope he will cast an
eye down our annual index on page 1548 to see
just how wide is the range of equipment and
subjects covered in HiFi News.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES

COVER PICTURE
Elegant setting for elegant equipment.
Perhaps not many hi-fl enthusiasts have
black leather chairs, a pink fittedcarpet and grey brick walls in their sittingrooms, but the new range of Armstrong
tuners and amplifiers will suit practically
any decor between this and a plain
old-fashioned front-room. Details of
their units are given on page 1491,
though it might be difficult to put
readers on to suppliers of the chairs.
We make this point because an earlier
cover picture provoked several enquiries
about the furniture rather than about the
important new equipment featured!
However, Armstrong are surely on to a
good thing with their fresh styling, so we
hope that at least afew of our 40,000
readers will be writing to them for

Annual subscription rates to
HlFl News and its associated
Journal Tape Recorder are 47s. and
36s. respectively. Overseas
subscriptions are 48s. 6d.
(U.S.A. $5.80) for HI-FI News and
38s. 6d. (U.S.A. $4.60) for Tape Recorder
from Link House, Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
HI-FI News is published on the 28th
of the preceding month unless that
date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.
Technical articles of full page length or
over appearing in HI-F1 News are
Indexed in the British Technology Index.

Coverage of the subject at an altogether too
naïve level was—we are sad to report—given
in the October issue of Which?, journal of the
Consumers' Association. Under the heading
'Buying HiFi Equipment' advice was given in
'an attempt to help you get your hi-fi in easy
stages.' Alas, this admirable intention led to a
suggestion that owners of table radios could
use them at the start, feeding in signals from
record players. C.A. were careful to warn
that the system will be as strong as its weakest
link' and that inputs and outputs must be
checked for correct matching, sensitivity, etc,
or ' your sound may be worse, not better.'
But despite these warnings an impression was
conveyed that an ordinary radio may indeed
reasonably be kept in use in the early stages of
hi-fi expansion, with a suggestion that ` any
competent retailer should be able to fit the
necessary sockets' to take signals in and out if
the radio is without them (
not always so simple,
and most models are without them these days).
We regard this as misleading in the extreme,
as those models fitted with gram sockets
generally need the high outputs of ' blunderbuss' type pickups or have an inappropriate
impedance for the sensitivity offered, this
limitation not being confined only to ' very old'
radios as implied in the report. Despite this,
readers were advised to upgrade their player
units to avoid record wear—presumably then
immediately downgrading them again with a
high-output, low-compliance cartridge to suit
the radio!
The next step, they suggested, was to add
some decent external speakers, though in most
cases a wide-range speaker would simply
reveal the rather gritty, single-ended quality
inherent in the radio's output stage. Also, of
course, it would show up the severe limitations
of acheap pickup.
No, we cannot regard this feature, for all its
cautionary remarks, as anything other than
wrong-headed, which is a pity in the light of
some not unreasonable recent excursions into
hi-fi by the same journal. Perhaps 1969 will
bring forth some more sensible advice, so we
will end up by wishing the Consumers'
Association and all our readers a very happy
Christmas and even higher fi in the new year.
Contents List on page 1399

Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence section being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical queries or
asking for advice on installation matters marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. 'Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when details are available from the makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences of
any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matters for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please
do not send any money unless in response to a specific letter from the magazine or for purchase of
advertised Link House items such as the Audio Annual and Audio Diary. We regret that technical
queries cannot be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of
style, length, etc.
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Advertiser's Announcement.

The fourteenth in aseries of discussions by KEF Engineers on aspects
of loudspeaker design.

You and your
loudspeaker
THE REACTION between aloudspeaker and the acoustics of alistening
room is most pronounced at low frequencies. Nearly all loudspeakers
have an omni-directional radiation pattern below afew hundred hertz
and the proximity of large reflecting surfaces such as walls and floors is
therefore profoundly important. Locating aspeaker in the corner of a
room can produce areinforcement of 6-8 dB at 50 Hz compared with
its response in free air. Unfortunately, the designer has usually little
control over final location and one must therefore accept that aspeaker
which has been adjusted for correct balance in afree standing position,
well removed from reflecting walls, may sound bass heavy when
operated close to awall, or worse still, in acorner. The effect may of
course be compensated by electrical equalisation but the bass control
circuits of domestic amplifiers do not generally give the correct response
shapes to achieve accurate compensation. In most cases acompromise
arrangement involving a little tone control, together with judicious
positioning of the speaker will secure a better overall result. The
adoption of speaker locations which differ greatly from the designers'
intention and the reluctance to use amodicum of tone control are the
most frequent causes of dissatisfaction with loudspeaker performance.
All domestic rooms are small enough to exhibit strong eigentone
resonances which are closely grouped at the lower end of the audio
frequency range. No simple acoustic treatment can obviate these and
quite serious low frequency colouration can be expected if these
resonances are strongly excited. A loudspeaker located near acomer

will excite the maximum number of room resonances. Thus what may
be in many cases an aesthetically acceptable position, can produce
over-emphatic bass with asevere dose of room colouration. Such cases
often benefit from moving the speaker out of the corner alittle way.
A distance of one foot is frequently sufficient to clean up the lower
register quite surprisingly.
Another important source of trouble is structural resonances in
wooden floors, directly induced by contact with the speaker box.
Fitting short legs or using a base which reduces the area in contact
with the floor usually improves matters. In very serious cases, the
speaker should be isolated from the floor by a thick pad of foam
rubber or rubberised hair. Rolls of corrugated cardboard are also
remarkably effective for this purpose. Given that the radiation pattern
of most speaker systems is omni-directional at very low frequencies
and that it becomes unidirectional at some higher frequency where the
dimensions of the cabinet are greater than the wavelength of sound in
air, it will be obvious that in free field conditions, the axial frequency
response will exhibit a rise of 6 dB over the lower middle frequency
band. The effect usually occurs between 80 Hz and 300 to 3000 Hz
depending upon the size of the enclosure. This diffraction phenomenon
is of course quite independent of any directivity pattern resulting from
diaphragm size which generally imposes a further rise on the axial
response. With small cabinets it is quite common for the axial response
to rise with frequency by 2dB per octave over about 5octaves. The
thin quality of the resulting sound is quite unacceptable, but useful
correction can be achieved in the crossover network, at the expense of
sensitivity. Once again we face adilemma because when the response
has been corrected for a free standing location, it will sound quite
wrong if the system is buried in asolid wall of books so that its bass
radiation is confined to a hemisphere and diffraction is virtually
inhibited.
To summarise: the effective use of loudspeakers involves locating
them in accordance with the designers' original intentions. Where this
is unknown or cannot be achieved, low frequency compensation may
be necessary to correct the response.
Raymond E. Cooke

That vital
first link...

Choose your cartridge
carefully—it's the very vital
first link in your chain of sound reproduction. Even the finest equipment
cannot offset apoor cartridge.

For the connoisseur seeking the ultimate in musical reproduction, lowest distortion and undetectable record wear,
the ADC 10/E Mk II offers the lowest tip mass ever achieved—combined with an elliptical stylus for high definition tracing.
Price £ 45.8.4d. ( incl. p.t.)
send for details to
KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil Maidstone Kent Tel: Maidstone 57258
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STYLUS REPLACEMENTS

THOSE who possess cartridges with detachable cantilevers (i.e. most types other than
Ortofon, Decca, EMI, etc) and require nonstandard styli for 78s or are unable to obtain
the correct replacement should note that
Expert Pickups offer a stylus replacement
service. Spherical and elliptical diamonds
can be supplied, and upon receiving an enquiry
the firm will reply with a quote for the stylus
required. The job usually takes 7-10 days,
and prices are typically £3-6 for modern
cartridges. Further details of this service
are available from Expert Pickups Ltd.,
74 Brownlow Road, London N.11.

transmission faults that the BBC may be
contacted immediately—once possible receiver
snags have been cross-checked by telephone.
All enquiries should go to Angus McKenzie
at: Roundabout Records, 8 Parson Street,
Hendon, London, N.W.4. (Tel. 01-203-0033,

daytime only).
Apart from running Roundabout Records,
Mr. McKenzie is Technical Officer of the
Gramophone Record Retailers' committee
of the Music Trades Association, and was for
some years Managing Director of Olympic
Sound Studios. In addition to his audio
activities, Angus is a radio amateur with
particular interest in VHF problems. We wish
him every success with his Stereo Listening
Panel, and welcome him to the pages of
HiFi News.
AUDIO FAIR-1969

nONFIRMING

last month's interim note,
it has now been agreed that the show to
replace the Audio Festival and Fair will take
place at Olympia from October 16th to 21st
next year. Combining with the PhotoCine
show, the new event will be known as the
International Audio and PhotoCine Fair. Hi-fi
enthusiasts who dabble in cinephotography
will be able to join those who also waste their
money on cars (the Motor Show will be at
Earls Court at the same time) for arather more
hectic tour than that provided by the Hotel
Russell, though we understand that all the
audio may be on the same floor.
HI Fl IN WATFORD

STEREO LISTENING PANEL

T arising
collect information and points of view
from the reception of BBC stereo
O

broadcasts, a Stereo Listening Panel has been
formed by Angus McKenzie, who will from
now on be contributing a monthly diary
under the heading BBC Stereo, following in
the footsteps of H. Burrell Hadden who had to
withdraw some months ago due to other
commitments. Mr. McKenzie's first piece
appears on page 1489, and it is hoped as
months go by to comment on any and every
aspect of stereo broadcasting.
Membership of the Listening Panel is open
to interested people whose equipment comes
up to a certain minimum technical standard,
who are keen stereo listeners, and who are
prepared to complete a questionnaire giving
details of gear, location, aerials, interests, etc.
Those accepted on to the Panel will be asked
to fill in forms from time to time giving
details of received signal quality; viz Niss, hum,
modulation depth, tonal balance, stereo content, and so on. It would also be appreciated
if members of the Panel would agree to be
'quoted' when relevant in Mr. McKenzie's
monthly column in HiFi News. It is emphasised that the Stereo Listening Panel is a
voluntary association of people with acommon
interest, and while Angus is willing to help
Panel members (within a reasonable radius of
Hendon) in checking on the performance of
their receiving equipment, he hopes he will be
treated as a fellow-enthusiast rather than as a
servant! The object of the panel will be to
bully the BBC (gently, as appropriate for an
Auntie) on stereo broadcasting generally,
including the quantity of broadcasts, and it is
hoped in the case of any serious apparent

held on Monday evenings at Cassio
J. College (Queen's Road) Watford from
January 13th 1969, Better Sound Reproduction
is a course of six lectures aimed at helping
people get the best from their equipment.
The enrolment fee is 16s. and further details
are available from D. K. Williams Esq.,

TO be

Newton Price Centre, CAssio College, Grosvenor
Road, Watford, Hertfordshire.

NEXT MONTH
PROBLEMS of matching ceramic pickups
will be discussed by Frank Jones, while Ivan
March begins athree-part survey of popular
music on disc. The Bowers & Wilkins DM
3 Monitor Speaker is among equipment reviewed.
Servicing information on the Tandberg
Series 7, and a survey of tape to disc services are included in the current issue of
Tape Recorder on sale now.

HI-Fl PARASTAT

W E understand that the C. E. Watts Hi-Fi
Parastat (
Mk. 4) reviewed in our
October issue, was in fact fully designed and
in prototype form before Cecil Watts died in
September 1967. Our reviewer implied that
the device might have been up Mr. Watts'
sleeve ' in principle' only, but we are glad to
confirm that it was there in fact.

HIGH FLIGHDELITY?
ELAYS caused by an eastern seaboard
dockstrike in the United States have
threatened contract delivery dates for Wharfedale loudspeakers ordered by British Industries
Corporation, so to avoid falling down on their
delivery dates Rank Wharfedale recently

D
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chartered two Britannia aeroplanes to carry
goods to their destination. These airborne
waggons are admittedly more expensive than
their slower counterparts, nevertheless the
Sales Director of Rank Wharfedale expressed
the hope that their evident determination to
fulfill their contracts would create confidence
in their customers and presumably help to
expand Wharfedale's share of a market in
which they are already the third largest
supplier. As overseas markets account for
some 60% of Rank Wharfedale production,
this seems asensible attitude to adopt.
EXPANDING RECORD LIBRARIES

O

NE in three of public libraries in this
country now have loan collections of
gramophone records, and by 1973 there
should be about 200 libraries with discs.
This was revealed at an important discussion
on the place of the gramophone record in
public libraries, at the Library Association
Conference in Brighton on the 24th September,
when the speakers were Eric Cooper (Music
Librarian of the London Borough of Enfield),
David Williams ( Music librarian of Grimsby
Public library), with Henry Currall, FLA
(Music Librarian of Westminster) in the chair.
The old school of book librarians is giving
way to a new school of librarians who are
willing to examine every possible means of
communication. Proof of this was shown by
the large attendance at the session when some
500 librarians and delegates crowded into a
hall which could comfortably accommodate
not many more than 350. They heard Eric
Cooper trace the history of the record library
from the very first in Minnesota, USA,
which opened as long age as 1913, through
to the first British record library which opened
in Hereford in 1940. Scotland followed soon
after, then in 1947 Motherwell started a
collection of language records, and the development in England quickly grew so that today
nearly half the population of the country has
awns to a loan collection of gramophone
records.
Whilst statistics show that a resident of the
London area generally has a larger choice in
the matter of records which he can borrow,
Mr. Williams pointed out that often the small
provincial library was making an even greater
contribution to the culture of the local community, where access to live music was very
much more restricted. It was interesting to
discover that British universities cannot
compare with the American ones in the
provision of records, but that in ratio to the
numbers of population the British public
library gramophone record service is second to
none in the world.
(continued on page 1455)

All the way and back again ... TC-560D, SONY'S ingenious auto- reverse tape deck.
The secret is E.S.P. ( Electronic Sensory Perceptor), which automatically changes tracks
and reverses the tape at the end of the recorded signal. This means uninterrupted stereo
reproduction over the full length of the tape. Recommended Retail Price £ 174.
Specifications

Harmonic distortion:

Recording system:

4- track stereo/mono
recording and playback

Level indication:

Dual VU meter

AC 100, 110, 117, 125,
220 or 240V, 50/60 Hz
16 watts, DC 12V

Fast forward and
rewind time:

Within 2 min. 20 sec
(1,200' tape)

Dimensions:

Power requirement:

16a"(W) x6]-1"(H) x
15 175 "(D)

Inputs:

Microphone input jack:
Sensitivity: —72dB
(0.19mV)
Impedance: 600 ohms
Auxiliary input jack:
Sensitivity: —22dB
(61mV)
Impedance: Approx.
100K ohms

Weight:

28 lbs, 11 oz

Accessories:

Empty reel R-7 A...1
Connecting cord RK-56 ......2
Head cleaning ribbon ......
Reel cap
2
Dust protector DP- 560D 1
Power cord
1

Tape Speed:
Reel capacity:

71 ips, 3

ps, la ips

7" or smaller

Frequency response:

20 — 21,000 Hz at 71 ips
50 — 17,000 Hz ± 3dB at
ips
20 — 15,000 Hz at 3a ips
20 — 8,000 Hz at 11 ips

Signal-to-noise ratio:

Better than 52dB

Wow and Flutter:

Less than 0.15% at 71 ips
Less than 0.2% at
ips
Less than 0.35% at 1a ips

n

Outputs:

Less than 2.5% at
normal recording level

Line output jack:
Output level: OdB
(0.775V)
Impedance: 100K ohms
Headphone jack:

Output level: —29/-38dB
(28/10m V)
Impedance: 8 ohms

SONY;

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Sony ( U.K.) Limited,
Ascot Road, Bedfont, Middlesex.

Maintaining
Hill equipment
DJL

More sources of hum.

Lhum (twice the

AST month we discovered that 100 Hz
frequency of the mains
supply) arises because of the nature of full-wave
rectification, and that its presence across the
speaker load indicates a fault somewhere in
the power source (e.g., mains transformer) or
rectifier and smoothing circuits—those circuits
supplying HT power to the valves or transistors. The following list summarises the chief
causes of 100 Hz hum.
(1) Faulty rectifier or unbalanced conduction of one half with respect to the other
half.

By Gordon King
(2) Mains transformer defect also giving
unbalanced inputs to the rectifier.
Shorting turns in one half of the HT
secondary would evoke the symptom,
but also cause severe overheating of the
transformer.
(3) Shorting turns in smoothing choke.
Check that the AC volts drop across the
choke is approximately equal to the
ripple voltage across the reservoir
capacitor.
If the choke voltage is
substantially below that value, the choke
is then aprime suspect.

Fig. 2 (a) (left) Using an oscilloscope 50 Hz hum
produces the display shown here, while 100 Hz hum
and HF noise produces the pattern of fig. 2 (b)
(below left)
Fig. 4Wirewound pre-set hum-dingers are commonly found in valve equipment.

(4) Change in value of HT filter resistors,
check for burning or charring.
(5) Deterioration in value of an electrolytic
filter or reservoir capacitor. Check by
paralleling equal value components.
(6) Incorrect value HT line voltage. Check
that the mains adjustment is set to suit
the domestic mains voltage.
(7) Excessive current drawn from the
amplifier HT supply. This often happens
when an amplifier capable of just about
catering for its own power supply
demands is called upon to energise
additional units, like a stereo preamplifier, decoder, FM tuner and so
forth. This generates an increase in
ripple voltage on the HT line due to the
heavier HT current flowing through the
filter components. Similar trouble can
occur if an HT bleeder resistor (a
resistor connected across the HT supply
to ' bleed-off' a predetermined value of
HT power) decreases in value.
We shall see later that the residual hum
across the speaker load can be greatly influenced
by other items of equipment—like tuner,
pickup, microphone and tape recorder—
connected to the amplifier, and for this reason
it is desirable when checking an amplifier for
hum to disconnect all the external connections
and signal sources—excepting the loudspeakers of course! To be really scientific,
each input should then be loaded with a
resistor of avalue equal to the practical source
impedance. For instance, a 2.2 K resistor
would be connected across the magnetic
pickup socket and, possibly, a 10 K resistor
across the radio and auxiliary sockets, depending on the specifications of the associated
components. If the system is a two-unit type
and it is required to appraise the hum of the
power amplifier section, the preamplifier or
control unit should be unplugged and the
power input terminated with aresistance equal
to the control unit's output impedance. In
environments of strong 50 Hz hum field it is a
good idea to screen the terminating resistor
with asuitable metal can bonded to the earth
terminal of the amplifier. The small tins used
to house 35 mm films are ideal for this purpose,
and a short length of screened lead can then
complete the dummy load, as shown in fig. 1.
Hum due to power supply component
defects will nearly always be present with the
volume control fully retarded, while 50 Hz
hum—possibly accompanied by harmonics,
depending on how it is being introduced—
becomes more severe as the control is advanced.
Raw 50 Hz hum can often be felt more than
heard by placing afinger lightly upon the cone
of the speaker, if this is accessible, while
excessive 50 Hz hum causes the speaker grille
material to vibrate visibly in sympathy with
similar vibrations of the cone. Normally, of
course, all hum will be at a very low level,
and with well engineered systems there will be
no significant increase in hum level as the
volume control is turned up, provided the
dummy loads are adequately screened.
With experience, one can tell immediately
whether the predominating hum is 50 or
100 Hz, allowing the appropriate steps to be
taken for its elimination. There is a more
definite way of telling the hum frequency with
an oscilloscope, quite simply by connecting the
'X' sweep to a 50 Hz mains source and the
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"Her° &.
*Available separately
(£9.16.10 inc. PT.)
for your existing Stereo 30
and Trough Line Tuner.

LeakTrough Line tuner and
Stereo 30 amplifier
get together to form the
finest stereo
partnership erer.

This attractive teak cabinet * was
specially designed to put the finishing
touch to two top quality products to form
the best Tuner/Amplifier ever.
The Trough Line F.M. Stereo Tuner:
Has a frequency range of 88-108 MHz,
is easy and accurate to tune, and has
minimal drift.
The Stereo 30 Amplifier: All transistor,
with an output of up to 15 watts per
channel, and is without question the
best proven amplifier on the • market
today.
Merging the two makes sense whichever
way you look at it. Sound sense.
The Stereo 70: A more powerful amplifier; can also be fitted into the cabinet

To: H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd., Brunel
Road, London W 3. Tel: 01-743 1173.
Please send me comprehensive
details of the Leak Stereo Hi-fi
products.
Name
Address

LEAK

Hibd-leF1

'Y' input across the speaker load. If the 'scope
does not itself provide a 50 Hz signal, it can
be obtained from the heater supply circuit of
the amplifier, for example. The • Y' gain should
be increased until display (
a) or (b) in fig. 2
occurs. The ellipse (it could also be acircle or
diagonal line) at (a) signifies a 50 Hz hum,
while the looped display (this could be a
sector of acircle) at (b) signifies 100 Hz hum.
The extra ` fizz' in fig. 2(b) is due in this case
to additional HF noise.
In all tests either the speaker should remain
across the output terminals or a simulated
load given by a wirewound resistor with a
value equal to that of the speaker's impedance
and a rating equal to the music power of the
amplifier (e.g., about half the continuous
power rating). Still with the dummy loads
connected instead of programme sources, the
FIG. 5

magnitude of the hum signal can easily be
measured on a valve voltmeter (with audio
ranges) or an audio millivoltmeter connected
across the speaker load. The signal-to-hum
ratio is generally referred to the maximum
output of the amplifier. Thus, at full output a
10 W amplifier requiring a load (for ease of
calculation) of 10 ohms would yield 10 V
RMS, and the hum ratio would be relative to
this voltage. If the hum is, say, 1V then the
signal-to-hum ratio would be 10: 1, or amere
20 dB, which is very poor and would certainly
be most noticeable. A good power amplifier
will boast aratio of the order of 80 dB, giving
as little as 1mV of hum voltage across the
load on our 10 W, 10 ohm amplifier.
It is not uncommon for the hum to increase
as the amplifier is switched to the more
sensitive programme inputs, and the lowest

NON— EARTHED POWER SUPPLIES TO HEATERS
MAINS
TRANSFORMER

MAINS
TRANSFORMER

TO HEATERS

TO HEATERS
R1 1000

TO CATHODES OF
OUTPUT VALVES

TO HT+

(a)

Fig. 7. Variable resistor used for pre-set
adjustments.

(b)

Fig. 8Screened cable — a poor joint here can
effect the hum-level.
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level input is magnetic pickup (or microphone,
if such an input is featured), where the sensitivity corresponds to about 5mV, or even
less. Nevertheless, even here the ratio should
not fall below about 60 dB (hifiwise, at least),
which represents 10 mV relative to 10 V.
Power supply hum can be checked in terms
of ripple voltage with an oscilloscope or,
possibly, a sensitive millivoltmeter. The idea
is to trace the live lead from the rectifier output
to the HT line, and under normal conditions
the monitored ripple voltage should fall progressively through the HT filters, giving
practically zero ripple on the HT line itself.
Of course, the meter should be isolated from
DC with an 0.1 1.i.F capacitor while the earthy
side of the meter should be connected to
amplifier chassis or the HT negative line. By
noting the ripple voltage on the HT line, for
,instance, the effect of additional smoothing
capacitance will be observed by areduction in
this reading.
So much, then, for HT line hum. Let us
now take a look at some of the other sorts of
hum that may occur. A rather heavy 50 Hz
hum can result from impaired insulation in a
valve between the heater and cathode, especially
if the valve is associated with an early stage of
high sensitivity.
High-gain pentodes and
double-triodes are vulnerable in this respect,
and if a valve with such a defect is located
after the volume control (e.g., final valve of the
control unit or the valves at the front of the
power amplifier), then the hum will remain
irrespective of the setting of the control.
However, if the valve is before the control,
the normal action of the control will increase
and decrease the hum level.
Valves have also been known to become
magnetised due to strong magnetic fields
from speaker units and so forth, and this
appears to make them more prone to hum. It
is possible to apply a degaussing field from a
magnetic tape eraser or colour TV degaussing
unit to valves so suspected, but possibly the
best plan is to make asubstitution test with a
replacement known to be in good order. This
applies, too, if the valve has a suspected
heater/cathode leak, for even a very small
insulation impairment is likely to lift the hum
by 10 to 20 dB, and this may be barely
sufficient to show on a valve test, using the
service department type of valve tester!
Many valved amplifiers feature hum-dinger
presets. This is simply awirewound potentiometer across the heater line with the slider
connected to chassis, as shown in fig. 3. The
idea is to adjust this to secure the best heater
line balance about earth, which is indicated by
the least hum across the load. While the
preset can be adjusted to give a hum-null as
heard from the loudspeaker, it is best to perform the adjustment, if possible, relative to the
reading given on a valve voltmeter or audio
millivoltmeter connected across the output
load. Fig. 4 shows one type of wirewound
potentiometer used for hum-dinging, and the
slider on this should be slowly adjusted about
its mid-point for the lowest reading on a
hum-signal-indicating-meter, with the amplifier's volume control fully advanced.
Amplifiers devoid of such a preset have
instead a centre-tap on the LT secondary
winding which is connected direct to chassis
or to the HT negative line. A poor soldered
connection here is not uncommonly responsible

made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things'

-o

oThe best pick-up arm in the world

Write to SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, England
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for a hum ratio substantially worse than that
specified for the amplifier. If the centre-tap is
soldered to an earth tag, care should be taken
to ensure that the tag itself is bonded well to the
amplifier chassis.
Another artifice for cutting mains hum by a
few more decibels is shown in fig. 5. Here the
heater line is given apositive bias, at (a) from
the HT line via a potential-divider comprising R1 and Rg and at (b) from the positive
potential present at the cathodes of the output
valves. These circuits, if adopted, should
therefore be carefully checked in persistent
cases of 50 Hz hum.
Also in valve amplifiers, unbalance of the
push-pull output valves can result in a higher
than usual hum level. The trouble is caused by
unbalanced DC in two halves of the output
transformer primary, so by carefully balancing
the current in the sections, a hum-null—when
due to this cause—can be achieved. Quite a
few amplifiers incorporate a balancing circuit
of the kind shown in fig. 6, and DC balance is
indicated (assuming equal resistance in the
two halves of the transformer primary) when a
voltmeter connected across the two anodes
reads zero; alternatively, the balancing preset
can be adjusted—as the hum-dinger—for a
hum-null across the output load.
Depending upon the exact type of balancing
circuit, the preset might be a wire-wound
component, like that shown in fig. 4, or the
kind shown in fig. 7.
Still assuming that hum is present with
dummy loads instead of actual signal sources,
and that things like HT supply smoothing
filters, valves, hum-dingers and output stage
balancers have been carefully checked and
re-adjusted where necessary, attention must be
directed to more subtle hum injection points.

It is possible, for instance, that the hum is
accompanied by abnormally high gain and
distortion, in which case the negative feedback
loop would be an immediate suspect, for an
open-circuit here would not only increase the
gain and the distortion, but it would also tend
to lift the background hum by 10 to 20 dB, at
least.
On the other hand, a gain reduction with a
rise in hum could indicate open-circuit of a
cathode bypass electrolytic capacitor. The
general gain is decreased when this happens
due to the resulting action of negative current
feedback, while the hum is increased due to the
open-circuit bypass emphasising the effect of
even very slight heater/cathode leakage in the
associated valve.
It is also possible that highly sensitive grid
leads or heater leads have been brought too
close together, thereby causing hum to be
coupled from the AC in the heater circuit to
the grid circuit. This sometimes evokes true
50 Hz hum with little harmonic contribution.
If this trouble is suspected—for instance, the
amplifier wiring may have been badly disturbed
during a previous servicing operation or the
amplifier may be home-made—it is worthwhile trying the effect of altering the relative
positions of these circuits, using anon-metallic
knitting needle as a probe with the amplifier
set towards full gain. Any slight change in hum
pick-up is then readily observed. This sort of
trouble is less likely to be responsible so far
as more recent amplifiers are concerned, for,
using printed-circuit boards, the layout is well
defined, a point which applies to most kit
amplifiers too nowadays.
Some home-made amplifiers, for instance
those built to Mullard designs, are extremely
sensitive with regard to chassis-to-circuit

earthing, and if a connection is made to a
point on the chassis other than that specified
by the designer it might be well nigh impossible to eliminate the hum completely. The
plan is often for a single chassis-to-circuit
earthing point, and if extra internal connections are then made to the chassis an
earth-loop is encouraged within the amplifier.
More will be said about earth-loops in Part 6,
next month; for the moment constructors
should be warned to take note of special
earthing arrangements when provided.
As already mentioned, the point at which
the hum signal gains admittance to the amplifier can be gleaned approximately by operating
the main controls and programme selector
switch. Poor earthing of a shield round a
component or lead can produce 50 Hz hum
with a substantial harmonic content, giving
a ' tizzy' kind of noise, and this invariably
happens mostly in pre-volume control stages
where the audio sensitivity is very high. A
vulnerable point in this context is depicted in
fig. 8. Here the earthing of a pair of flexible,
screened tubes carrying conductors connected
to the volume control is shown, and bad
electrical connection between the screens or
from the screens to chassis will certainly
produce a rise in hum level, possibly intermittently. Volume controls, too, should have
their metal screens properly bonded to chassis
earth or equivalent.
Another cause of 50 Hz hum is a fully or
partially open-circuit valve control grid or
transistor base circuit—signal-wise and, sometimes, DC-wise. In valved circuit this can
happen by the volume or balance control
going open-circuit, the hum rising considerably
when the slider passes over the open-circuit
section.

AUDIO NEWS CONTINUED

Mr. Blundell mentioned one case where
failure of a radio microphone was traced to
its complete immersion in ariver!
The theoretical points covered by these
speakers were then highlighted by Mr. R. C.
Sutton, Chief sound engineer of Samuelson
Film Service Ltd., in an amusing talk which
covered the actual results experienced in
everyday usage. Amongst a selection of
demonstrations, several showed the improvements in intelligibility possible when using the
most suitable form of microphone.
Questions ranging from the recording of
birdsong to I-wave aerials filled the discussion
period, whilst microphones from miniature
types to super-directional models several feet
long were on display.

this issue went to press, too late for any
changes to be made to advertisements. Readers
are therefore warned that any deposits and
prices mentioned by advertisers in connection
with HP have now been superseded. All complaints to Mr. Wilson!
May we remind those now unable to buy
their new hi-fi set-ups for Christmas that
further careful study of the subject may make
for wiser purchase in the long run. Our 1969
Audio Diary (
Ad. on page 1529) and the new
book HiFi in the Home (
reviewed page 1467,
Ad. page 1478) will both make excellent
stocking fillers! And if you cannot afford the
latter, why not drop a few seasonal hints
about book tokens?

UNDER

SOUND IN LONGSHOT

the chairmanship of Raymond
Cooke, Managing Director of KEF
Electronics, the BKSTS meeting of October
2nd was devoted to the topic of remote sound
pick-up in studios and outside locations, the
general title being Sound in Longshot.
The first paper was read by Mr. H. D.
Harwood of the BBC Research Dept., and
dealt with the design principles of directional
microphones. Amongst the many important
aspects which he discussed, he particularly
stressed the superiority of the combination of a
microphone and parabolic reflector of adequate
size where difficulties in obtaining asatisfactory
signal-to-noise ratio were involved, since its
operation was based on increased gain over a
limited solid angle, in contrast to the differential loss utilised in other systems.
Mr. G. Blundell of Audio Ltd. followed
with a paper covering the general difficulties
of designing actual radio microphones and
their associated receivers. Possibly because of
the more favourable frequency bands allocated,
British firms manufacturing radio microphones
have a considerable lead over foreign rivals,
but many difficulties remain. Inside studios
and theatres the signal attenuation can vary
by tens of dB over a few feet and this can
impose severe problems of automatic gain
control. Many practical difficulties can also
arise in use with film and TV personnel and

QUILTER SPEAKER DELAYS
UILDERS of the inexpensive speaker
described by B. T. Quilter in our October
issue may have some difficulty in obtaining the
Elac 59 RM/100 drive unit. We regret any
inconvenience caused by this, but the subcontractors who supply Elac with gaskets
needed for this unit suffered a flood recently.
Orders may be placed in the usual manner
through the retail trade, and will be met as
soon as production recommences.
H.P. PRICES, AND BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

GOVERNMENT regulations altering hire-

purchase deposits were announced as
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

TO Ortofon, who are 50 years old this year
I

—on the 9th October to be exact.
F.B.A. AT DUSSELDORF

O

UR report on the Düsseldorf exhibition in
last month's issue praised the COI and
the Board of Trade for their work in organising
ahighly successful stand for British exhibitors,
but omitted to mention that members and
officers of the Federation of British Audio
were extremely active and contributed greatly
to the British exhibit's success. The FBA were
in fact responsible for the entry, and operated
it as ajoint venture with the BOT. Our apologies to all the hard-working FBA people who
managed to create the biggest single nonGerman entry at the show.

Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

Celestion

Studio •
Series

DITTON 10
The finest miniature
hi- fidelity system
known.

DITTON 25
The true sound of music—you'll hear it as
you have never heard it before—every
'nuance' and 'timbre' is reproduced with
breathtaking realism by Celestion's new
Ditton 25. An elegant slimline High Fidelity
system designed for luxury installations.

DITTON 15
Celestion's outstanding bookshelf system
designed for the enthusiast. The sound reproduction of this proven enclosure is truly
exceptional, the three radiators giving a
smooth and effortless performance—from
Bach to Basie— a superb recreation of the
original in your home.

Fill in the coupon for free brochure detailing
the complete Ditton Series and explanation of the exclusive Celestion Auxiliary
Bass Radiator ( ABR) which has revolutionised
compact loudspeaker design.

E

Please send free brochure to:—
NAME

ADDRESS

L
HFN/I2
ROLA CELESTION LTD., Ferry Works, THAMES DITTON, Surrey. 01-398 3402
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REFLECTIONS OF AN ENGLISH VISITOR TO AN AMERICAN
HIGH FIDELITY EXHIBITION

BY JOHN WRIGHT
11E only thing that separates the English
E from Americans is language!' A quote,
I think, from Oscar Wilde, if he didn't say
it he should have done. But it is rank foolishness
to assume that because America has a common language it is not aforeign country. The
assumption that the same tongue implies a
similar culture is dangerous and may account
for the many misunderstandings between our
countries, and with these thoughts in mind it
was interesting to attend the New York Show
and observe the American culture through the
art of hi-fi. For high fidelity is still an art, if
only acommercial one.
Are things bigger in the US? Well, not the
Show, which was about the same size as our
London Audio Fair. Less dignified perhaps,
with the closed demonstration non-existent.
Are things £ 1 for $2.4 better in the US?
No! Things are neither bigger nor better—
just different.
Haw different? Due to the far larger market
and the gradual replacement of radiograms by
compacts there is a greater choice of less
expensive equipment. This is acut-throat end
of the market where presentation and promotion pay, but make no mistake, very little of
this equipment is cheap and nasty, indeed
related to average earnings it provides better
value for money than we are accustomed to
here. This is partly due to the size of the
market, making the mass production of such
items a commercial proposition. Mass production techniques breed a design approach
where components virtually fall together, giving
near identical final results each time, and these
continue to work and work and work under
long guarantees. It has to be this way when one
thinks of the vast area over which goods are
distributed from the factory, and the enormous
cost involved in shipping defective products

back. Of course, in Europe, too, we have lots
of equipment that virtually falls together on
automated lines, but unfortunately alot of it
falls apart again!
A mistake that is commonly made by the
Englishman sitting in England is to mentally
place items of American equipment out of
their proper price structure by looking at the
UK retail price. We may think that acertain
item is overpriced junk, ( it may be), but if one
considers it at its recommended price in the
US and takes in account the rate of earnings it
may be seen as good value for money. We
have got used to paying high prices for cartridges because so many are imported, but
remember that a V15/II is only $67.00, (£28)
over there, so all things considered, although
American equipment may not always be the
best, it is generally effective, reliable and good
value for money.
So how does imported equipment manage to
compete on this market? It must be done by
adopting American marketing approaches,
conforming to the current tastes and by being
prepared to invest much time and money
before expecting a return. When in Rome
. . . it is exhausting simply to compete, let
alone try to convert this part of the market.
The risks are greater, but so are the rewards.
The Japanese have recognised the basic
criteria of such modern marketing and have
made products that (a) were as good or better
than the competition, ( b) were reliable and
backed up by service and (c) were competitively priced and properly presented. But
But watch out! The Japanese are no longer
followers or copiers, but are beginning to
become the leaders in the field and are actually
setting market trends. Consider a few previously unknown names and the range of
products each produce to cater for all ends of
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the market: Pioneer, Sansui, Sony, Teac, their
ranges of available products are greater in the
US than here and they are hitting hard up
against Dynaco, Fisher, KLM, Scott, etc.
And this is no mean feat for the time they
have been in the market.
Goodmans, BSR, Garrard, EMI and
Wharfedale are of course well in, and were in
evidence at the show, although it is not
necessarily always made clear to the consumer
that these are British products. I regret to
report that this is because, in some quarters, the
reputation for reliability and service of British
goods is at avery low ebb. It has taken some
of us along time to realise that no longer will
a product sell simply because it is stamped
Made in England. Products must now be
designed from the outset with world market
requirements in mind if we are to hold our own
with America and Japan, and we must discover
how this can be done within the comparatively
limited resources of our manufacturers. The
ability of the English lies in their inventiveness
and meticulous attention to detail, and not in
ability to mass produce conventional run-ofthe-mill merchandise, so we must produce
'the best' and not just the ' best buy'. This,
coupled with modern marketing techniques
could again put us in the forefront of that
part of the market which our resources can
fulfil—by initially catering for the needs of the
enthusiast. A very small slice of a very large
cake is most worthwhile for any company, or
country for that matter.
It is interesting that in the real top quality
part of the market, catering for those who
really care, American products are having
some real competition from imports. It also
interesting to note that in hi-ti, as in cars, it is
astatus symbol to own foreign equipment
and Americans are willing to pay a lot more

Give 'em abit of hush
for Christmas!

F4.)a. rf
NKYSE

LON OPLAY

Give them our new High-Fidelity Low-Noise tape. It has a new
magnetic oxide which virtually eliminates background noise from your
recordings. Giving clearer, more brilliant sound than ever before.
We've come up with anew-style calibrated reel in an ever-lasting
pack. They stand in clip-together racks to form asound library.
Best of all, our quiet new tape costs no more than the noisy oldfashioned sort. So it costs no more to give ' em abit of hush for Christmas!
PHILIPS

PH

PhilipsElectricalLtd.,CenturyHouse,ShaftesburyAve.,
I LI PSNife,E,,gy
London, W. C.2.

(PTA I009 )
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Wharfedale US
loudspeakers

Benjamin
Compact
(Above) Compacts are increasingly popular in the
States as well as in. Britain—this model by
Benjamin uses EMI speakers. To sell loudspeakers
in the United States manufacturers must style
them for the market—Wharfedale have made a
great effort in the United States and these models,
unfamiliar to our eyes (and ears) are part of the
range which help this company hold the largest
portion of the US market supplied by any foreign
manufacturer. (Below) Another of the compacts
recently introduced (also with EMI speakers and
Benjamin electronics) together with the Koss electrostatic headphones. These feature abuilt-in polarIsing supply energised by the signal via a voltage
tripler— they will be available In this country shortly.

for a little extra under the correct conditions.
The big naines for quality are not necessarily
very big companies, and such firms as JBL,
McIntosh (the Quad is God of US amplifiers),
Jensen, Marantz, etc, are in healthy competition with some of our companies. Just entering
the market from Britain are Goldring, Rola
Celestion and Bowers & Wilkins, and the
interest in these new British products was most
refreshing. The US market still has a very
soft spot for true British craftsmanship and
integrity, and the American wants to, and will,
buy British goods if they are made available in
a businesslike way.
So, having made some important if perhaps
conjectural observations, let us discuss some
of the design approaches that are making an
impression on the US market. Of particular
interest at the New York Show was ademonstration of a loudspeaker system by the Bose
Corporation. This employs anumber of small
drive units in a small enclosure so arranged
(without crossover networks) to give a calculated amount of direct and reflected sound
when placed near the corner of the room.
The response is flattened and maintained to
sub-audio frequencies by an active equaliser
inserted in the amplifier chain, and although
claims were made to the contrary, a simple
calculation of the bass lift applied showed
that an extremely powerful amplifier is required to drive these speakers; in their demonstration a 250 W amplifier was used. The
quality of sound and feeling of spaciousness
was quite outstanding, so much so that it
made one suspicious, perhaps prompted by
my having to shout over a ` quiet' organ peda/
note to make myself heard. However, I do
not want to damn or praise a system out of
62

Koss
electrostatic phones

hand, and obviously long evaluation under
known conditions is required before anyone
should commit themselves further than saying
it is ` extremely interesting'.
The use of high power amplifiers in America
is well known, perhaps Ishould say notorious.
This does not mean they play louder; Ihave
always (and shall continue to) advocated the
availability of reserve power. After all, the dB
to power curve looks quite frightening even if
you only call for an overload margin of 6dB
above the rated power of the average European
amplifier. And it is not only the total available
power that matters, but also that when an
amplifier overloads it should do it gracefully,
like the old valve Quad. The Americans
cannot stand audible breakup of any sort and
it is therefore not surprising that in their
heavily damped listening rooms they use high
powered amplifiers. Accordingly readers, and
interested millionaires, who agree with this
philosophy should investigate the really
powerful amplifiers of C/M Laboratories
which should provide a 12 dB overload margin
even at higher volumes!
Remembering that harshness will not be
accepted and that listening rooms are less
live and more analytical, it is also not surprising that loudspeakers which will accept
lots of power are designed for the market
from that standpoint. Of course, the physical
appearance has to conform too; these loudspeakers may not be to our liking, and in fact
one of the poorest sounds Ihave ever heard
was in ademonstration of one of our English
based loudspeaker companies. They are
manufacturing commercial systems for the
American market, and the sound was coloured
and woolly, completely lacking in transient
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performance and with no output at the extremes of the frequency range. But the sound
was smooth at all powers, without any sign of
breakup or ' splutter', and they sell a lot of
speakers.
All of which reflects on pickup cartridges
where tracking ability is the prime consideration. This is an approach with which Ilargely
agree, especially when one considers the cost of
groove destruction from rnistracldrig. Trackability also ties in with the philosophy that
popular audio equipment should be utterly
reliable and rarely or never offend the listener
although it may well not provide the finest
results possible for the money, when using
best programme material.
At the top of the market there is no difference
of opinion across the Atlantic. Good sound
is good sound. Commercial compromise
panders to local taste, but how refreshing it
was to spend a few minutes listening to a
demonstration of the Acoustech electrostatic
loudspeakers.
Undeniably fine sound by
anyone's standards, and it is in this quality
part of the market that British products, even
or especially from the smaller firm, should be
well in evidence. Itherefore particularly wish
to congratulate MAC Electronics who make
precision Audio Adaptor Units. I met their
executive in New York representing his small
company and selling from door to door to the
dealers. He told me he had well covered his
travel expenses from on the spot orders and
expected to see substantial profits from repeats
in the near future. What a sad reflection that
he was the only Englishman I met who was
actually out selling. Isn't it about time we
stopped finding excuses for not being a little
more go ahead?

Truvox announce
the first British stereo
tuner to use integrated
circuits.
suppression. D A frequency
response of 20 Hz — I5KHz
± idB. E And bandwidth
coverage from 88 to io8
NiH/z.
What are the controls
and facilities? We have,
of course, included
all the facilities necessary to gain maximum
enjoyment from the
tuner.
A tuning knob;
switched AFC ± 200 KHz
pull in; switched interstation muting; switched
stereo/mono override;
on/off; variable output;
voltage selector;
centre zero tuning meter
and stereo beacon.
i Is the price the catch, then?
NO. You can buy this most advanced of all
stereos tuners, offering greater performance,
reliability and facilities than ever before,
for less than eo. The FM 200 I.C. Tuner is
available at your local dealer right now. Go
and try it. It could do
your system apower
of good.

Integrated
Circuits? These tiny
components are the
difference between
our new stereo tuner
and any other British
tuner. There are two of
them in our new FM2oo
I.C. Tuner and they replace
the equivalent of 35 assorted transistors, diodes and
resistors. That means thirty five potential
trouble-spots eliminated. Like in aerospace
programmes and the more advanced
computers. Unlike in any other British FM
tuner. The use of integrated circuits in
this tuner
represents a
major forward
step in HiFi
tuner design
and sets anew
standard of reliability and performance.
What about performance? The performance of our FM2oo I.C. Tuner is exceptional.
Apart from the advantages of the integrated
circuits, other unique design concepts, like adual
gate F.E.T. front end, gives higher sensitivity
than ever before. D AM rejection in excess of
50 dB. E -3dB limiting at 1.5uV. El 3o dB
stereo separation at iKHz. E 40 dB pilot tone

Truvox Limited, Hythe, Southampton, Hampshire..
Telephone Hythe 3265.
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gellIP/ A NEW THEORY
M. P. HORTON TAKES A FRESH LOOK AT AN OLD SUBJECT

WOW
FIG. 2

FIG. 1 SHOWING PICKUP TRACKING WARP ( MUCH EXAGGERATED)
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is that unpleasant and unnatural
W OW
change of pitch in reproduced music

produced by mechanical equipment and caused
by a variation in the nominal playback (or
recording) speed. This effect is most noticeable
on sustained notes, especially if the change is
within acritical frequency band, and can come
from many sources. If the variations in speed
are rapid, above about 10 Hz, they are called
flutter.
Wow can be expressed mathematically as a
percentage change in pitch, or in the medium
velocity—where the medium is tape, disc, etc.
For example, if a recorded wow-free signal of
1kHz varied on reproduction from 990 Hz
to 1-01 kHz, the variation would be
+ 10 x100
1000

-6

-t

TURNTABLE SPEED

%

We are here dealing with peak-to-peak values,
which are subjectively meaningful at slow (wow)
frequencies but for higher rates the RMS value
is usually considered subjectively more realistic.
Since wow and flutter often occur in acyclic
form we can use the term wow or flutter frequency. Wow frequencies can be considered as
those in the range 0-10 Hz, and flutter frequencies therefore are those above 10 Hz—
perhaps into the hundreds of Hertz from the
point of view of measurement and audible
distortion, and to infinity in theory.
If we concern ourselves with record reproduction the main sources of wow are:—
(a) That impressed on the disc.
(b) That caused by the playback turntable
drive system.
(c) That caused by disc and/or turntable
eccentricities which produce effective variations of groove velocity irrespective of the
pickup employed.

-2

0

+2

+4

+6

WARP A11610 6(
DEGREES)
(d) That caused by disc eccentricity in conjunction with the pickup.
All these effects can of course occur simultaneously. Discussing each in turn, it will be
seen that the first three should be comparatively small on good equipment when compared with extreme cases of disc warp, especially if the latter is combined with ill-considered
pickup arm design.
The amount of wow and flutter impressed
on the disc can be taken as being better than
0.15% RMS, but at the present time there are
no standards laid down. However, discs with
severe recorded wow are generally ararity.
Taking figures from manufacturers' specifications, the wow caused by quality transcription
units ranges from 0.2% down to as low as
0.001%, depending agood deal on the manner
of specification. However, an tea value of
0.05% is considered reasonable in atranscription turntable.
Referring to B.S. 1928:1965 (
Specification
for Processed Disk Records and Reproducing
Equipment) it is stated that " the distance of
the centre hole from the centre of the groove
spiral shall not exceed 0.005 inches". If the
minimum radius from the disc centre to innermost recorded groove is taken as 2.5 in., the
maximum wow caused by this eccentricity is:—
+0.005 x100
2.5

%

—

± 0.2%

This figure will be amaximum, occurring twice
per record revolution. Hence for a 33* r.p.m.
disc the wow frequency will be 0-55 Hz and
for a45 r.p.m. record it will be 0.75 Hz.
Other causes include oversize holes and
undersize or eccentric turntable spindles—and
the maximum figures could be quite large if all
these errors coincided.
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Apart from changes in the geometry of the
groove itself caused by warping, and which are
probably too arbitrary to be subject to theoretical analysis, wow from warps occurs as the
stylus tracks the warp, causing the relative
speed of stylus and groove to increase although
the turntable speed remains unchanged. This
may be further understood if it is realised that
when a section of record track is cut, it is
intended to occupy acertain length, flat along
the turntable surface. Now, because the record
has warped, agiven length of groove occupies
less length along the surface plane and therefore
the stylus/groove speed increases.
First consider an arm mounted such that an
imaginary line joining the stylus and the pivot
is horizontal and that this arm is tracking a
warp. At the point of contact between the
groove and stylus, let us define the angle that
the warp makes with the horizontal as the
warp angle O. The situation is shown in fig. 1
with the turntable rotating at aspeed of UTT .
Now for perfect reproduction we need this
warp to be played back at a speed UTT,
amongst many other things. Let the relative
speed of the stylus and groove be U.
Now
Usa

UTT
= Cos°

(1)

For a pickup tracking ' down hill' O will be
positive, and for tracking ' up hill' O will be
negative. The percentage change in playback
speed—wow—is:
IrG—TUTT)
UTT

= ((

cosO
1 )

.—}

per cent

— 1x100) per cent (2)

"richardson"
Quality, high performance and reliability are the prime considerations in the design of any
"richardson" product, careful thought is given to styling and ease of operation which results in
equipment that is ideal for many applications.
All components used are carefully selected to give optimum performance, while the patient care
taken in hand wiring and assembly leaves you with an article that will last alifetime.
SCP 1
A stereo control unit employing silicon transistors
and F.E.T's having all the usual facilities plus some
more unusual—stereo blend, phase reverse and quiet
listening being some of the many provided.
This unit features exceptionally low noise an distortion figures, typical distortion at an output of 250 mV
(to match into the SA 170) is 0.01% at 1kHz using
the Aux 2 input and 0.02% at 1kHz on the disc
input.
Price: £45 inc. metal cover.

SA 170
A valve stereo power amplifier suitable for use with
the SCP I ; the amplifier features low distortion ( less
than 0.1% at 30 watts—continuous power—at
1kHz, into a4-8-16 ohm load), wide power bandwidth
(30-20,000 Hz), exceptionally flat frequency response
(+0.5 dB from 10-30,000 Hz) and has unconditional
stability with any load. This unit is also suitable for
Discotheque and Studio monitoring use due to its
rugged construction, high reliability and ease of
servicing.
Price: £60
A series of Studio quality mixing modules having excellent performance whilst being competitively
priced will be available shortly.

For further details write to:

J. Richardson Electronics Limited
57 James Town Road, London, N.W.I
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This is shown plotted in fig. 2for arange of
0 from — 6° to + 6°, and shows that the wow
increases very rapidly with large warps. Warps
producing 0= 6° are considered quite possible
for a badly deformed disc using 9in. arms, if
only over a very short distance producing a
high wow frequency.
Consider now the case of a pickup with
the imaginary line joining the stylus point and
the pivot not horizontal, but subtending an
angle a with the horizontal. This may happen
with incorrect setting up, a pile of records on
top of each other as in the case of an autochanger, or careless pickup design or mounting.
This situation is illustrated by fig. 3—an arm
with avertical plane pivot on the centre line of
the arm tube and the stylus point below this.
An arm 9in. long and a stylus point half an
inch or so below the pivot, produces an a of
3°.
As this arm swings up and down over the
warps it has a small component of velocity in
the direction of the groove motion. From
fig. 1 the rate at which the stylus tip moves
downwards can be deduced to be
UTT tan 0

(
3)

This causes the arm to rotate in a plane
normal to the surface of the record and the
stylus tip moves in the direction of rotation
with avelocity Un as shown in fig. 4.
Resolving vertically and using equation (3):

UTT TAN 8

U cos a= thi. tan
UTT tan
COS a

(4)

Resolving horizontally, Ull = U sin a, where
UR is the horizontal component of the stylus
velocity, and substituting in equation (4)
Ug = UTT tan 0co
sin
sa
= UTT tan 0tan a

(5)

Resolving this velocity in the direction of
movement of the groove,
Un
USG,a = COS 0
UTT tan 0tan a
cos 0

(
6)

where UsGA is the component of stylus velocity
parallel to the direction of movement of the
groove. This term UsGà must be added to the
relative speed given in equation ( 1) to give the
effective resultant velocity Us0 1,and the percentage wow will be
(Use X100
= (UsG + UsGA )X100
1(1+ tan 0tan a)
cos 0
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1) x100

(7)

Fig. 5 shows a family of curves for this
equation, with different values of angle a.
Obviously the curve for a of zero is the curve
of fig. 2.
It can be seen that for a pickup tracking
'uphill' (i.e. 0negative) the wow can be reduced
to negligible proportions, and when tracking
'downhill' it will be greatly increased over
the ranges shown. For an arm mounted such
that its pivot point is below the record level,
a becomes negative, and a graph of wow
against warp angle would be a mirror image
about the wow axis, in fig. 5.
An assumption upon which this theory is
developed is that the angle a does not change
from the top of the warp to the bottom of the
warp, i.e. the arm has infinite length. However,
for a real arm of 9in. following a warp, say,
0-15 in. deep, the change in ais tan -1(0-15 + 9),
i.e. 1°, and for any particular shape of warp,
allowance could be made, but this is of very
little practical importance.
The best way to mount the arm therefore is
to arrange for ato be zero degrees. But since ex
will vary as the warp is tracked we must try
to arrange the pivot height such that a is zero
at the point of greatest warp angle, i.e.
half-way up the largest warp likely to be
played, say = 0.15 + 2 or • 075 in. above the
record surface.
As the title suggests, this work is still theoretical, but I hope that my more inquisitive
readers will be provoked into experiment and
further thought—even if Iam proved wrong!

STEREO

----

The Okimono*carver
reproduced moods an
scenes in perfect detail
so do Sansui
*Finely carved figurine in ivory, bdnr;, or wood.'
There's more than immediately meets the eye in the range of
Sansui stereo receivers, brilliant styling yes, but what about
performance? Sansui has a world wide reputation for superb
performance, sound engineering and superb styling. As Audio
specialists, Sansui put performance first, building each stereo
receiver with infinite care. Because of this uncompromising
emphasis, Sansui have created the finest line of stereo tuners,
amplifiers, tuner amplifiers and loudspeakers in the world.
(Illustrated Model 250)

TECHNICAL CERAMICS LTD
Sole importers in the United Kingdom

env

•

r

The Sansui colour brochure opens up an exciting new world
to Hi Fi enthusiasts.

Complete and post the coupon, or write for your copy today

NAME

ADDRESS

an—S711-THORNHILL SOUTHAMPTON S091 OX TEL SOUTHAMPTON 45166

L

Northern and Midlands Distributors :
Audio Distributors Limited 4 Lion Street, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire. Telephone Kidderminster 3293
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
... about record sleeves
From: Percy Wilson,
Headington, Oxford.

56

Staunton

Road,

DEAR SIR, Imust say aword in reply to Ivan
March (October page 1197).
The view Ihave expressed was the result of
intensive technical research involving prolonged trials of many different kinds of paper.
Iadhere to it. The view, not the paper.
This type of research is more revealing than
market research, in which of course Ivan's
experience is considerable: because here one is
limited by the types of paper commonly used.
Some kinds, including those Ivan mentions,
are certainly worse than polythene. But others,
including, a few brands of toilet paper, are
definitely better. They do not ' rub off' and,
being slightly moisturised, which polythene is
not, they discharge static. Coupled with the
folding technique which I described in my
article, rather than a sliding technique, they
are near perfect.
Yours faithfully

... more about record sleeves
From: R. G. Oakley, M. Marner, I. Parkham,
51 Cavendish Road, Kilburn, London N.W.6.
DEAR SIR, As sales staff who handle records
every day, we would like to express our wholehearted support of the views put forward by
Mr. Ivan March (October HiFi News),
concerning the wretched and entirely inadequate paper inner sleeves used by certain
record manufacturers. When other companies
supply the vastly superior paper and polythene
inners, even with cheaper records, this seems a
misguided practice; and false economy besides
when, as we can testify, many records so
packaged reach the retailer in poor condition.
Yours faithfully

... about mini concert halls and
golf handicaps
From: A. H. M. Hytch, 61 Kneesworth Street,
Royston, Herts.
DEAR sm, My thanks to Mr. Maddock for
an amusing viewpoint from the ' others'. (
As
Others See Us, September.)
Mr. Maddock was of course deliberately
stirring us up by mixing a good neighbour
problem with a hi-fi problem. Unfortunately
realistic reproduction just does not exist at + 1
on the volume control, certainly not in the
average living room with an ambient noise
level of 30 to 40 dB above threshold, and
'loudness' controls do not really overcome the
differential masking effects of a low overall
signal level.
This brings us to an important aspect of
present day high fidelity listening. Now that
reproduction can be made so very good, then
in order to obtain the full benefits of this
quality one really needs a home mini concert
hall where volume level and stereo listening
positions can be chosen with care. So hi-fi gets
expensive and is definitely not for casual

listening. However, if Ifeel the need for quiet
relaxation, Iam quite happy to play my hi-fi
rather like Mr. Maddock's radiogram. Content with negligible intermodulation distortion
(a requirement not found in radiograms
perhaps), and due to sitting in my favourite
armchair near to the reading lamp, content
with very little true stereophonic stage width.
Can there in fact now be a half-way house
between dedicated listening and pleasantly
lazy enjoyment of the composed music?
Iam definitely not putting up acase against
listening to the highest quality equipment that
one can (or cannot) afford. The quality,
meaning the naturalness of the sound, is
undoubtedly improved by stereophonic reproduction, even though the stage width and
image positions are grossly distorted by room
acoustics and listening position. The images
must be stable, and as Olson showed, a wide
undistorted bandwidth becomes even more
important in stereo than in mono equipment.
May Itake a little swipe at Mr. Maddock?
Iwonder if his golf runs to alow handicap; if
so he will probably feel that unless a shot is
perfect it is a misery. This is just how some
'scratch' hi-fi enthusiasts feel about their
equipment, and they are as big amenace in the
drawing room as their equivalent can be in the
club-house!
Yours faithfully

... about retail record concerts
From: D. Roy Wiseman, Audio Manager,
Davis & Kays (Photographies) Ltd., 115
Kingsway, London W.C.2.
DEAR SIR, We were very interested in Herr
Kammer's article on Record Concerts in the
October issue.
As many of our very delighted customers are
able to confirm, we have given a number of
such concerts for several months now, and
intend to make them a permanent feature.
However, we should point out that we do not
use disc records alone—several of our hi-fi
staff are very keen tape-users, and often go out
with portables in order to make a ' live'
recording to emphasise certain records, and to
provide ' atmosphere'. These concerts are
completely free, informal, and devoid of any
type of sales-patter, being put on by enthusiasts
for enthusiasts!
Herr Kammer's article does, however, bring
up one or two points that require alittle closer
examination; why is the emphasis always on
Classical music? We have found that our
most popular programmes (so far) were the
ones which were decidedly non-classic! This
emphasis on classics is very misleading. The
writer has made careful note over the last
three years, of customer-comment, and the
results show that only some 43% of my
customers were genuine classic-lovers, the
remainder being lovers of the lighter sound
e.g., Bert Kaempfert, James Last, Mantovani,
etc. Now, out of the classic-lovers, less than
about 14% were prepared to spend more than
£150 on the equipment, whereas better than
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70% of the lighter-brigade (no pun intended)
were ready to go to as much as MOO. Admittedly, they would not all spend this much
immediately, but built up to it. There seems
to be some kind of moral here.
The final point that we should like to raise,
is this: this type of concert costs very little to
arrange, and enthusiasm can produce highly
successful results, with customers learning
quite a lot in a short time. Very few dealers
give these concerts, we notice, which tends to
give one the feeling that they are either lacking
in enthusiasm, or simply lazy! Of course,
there are a number of dealers who lack the
space to give such a programme, which is fair
enough; but there are certainly plenty in
London with space, equipment—and absolutely no interest whatsoever in anything but
immediate selling! These concerts are certainly
not awaste of time and effort. The customers
learn, and are entertained, and at a time
which is more acceptable than the working
day; questions are easily answered by immediate demonstration, and the atmosphere is
usually very relaxed indeed. Finally, customers
like it!
Yours faithfully

... about manufacturers' delays
From: B. D. Saunders, 'Ridgeway', 13 Randalls
Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.
DEAR SIR, Iam interested in readers' views
about advertising before production.
In
particular Iagree with what Mr. Reid had to
say (September, page 1049) about a certain
amplifier manufacturer. I too have been
waiting for an amplifier since last April. I
would add that Itook delivery of all my other
new gear, decoder, gram unit, stereo cartridge,
stereo speakers and cabinets, last May. What
annoys me is that the guarantees on all this
equipment have run four months, during
which time I have not been able to test or
obtain any use or benefit or enjoyment out of
my new equipment whatever. I have been
waiting for years up to April, when Iwas able
to order at long last.
Do British firms intend to fulfil their commitments in reasonable time or lose our
business altogether? Iam beginning to think
of scrubbing the whole affair.
Yours faithfully

... about pop recording quality
and AM/FM
From: S. Moyce, 2Cranmore Avenue, Osterley,
Isleworth, Middlesex.
DEAR SIR, I am a regular reader of HiFi
News, and over the last year Ihave noticed that
letters and articles, when mentioning the allocation of VHF airtime by the BBC, always say
that they are glad that all that ' pop rubbish'
with its ' distortion and accentuated bass and
treble caracteristics' is being kept to AM wavelengths.
(continued on page 1469)

BOOK REVIEWS
HI-FI IN THE HOME. By John Crabbe. 328 pages,
94 line and half-tone illustrations. Price 408.
Published by Blandford Press Ltd., 167 High
Holborn, London W.C.1.

the closing paragraph of his book John
ICrabbe
tells us that his first thought for a
N

title was Music in the Home and he (hopefully)
suggests that this and the book's real title are
synonymous. Iwish they always were! But, as
anyone who has attended an audio exhibition
knows, the really musical-sounding demonstration is the exception still, and one suspects
this also too often applies domestically. ' The
main point of high quality domestic sound is
to serve the art of music' says J. C. quite
firmly. And then he goes on to show, in
careful yet fascinating detail, how it can be
done.

HiFi in the Home is about today and the
almost incredible transformation that has
occurred in sound reproduction since stereo.
Once during the mono era I became complacent and took a professional oboist friend
to hear a friend's very expensive and—I
thought then—very good set-up (using aVoigt
corner-horn). She took us all aback by her
scorn. ' That's not like an oboe at all' she was
sure, and indeed the upper partials were
wrongly balanced. John Crabbe explains
with skill the problem of how the upper
harmonics affect the timbre of instrumental
colour, and if even he doesn't manage to put
across a subjective explanation of what
harmonics and fundamentals are in real terms,
I've yet to see this done convincingly in print.
We have to accept that a musical sound is
incredibly complicated, and take the names
for the composite phenomena as the best guide
available.
For the most part, however, the prose style
in HiFi in the Home is admirably terse and
spontaneous. And the book really does communicate. I thought the analysis of The
Planets in terms of the problems it offers to
the reproducer was brilliant. I'm sure Gustav
Hoist (the composer) would be fascinated to
hear that Mars '
offers plenty of scope for
non-linear distortion'. As a mere musician I
found also that most of the explanations of
electronic processes were clear, although I
must admit that how a radio signal becomes
sound (p. 49) floored me abit. But obviously
readers of this magazine will take this in their
stride, and it is in the consideration of aesthetic
standards applied to audio techniques that the
book is especially valuable.
The basic views are plainly expressed. Tape
is currently still considered ' a non-starter in
the field of prime signal sources for hi-fi'
(although a superb medium for private
recordings). ' Loudness controls' are dismissed
along with auto-changers, and Iwas glad to
see the objectionable sound offered by some
early transistor amplifiers (which horrified my
ears!) diagnosed as crossover distortion. All
is well now, we are promised, but I'll stick to
my old tubes for abit—heat and all. There are
a few digs at ceramic pickups (J. C. makes

plain his personal preference for magnetic
ones) and Iam not sure that he is quite fair.
Ifind mine very satisfying (it's aConnoisseur)
but then I'm still amediumfi man.
J. C.'s metaphors are both vivid and apt. I
liked especially the analogy with a swinging
door—heavy or light—to explain the inertia
of a pickup arm. There are some lovely
quotes too. Here are some samples: ` If a
recording sounds over-bright, it is'. '
Flat
settings of the controls are not sacrosanct'.
(Some hi-fi owners seem to think they are not
getting their money's worth if they have to cut
adecibel of treble or bass—yet the ability to do
this is just what they've paid for). And best
of all: ' Conductors tend to listen to the score,
while good (recording) producers also listen to
the music'. How true—and clarinet players
listen to the clarinet, and so on—so don't be
disappointed if a professional instrumentalist
is a poor judge of sound. His inner ear will
put in what's not there anyway!
As you can imagine—as a non-technician I
used the excellent glossary of technical terms
at the end of the book a good deal. It is
excellent. And I quite fell in love with a
square-wave (man-made and ` very rich in
harmonics'). Incidentally, did you know—I
didn't—that the twisting of mains flex has a
real purpose: to minimise external electrical
fields by aprocess of mutual cancellation? Or
that if you fix your stereo speakers a little
above ear level the result is to give orchestral
reproduction a tiered effect, rather as the
players sit in the concert hall. Ican't wait to
try this out, but the diagram (and there are
many excellent diagrams, pictures and graphs
to supplement the text) proves it beyond doubt.
One or two things I thought underemphasised. Dust for instance. At tracking
weights of less than 1¡ gms (which are suggested as feasible) this is a real and ugly
problem. And in the discussion of recorded
(disc) material more might have been said
about re-cuts of older recordings.
Test
discs too are advocated and Ithink these have
to be used with care. The Decca How to give
yourself a stereo check-out doesn't prove a
thing on my reproducer in my room.
Also Ifelt not enough warning was given about
comparators in hi-fi shops, which Ibelieve are
useless, simply because the ear has normally
such ashort memory, and by the time you get
to C you've forgotten what A was like.
But these are carping criticisms—on the
whole the book carries out its basic plan
splendidly, moving from What are musical
sounds, through sound sources, choosing
equipment, and the problems of installation
and reproduction (the former in fine enough
detail to satisfy the do-it-yourself man) on to
the closing essay on the aesthetics of listening
and the future. The idea of ' sound in the
round', i.e. delayed signals around the listener
to change his room into a ' concert hall' with
a choice of ambience at will, is nearly as
attractive as the promised visual element.
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This is an endlessly rewarding and fascinating book, and a book that should be a far
more important acquisition for the audiophile
—however experienced—than aso-called ` test
record'. Let me conclude by quoting from it
again: ' High fidelity is not concerned with
bringing orchestras into our homes, but with
presenting the players or singers performing in
acoustic settings appropriate to the music,
allowing us to ' listen in' to both the music
and the surrounding ambience almost as if we
had been transported to the studio'.
John Crabbe's book shows how it is possible
nearly to reach this ideal, in a practical way
and on a given budget, and not necessarily
an astronomical one.
Ivan March

STEREO HANDBOOK. By G. W. Schanz. 135
pages, 99 line illustrations. A book in the Philips
paperback series. Price 16s. Published by lee
Books Ltd., 42 Russell Square, London W.C.1.

of the dozen or so books in this series,
ONE
which includes the excellent Audio

Quality by Slot, this amplifies the latter's
section on stereophony, and, to quote the
Preface, is directed at ' technicians and stereo
enthusiasts'.
Starting with the usual fundamentals concerning binaural hearing, the influence of room
acoustics, sound levels, ambiophonics and so
forth, it goes on to describe some of the
history of stereophonic development and it is
gratifying to note that the important work of
A. D. Blumlein in this field is not overlooked.
Throughout the book the terms ` LF Stereophony' and ' HF Stereophony' are used extensively. These turn out to be normal audio full
frequency range stereo and its conveyance by
VHF radio, respectively, and the former is
given a rather brief, albeit varied, coverage
over 30 pages, including complete amplifier
circuits. The next 40 pages explain the theory,
transmission and reception of stereo radio in
great detail, with acomprehensive selection of
diagrams and circuits.
The book is completed by chapters on the
testing of audio playback equipment, decoders
for radio reception and, lastly, the use of
(Philips) test equipment.
Generally the presentation is of high
standard and quite diverse in coverage, sections
on theory being interjected with practical
details concerning such basic matters as plug
and socket connections and magnetic track
spacings. Possibly because of the difficulties
of translation, some phrases seem a little
quaint, and a few statements are somewhat
sweeping or out of date and might raise
eyebrows in some quarters. These points
aside, the book is well written and particularly
recommended if stereo radio transmission and
reception is the main interest.
Rex Baldock

Other books received:
The Beatles. An authorised biography by Hunter
Davies. 374 pages, plus 32 pages of photographs.
Price 30s. Published by William Heinemann, 15-16
Queen Street, London W.1.
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on the
New Concerto
The Concerto is more than a new KEF speaker system. It rounds out a range designed to suit
every taste and fit every budget. For a remarkably low price, Concerto offers you superb
response over avery wide frequency range, and ultra- smooth mid- range surpassed only by
the more expensive Carlton—also by KEF. With a Concerto you can look forward to very wide
dispersion at all frequencies with no off- axis dimness.
The task of creating Concerto was made easier by the use of three KEF speakers which had
already proven themselves in other fine systems. The B139, B110 and T27 tweeter are
enclosed in a big 28" x17" x12" cabinet which reflects your good taste in design as well as
music. As a result the sound of Concerto comes through brilliantly—without audible
colouration and minimum distortion. There is adifference in moderately- priced systems, and
Concerto proves it. It's another example of sound thinking by KEF.
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FM
EDIAIRY
BY AUSTIN UDEN

I N recent numbers, Ihave touched on various
aspects of the behaviour of the VHF
waves which carry our FM programmes
between transmitting and receiving aerials.
Last month we had alook at an actual reception situation in which weather conditions in
the lower troposphere so markedly modified
this behaviour as to make possible their
reception at both increased strength and
distance than usual. Such situations attract
the attention of amateur listener and professional broadcasting engineer for rather
different reasons! We FM listeners look at the
alternative programme potential, whereas the
professional engineer is more concerned with
the interference problems that may arise.
Unfortunately, in intensively examining in
detail the spells of extended enhanced propagation conditions, it is possible to miss out on
many short-lived ones.
You may recall that in an earlier column, I
suggested that as FM listeners we needed to
know as much about the troposphere as the
professional engineer and radiometeorologist
and even dared to hint that perhaps we
already did! This might be agood moment to
explain the reason for this seemingly obscure
or even absurd comment.
One morning some years ago whilst listening
at breakfast to what is now Radio 4, the
Wrotham signal suddenly developed severe
fading which culminated in ' drop-outs' with
the programme disappearing into tuner circuit
noise. Our Audio Talk booklet defines a
drop-out as ' momentary reduction or disappearance of signal due to inconsistent tape
coating or mechanical defect'. Well, this was
most definitely a drop-out of the radio signal
and a bit more than momentary too, for on
looking at the tuning indicator Isaw that the
bars had ' yawned' wide open. After a few
seconds the signal did recover somewhat but
remained noticably weak and variable and had
still not returned to normal by lunchtime. It
was as though I was in a ' radio hole', but
then that only happens to chaps like aircraft
pilots who sometimes lose VHF/UHF radio
communication when flying through the
troposphere; my aerial was fixed and so, I
assumed, was the BBC's at Wrotham.
The Engineering Information Department
were consulted, and the gist of their thoughtful
reply was first that nothing was amiss at
Wrotham and second, such an event had not
occurred in their experience. They suggested
a reduction in my electricity supply might be
responsible, or that if my location were in a
dip, aslow moving transporter vehicle passing
along a road in front of the aerial might
temporarily attenuate the received signal.
Neither suggestion seemed valid and I was
annoyed—having no audible or visual record
of the occurrence as proof of it. However,

some weeks later the same thing happened
again, and was to occur again at irregular
intervals. Other stations I could receive at
similar distances seemed quite unaffected and
at least this meant Icould retune to one of
them whenever Wrotham misbehaved in this
way. It was clear, now, that some disturbance
in the troposphere must be responsible and I
was struck by the fact that the drop-outs were
experienced between about 7and 9a.m.
Today, the BBC and other broadcasting
authorities do accept the existence of these
drop-outs since they are visible on their chart
recordings as are many other subtle variations
of signals measured in long-term surveys.
Few have been the subject of the same intensive study given to the spells of exceptionally
strong reception, however.
As to my Wrotham drop-outs, they all tied
up with times when a low cloud was lifting
over the Chilterns some five miles distant, but
I'll have to leave further discussion of this
propagation oddity for another time.
FM Miscellany: From across the channel
the news is of stereo and more stereo with the
networks sensibly rejigging schedules to give
their ' two-eared' listeners a fair share of
multiplex programming on weekday evenings
and at weekends. A popular source of programme currently rolling off the Philips,
Snider and Telefunken tape machines are the
stereo recordings made during the summer at
the various music festivals held in Europe. In
Belgium, the French RTB 3 programme is
broadcasting, in stereo only, after 18.00 hours
on weekdays. At weekends most of the eight
and a half hours is scheduled for the evening
time. Programmes include Stereo Actualité
(Mon-Sat) featuring new record releases, a
'listeners choice' on Wednesdays and a
Saturday morning ' stereo selection' summarising the following week's programmes.
For RTB 3, east Kent and east Essex listeners
should try Houdeng 96.6 MHz. The Belgian
Dutch BRT 3 programme is broadcast only
on Fridays ( 19.00-23.45) and on Saturdays and
Sundays between 10.00-23.45. There is stereo
every Friday between 19.40-23.40 with contemporary jazz at 22.30, on Saturdays 15.0017.00, and Sundays 15.00-20.00.
Several
programmes will be from O'RTF and Radio
Bremen tapes although some local studio
recordings are included too.
For the BRT 3programme in east Kent and
Essex try Aalter 90.4 MHz.
Outside of
Programme 3 hours, the transmitters at
Veltem 89-5 and Genk 89.9 MHz both broadcast the BRT I programme. France Musique
have begun what amounts to astereo marathon
running on Sundays from 09.00 to about 22.00.
There are occasional ' live' concerts on Sundays
or Wednesdays to show off your tuner to
good advantage. Try Lille 88.7 MHz for
France Musique in the area from Felixstowe to
Eastbourne, and Rouen 92.0 or Caen 95.6 MHz
west of Eastbourne towards the Brighton,
Worthing and Bognor districts.
Further
south-west use 95.6 MHz. In the Isle of
Wight and Channel Islands, the Le Havre
(98-5 MHz) relay may be a useful alternative.
Slipping in anon-stereo item, France-Inter are
now broadcasting aless melodious ' hotted up'
version of their interval signal. In Austria, the
addition of stereo to Programme I transmitters is now well in hand.
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The BBC's total stereo programme output
now compares favourably with that on the
continent, but all too evident is the unbalance
of content and timings due to the rigid programme structure of the Third network.
Taking, for example, the Monday to Friday
period of the third week of October, there
were thirteen hours of stereo before 6p.m. and
only five after. In the same week, France
Musique, NDR 2, and HR 2 (
Frankfurt) each
provided their listeners with aclear ten hours
of stereo after 6p.m., and three other German
networks around seven hours. And writing of
programmes reminds me that readers still
occasionally enquire about obtaining schedules.
Under the `
From The Continent' heading, the
Radio Times lists a selection of music broadcasts each week. For amore detailed guide to
O'RTF programmes including France Musique,
your best buy is the weekend edition of the
newspaper Le Figaro (
easily obtainable in
most large cities on Saturday mornings, price
Is.). This carries a pullout supplement which
has only to be cut, folded and stapled to
provide a neat and handy listening guide. In
some parts of the country, south-west England
for example, you may have to place a firm
order and wait until the following Monday
or Tuesday for a copy. Fortunately, the
schedule is sensibly printed to cover the period
from Monday to Sunday each week. For
north, west and south-west German radio
networks, the journal you want is II& Zu a
lavish colour weekly. Newsagents outside of
London can obtain this provided you place a
firm order, though regrettably it costs 2s. 3d.
For Holland and Belgium programmes a
direct subscription is necessary. Details on
request. The one hundredth FM Diary is
due to appear next month, so it's going to be a
bit special with an extended section containing
constructional information for those wanting
FM reception from several points of the
compass.
Supporting Angus MacKenzie's
column (the first appears on page 1489 of this
number), I will also be including maps and
data on BBC FM stereo coverage in southeastern England.

READERS' LETTERS CONTINUED

Iam not hoping to convince you that pop
music is not rubbish, but Iwould like to point
out that the technical quality of many stereo
pop LPs is just as good as that on classical
discs, and would also sound far superior if
transmitted on the wide frequency range VHF
transmissions. Why should serious pop fans
who appreciate hi-fi have to write off radio as
a medium from which they can receive any
satisfaction, because all pop music (except
'Pick of the Pops' which is transmitted in AM
and VHF) is transmitted on AM wavelengths?
If you do not believe that top technical
quality stereo pop LPs exist, Irecommend that
you listen to Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band by the Beatles (Parlophone Stereo PCS
7027) or Their Satanic Majesties Request by the
Rolling Stones (Decca Stereo TXS 103)
You may not like the music, but you cannot
deny the technical quality!
Yours faithfully
Note: Our record critics actually commended
Sgt. Pepper as a ' disc of the year' in the
January issue.—Ed.

People spend their leisure ...
in many different ways. For the skier, the Alpine slopes offer an
exhilarating challenge in a dramatically sharp and fresh atmosphere.
The true connoisseur of music enjoys a similar experience the
moment he graduates to a Mordaunt-Short loudspeaker and hears
sounds equally clear and breathtaking. This new range of handmade quality loudspeakers has been designed to the very last
detail to achieve aesthetic and technical perfection.

If you can afford the best, your
Dealer will naturally recommend
Mordaunt-Short. For literature
and technical specifications write
to Mordaunt-Short Ltd., 12 Hollywood Road, London, S.W.10, or
telephone 01 - 352 989819618.

Morclaunt-Short Ltd
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Part 15 —

More bias circuits

By C. N. G. Matthews
if we leave out the finer points of
EVEN
design, by using the techniques outlined in

Part 14 one can design an amplifier which will
give asubstantially constant performance over
any normal range of conditions. Once we
have astable amplifier, we have areliable peg
upon which to hang our tone compensation
and equalizing circuits.
We confined ourselves to the commonemitter amplifier biased by a potential divider
across the supply, but of course this is by no
means the only kind of amplifier. Nor is the
potential divider the only type of bias circuit
which can be used with common emitter.
This month we must discuss some of the other
circuits.
Whatever the circuit type, we follow the
principle of designing to accommodate the
worst possible extremes so that intermediate
conditions take care of themselves. Performance is so much dependent upon circuit
design that in a perfectly designed circuit
almost any transistor of the right polarity and
with adequate power range and frequency
performance will give the same results.
What all this means is that we can design
our circuits without slavishly following minor
differences between transistor types. More
important, it means that if you send abroad
for a transistor to replace that foreign device
which has failed at the wrong moment you are
almost certainly wasting both your time and
your money. Any reputable supplier of
transistors has a suitable equivalent sitting on
his shelf waiting for you.
In fig. 1 we see the two other commonemitter bias arrangements which you are most
likely to encounter. One is so poor that if
you have an unreliable piece of equipment in
which this type of bias is used, your trouble
could well be the circuit itself. The other is as
good as the voltage divider arrangement, and
better for some purposes, and is commonly
used.
Fig. 1(a) shows the transistor biased by
connecting a resistor between base and the
collector supply. The value of this resistor is
chosen to give the desired base current, and
since 11 1 will always be very much greater
than the typical one kilohm input resistance of
the transistor, the base current is determined
by the magnitude of 124 and the effect of variations in transistor input resistance are
negligible.

So, having chosen the emitter current as
described last month, we divide this current by
p or hFE and then use Ohm's law to determine
the magnitude of R1which will give the desired
base current. For instance, if we have chosen
a standing emitter current of 0.5 inA and hFE
is 50, then
Ib =

0.5
— mA = 10 1A.
50

If Vec is 10 V, then
R1

10
10 x 10-6

— 1M.

Compared with one megohm, the input
resistance of about athousand ohms and afew
kilohms in the emitter circuit are neither here
nor there. Consequently, the base current is as
stable as R1 itself.
However, a stable base current does not
mean that Vbe is stable, or that I
co does not
change with temperature, or that there are not
wide variations in hp. Consequently, the
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circuit as a whole is far less stable than the
potential divider arrangement. To allow for
greater swings in standing current, RL must
be low to ensure that the collector voltage
does not fall below operating level. This
means that the gain of the circuit is low.
A circuit which is less stable and gives lower
gain is an ` improvement' in the wrong direction. Nevertheless, this circuit is easy to
design and cheap to manufacture; because of
this it is used fairly frequently in domestic
radio receivers, especially with the reliable and
cheap silicon transistors now available.
At first glance the circuit fig. 1(b) is very
similar to circuit (a). The important difference
is that R1 is connected between collector and
base instead of between collector supply and
base. R1 thus becomes a feedback resistance
instead of merely a series resistance; when
the collector current increases, the collector
voltage decreases because of the increased drop
across RL,and this causes the voltage across
RIL to decrease and consequently the current in

This is apage of
hi-fi news.
Into the world of HiFi, now
and again there comes aproduct
that represents terrific value to
the enthusiast.
Such aproduct is the Grundig
TK247 de luxe Stereo tape
recorder.
Never before have so many
professional features been
incorporated in amachine at a
price the amateur enthusiast
can afford.
122 gns.
Permit us to dangle the
specifications in front of you.
Four track, full stereo record
and playback to HiFi standard.
Independent record/playback
controls and tone control.
Facilities for in-put mixing,
super-imposition, multiplay and

echo effects. Also monitoring via
Two 6î x3r high-quality
ear-phones, automatic tape-stop,
elliptical speakers with two-inch
parallel track operation, tape
tweeters.
inching, and atape joining
It is 17¡ x 13 x 7r and
channel.
weighs 30 lbs.
More?
Quite atape recorder for
Right. Plated steel chassis
anybody.
and frame ensure perfect
For 122 gns.
mechanical alignment.
Tape pressure band prevents
Please send me details of
drop-outs.
the Grundig TK 247 de luxe.
Double-action safety clutch.
Easily modified for 60Hz mains
Name
operation. Amplifier hinges
Address
for easy servicing.
Two tape speeds give up to
eight hours playing time.
Less than 0.15% wow and
flutter.
(o RunDuo)
Twin-edged illuminated VU
level meter.
Dept. H.N.3, Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., Sydenham, S.E.26.
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R1 is reduced. Since the current in R]
,is the
base current, the collector current is reduced
in proportion. The same effect in reverse is
produced when the collector current decreases,
so the feedback through R1 genuinely compensates for variations in collector current
and the amplifier is stabilised.
This arrangement is very stable, but the
DC negative feedback which confers this
stability is also negative feedback so far as
the signal is concerned (AC negative feedback);
consequently, the gain of the amplifier is
drastically reduced. We overcome this by
dividing the feedback resistance as shown in
fig. 1(c) and connecting acapacitor to ground,
so smoothing out the signal feedback variations while retaining the DC negative feedback.
By making the decoupling circuit frequencysensitive we can incorporate tone controls and
compensation at this point of course.
Calculating the magnitude of R1 is not
difficult; we establish the required emitter
current as before, let us say that this current is
1mA, hg is 50 and the collector load is 5K.
Then the base current will be 1/50 mA = 20 ¡IA.
The drop across ILL will be 5000 x1x10 -8 =
5V, so the steady collector voltage is also 5V.
By Ohm's law, then,
5
— 20 x10-6 —

125 K

Keeping to preferred values, we could choose
a 120 K resistor. Again we need not bother
about input resistance or emitter resistance
because their combined influence is negligible
in series with aresistance of 120 K.
In making the last two calculations we took
the ratio of emitter to base current as hFE ,
which strictly speaking is not correct. But
since the difference is 2% at most, and we
have already allowed for at least a 20%
variation in hFE ,we can afford to ignore this
difference.
Remember though that both
calculations are based on the voltage between
collector and emitter after the emitter voltage
has been chosen by the techniques described
last month, not on the magnitude of the supply
voltage alone.
So much for the common-emitter amplifier,
which is the most popular form of transistor
amplifier as well as the most difficult to
design. The common-base amplifier and the
common-collector amplifier have their place
in electronics and we should consider them,
especially as both are essential in some applications.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the textbook commonbase amplifier with separate bias supplies for
base-emitter and collector-base junctions. A
more convenient circuit, which derives both
biases from the same supply, is shown in
diagram fig. 2(b), and drawn in this way, the
circuit appears identical with the commonemitter configuration except that the signal
input is applied to the emitter instead of to the
base. We determine the emitter current and
emitter resistor as before, but now the current
gain is a instead of p. In other words it is
typically 0.98 instead of typically 50 and this
is so close to unity that we can afford to take
it as unity at both temperature extremes.
Further, we need not bother about production
spreads. Consequently the circuit is inherently
more stable than the common-emitter amplifier,
and it is easier to design, because we can
usually dispense with making allowances for
variations in current gain.
Otherwise, we use the same design technique
as for the common-emitter, making due
allowance for the much lower input resistance
and much higher output resistance. Either of
the alternative bias circuits illustrated in fig. 1
can be used with atransistor in this configuration, and even the simple series resistor from
collector supply to base gives a reasonably
stable performance.
The high output resistance of the commonbase amplifier allows us to use ahigh collector
load, thus compensating for the low current
gain and bringing the potential voltage gain
up to about the same order as that available
from a common-emitter amplifier. But since
the current gain is less than unity and the
transistor is a current operated device, two
common-base amplifiers connected in cascade
will give alower output than asingle transistor
unless they are coupled by a step-down
transformer or some form of current amplifier.
In using a transformer, the high output
resistance of the transistor is a help, because
it is easy to match with the high impedance of
the transformer primary.
In fig. 3 we see the third possible configuration, the common-collector circuit. Here the
input is applied to the base as with the
common-emitter amplifier, but the output is
taken from the emitter. The signal output
voltage then is the AC voltage developed
across the emitter resistor.
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COMMON- COLLECTOR CIRCUIT
(EMITTER- FOLLOWER )

This circuit has the highest current gain of
all, though this means only that the current
gain achieved with any transistor is one or
two per cent higher than it would be if the
transistor were in the common-emitter configuration. But the voltage gain is always less
than unity because the voltage drop across the
emitter resistor rises when a rise in base
voltage produces arise in emitter current, and
falls when a fall in base voltage produces a
fall in emitter current. The effect of this
negative feedback is to keep the magnitude of
any change in emitter voltage below that of
the change in base voltage which causes it.
This circuit is equivalent to the valve cathodefollower.
Negative feedback is the important phrase
when we speak of this kind of amplifier. Since
there is no collector load, all the supply voltage
which is not dropped across the transistor
itself is developed across the emitter resistor.
To design the circuit we choose this resistor to
give the required current, and the stabilisation
more or less takes care of itself.
A further effect of negative feedback is on
the input resistance, which of course is the ratio
of achange in input voltage to the change in
input current which it causes. We have seen
that the emitter voltage follows the base
voltage up and down, consequently the
effective change in base-emitter voltage is very
much less than the applied voltage change and
the resulting change in base current is correspondingly small. If a change in input
voltage produces only a minute change in
input current, the input resistance must be
very high. Values of the order of half a
megolun are typical, and resistances up to 1M
are easily obtainable with modern transistors.
Though the input resistance of a commoncollector amplifier is high, its output resistance
is lowest of all, typically afew hundred ohms.
Not only is the internal resistance of the
transistor low, but the overall feedback
reduces the output impedance due to the load
resistor as well.
So the common-collector circuit acts as an
effective current amplifier. It throws no load
on ahigh impedance source, but its low output
impedance makes it suitable for feeding alow
impedance load. It is useful as the regulating
transistor in a power supply, as a coupling
between common-base amplifiers, as a high
impedance input to a solid-state amplifier, or
as alow impedance output device.

Which
is the Best
1F16?
There are those who say they can't answer
this question. We can answer it, but whether
you can afford it is another matter.
But then, we're atoffee-nosed outfit. You don't need adirty big Comparator
to know that if you hook up an ORTOFON SL 15E Cartridge in afirst class
arm on asilent turntable — such as the TRANSCRIPTOR — to the B.B.C.
LS5 1/A MONITORS, each with its own RAD FORD Amplifier, you've got
the best. Toffee-nosed ? Certainly! And entitled to be. COST? A little over
£500. We are the only people in the World with that lot. It's on permanent
demonstration too.
The majority of us haven't got the kind of money required for such perfection
and have to be content with something less, but doli't get morbid or bitter
and twisted. In the interests of high standards, one should naturally spend as
much as one can afford. Nevertheless, at acertain point, the Law of
Diminishing Returns rears its head, and, in the Audio Field the "certain
point" is around about £ 00.
At the other end of the scale,
STUDIO 99has its69gnPackage Deal
This is justly famous and we are proud of it, for
it is real HIGH FIDELITY, despite its low cost.
In fact, it sounds more like Music than many a
set-up costingwell over £ 100. Somewhere between
the extremes of Perfection and the Package Deal
there are umpteen combinations of equipment
for the figure YOU can afford, but we don't propose to send you screaming up the wall with great
lists of possibilities. Suffice it to say that
we have the entire World's Audio Equipment to
draw upon and our business is to make up a
chain for you personally, selecting the best
value for money at each stage.

When you come to STUDIO 99, you will be
asked to listen to music — not to some
Salesman eulogising and trying to extract
the fattest cheque he thinks he can winkle
out of you. Let us allow the equipment to
speak to you itself. After all, we cannot
describe sound any more than you can
describe the taste of strawberry jam!

studlo

81 FAIRFAX ROAD

SWISS COTT., LONDON N.W.6
TELEPHONE: 01-624 8855
Please note! Open 10 a.m.-8 p.m.,
including Saturday.
Closed all day Thursday.
Park outside — No meters.
How to get there— Nearest
Underground stations: Swiss Cottage
and Finchley Road. Buses 2,2A, 13,113

So, whether you are •
venturing into Hi Fifor the
first time, or thinking of
improving your existing system,
COME AND DO SOME
LISTENING.

In short, we are aFree House, tied to no particularManufacturer's apron strings. This means that
we will give praise generously where it is due, but we will criticisefearlessly when necessary.
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signal boosting
THE PRINCIPLES, THE ADVANTAGES, THE SNAGS
By Gordon J. King
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article is written as asort of corollary
THIS
to Austin Uden's review of the Holdings

`Stereo Booster' in the May, 1968, issue, which
tells admirably of the improvements that can
be expected in FM reception under various
conditions by the use of a well designed VHF
preamplifier interposed between the aerial
downlead and the tuner's aerial socket, while
also highlighting some of the problems that
such boosting can tend to encourage.
It is not particularly difficult these days to
design a single-transistor preamplifier responsive from about 88 MHz to 108 MHz and
possessing anominal voltage gain in the order
of 14 dB. This means that aVHF signal from
aproperly teminated circuit applied to its input
will appear five times as strong (voltage-wise)
at the output when this, too, is terminated by
the same value impedance. Aerial feeders in
Britain, at least, have anominal impedance of
75 ohms, while tuner aerial input circuits are
mostly designed to have amatching impedance,
so there is usually no trouble in properly
matching aVHF booster amplifier fairly accurately at both input and output. Serious trouble
can arise, however, when abooster with a 75ohm output is connected to a tuner with a
240- or 300-ohm aerial input impedance; and
conversely, when a 300-ohm aerial downlead
is connected to a booster designed to work
with 75-ohm coax. Both of these problems'
though, can easily be resolved by the employ-

Ibl

ment of abalun or matching transformer (see,
for instance, the author's An FM Balun for
Fourpence H'penny, March, 1968 issue and a
follow-up article in September).
In view of the high sensitivity of recentgeneration FM tuners and tuner-amplifiers one
might well query the need for additional sensitivity in terms of a booster amplifier. Such a
booster, of course, is totally unnecessary for
local station reception in areas of high signal
field devoid of signal propagation and interference troubles, and where areasonable aerial
system is used in conjunction with a tuner of
moderate sensitivity.
There are, nevertheless, numerous conditions
where a booster of good design can certainly
improve VHF reception, and these are detailed
below.
(1) Where the stereo and/or mono signal/
noise performance is poor due to aweak aerial
signal.
(2) Where the tuner's sensitivity is abnormally low.
(3) Where the tuner has fair sensitivity but
poor AM limiting.
(4) For DX (long distance) FM reception of
mono and particularly stereo.
(5) Where an aerial system adequate for the
prevailing signal conditions cannot be used.
(6) Where multipath interference necessitates carefully orientating a directional aerial
for maximum discrimination against the un1475

wanted reflected signals at the expense of the
wanted direct signal.
(7) Where it is required to operate more than
one FM receiver simultaneously from a single
aerial system.
(8) To reduce some of the shortcomings
associated with FM reception in moving
vehicles.
Let us now explore some of these aspects,
starting with number one. While it is possible
to go on increasing the theoretical sensitivity
until it becomes impossible to maintain stability,
such action does not necessarily enhance the
usable sensitivity of an FM tuner or receiver.
This is because the process of amplification
adds noise signal to the real signal that is
actually being amplified, the output then being
composed of the real, wanted signal plus the
noise signal. Thus, while it is quite feasible for
the front-end amplification of an FM tuner
to be stepped up so that an aerial signal as low
as 1µV evokes maximum output, this output
might well be unusable because of the high
level of noise that it contains.
From first principles, it helps to regard noise
signal in terms of the equivalent level of signal
that would need to be applied to the input of
a perfectly noise-free amplifier to give an output equal to the actual noise output. For
example, let us suppose that apreamplifier has
asignal voltage gain of five times (14 dB) and
that we apply 1pV of aerial signal at the input.
This would yield 5µV of real signal at the
output; but on top of this we would get the
noise signal, and if the equivalent noise of the
amplifier happens to be, say, 5µV, then the
output noise signal would be 25 µV (five times
5µV). In this example the noise signal would
greatly outweigh the real signal and the system
would be impracticable.
It is partly along these lines that the signal/
noise performance of an amplifier is appraised.
For reasonable quality applications, a S/N
ratio of 200 times (46 dB) is generally considered to be the minimum for the noise signal
to be sufficiently outweighed by the real signal
so as not to be heard. As the ratio falls from
this threshold value, so one progressively begins
to discern the noise signal as background hiss
with the reproduction. At aratio of 10 dB (20
times) the noise is singularly obtrusive. If it is
pure intelligibility only that we are after, then
the noise threshold is considered to be that
when the output signal power of the amplifier
equals the output noise power; but as we well
know, hi-fi demands ratios of 46 dB and above,
and better than 60 dB for some music.
Harping back to the 14dB amplifier with 5eV
equivalent noise signal, the 46 dB signal/noise
ratio could only be achieved here either by
increasing the aerial signal strength to 1,000 µV
or by decreasing the equivalent noise voltage
of the amplifier to 0-005 µV.
In practice, things are rarely as bad as this,
and there are also compensatory factors of the
FM system as a whole, whereby noise, which
is composed mostly of amplitude variations,
fails to give the same output from an FM
detector (assuming that it is well designed) as
it would from an AM detector. Most decent
tuners embody efficient amplitude limiters
which slice off the top and bottom of the signal
envelope and the amplitude variations at the
same time, giving good AM suppression.
Nevertheless, AM disturbances can give rise
to so-called by-product FM signal' which is

Philips announce the
stereo recorder you
never thought you'd
be able to afford!

The Philips 4408 stereo model sets anew standard of quality in
tape recording. Here is areally sophisticated recorder which
delivers superbly realistic 'Living sound'—at a sound price
£133.16.8.
And what amachine! Four tracks, three speeds and the full
range of input/output controls and sockets. Push-button tape
control. Two perfectly matched detachable speakers can be
positioned exactly for optimum stereo effect. Six watts output
per channel gives impeccable reproduction to Hi Fi standards.
Electronic ore-selector gives instant re-find of any item on the

tape. Modulation level control has separate VU meters, dB
calibrated for each channel. Illuminated red-green indicators for
every recording and playback operation. Multiplay facility lets
you build up composite recordings on one track. Even the shape
is versatile—you can use the 4408 vertically or horizontally. Get
the full-story brochure from us or your Philips dealer.
Free music tape With your 4408 you get afree tape carrying
both popular and classical music. Ask your dealer to play it for
you: here's what atape recorder should sound like!

PHILIPS
Full Stereo model 441111
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD. (DEPT. HNR3 ) CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.t
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handled by the FM detector in the same way
as ordinary FM signal; and in addition to this,
stereo utilises the AM system in its encoding
and decoding processes. Good, low-noise
signal amplifiers are still necessary, therefore,
for FM—more for stereo than mono—as well
as for AM reception, for keeping the grain of
television pictures, for instance, as low as
possible. For those interested, the grain forming the background of aTV picture is the visual
equivalent of the hiss we get from our hi-fi
speakers.
Ever since engineers have been designing and
building amplifiers it has been their aim to
keep the noise product at the very lowest value,
thereby endowing the equipment with the
maximum usable sensitivity. Noise, however,
cannot be deleted altogether. It exists in all
classes of equipment in some degree or other,
but it is possible to keep it at avery low level
in highly sophisticated amplifiers of the kind
used for lifting the levels of the diminutive
signals picked up by the aerials of satellite
communications systems. Noise is in effect the
random movement of electrons, so by slowing
down these movements the noise product is
reduced. This is done in satellite aerial amplifiers by the use of special techniques and by
running the equipment at the very low temperatures attained from liquified gas.
Although we are not particularly bothered
about securing the ultimate in noise performance, there are times—as detailed earlier—
when something a little better than that provided by the equipment is desirable, and this
is when an aerial booster can make adramatic
contribution.
Many amplifiers have their noise performance expressed by a noise figure (or factor),
which is in effect the ratio of the input S/N
ratio to the output S/N. This is generally
given in decibels, and since the noise generated
is influenced by temperature, increasing with
ascending temperature, the figure usually refers
to that at atemperature of 17°C.
Each stage of atuner has its own noise figure,
given as NI,Ng, Ng, etc, and the total noise
figure of the system (N,) takes into account all
the individual noise figures as in the following
expression, where G1, G„ etc, refer to the
power gain of each correspondingly numbered
stage:
Ng - 1
N2=Ni

+

G

,

Ng - 1

O

, xG,

+

etc.

This shows that provided the first stage has
asufficiently high power gain and asufficiently
low noise figure, the remaining and subsequent
stages are relatively unimportant from the total
noise figure point of view. In other words, the
first stage is by far the most important from
the noise point of view.
While engineers in the field of domestic

eectronics are unable to take full advantage of
the noise-quelling artifices adopted by their
communications colleagues, for obvious economic reasons, they can nevertheless now
design their equipment round the latest lownoise transistors and thus achieve aVHF (and
UHF) noise performance several times better
than that possible by the use of valves alone.
This is because transistors at VHF and UHF
have a keen edge on noise performance compared with valves.
Some of the latest tuners and tuner-amplifiers, of course, already feature low-noise transistored front-ends, but there are still many
valved tuners in operation, and these in particular could certainly benefit noise-wise by the
partnership of a well-made, low-noise signal
booster.
A not-too-modern valved FM tuner, for
example, might have a noise figure of 10 dB,
while a transistored Band II preamplifier can
now be made with a noise figure down to at
least 5dB and with again approaching 14 dB.
Now, by using the first part of the noise expression given earlier and substituting the preamplifier noise figure for N1,the tuner noise
figure for N, and the preamplifier gain for G1
we can glean agood idea of the improvement
in noise figure possible by the booster addition,
as shown here:
N, = N,

— 5 -I- =- 5-64 dB.
GI
14

This represents an improvement of about
4.36 dB, which is well worth obtaining.
Clearly, maximum noise benefit arises when
the gain of the booster is high and when its
noise figure is low compared with that of the
tuner. It would be waste of money to purchase
a booster in the hope of getting abetter noise
performance if the tuner has a noise figure
equal to or less than that of the booster itself!
In this connection, a tuner with a very high
sensitivity specification usually has a remarkably good noise figure, anyway. This means,
then, that abooster would hardly be employed
in this case solely to enhance the overall sensitivity. Conversely, a tuner with a relatively
low sensitivity might well have a poor noise
figure, so a booster would score on both
counts of enhancing sensitivity and noise figure.
So far we have looked only at the first two
aspects of the list given at the start of this
article. Number three deviates slightly from
what has so far been discussed, since the overall
noise performance of a tuner can sometimes
be improved by stepping up the input signal
sufficiently to secure more solid AM limiting, 1
and this applies especially where a tuner is
picking up bad car interference or similar
impulsive interference without the actual noise
signal showing up as hiss. In this case the
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noise figure is relatively unimportant, as the
exercise is to get as much signal as possible
into the tuner to reduce the interference.
The same reasoning applies when conditions
make it impossible to use a suitable aerial.
There may be restrictions on the use of an outside aerial, for instance, while the loft aerial
may not be yielding sufficient signal to push
the tuner hard into limiting, meaning that AM
electrical interference is troublesome. A booster
could well help here.
For DX reception, especially of stereo, the
booster should certainly enhance the input
noise figure by a decibel or so at least. Good
stereo reception is said to require an input
signal some ten times (20 dB) up on that for
similar quality mono; but this, again, is closely
related to the usable sensitivity of the tuner as
awhole. If the tuner's S/N performance more
or less flattens out at, say, 70 dB with inputs
above 30 µV, while the signal applied for mono
is in the order of 300 µV (quite anormal value,
if not a little on the low side), then a change
to stereo will not have the slightest subjective
effect on the noise performance. If the aerial
signal is 200 pY, astereo-encoded transmission
could cause the ratio to fall to something like
60 dB, depending on the tuner/decoder design;
but this would still be outside the subjective
threshold as previously defined.
Fig. 1 gives three interesting curves associated with aquality stereo FM tuner, and that
for S/N ratio reveals that the — 46 dB figure
is reached when the input is as low as about
2µV—a very small signal indeed. Thus, a
tuner of this kind would barely benefit from a
booster in any aspect; but it might be said that
astereo-encoded signal at the 2pY level would
impair the noise performance by as much as
20 dB, bringing the S/N ratio to something
like 26 dB, and one would have to create a
mighty good booster to beat this at such alow
input signal!
The output limiting and the AM suppression
curves show how well the limiter and FM detector are functioning over the input signal
range. To summarise, therefore, better stereo
could possibly be obtained via abooster if the
decoder is fitted to an older valved model,
especially if the IF transformers have been
realigned to increase the passband as a means
of improving the crosstalk performance, since
this action invariably cuts the sensitivity for a
given degree of limiting action.
In hilly districts the FM aerial can respond
not only to the direct signal from the station
but also to signals reflected from the hills. This
state of affairs is known as multipath interference, and because the reflected signals take
alonger route than the direct signal, the aerial
receives first the direct signal and then the
reflected signals a fraction of a second later.
On TV this puts aghost image to the right of

the main image. On FM the symptom is a
curious kind of distortion, rather like afaulty
speaker, where the speech coil is rubbing on
the poles of the magnet. It can seriously disturb stereo because the delayed signals are
tantamount to phasing errors so far as the
decoder is concerned, and the effect is then
not only distortion but also impaired crosstalk
performance.
The solution lies in the use of a directional
aerial carefully orientated for maximum discrimination against the reflected signals. 2 Fig. 2
at (a) shows adirectional aerial aligned for the
maximum response from the direct signal (referred to 0dB) and the reflected signal arriving
at the side at an angle of about 80 deg. where
the effective ` gain' of the aerial is about 4dB
down on the forward gain. Thus, the discrimination against the reflected signal is only 4dB,
but the direct signal delivered by the aerial is
the strongest possible.
The diagram at (b) shows how the discrimination can be greatly enhanced by turning the
aerial off the wanted signal beam to an angle
that gives the least output of the reflected
signals. In the example (not particularly typical
signals. In the example (not particularly typical,
as much will depend on the type, gain and
directivity pattern of the aerial used) the discrimination is increased to 12 dB (the reflected
signal output) at the expense of reducing the
output due to the direct signal by 8dB. Here,
then, is where a booster can help, for by its
use the direct signal loss resulting from adjusting the aerial for the best interference discrimination can often be turned into a gain or, at
least, balanced out!
Austin Uden in his review gave some details
of how several tuners or sets (including the TV
set or, at least, the FM sound side of it if fitted)
can be run from a common aerial system by
utilising the booster gain to combat the network losses. 3 Of course, to respond to TV
signals as well as the Band II FM ones, the

booster would have to be designed with a
response sufficiently wide to embrace the bands
and channels concerned. In passing it is worth
noting that there is a commercial broad band
aerial amplifier, 4 using apair of Si-planar transistors (ON162 in cascade), giving again of 12
to 13 dB over the incredibly large range of 40
to 900 MH 2 and with a noise figure ranging
from about 5dB at 40 MHz to 7dB at
800 MHz. This is a design by the Radio,
Gramophone and Television division of the
N.V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken of Eindhoven, handled in Britain by Belling & Lee Ltd.
When using amplifiers and boosters for
feeding multiple outlets, however, one must
remember that optimum noise figure and
maximum output (before the onset of bad nonlinearity) tend to conflict, one with the other.
For the best noise figure the emitter current of
a transistor should not be as high as that
required for maximum signal output, for
increasing the emitter current above a certain
value increases the noise figure, while permitting agreater output for agiven cross-modulation performance. This sort of thing can put
a low-noise booster amplifier into serious
trouble if it is receiving not only the signal
required for amplification, but also other highlevel, in-band signals. For FM, of course, the
amplifier is generally in-band to the local
group of three or four signals, meaning that it
could also be responsive to other signals falling
in Band II or within the amplifier's passband
as picked up by the aerial.
The input tuning is rarely very sharp and it
is not uncommon to find no tuning here at all,
with the aerial simply capacitively-coupled to
the transistor emitter. Any signal, including
MW and TV ones, picked up by the aerial will
thus be fed to the transistor input, sometimes
adding up to a very strong overload signal,
even when the booster's output tuning or filter
is aligned to respond only to a limited band
of signals.

HI-FI in the Home
by John Crabbe, editor of HiFi News and Tape Recorder
This fully illustrated book has been written for
the music lover who wants to understand how to
achieve the best possible reproduction at home.
Technicalities are clearly explained and terms
defined throughout the text. It deals very
satisfyingly with its subject, through
musical sounds, components, choosing equipment,
installation, care of records, to future
developments. There is acomprehensive glossary,
bibliography and index.

HI-FI in the Home

has an authority and excellence you will appreciate
40/- from booksellers
or direct from the publishers (post 2/-)
BLANDFORD PRESS, 167 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
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Overload at the input will put the booster
into cross-modulation and intermodulation and
seriously detract from its usefulness. This can
apply particularly in areas where the signal
field due to local FM, TV and MW stations
is very high and where the booster is employed
for DX work. The solution lies in securing the
maximum discrimination against the unwanted
signals, by use of ahighly directional aerial or
input filter (or both). A simple filter successfully employed by the author for rejecting a
powerful VHF station is shown in fig. 3. When
using filters of this type or, indeed, any type,
good matching is essential to avoid impairing
the noise figure.
This neatly brings us to the question as to
whether abooster is better located at the aerial
end of the feeder or at the set end. The two
locations are shown in fig. 4. With the setside position at (a) the noise figure of the
partnership as ` seen' at the aerial is as earlier
calculated, but with the attenuation of the
downlead added to the figure. If the basic
figure is, say, 6dB and the downlead has an
attenuation of 1.5 dB, then the noise figure at
the aerial is about 7.5 dB.
With the masthead location at (b) the attenuation of the downlead roughly subtracts from
the gain figure of the booster as used when
calculating the noise figure. Clearly, then,
when the downlead attenuation is high, position (b) is the most desirable, but the improvement of mast-head mounting is marginal with
a 30 ft. run of good quality coax. However,
position (b) has the additional advantage of
boosting the signal actually in the downlead,
which means a better signal/interference performance is attained if the feeder itself is prone
to pick up interfering signals—unlikely when
it is correctly matched top and bottom.
The major disadvantage of position (
b) is
the need to feed power up to the booster, but
this is not particularly difficult, and details are
given in fig. 5.
(
continued on page 1511)
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wide-range microphone, amplifier and suitable
indicating instrument, the conversion of this
to a figure of loudness presents considerable
difficulty. This arises because the appraisal of
loudness is asubjective matter influenced by a
number of contributory factors.
It is well known that the response of the
human ear/brain system is not independent of
frequency for a constant pressure stimulation
and, further, that it is also a function of the
applied level. Sound pressures are measured
in decibels above a reference level of 0.0002
dynes/sq cm (equivalent to a power density
level of 10 -"watts/sq cm). At 1kHz the
loudness level in phons is conventionally taken
to be equal to the sound pressure level in dB.
At other frequencies it is found in general
that to match loudness level at 1kHz a
different value of sound pressure level is
required; it is assumed that only very pure
tones are under consideration.
It will be seen from fig. 1that, particularly
at low frequencies, the ear is relatively insensitive at low pressure levels. At the hearing
threshold level of four phons the pressure
change required at 30 Hz is some 54 dB
greater than at 1kHz, a power ratio of
250,000: 1. But at the quiet conversational
level of 64 phons this difference is reduced to
28 dB, and at 124 phons, the loudest level
likely to be tolerated for short periods, it is
only 16 dB. Thus, the 30 Hz response of the
ear ' improves' by 38 dB from the lowest to
highest regions of its dynamic range.
As the result of a large number of tests it
has been shown that aloudness level change of
ten phons gives rise to a 2: 1 change in
loudness sensation. Since the ear is pressure
operated it would be expected that six phons
change would give a 2 : 1 effect; but,
probably because of the large dynamic range
of sound levels that have to be accommodated,
a compression operating over almost the
whole dynamic range is introduced by the
inner nervous system. In order to give amore
representative relationship between loudness
level and the actual impression obtained, the
unit known as the sone was established, being
defined by S = 2(1-- 4°
)
+1°where S -= loudness in
sones and L = loudness level in phons. Hence
the value of Sdoubles for every increase in L of
ten phons, and S = 1sone when L = 40 phons.
Thus for arange of orchestral loudness levels
of 100 phons down to 30 pitons the corre-

sponding loudness figures are 64 sones and
+ sone, a ratio of 128 : 1, which is perhaps
more like the actual subjective sensation.
Incidentally, since 0 sone corresponds to zero
change in sound pressure, the threshold of
hearing at four phons is equivalent to a
loudness of about
sone.
But the consideration of single tones is only
the beginning of the loudness story. For
several sounds distributed over the audible
range, the role of subjective pitch must be
included. It is found that subjectively pitch is
a non-linear function of frequency, 2400 of
its units, called the mel, being required to
cover the band 0to 16 kHz. Now, if asound of
a of given power is widened in bandwidth,
its loudness does not increase until this
bandwidth reaches a certain value, known
at any one part of the whole band as the
'critical bandwidth'. The value of this varies
with frequency, being, for instance, 160 Hz
for a centre frequency of 1kHz, but it has
been found by experiment that the width of a
critical band is close to 100 mel in any part
of the audible range. The width of a critical
band is called one Bark, so the audio band is
covered by 24 Barks!
For a single tone, nerves in the inner ear
are excited over a band of subjective pitch,
the envelope for two tones well separated by
several critical bands being shown in fig. 2.
The stimulation is measured in terms of
loudness density, or sones/Bark, and this if
plotted against subjective pitch. The area
under these curves is ameasure of the loudness
in sones. Each, in fact, is called a masking
curve and any further tones introduced within
them will fail to contribute to the total loudness
unless their density is higher than the original
envelope. If the two loudness curves of
fig. 2are brought closer together, the situation
of fig. 3 will arise, the shaded area being lost
from one of the components. If the lower
frequency tone should completely overlap the
higher, then the latter will be inaudible, or
completely masked. On the other hand, if the
higher tone is separated by two or more
critical bands, it cannot completely mask the
lower tone, however high its level. This is
easily demonstrated and it is surprising to
find that the lower tone remains audible even
when the higher is tens of decibels more
intense.
By ' weighting' the frequency response of a
sound level meter it is possible to allow for the
ear's characteristics to some extent, but

l

though it is relatively easy to measure
EVEN
the pressure level of any sound, using a

unfortunately the reaction of the ear is a
function of both sound waveform and duration. Because of such factors, errors in estimating loudness may be as much as 15 phons
with complex waveforms. It is certainly
possible to build loudness meters of good
accuracy, but they are very expensive.
It is even more difficult to construct ameter
which will indicate the annoyance produced
by a sound. For instance, if two tones equal
in power are sounded and their frequency
ratio is exactly an octave (2 : 1), the effect is
very pleasant, but if one is shifted by a semitone (about 6%) the audible effect is one of
maximum discord, although as measured by a
loudness meter the situation is virtually
unaltered.
Unless music is reproduced at its original
intensity, there will be a tendency for the
masking curves involved to overlap in a
modified manner, since phon, and hence sone
levels are a non-linear function of pressure
level. In particular, if reproduction is at a
lower intensity level than the original, the low
frequency balance will be more or less weaker.
This observation has brought about the
popularity of ' loudness' controls in some
quarters in an attempt to restore apparent
balance. In view of what has been presented
earlier on the complicated behaviour of the
human ear, it is obvious that no simple circuit
(continued on page 1511)
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SURVEY

OF

QINCE the words ' hi-fi' and ' stereo' have
been so much and for so long abused, one
of the first aspects of this survey that we had
to consider was what goes in and what stays
out. After some thought we decided to stick
rigidly to a £ 100 upper limit—which means
that all the equipments contained in the following pages provide complete record playing
facilities and cost less than £ 100. Having dealt
with ' budget' there was some debate about
'stereo'. Can a record player that has separated speakers but is contained within two
cabinets be stereo? Well, it obviously can;
nevertheless, because there are grave problems
introduced by such an arrangement, and
because many of the sets produced in this way
cannot remotely qualify for the description
'high-fidelity', such equipment is excluded.
This does not, of course, imply that all the
items included in our survey are ' hi-fi', whatever that word is taken to mean; some are
quite plainly not, others may or may not be,
but all are complete stereo record players with
two separate loudspeakers and are supplied
complete with leads so that one has but to
connect the items together, plug them in and
enjoy the music.
There is a large selection of these budget
stereo units, and a word on what to look for
may not be amiss, especially as the prices and
facilities appear to overlap to a large extent.
Two philosophies are apparent in the design
of these budget systems, and anyone contemplating purchase of one of them must decide
which approach suits him. This depends on
how ' hi-fi' minded the prospective customer
feels, for the choice is essentially between those
units where the maker has designed everything
to go together so that adding, improving or
just chopping and changing later on is going
to be difficult and perhaps fruitless, and those
which are built-up, often of commercial units,
and are essentially all-in package deals which
can be used as abasis for further improvement.
The items reviewed on page 1495 are an example
of these two approaches, English Audio opting
for acomplete unit which is intended to remain
as it is, whereas RSC have combined a set of
compatible items which can not only be added
to but can be supplied in avariety of guises.
Having made this important decision, the
normal precautions taken by anyone buying

STEREO

RECORD

PLAYERS

a record player should be observed. How
does the equipment sound, how does it feel,
what are the standards of construction like,
what is the servicing position, is the guarantee
one of those slick documents that excludes all
the customer's statutory rights, are the instructions helpful, is the stylus assembly easily
obtainable . . . is acircuit diagram supplied?
Other tips on what to look for appear in the
reviews on pages 1495 and 1498; bear in mind,
though, that a hi-fi chain can only sound as
good as the poorest link will allow. If an
otherwise excellent set-up has a poor crystal
cartridge then it will sound poor; modification
may be possible, but that involves the user with
problems of matching other items of equipment,
atask he is presumably attempting to avoid by
buying a ' budget stereo' package.
Can you do better by carefully assembling
your own package? Generally speaking we
would still say yes! Even the most capable
manufacturer must charge the customer if he
has fitted the cartridge, soldered the plugs and
mounted the record player, and while some of
these stereo ' packages' offer extremely good
value, there are only a very few that we feel
could not be bettered by assembling them ourselves.

COSTING

LESS

THAN

£ 100

An alternative system including stereo radio
facilities is also available for less than £ 100;
this uses amagnetic pickup, but is rather less
ambitious in other respects. Leaflets are available on these systems. Manufacturer: Centre
of Sound Ltd., 140141 Plumstead Road, London
S.E.18.
Dealers: Apart from the dealers mentioned
by name in this survey, several shops advertise
the fact that they are prepared to build sets of
equipment for their customers to agiven price.
Some shops seem able to make one's money
go further than others, but most are prepared
to offer some discount on the retail prices of
the separate units employed, and will also
deliver the equipment in aready-to-play condition. Dealers offering such a service include
firms such as Berkeley Acoustics, Imhofs,
Modern Electrics,Laskys, Audio Services, United
Technical Suppliers, Westminster Photographic
and Thomas Heinitz of Music in the Home, 35
Moscow Road, London W.2, who more or less
invented the term 'budget stereo'.

B.M.B.'s Bolero is a complete system employing a Garrard 3000 autochanger, Sonotone 9TA1HC ceramic pickup, separate amplifier with bass and treble controls, inputs for
tape recorders and tuners and an output of
5W per channel (continuous). Loudspeakers
contain single 8x5in. elliptical drive units in
compact matched enclosures, and the price is
£27 16s. 6d. Manufacturer: B.M.B. Saks Ltd.,
Fleming Way, Crawley, Sussex.

Dual's HS 21 and HS 32 complete systems
use Dual 1010F autochangers fitted with their
CDS630 crystal cartridges and 6W per channel transistorised stereo amplifiers. Loudspeakers are 6W drive units contained in
matching cabinets which can be attached to
the main cabinet in the case of the HS21 (
see
photo) when connections to the amplifier are
made via the suspending hinges. The HS32
costs £82 19s. and the HS2I £99 15s. Other
units using cheaper or dearer components are
also available. Distributor: Dual Electronics
Ltd., Radnor House, London Road, London
S.W.16.

Centre of Sound specialise in building outfits
to customer's requirements, and they can even
make equipment cabinets to aclient's designs
without drastic increases in price. They have
one or two ready-made budget stereo gramophones which are supplied complete at a
special price; typical example is their £94 10s.
system which uses a Rogers Cadet Ill amplifier, a Connoisseur SA U-2 arm and BDI I
turntable together with an Audio Technica
AT66 cartridge, apair of Paraline or Paramid
speakers and ateak Slimline cabinet fitted with
aPerspex top.

Dulci have a range of compatible items
which are all supplied with made up plugs and
which can be fitted together in ashort time by
unskilled persons. There are nine possible
combinations of equipment which cost less
than £100, made up from the 207 and 207M
amplifiers PD-3 and PD-7 playing desks and
AS-3, AS-5 and AS-7 loudspeakers. Higher
priced equipment is also available and matching tuners with stereo decoders can be added
later if required. Manufacturer: Lee Products
(Great Britain) Ltd., 10-18 Clifton Street,
London E.C.2.
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English Audio produce two systems—the
EA2000 compact, and the EA1500 separates.
The former is reviewed on page 1495 and consists of aconsole containing asilicon transistor
amplifier rated at 10 W per channel, aGarrard
SP25 record player, and an Audio Technica
AT66 magnetic cartridge. Speakers are IB
cabinets containing EMI units and these are
included in the price of £91 7s.
The 1500 separates system uses a smaller
amplifier based on Mullard pre-built modules
and is supplied complete in a rosewood case
for £ 19 19s. The record player is still the
SP25 but with a Sonotone ceramic pickup
instead of the Audio Technica magnetic; the
speakers are the EA1502s used with the 2000
system. The compact system costs £67 4s.
including speakers, although all parts can be
supplied separately. Manufacturer: English
Audio Ltd., 385 Hackney Road, London E.2.
Falcon offer a new player using 6W per
channel amplifiers, a BSR UA70 player and
Cl cartridge and separate speakers with EMI
units. Price is £50 8s. and speakers are not supplied separately. Manufacturer: John Street
Ltd., Falcon Works, Barmeston Road, London
S.E.6.
(Above). DuIci loudspeakers
and (left) 220 amplifier

(Left) ¿Clinger Phantom 505
and (below) KC 24 players

„eitt-e

J. J. Francis (Wood Green) Ltd., include a
plinth mounted Garrard SP25 with Orbit cartridge in their Countdown system reviewed on
page 1498. The amplifier is the Arena F2I0, and
Sonotone Solent speakers complete with matching leads and phased plugs complete the setup. A matching tuner, the F211, is available
from Arena, and with this included, the price
of the complete outfit is just over £ 100. Manufacturer: J. J. Francis ( Wood Green) Ltd.,
Alexander Road, London N.8.
Highgate Acoustics offer a range of equipment in 'ready-to-go' form from their Luxor
and Arena brands. Of the Luxitone systems,
types C and D cost from £69 6s. to £93 9s.
complete, and similar Arena systems about £70.
Distributor: Highgate Avoustics, 184-88 Great
Portland Street, London W.1.
Kirkman offer apackage deal with an Arena
F210 amplifier, Garrard SP25 player on teak
plinth and complete with plastic cover and
Shure M3D cartridge, with two Cowdrey
speakers (
EMI bass units and Celestion
HFI300 tweeters) for £80. This is just one of
several possible combinations. Manufacturer:
Kirkman, 40 The Broadway, Crawley, Sussex.
Klinger Controls produce a variety of packages all of which are compatible. These start
with the KC32 at £56 15s. using a Garrard or
BSR changer, Garrard ceramic cartridge, 5W
per channel transistor amplifiers and separate
bookshelf speakers. Next the KC25, available
in teak or rosewood costs from £67 19s. 7d.,
is fitted with a Garrard 3000 autochanger,
stereo ceramic cartridge, a 5W per channel
transistorised amplifier and comes with 5W
bookshelf loudspeakers with tweeters and longthrow bass units. The amplifier and the record
player are mounted in one cabinet in common
with other Klinger equipment, and radio and
tape recorder input sockets are provided. Designed to store vertically (see photo) the

(Above) Perdio amplifier and
loudspeakers ( Upper and
lower right) Radon 404 system
reviewed on page 1498
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TD150AB Transcription Turntable complete with TP.13
arm and teak plinth. 331 and 45 rpm. Belt drive system.
71lb antimagnetic turntable. Plug in shell. Horizontal and
vertical adjustment. Viscous damped lowering. device.
Tracking force 1-8 grammes. Wow and Flutter + 0.09%.
Rumble —65dB. Price £39.1.7 inc. p.t.
AS.13 Anti- Skating Device optional extra.

metrosound

The basic
perforriianc(
of aturntable
judged by speec
regularity (wow anc
flutter) and rumblE
level and in order tc
make comparisons witt
different models it iE
essential that performaricE
figures are obtained by thE
ame method of measurement.
All figures quoted by Thorem
are to the DIN specification by
which units must meet or exceed
the following figures, i.e. Rumble
—35db. Wow and flutter + 0.2%.
Before you decide to buy a turntable
make the comparison test— no other
transcription turntable can match Thorens.

TD124/11 Transcription Turntable. 16, 331, 45 and 78
r.p.m. Two part turntable with clutch action. Belt drive
system. Variable control ± 3% on all speeds. Illuminated
stroboscope. Built in levelling device. Replaceable pick up
arm mounting board. Wow and Flutter + 0.09%. Rumble
—60dB. Sets the standard by which all other turntables are
judged. Price 45.18.0 inc. p.t.

TD125 Thorens first electronic turntable and the latest
addition to their range of fine turntables. 16, 331 and 45
r.p.m. Transistor governed 16 pole synchronous motor.
Electronic speed selector. Variable control ± 2% on all
speeds. Illuminated stroboscope. Built in levelling. device.
Dynamically balanced 71Ib 12" turntable. Belt drive system.
Interchangeable pick up mounting board. Wow and Flutter
+0.08%. Rumble —68dB. Price £62.0.8 inc. p.t.

Stocked and demonstrated by all leading Hi- Fi dealers or write for full details to:
Metrosound ( Sales) Ltd., Audio Works, 35/37, Queensland Road, London, N.7. Tel : 01-607 0351/2/3.

Phantom 505 uses a Garrard 3000 but progresses to the Sonotone 9TAIHC pickup feeding into a5W per channel all-silicon transistor
amplifier (as before) and is supplied with
15 ohm loudspeakers fitted with low resonance bass units and tweeter/crossover complexes. The Phantom 505 costs £72 10s. 8d.
The most costly of the Klinger budget systems are the KC24 and 25 units. These are
similar except for the player units employed,
an SP25 in the KC24 and an AT60 in the KC25.
Shure magnetic pickups are fitted to these
players, although other types are available to
special order if required. The transistorised
9W per channel stereo amplifiers (6W per
channel continuous power) and 10W bookshelf
loudspeakers are common to both models.
Prices range from £83 15s. 2d. to £91 19s. id.
depending on the player unit and finish chosen,
and silicon transistors are used throughout.
Manufacturer: Klinger Controls Ltd., 10 Friar
Street, London E.C.4.
LL Electronics have two systems under £ 100
the LL4000 and LL4000M. These are identical
except for the player unit and cartridge supplied, the LL4000 having aGarrard 3500 autochanger fitted with a Sonotone 9TAIHC, and
the 4000M being fitted with a Pickering
VII5 AC2 magnetic pickup. The amplifiers
are fully transistorised with a claimed power
output of 15 W continuous per channel at less
than 0.5% distortion; inputs for tape and
tuners are provided and headphone outlets
are fitted. LL Electronics also produce more
expensive versions of these players which are
fitted with stereo FM tuners. All the units are
supplied with 8ohm IB speakers employing
the very popular EMI units and the prices
for the 4000 and 4000M are £89 19s. 8d. and
£96 12s. respectively. Manufacturer: LL Electronic Sales Ltd., 5 Shakespeare Road, London
N.3.
Lee Electronics produce a budget stereo
system based on the Teleton F2000 tuneramplifier which, on the face of it, seems to
offer extraordinary value for money. This has
an input for a ceramic pickup, includes AM
and FM stereo radio, is rated at 9W per

channel and uses silicon transistors throughout.
With the tuner-amplifier, Lee Electronics
supply a Garrard SP25 player, a Sonotone
9TA cartridge, and a pair of Sonotone Solent
loudspeakers. The price of the complete outfit
is £72 9s. and the Teleton tuner-amplifier is
available separately for £35 14s. Manufacturer:
Lee Electronics, 400 Edgware Road, London
W.2.
Medley Musical produce a range of equipment that can be used in matching budget
equipment, including such items as the Musette
loudspeaker and the 1625 compact record
player with built-in amplifier. Their Compact
3012 includes a Garrard 3000 autochanger
with Sonotone 9TAIIIC cartridge, a 6W per
channel silicon transistor amplifier and a pair
of Minuet loudspeakers employing 8x5in.
elliptical loudspeakers with built-in tweeter
cones. This costs £64 complete. Manufacturer:
Medley Musical Ltd., 4 Feltram Way, London
S.E.7.
Nivico produce a wide range e equipment
including the MSL-15E system which offers
AM/FM stereo radio, a4-speed record player
with 5W per channel amplifiers and matching
loudspeakers for £83 9s. 6d. Nivico equipment
is produced by the Japanese Victor Co. of
Japan. Distributor: Denham & Morley (Overseas) Ltd., 173-5 Cleveland Street, London W.I.
Perdio are relative newcomers to the audio
field although they have been making transistorised radio sets for many years. Their Unit
Audio equipment consists of a matching tuner
and amplifier (both transistorised), an automatic record-player mounted in a wood and
Perspex plinth complete with ceramic pickup
and matching IB speakers. Far under £ 100
one can purchase all the items except the
stereo tuner which costs £44 2s. extra. The
complete record player costs £89 5s. and provision for the connection of a tape recorder is
made. Manufacturer: Perdio Products Ltd.,
Lowther Road, Stanmore, Middlesex.
Philips Audioplan equipment offers items
ranging in price from decidedly budget to over
1483

£300 for acomplete system not including tape
facilities. Units that can feature in under-£100
installations include GH925 and GH943 amplifiers, the GH926 tuner, the GA145, GA146,
GA217 and GA228 record players and the
CrL559 and GL565 loudspeakers. All these
units are described in an illustrated leaflet on
Audioplan equipment, available from the
manufacturers, and this contains advice on
choosing suitable units as well as giving detailed specifications of all the units. The
cheapest stereo record-player in the range
costs £66 19s. 10d. Manufacturer: Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London W.C.2.
R.S.C. (HiFi Centres) offer a variety of
stereo systems from £45 or so upwards. Many
of these combinations use R.S.C. manufactured
equipment including items produced under the
FAL and Audio Fidelity brand names. A
system using the Shure M3D cartridge, the
R.S.C. Super 30 amplifier, Goldring GL68
record player (on plinth) and apair of Stanton
loudspeakers costs £84 2s., for example; such
asystem is reviewed on page 1495. Manufacturer: R.S.C. (HiFi Centres) Ltd., 104 Hencanner Lane, Bramley, Leeds 13.
Rank Bush Murphy enter this field with an
unusually styled range which can produce an
under-£100 gramophone using the A746 amplifier, A763 loudspeakers and the A749 record
player. Total price of this combination is
£.91 4s., but more expensive equipment is
available. Manufacturers: Rank Bush Murphy,
Power Road, London W.4.
Radon produce arange of stereo and mono
record players and the more expensive models
include the Celtic and the 404 system reviewed
on page 1498. This has atransistorised amplifier with facilities for external inputs such as a
tuner or tape recorder, a separately housed
Garrard SP25 fitted with an Acos carttridge and two miniature speakers. The price
is £56 14s. Manufacturer: Radon Industrial
Electronics Ltd., Broolclands Estate, Orme
Road, Worthing, Sussex.
(continued on page 1505)

Ihe new Series 15 combines
Tandberg's world renowned
qualities of faithful sound
reproduction, reliability and
compact modern design at aquite
remarkably low price.
It incorporates many superb
features:—
* Programme mixing facilities
with separate controls for
microphone and line inputs.
'* 10 watts output using an

external speaker.

* Volume control for monitoring
whilst recording at loudspeaker
•level.

Loudspeaker selector switch
providing choice of playback
through internal speaker, or
external speaker or both
simultaneously.

Three speeds.
4digit illuminated counter with
instant reset button.
Pause control gives instant
stop/start.
Separate Bass and Treble lift
and cut controls.
Signal to noise ratio 55db
below maximum recording level.

* Frequency response:71 ips
30-20,000 Hz

(± 2dB40-16,0•• Hz)

3îips : 30-13,000 Hz

( 2dB50-10,000 Hz)
1¡ ips : 30— 7,000 Hz
( + 2dB60-5.000 Hz)

Elstone Electronic& Limited',
Hereford House,
Vicar Lane, Leeds 2.-

at you: if they are spotlighted, then they stop in
their proper perspective.
R. H. F.

HARPSICHORD RECITAL. Twenty-one pieces
from the ' Parthenla' by William Byrd, John Bull
and Orlando Gibbons. Colin Tilney (harpsichord)
Pye GSGC 14129(24s.).

dates from 1612 and is the first
printed collection of English virginal music,
containing twenty-one pieces by the three most
eminent English composers of the day. Intended as aroyal wedding present, the Parthenia
quickly became one of the best-sellers of the
century.
Colin Tilney is an accomplished harpsichordist who plays the short but sometimes
virtuostic pieces with conviction. The somewhat Chopinesque rubato in Gibbons' The
Lord of Salisbury his Pavin and the Fantazia in
Foure Parts tends to dim the sparkle of Gibbons'
rhythmic vitality. The playing is sometimes a
little too laboured and self-conscious for my
taste. However, some of the pieces are very
successful: Byrd's famous Earle of Salisbury's
Pavane, like several of the other pieces on the
record, is given varied and highly ornamented
repeats.
The recording is very bright and clean,
placing the harpsichord well forward, but the
disc is cut at rather ahigh level. The virginal,
for which the music was originally composed,
is a very restrained and delicately-voiced
instrument, and the disc should be replayed at
a discreet level with the tone controls fairly
flat. This will cure the slightly edgy sound which
is otherwise noticeable. This is a respectable
record, and awelcome addition to the catalogue.
C. E.

THE PARTHENIA
FINZI. Before and After Summer, Till Earth Outwears,
ISaid to Love: respectively, groups of ten songs
for baritone and piano, seven songs for tenor and
piano, and six songs fro baritone and piano, words
by Thomas Hardy. John Carol Case (baritone),
Robert Tear (tenor), Howard Ferguson (piano).
Lyrita SRCS 38 (45s. 7d.).

may not have been agreat poet,
but it would be amistake to underestimate him.
He has moments of greatness, as in At aLunar
Eclipse, included in this collection. Being
Hardy, his mood is almost unrelentingly
sombre. So, therefore, is Finzi's music; and
this is not arecord for every moment.
But even if you cannot stomach the pessimism
of it all, Ithink you cannot but admire the
skill with which Finzi has translated it into
music: here indeed is a lyricist of the first
order.
And he is well served by his interpreters:
Howard Ferguson accompanies throughout
with great sympathy, and a marvellous unity
with his two singers. If he is a shade loud at
times, that may be afault of the engineers, who
nevertheless let him sound like apianist. John
Carol Case is in difficulty with his lowest notes,
but that does not matter; and both he and
Robert Tear avoid the pitfalls of sentimentality
and over-emphasis which some passages invite.
Their articulation is excellent.
In general, the recording is very good. I
detected acertain increase in distortion towards
the end of the first, long side; and on the other
there are afew franker rough passages—never
enough to spoil amost distinguished recital.
THOMAS HARDY

P. D. T.

HORN RECITAL. Hindemith: Sonata for Horn and
Piano. Nielsen: Canto Serloso. P. Racine Fricker:
Sonata for Horn and Piano. Alan Abbott: Alla
Caccia. lfor James ( French horn), John McCabe
(piano). Pye GSGC 14087 (24s.).

two full-length and two
short works, the longer pair being, in my view,
the more interesting. Peter Racine Fricker is a
composer for whom Ihave agreat regard, and
his Sonata reveals once again his lively mind,
active imagination, and musical craftsmanship.
A very enjoyable piece.
The Hindemith Sonata is very typical: if you
like Hindemith, you will like this. He was, of
course, aman of considerable intellect; and in
the period between 1935 and 1943 he wrote no
fewer than ten sonatas for piano with various
brass and wind instruments—this being the
first of two horn sonatas. It offers agreat deal,
both melodically and structurally, and is a
work with which to grapple—though a first
hearing presents no problems.
The cheerful Alla Caccia of Alan Abbott is
good fun, and in asense apiece of light relief
after more strenuous things; while Nielsen's
Canto Serioso is heavier weight, but no harder
to listen to.
Both players are equal to their task, though I
found the whole performance somewhat
lacking in inspiration: it is all there, but one
feels that the music could be given more. The
horn is well recorded, but Ifound the piano a
little reticent and restricted in frequency-range.
As abargain label, the record is worth having.
THE RECITAL COMPRISED

HALLÉ BRASS CONSORT: Malcolm Arnold:
Quintet for Two Trumpets, Horn, Trombone and
Tuba. Edward Gregson: Quintet for Brass. Joseph
Horovitz: '
Music Hall', Suite for Brass Quintet.
John McCabe: Rounds for Brass Quintet. Hallé
Brass Consort ( Brass Ensemble of the University
of Salford). Pye GSGC 14114 (24s.).

is anew name to me, and what
players! Apart from two rather uncertain
moments in the Rounds, Iwas greatly impressed
by the way they surmount the very considerable
difficulties of the texts, and their multipletongueing is something to marvel at.
The record opens with the first side devoted
to Malcolm Arnold's Quintet. A brass player
himself, he knows well how to exploit the
variety and colours of the instruments, and
this is a show-piece for brass ensemble which
certainly merits ahearing. One can say much
the same for John McCabe's Rounds; but the
intellectual level of the music is far higher.
Joseph Horovitz's Music Hall Suite is, I
should think, great fun to play; but it isn't my
kind of music and Icannot say that Ienjoyed
it. It does, indeed, convey the atmosphere of
the old-time music-hall.
There are two great merits to this disc: the
excellent brass-recording, which really does
live; and the virtuosity of the players. They
sound as though they were enjoying themselves;
and that is always a good recipe for a happy
time for the listener, too. If a brass ensemble
appeals to you, do try this record.
THIS ENSEMBLE

P. D. T.

P. D. T.

MAHLER. Symphony No. 9 in D. New York Philharmonic conducted by Leonard Bernstein.
Fourth side carries historic recordings of Wagner,
Mendelssohn, Berlioz and Beethoven, with the
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N.Y.P. conducted by Mengeiberg, Toscanini,
Barbirolli, and Bruno Walter. CBS 77224 (2-record
set) (
85s. ed.).
FIVE SETS of Mahler's Ninth we have
recommended this one is not only the cheapest
by far, but it includes awhole side of fascinating
fillups dating back to the 1920s: a finer
commemoration of the NYP tour than their
Berlioz Symphony recording. For Bernstein's
reading is one of the best: ideal for someone
who found Klemperer's staid, or emotionally
noncommittal. Bernstein's final adagio is
really passionate, yet with great tenderness in
the final pages. (Here Inoted quiet surfaces
even with the hypersensitive Empire 999VE—
no distortion problems at 1gm setting, even at
the end of the Rondo Burleske which comes
after the Lândler movement on Side 2.)
But it is the huge first movement where
Bernstein is most exciting—much more convincing than the Solti/Decca. Atmospheric
recorded sound: that is to say warmly reverberant yet well-detailed, with something of the
big-hearted embracing style of the conductor.
But watch for a tiny dimple which disfigured
the very opening bars on the review set.
C. J. B.

OF

STRAUSS ( Richard). Nineteen Songs, Op. 10,
15, 17. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone) and
Gerald Moore (plano). HMV ASD 2399 (42s. 9d.).

that many of these songs were
quite unknown to me. They represent the
composer's first output in this medium and were
composed between his 18th and 22nd years.
Some of the better known songs have been
recorded before, but Ibelieve this is the first
time the whole group have been available on
one record. Strauss is so much better known
and regarded for his orchestral and operatic
output that this group of early songs may come
as a surprise, if not as somewhat of an anticlimax after the dazzling orchestrations and
vocal fireworks.
Ihope no one will be put off, because for the
most part the songs are very attractive, the
more so for the splendid performances given
by Fisher-Dieskau with Gerald Moore as good
as Ihave ever heard him. In fact the performances are frankly good enough to flatter the
rather poorer songs in the group, although at
no time are even these songs totally unrewarding. The recording has good, clean
surfaces and no gimmicks, though with two
soloists the rather wide separation in stereo
gives a somewhat isolating effect, as though
neither were on good speaking tems. Recommended.

IMUST CONFESS

D. A.

STRAVINSKY. Pulcinella and Apollon Musagéte
ballets.
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
directed by Neville Marriner. Argo ZRG 575
(42s. 9d.).

it seems bold of Argo to issue these
two works with formidable performances
already in the catalogue. In the event their
choice of the group directed by Neville
Marriner was an inspired one, for the result in
my view is markedly superior. In all respects
the performance is somehow much crisper, the
phrasing more pointed and more delicate, and
the recording itself seems to be altogether
superior to the two other versions with the
possible exception that here and there in the
Pulcinella the solo instruments sound alittle too
(continued overleaf)
IN A WAY

close for comfort. In fact the Pulcinella is
impressive enough as arecording to amount to
ademonstration piece and the impact is enough
to make one possibly a little less appreciative
of the beauties of the reverse side. Here the
playing is in marked contrast to Stravinsky's
own version, which to my ears sounds rather
harsh by comparison.
Ido not recall the Neville Marriner Group
having recorded 20th century music before, but
this is a most impressive performance and I
hope that they will be encouraged to do more.
Strongly recommended.
D. A.
TENOR OF JAZZ. Eleven items played by Eddie
Lockjaw Davies, Bud Freeman, Eddie Miller, Ben
Webster. Fontana STL 5453. (37s. 6d.).

was recorded in London last year,
so Fontana can have no excuse for the lack of
detail about it. There is no accurate listing of
the solo-sequences and we have to assume that
the rhythm section is drawn from the Alex
Welsh band.
Eddie Lockjaw' Davies dominates the disc
with his blood-and-thunder style and, on Gruff
and Lock, provokes the normally placid Ben
Webster into asaxophone duel which scorches
the ears.
So nice to come home to is just how Ifeel
about most of Webster's work, and on this
track he is at his balladeering best, full of
melody, never wasting a note.
The elegant Bud Freeman smoothly survives
some club-footed rhythm to enquire, with
swing and eloquence, Have you met Miss Jones ?
Little Girl Blue is apoor vehicle for the talent
of Eddie Miller and his short chorus on
MIS SESSION

System Audio. Today's most advanced
sound. Embodying Telefunken's philosophy
dedication to faithful reproduction.
Heart of the system is the Allegro radio
tuner /amplifier with stereo decoder. Four
wavebands: long, medium, short, and

Hi Eddie sounds more like the real thing.
Some rough ensembles indicate a rushed
studio date during abusy tour, but good stereo
also reveals just why this foursome are such
jazz-household names.
G. O.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS. A Pastoral Symphony:
Symphonic impression—In the Fen Country. New
Philharmonla Orchestra (with Margaret Price—
soprano) conducted by Sir Adrian Boult. HMV
ASD 2393 (42s. 9d.).

babbling brooks and sudden
thunderstorms in this Pastoral Symphony.
Here we have the introspective meditations of
one who, perhaps more deeply than any other
composer, penetrated the essence of the
countryside, in the days when adistinctive way
of life still existed there. Whether you take to
this symphony or not depends on whether you
breathe the same air as VW. Iadore it; and
Sir Adrian Boult is still the supreme guide.
In the Fen Country may not be the best VW;
but in my view it is an ideal fill-up, as it continues the mood which will make one wish to
hear the symphony.
Unfortunately, a rapid comparison with
either the Fourth or Sixth Symphonies recently
issued shows that the recording here is not
quite so good as its predecessors: the last
shimmer of string-tone is not there, the overall
clarity is not so perfect. It is still ' above
average', but yet not the very good best that
EMI can offer; and that is apity, as the work
is for the most part quiet and contemplative,
with few brassy outbursts. Nevertheless, it is
so masterfully played, and such fine music,
that no lover of VW will wish to be without it.
NO RUSTIC DANCES,

P. D. T.

VERDI. Requiem. Joan Sutherland, (soprano)
Marilyn Home ( mezzo-soprano), Luciano Pava
rottl (tenor), Martti Talvela ( bass), with the Vienn
State Opera Chrous and Vienna Philharmoni
Orchestra conducted by George Sole Record
supplied in box album with booklet of notes an
text. Deena SET 374-5 (90s. 6d.).

confess
slight feeling of anticlimax. Emphasis here
on the word ` slight', as this is indeed a fin
production of a mighty work. Not quite a
convincing musically as the Guilini/Phi
harmonia performance in its more contempla
tive parts, and not as outstanding technicall
as Decca's very best; but nevertheless offerin
a fair balance of devotion and drama, an
technically surpassing all previous recording./
of the work. The VP0 plays beautifully for
Solti, and the chorus and quartet of soloists
are adequate, despite private reservations about
Sutherland's curious inability to sing words
clearly.
The soloists are fairly well forward, with the
other performers set modestly back in a
reverberant acoustic. The sound-stage is not
quite as wide as Iwould have liked, and neither
orchestra nor chorus have the translucent
clarity of Decca's best productions—there is a
certain haziness to the sound. While not i
dissatisfied with tonal balance as such, Ifound
that control settings giving a sort of uppermiddle ' presence' improved the overall effect—
a rare requirement for Decca. The great dies
irae climaxes reproduce equally well with
spherical or elliptical styli (stylus-compensation
techniques at work?), and the bass drum is
recorded in a gloriously unattenuated
fashion.
J. C.
EXPECTING GREAT THINGS, I must

FM coupled with automatic fine tuning will come as apleasant surprise.
facility. Sophisticated controls. 6watts
Telefunken,
output per channel. Two RS6 speakers dedicated to faithful reproduction.
and the Garrard SP25 turntable
Write for full specification and name
complete this highly effective set-up.
of your nearest dealer. AEGITelefunken
Enough words- hear it. The price
27 Chancery Lane London WC2.

System Audio.
Four units. Two channels.
First rate reproduction.

TELE
FUN
KEN

BBC MITERED
rr HE BBC have been broadcasting regular
stereo programmes on BBC 3 for nearly
2+ years, and the service is now regarded as
permanent. For the first year or so complete
stereo facilities were not always easily available,
and in many instances temporary equipment
had to be installed which did not prove entirely
satisfactory for a number of reasons, but it
was thought better to broadcast reasonable
quality stereo as soon as possible rather than
delay its introduction to a later date. Now,
however, Icannot see that there is any reason
why all stereo programmes should not be
broadcast to a very high standard.
Before Icomment on any particular broadcasts Iwould like to outline some difficulties
that have been experienced generally, and the
reasons for any inadequacies.
One of the most serious breakdowns was
caused by the flooding recently in the Tonbridge telephone exchange which completely
cut off all the landlines to Wrotham, including
the BBC's own private communications lines.
The engineers at Wrotham, which is normally
an unmanned station, had to make emergency
decisions on their own initiative as they
could not get through to Broadcasting House,
and it was decided to retransmit the medium
wave and long wave broadcasts on to VHF
rather than have no service at all. This not
only resulted in all stereo programmes being
cancelled for several days, but caused even
mono reception to be of poor quality, especially
in the evenings. The Wrotham medium wave
receivers were also picking up splatter from
continental stations, causing whistles and
various breakthrough effects.
It was a considerable shock to me to learn
that no emergency microwave link existed
between broadcasting house and Wrotham, the
most important VHF transmitting station in
the country, since all other VHF stations take
their stereo transmissions via direct or microwave links from there. It is to be hoped that
apermanent microwave link will be established,
which incidentally will improve substantially
the stereo quality from Wrotham itself. The
actual theoretical quality from Wrotham should
be very good indeed, and in fact Iunderstand
that separation figures on the stereo test
transmissions have frequently been measured
to be considerably better than 40 dB, and the
noise level even on stereo programmes at the
basic transmitter should be well in excess of
60 dB below peak deviation. It appears that
the main noise consists of very high order
harmonics of hum, giving a ticky effect only
audible on receivers with a low inherent hum
level.
My own equipment includes a J-Beam 6S
antenna at 45 ft, a highly directional antenna
chosen to eliminate multipath effects, and to
reject any possibility of ignition noise affecting
the system, with a variable attenuator at the
receiver end, a choice of an Armstrong 424
tuner which Ihave modified to work off 18 V
DC, anew Quad stereo tuner, and aRadford
tuner. Iuse these three tuners to obviate any
possibility of unfair criticism of broadcasts
due to a temporary receiver fault. My Quad
transistorised amplifier and preamplifier drive
either Quad electrostatic speakers or two large

A MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT BY ANGUS McKENZIE*

BBC Shorter type enclosures with Tannoy
15 in. Monitor Golds with a switch switching
in crossovers to Ionofane treble units giving
extremely smooth top response. A Radiometer stereo encoder and other test equipment
is used for periodically checking the performance of the system, and also to establish
theoretical peak deviations, allowing me to
monitor the peak levels of various broadcasts
to avery high degree of accuracy using apeak
programme meter.
It is apparent that the BBC very frequently
underdeviate considerably on both stereo and
mono programmes, the average peak deviation
being of the order of 50 kHz which is approximately 3dB below the point at which limiters
take effect to limit the deviation. Only exceptionally rarely have I noticed deviation
approach peak. A 3dB increase, however,
preferably at Broadcasting House, would give
a very noticeable decrease of hiss level in the
receiver, but might give rise to slight audible
distortion on receivers that have been badly
aligned. The ideal bandwidth throughout the
receiver over which the phase and frequency
response should be sensibly flat should be at
least 250 kHz, although a 200 kHz response
might be regarded as very satisfactory. This
response allows for any slight drift of the tuner
and for very high order harmonics to be
reproduced without intermodulation products
developing. Ihave heard many criticisms from
listeners of high hiss levels, and this can often
be due to an inadequate aerial. The BBC
quote that the signal strength for good stereo
reception should be 20 dB higher than for the
equivalent good mono reception, although it
must be realised that most aerial systems are
more than adequate for mono. To be safe,
then, it is probably best to instal at least a
2-element array outdoors, for the London
area for instance.
Hiss can also be introduced at various
points in the continuity chain before the
transmitter if the stereo output gain control is
advanced too far and input controls held back,
bringing in hiss from, for instance, acontinuity
control desk. Ihave also frequently heard hiss
due to a high gain being temporarily introduced for quiet passages of music, particularly
when distant microphone techniques have been
used to increase reverberation in very dead
acoustics.
Both the Royal Festival and Royal Albert
Halls present difficult problems, and the
Albert Hall stereo Promenade Concerts for
example had frequently to be broadcast using
a back-to-back cardioid microphone giving a
very serious lack of high frequencies in the
centre of the sound-stage due to the inherent
high frequency loss of capacitor mics at 90° off
axis in the cardioid position. This can give a
ping-pong effect to stereo produced in this
way, but allows mono listeners, who are after
all in the vast majority, to hear sufficient
reverberation from the mono sum channel. It
must be realised that asatisfactory mono signal
is essential, and such a signal will frequently
sound over-reverberant in stereo when this
back-to-back microphone technique is used,
which will explain why many listeners have
complained of this effect.
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The Royal Festival Hall presents even more
serious problems, primarly caused by violent
changes in acoustics from one broadcast to
another due to the size of the audience, use of
the artificial reverberation device in the hall, the
size of the orchestra, the nature of the music,
and even humidity and temperature. Iwould
personally like to see slight treble boost introduced in the control desk at the hall, and in
general a closer microphone technique, which
although offending afew listeners would quite
definitely please many who have frequently
complained at the Audio Fair of the lack of
definition and ` hi-fi sound' from this hall.
During October Ifound that the quality was
very variable from the Festival Hall. For
instance, a concert including a Mozart piano
concerto played by Ashkenazy appeared to me
to have a serious lack of definition on the
orchestra, causing the piano to be too predominant. I considered, however, a concert
two days later of Beethoven's opera Fidelio
some of the finest stereo ever broadcast. I
understand that the only essential difference
in the techniques employed was the use of an
extra centre injection mic on the piano.
During the day the BBC frequently broadcast gramophone records in stereo, although
for some extraordinary reason many records
available in stereo have only been broadcast
in mono, which I consider ridiculous. To
encourage the public to install stereo it is most
important to have as much stereo as possible
during the day in addition to more stereo in
the evenings. It is particularly unfortunate
that occasionally the encoder has been switched
on for an advertised stereo LP programme
where amono pressing has been inadvertantly
played. One such incident occurred recently
with abroadcast late in the evening of Richard
Strauss's Alpine Symphony, causing many
friends of mine to query the performance of
their tuners. Fortunately the BBC helpfully
admitted their error the next day before any of
these tuners were torn apart!
Ithink it would be extremely useful if the
BBC could be persuaded to broadcast the
stereo test transmissions every night, after the
stock exchange report, twice through, rather
than the very useful transmissions now
broadcast once through on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, (leaflet about these is available on
application to the BBC.)
A good stereo tuner should give only very
low output in the channel opposite to the one
modulated with tone, and should the reader
have aproperly calibrated meter this difference
should be at least 25 dB to obtain the fullest
stereo effect, although many tuners are
considerably better than this. Care should be
taken to eliminate breakthrough of pilot tone
in the output from the tuner by use of a
steep-cut filter, as this breakthrough can be
of the same order as the crosstalk. It is worth
noting that the channel separation from stereo
broadcasts should be appreciably better than
that produced by gramophone records even
on the finest equipment. Acceptable stereo
therefore can be produced by tuners having a
crosstalk at middle frequencies of only 16 dB.
*See "Stereo Listening Panel" on page 1449.
McKenzie is director of Roundabout Records.
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TANDBERG

H141 CENTRE
SPECIALISTS

NOW IN STOCK AND ON DEMONSTRATION DAILY
QUAD 30-303 & " STEREO" TUNER
LEAK STEREO 70
BOWERS & WILKINS DM3 MONITOR AND P2H
COME AND LISTEN TO THE WORLD'S BEST IN OUR AUDIO LOUNGE
Arena, Armstrong, B & 0, Bowers & Wilkins, Dynatron, Dual, Dulci, Goodmans, Goldring,
Garrard, Hacker, KEF, Leak, Medley, Radford, Richard Allan, Rogers, Revox, Sony, SME, Shure,
Truvox, Tandberg, Tannoy, Thorens, etc.
IF IT'S WORTH STOCKING WE HAVE IT!

ESSEX

HI-FI CENTRE IS AT

CROISETTE RADIO LTD.

212 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH: " THE HOUSE OF SOUND REPUTE".
Phone: Southend 557490

ADC 220
Cartridge
Diamond in a rugged setting
Set with ajeweller's precision. This durable ' magnetic'
cartridge with . 7mil diamond tip incorporates ADC yearsahead design, backed by rigid quality control. For faithful
music reproduction, superior tracking characteristics and
minimum distortion and record wear, choose the
economically- priced ADC 220. £ 9.1.8d. ( incl. p.t.).
The ADC range provides avariety of cartridges, each
designed to match individual system requirements and
priced to suit aparticular budget. Each forms avital
first link in the reproducing chain.
Send for details to:

KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil Maidstone Kent Tel: Maidstone 57258
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS
M- M- M.

GOOD MANS

M AMBO and Marimba join the M-range

of loudspeakers made by Goodmans and
like their brothers they are available in teak or
walnut as preferred. Mambo is a miniature,
slightly larger than the Maxim but still very
compact at 101 x8t x8M., and using the same
principles of operation. The bass unit is 5in.
in diameter with a long throw coil/cone
assembly and crosses over to a2in. tweeter at
4.5 kHz via a ' laboratory balanced series
crossover'. Power handling capacity of the
Mambo is 15 W and the impedance is 8ohms.
ARMSTRONG 500- NEW STYLING

A DDITIONS
ex new styling

to Armstrong's range with
and improved specifications
are featured in our front cover—these models
supersede the 421 amplifier and the 423 and
424 tuners announced nearly two years ago.
Prices of the new models—which offer the
same facilities as their predecessors are £52

(521 amplifier) £51 lOs (523 AM- FM tuner)
and £39 lOs (524 FM tuner); the 400 series
tuner amplifiers will continue to be available
as before, as will the 127 tuner-amplifiers.
Manufacturer: Armstrong Audio Ltd., Warlters
Road, London N.7.
Mambo (above)
and Marimba
COLTON ACCESSORIES

I NTRODUCED

LNB Charnwood 2
with variable
damping control

as a less expensive alternative to the Varitift, Colton's Precise
lowering device is excellently finished in satin
chrome and mounts on the motor-board via a
single hole. The lever is friction controlled,
and the action is adjustable as is the height.
The Precise costs £ 114s 4d.
Also announced is Gripex, an anti-lubricant'
to reduce slip between rubber driving surfaces.
It costs 5s a bottle complete with applicator
brush.
Manufacturer: Colton & Co., The Crescent,
London S.W.19.

Marimba is a compact slim loudspeaker
which can be conventionally positioned or,
alternatively, mounted on the wall using
special brackets that are supplied with the
unit. The bass driver is a qin. unit crossing
over at 4.5 kHz to a hin. tweeter, and the
speaker measures 13 x19 xhin. deep.
In
other respects the specification is the sanie as
that of the Mambo. Prices are £22 3s and
£23 1Is 3d respectively.
Manufacturer: Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd.,
Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex.

TAPPED DAMPING CONTROL?

BECAUSE the use of infinite baffle loading

precludes the use of acoustic damping
(runs the leaflet) some form of damping has to
be introduced which makes the speaker
reasonably independent of the variations in
output impedance encountered with different
amplifiers. In the LNB Charnwood 2 the
damping is provided by a ' tapped damping
control' which enables the user to match the
loudspeaker to the amplifier without degrading
the bass response due to
overdamping.'
Critical damping implies the perfect adjustment of the damping that neither degrades the
response nor permits the cone to 'flap'. Using
the popular EMI 13 x8in. elliptical speaker
and a 3M. tweeter from the same manufacturer, the price of the unit is £23 10s, and
the afromosia cabinet is finished with a dark
green vynair grille.
A compact speaker Type 138 is also available
from the same company; less expensive than
the Charnwood 2 at £ 18 18s—this does not
use the TDC system—incorporating instead a
distributed port with the twin-cone EMI drive
unit.
Manufacturer: LNB Audio Ltd., 25 Cambridge
Street, Loughborough, Leicestershire.
63

COMPACT STEREO DECODER

AVERINE

Electronics are producing a
compact stereo decoder with built in
power supply and a stereo indicator light
included in the price of £9 5s. The unit is
constructed on afibre glass printed board, uses
lock-fir transistors and is fully compatible.
Hum and noise is specified as — 70 dB, frequency response as 50 Hz- 18 kHz + 1dB,
channel separation as 30 dB and the gain is
unity. Input sensitivity is 200 mV and the
unit, which measures 4x2xlin., requires a
supply of 14 V at 60 mA for the indicator
lamp.
Manufacturer: Averine Electronics, P.O. Box 6,
Ruislip, Middlesex.
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I

RE VIVA DISC

mainly for the lover of 78s and
old LPs, Revivadisc is akit for gramophone
record maintenance, containing materials for
repairing scratched surfaces, restoring total
brilliance (?) and reducing the effects of static.
The kit costs £3 Is and, it is claimed, will
treat hundreds of discs.
Manufacturer: Re Viva Disc, 36 High Street,
Salisbury, Wiltshire.

YOUR MODERN 2-WAY HI-FI POLICY
GENUINE MONEY SAVING OFFERS eTHE BEST OF THE NEW EQUIPMENT
GENUINE PHILIPS CASSETTE OFFER

MAXELL ( Japanese) CASSETTE OFFER
To fit all cassette recorders, including PHILIPS, SANYO, CROWN,
SONY, STANDARD, etc. Available in two convenient standard
sizes.
C.60 to give one hour's playing, 10/6
C.90 to give 4 hrs. playing, 15/—

Complete, ready for immediate use.

SAVE 5 GNS ON
THIS VERY LATEST
PHILIPS CASSETTE
RECORDER EL3302

YOUR CHANCE TO SAVE £ 10- II
ON THE SUPERB

GARRARD A.70 MK. II

The best cassette
recorder of all

FITTED WITH SONOTONE STEREO
CARTRIDGE!
Outstanding amongst modern Garrard units, the
A.70 Mk. II combines reliability with every desirable
feature necessary to ensure the finest standards of
reproduction. A Sonotone Stereo Ceramic Cartridge 9TA is fitted.
Non-ferrous turntable,
counterbalanced arm; facilities for both manual
and auto playing. Complete in maker's carton with
guarantee and full instructions.

This very latest Philips
model gives better performance and much greater
output. Socket for connection to external speaker or
amplifier. With carrying case, Pencil microphone with
on/off switch and separate stand. Maker's hour long
playing re- usable dem. cassette included, together with
library rack to hold your stocks of cassettes.

BRAND NEW IN
MAKER'S CARTON

14GNS.
(P/P in U.K. 10/6)
51111,

TAPE BARGAINS
THE BEST OF ALL
RECORDER BARGAINS B.A.S.F.

Acknowledged one of the world's best. We
supply it in manufacturer's sealed circular
plastic packs, BRAND NEW AND
GUARANTEED.
2,400' D.P. 7" reel.

3 SPEEDS

LGS/26.
Usual price 79/Modern
Electrics
price-58/6
1,800' L.P. 7" reel. LGS/35
Usual price 51/6
Modern
Electrics
price — 35/1,200' L.P.
reel. LGS/35
Usual price 3614
Modern
Electrics
price-28/900' L.P. 5" reel. LGS/35
Usual price 2911
Modern
Electrics
price-22/POST FREE IN U.K.: 10% DISCOUNT
FOR 12 OR MORE ANY SIZES.

5-r

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

Exclusive Modern Electrics offer
This superb tape recorder, made in Austria by
a world famous manufacturer, comes to you in
maker's sealed carton, factory new and guaranteed.
Ruggedly built. Very high standards of performance. Supplied complete with reel of tape,
spare reel, dynamic microphone and auxiliary
recording cable.
Abridged specification:3speeds- 101/71 ips.
Frequency response-25-I6,000 Hz 13 dB.
Controls— Record / Playback/ Superimpose
Volume / Tone
Fast wind forward and reverse
Facilities— Record radio / record / microphone:
Extension speaker: Output to external
amplifier. " Magic eye" recording level
indicator. Built-in loudspeaker.
Power output-2.5 watts.

Usual price 17/6. Our price 14/6
Usual price 25/-. Our price 21/Usual price 33/6. Our price 28/6

P/P 6d. per cassette. Six or more, post free in U.K.

P/P 6d. per cassette - 6 or more post free in U.K.

4 TRACKS

The best possible you can buy.

C. 60 gives one hour's playing .. ..
C. 90 gives l ¡ hours' playing .. ..
C.120 gives two hours' playing .. ..

B.A.S.F. Plastic Swivel Boxes 7"-5/6:
10: 5"-4/1. Post free if ordered
with tape, otherwise add 6d. postage per
box.

BRAND 5
BRAND NEW IN SEALED BOXES
Finest polyester.
1,800'— 7" reel
1,200'-5r reel
1,200'— 5" reel
1,800'— 5" reel

24/9
21/17/3
40/-

POST FREE IN U.K. 10% DISCOUNT ON
6 OR MORE.
S.A.E. with all enquiries please, plus 216
in stamps where literature is requested.
Refundable on purchases for £5and over.
Prices subject to alteration if P. Tax
changes are made.

SPECIAL MODERN
ELECTRICS PRICE
B
ONLY
RAND NEW, WITH
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

25 gns•
(Inc. P/Tax) (P/P 5/ )

New List Price inc. P./Tax £31.10.0.

A
'MODERN'
HI-FI
SPECIAL

PHILIPS
STEREO
ASSEMBLY
GF. 417
Come and
hear it for
yourself
Its incredibly fine performance must be heard
to be fully appreciated, so we urge you to hear
it demonstrated at our shop in person. Controls include bass/treble/volume/balance/two
filters. Connections for radio and tape; pickup jack etc. Less than 0.5% distortion, 8w.
output per channel.
Speaker enclosures
10"X 10"X 3", in rosewood with bass unit and
tweeter in each. If you cannot call to hear this
outstanding hi-fi opportunity, let us send it to
you. C.W.O. We pay half cost of carriage.

e8+8 watts out per
channel.

e PERSPEX

LID ON
PLAYING SECTION

e UNSURPASSED
VALUE AT

£83

Reel size-5r.
For A.G. Mains 110/130 V and 200/240 V, 50 c/s.

17i-

Size: 164 - wide X
deep X 64". In strong
well styled portable type case with detachable lid.
Made to sell for
considerably more—
Our price
Carr. and packing in U.K.201-

33 gns.

120 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.1
The good hi-fi shop directly
opposite the Columbia Cinema
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Telephone: 01-437 9692/3
Cables: MODCHAREX, LONDON
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

Your HiFi Dealer
LONDON AREA

CUFF & CO LTD.

SLIDING DOORS

Stockists of: Rogers,
Leak,
Quad,
Medley, Thorens, Garrard, Wharfedale,
Kef, Jordan Watts etc.

DLASTIC shuttering which can be incorporated in home built cabinets as sliding
doors is available in six colours and cut to
size. Claimed to roll up into a smaller space
than conventional shuttering, the Avery
product requires a 9.5 mm groove cut in
wood or metal as a track and is suitable for
vertical or horizontal movement.
Manufacturer: J. Avery & Co. Ltd., Sunblind
House, 82-90 Queensland Road, London N.7.

Agents for: Armstrong, Ferguson.
CUFF & CO LTD., HI-FI CENTRE,
POWIS STREET, WOOLWICH, S.E.I8.
WOO 2212

FRANCIS

DUAL INTRODUCE WEGA

H

'QUALITY and unusual styling are
two of the claims made for Wega equipment now being imported into Britain by the
Wega division of Dual Electronics. Ranging
from tuner-amplifiers to a complete system
using Dual record playing equipment, star of
the new Wega range is the 3300 '
Stereo Bar'
which is radically styled with the electronics
suspended over the record player on arotating
pillar. Cheaper units include the 142 and 3104
tuner-amplifiers and the 3201 tuner-amplifierrecord player.
Distributor: Wega (United Kingdom) Sales
Division, Radnor House, London Road, London
S.W.16.

OF STREATHAM

THE WELL-KNOWN, WELL- STOCKED SHOP FOR
HOLDINGS CABINET

nESIGNED

to accommodate the Thorens
TD150 and a Sansui tuner-amplifier, the
new Holdings cabinet is available fitted with a
variety of units depending on the price the
customer wishes to pay. A typical choice is the
Sansui 2000 with a Shure cartridge and
Dovedale speakers for £285 12s 3d—illustrated is acheaper combination using aShure
M3 DM with a Sansui 400 tuner-amplifier
normally supplied with Denton louspeakers at
£219 12s lid.
The cabinet alone costs
£18 14s 6d with dust cover.
Manufacturer: Holdings Audio Centre, Mincing
Lane, Darwen Street, Blackburn, Lancashire.

•NO

* TAPE RECORDERS
* HI-FI

OWN

EXTRA FOR CREDIT S
SERVICE DEPT.
Please note our ONLY ADDRESS
169-173, STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
Phone — STR. 0466/0192. Open all day Sat.. Ip.m. Weds.

ecereev °°cIwirt
grigh gidelity
Registered Office and Showrooms

HALE LANE, EDGWARE. 01-959 2988
Extensive demonstration centre
STATION PLACE, LETCHWORTH, HERTS
Budget Hi Fi aspecial feature
e.g. Full Hi Fi Stereo 59 gns.
137

FOR ALL LEADING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Classical Records
by Mail Service

ham pstead

SOUND-RITE CABINETS

A RECORD storage cabinet with an Afromosia finish and drop-down panel lid for
sorting records on is available from Sound-Rite
Components. The unit features skid legs and a
magnetic catch and measures 24 x27 x14¡in.
and costs £ 15 15s. It is hoped that amatching
equipment cabinet will be available shortly.
Manufacturer: Sound- Rite Components Ltd.,
65 Worsley Avenue, Johnstown, Wrexham,
North Wales.
RADON

LOUDSPEAKERS

TO be known as the Jewel range, Amethyst,

Emerald, Opal and Sapphire are loudspeakers manufactured by Radon.
The
Sapphire is the largest in the range and is
available in ' monitor' format with a special
tweeter array and built-in power amplifiers if
required.
Manufacturer: Radon Industrial Electronic Co.
Ltd., Brooklands Trading Estate, Orme Road,
Worthing, Sussex.

BRITISH IC TUNER

O

NE of the first products on the hi-fi scene
to incorporate ICs (albeit of American
origin) Truvox's new FM 2001C is astereo FM
tuner based on their FM 200 but dispensing
with discrete components for the IF and detector stages. The heart of the tuner is the RCA
integrated circuit CA3012 a ten lead TO-5
packaged device which requires simple external
tuning circuits and has a gain of 65 dB at the
IF frequency of 10-7 MHz. Detection is
accomplished by an RCA CA3014 integrated
circuit, and the combination is fed from an
FET front-end again using RCA devices. The
stereo decoder is incorporated into the unit
(using conventional components) and performance, claimed to be substantially improved by
the use of ICs, includes AM rejection of 50 dB,
IF rejection of 85 dB, image rejection (at
119.4 MHz) of 55 dB and separation (at 1kHz)
of 30 dB. Price of the new tuner is £59 10s.
Manufacturer: Truvox Ltd., Hythe, Southampton.
1493
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HIGH FIDELITY

I

9Ia Heath Street,
Hampstead, N.W.3.
Tel: HAMpstead 6377

AVEN

196-198 SOUTH EALING RD.
LONDON
I

ill

F

IT
Wel.301-560 0194

Lee Electronics

FOR

Home demonstrations

B & 0

Send for free illustrated leaflets

400 EDGWARE ROAD -

PADDINGTON 5521

The turntable that
hulled
We thought that perfectionists would insist on
a separate turntable and pickup arm.
But when we released the GL 75 we
were proved wrong. You can
afford to be aperfectionist
... with the Goldring
Lenco GL 75.

Low mass de-coupled arm with knife-edge bearings
Precision settings for playing weight and bias compensation
Hydraulically operated lowering device
Stylus overhang adjustment
Massive die-cast non-ferrous dynamically balanced turntable
Four speeds with infinitely variable adjustment
Unique vertical drive system
Complete at Lz9.8.o. (plus £6.7.5. P.T.)
Illustrated teak plinth and cover extra at £8.19.6. (plus £ 1.18.11. P.T.)

The Goldring 800/E Free-Field true transduction magnetic
cartridge is an ideal choice for use with the GL 75 unit.
Tracking between îto i¡ grams with avertical
tracking angle of 15°, it is fitted with a
replaceable elliptical micro diamond stylus
having an effective tip mass of less than mg.
£15.4.6. (plus £3.6.0. P.T.)

®

Gbldring Manufacturing Co. (Great Britain) Ltd.,
486/488 High Road, Leytonstone, E.it. Tel: Leytonstone 8343
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equipment reviews
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
ENGLISH AUDIO EA2000. Stereo record player
complete with matching loudspeakers. Power
output: 10W per channel. Player unit: Garrard
SP25 Mk II. Cartridge: Audio Technica AT66
fitted with 0.7mil diamond stylus. Loudspeakers:
EA 1502 units finished on all sides, specially
designed for low level listening. Finish: Teak or
rosewood. Price: £91 7s., loudspeakers available
separately at £10 10s each.
Manufacturer:
English Audio Ltd., 385 Hackney Road, London E.2.

ENGLISH

AUDIO

RSC STEREO PACKAGE. Stereo record playing
equipment chosen from RSC's list of package
deals. AMPLIFIER. Power output: 10W per
channel ( continuous) into 15ohms. Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz ± 1¡13.
Facilities: Tape
head and magnetic pickups, fully equalised.
Auxiliary and tuner inputs and tape monitoring
facilities for use with suitable ancillary equipment
(a matching tuner Is available if required). Finish:
Teak veneer. Price: £31 10s. RECORD PLAYER:
Goldring GL 68 turntable and arm mounted on
teak veneer plinth with Perspex cover fitted with
Shure M3DM cartridge. LOUDSPEAKERS. Stanton high-fidelity units. (These are not available
separately). Price: The complete assembly is
available at a special price of £89 5s if purchased
within a period of three months. Manufacturer:
RSC Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 104 Henconner Lane,
Leeds 13.

AND

RSC

STEREO

RECORD

PLAYERS

RSC Stereo 'package'

proved pickup arm and a resiliently mounted
counterweight. About the arm Iam not sure,
but the counterweight has indeed been suspended between two grommets, which endow
it with torsional freedom—i.e. it can be rotated
without difficulty or damage—but introduce
virtually no compliance vertically or laterally.
Since the pivot system does not permit any
torsional motion within the arm it is unlikely
that this move serves much of a purpose.
Indeed, I would seriously question the decoupled counterweight concept as it is applied
to even the most expensive arms at present; for
THESE two sets of equipment represent the
none of the examples Ihave seen provide ade1- two design philosophies mentioned in the
quate compliance in the vertical plane and if
introduction to our survey on page 1480 in that
Messrs. Garrard are serious about this feature
one—the English Audio EA2000—is acomplete
then they should remount the counterweight
unit which is designed to stand as it is and
tube so that it is alot more 'floppy' and perhaps
which cannot be altered or ' improved' without
produce arange of counterweights for the eight
a greater or lesser indulgence in butchery by
or ten cartridges most suitable for the SP25.
the ' improver', whereas the other—the RSC
Having said this, Imust report that modifying
—consists of separate items that can easily be
the unit submitted made not the slightest differmodified or replaced if required. 1 will not
ence to the sound or to the stability of the arm.
attempt to evaluate these two approaches, for
The friction and mass of the SP25 arm are
as far as Ican see there is no case for confining
both too high for the AT66 to give of its best—
the versatility of apiece of equipment unless it
a best which is really out of all proportion to
is for commercial considerations. In other
the six pounds odd asked for this cartridge
words, if people want tuner-amplifiers, inteincidentally—and due to the high compliance
grated amplifiers and player-amplifiers and are
the resonant frequency of the combination is
prepared to accept their limitations, then it is
about 4-5 Hz, at which frequency there is little
hardly fair to criticize manufacturers for
damping from the stylus suspension material.
obliging them. Indeed, the obvious simplicity
Consequently stability is poor, and with a
of equipment such as the EA2000 must make it
(flat!) disc on the turntable one has merely to
acceptable to awider public, which is desirable;
tap the deck gently with a finger in order to
and so long as they (and readers) are aware of
excite the main resonance, when the movement
the limitations of this arrangement it is apurely
of the head is clearly visible to the naked eye.
personal choice. Having got that off my chest,
And to the ear! Although the low frequency
how do these sets of equipment perform?
components produced cause no trouble the
My first task was to connect the items tocartridge soon hits the ' stops' when excited in
gether, and perhaps because it looked easiest
this way and at the 2¡ gm pressure set when
Idecided to start with the EA2000 (
volte-face!).
the unit arrived this unpleasant disturbance
This consists of a Garrard SP25 and an intecould be produced merely by walking across
grated amplifier mounted in an attractive wood
the room in which the set was placed. Reducing
plinth, together with a Perspex cover (not
the weight to 2gm improved matters considerhinged). The unit is complemented by its
matching loudspeakers (rosewood or teak, I ably, and as the cartridge seemed able to cope
with all the discs Itried at this pressure it was
had teak) and after connecting these via their
set at 2gm for the whole time.
leads (too short, twice the six feet supplied
These effects were due to the excessive mass
would not be over-generous) and phased plugs,
of the SP25 arm (or the excessive compliance
Iwas ready to begin.
of the cartridge—it depends on which way you
The Garrard record player is fitted with an
care to look at it) but arather more interesting
Audio Technica AT66 cartridge, and before
phenomenon was observed when playing laterdealing with the performance of the equipally eccentric discs (which most appear to be).
ment as a whole a few comments on the
Due to the relatively high friction in the bearing
SP25/AT66 combination may not be out of
system of the arm, instead of moving from side
place, especially as Ihave been rather critical
to side to follow the eccentric grooves in the
of this player unit in the past. The English
approved manner, the arm caused the stylus/
Audio EA2000 sports a Mk.II version of the
cantilever assembly to follow the excursions
SP25 and this is stated to incorporate an im1495

from the mean radius. Assuming the excursions were of the order of -A-,mm (i.e. just
visible) and assuming a compliance of 20 c.u.
a reasonable figure for this cartridge Ishould
say, then the stiction at the stylus due to the
arm amounts to 500 dynes. Of course the
cartridge also has to accelerate the arm if any
lateral movement is to occur, but at these
frequencies the rate of change of movement,
and consequently the forces involved, must be
low. Ishould say that stiction on this arm is
much too high though, for delicate cartridges.
All of the foregoing may be construed as
doubts as to the suitability of the AT66 cartridge for the SP25 arm. Indeed, it is obvious
that a cartridge with less compliance is required, and one of the other low-priced magnetics may well prove more suitable without
producing a significantly degraded performance in other respects.
Upon switching the EA2000 on I was rewarded with a loud buzz, which appeared to
be due to the mains transformer. As the amplifier is incarcerated in a stout wooden box it
was impossible to set about curing this, and as
it was too loud to learn to live with Imust be
charitable and assume it was a peculiarity of
this particular set. If it was not, then goodness
knows how they have sold any, and for heaven's
sake cure it!
Mechanical hum aside, turning up the volume
control revealed more hum, from the loudspeakers this time and only in the GRAM position of the TAPE/RADIO/GRAM selector switch.
This Iwas able to cure, at least partially, for it
was due to an earth-loop combined with deficient screening of the cartridge. The earthloop stems from using a 4-wire system for
connecting cartridge to terminal-block on the
SP25 (as supplied by Messrs. Garrard) and a
3-wire system from terminal block to amplifier.
Unfortunately Iwas unable to modify this,indeed
the defect would have remained undiscovered
were it not for the fact that the SP25 can be
lifted on its mounting springs permitting one
to peer underneath. Replacing the 4-wire
system with a 3-wire (by disconnecting one of
the leads to the AT66 and shorting the earthing
pins) effected some improvement, and fitting a
strap (
Sellotape and solder) between the earthing pins and the cartridge shield also helped,
but the main cause of the trouble seems to be
the common earth return for signal and motor.
Certainly there was no hum on the other inputs
—although they are not likely to be as sensitive
in this respect.
Having eliminated the worst of the electrical
hum, listening tests began. A variety of records
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massey

West
London's
HiFi
Specialist
for
Tape
Recorders

S

Massey'sCentre of Sound
Interest free H.P.
121 -123

HIGH RD., LONDON W.4. 9a.m.-6 p.m
Telephone: CHIswick 2082

HAMPTON HILL • MIDDLESEX
MELFORD

RADIO SERVICE

HI-FI, TAPE- RECORDERS, RECORDS
Quad, Leak, Tannoy, Lowther, SME,
Goodmans, KEF, Ortophon, Decca, Revox,
Ferrograph, Wharfedale, Radford, etc.
181, HIGH ST.

Tel.: 01-979 2101
Tel.: 01-979 8211/2

LONDON AREA, W.1

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD
HI-FI DEMONSTRATION AT ANY TIME
Stockists of equipment by Quad, Leak, Wharfedale,
Goodmans, Garrard, Lenco, Connoisseur, Ferrograph, Vortexion, Grundig, Simon, etc.

TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS
120 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
Tel. GER 9692 & TEM 5787

Your HiFi Dealer
LONDON AREA [ continued]

SOUTH EAST
TAPE & HI-FI CENTRE
See Use- Compare • MONO STEREO

Sands Hunter
45, HARE STREET,WOOLVVICH,S.E.18
01 -8541955

LONDON AREA

Established 5910

H. L. SMITH
st CO. LTD.
Comprehensive stock of equipment
by all leading makers.
287-9 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2
Tel: or-723

5891

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE

All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment, cabinets, etc. Service agents for AXAI Tape Recorders

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscornbe Road,
CROYDON.
ADDiscombe 1231/2040

Stern Radio Ltd.
'dun'craft

63 High Street
Hounslow Middlesex
HOUnslow 4640

Your leading City Audio
and HiFi Specialists
109 FLEET STREET.

LONDON, E.C.4

Tel: 01-353 5812

LONDON
NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE
•

•

•

•

QUAD - LEAK - B & 0 etc.
82 St. Johns Wood, High Street,
London N.W.8
01-7226725

TAPE RECORDER HIM CENTRE
SHEEN LTD.
HI-FI EQUIPMENT— TAPE RECORDERS
ACCESSORIES, SERVICE
3 & 4 STATION PARADE,
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN,
LONDON, S.W.14.

Open until 8 p.m. on Fridays
PROSPECT 0985
Opposite Mortlake Station S.R.

LONDON

LONDON

The pick of the world's

THE AUDIO & SCIENTIFIC CENTRE
QUALITY AT ALL PRICE RANGES

HI-FI & TAPE AT REW's

NEW WEST END CENTRE
122 CHARING

CROSS

ROAD, W.I

Phone: 01-836 3365

Head Office and Mail Order:266-8Upper Tooting Road,

S.W.I7.
01-672 8267 or BAL 9175

Make your Audio purchase an investment. Sound
advice in all sound matters, realistically simulating
home listening conditions at Britain's unique Audio
Studio. Shop open 6 full days a week (Thursdays
until 7 p.m.).
ADVICE IS FREE, COME AND TALK TO US
(Two minutes from Tottenham Ct. Rd. Tube Station)

UNITED TECHNICAL SUPPLIES LIMITED

29 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I
Tel. 01-580 5015
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were played and after the discouraging start I
am pleased to report that results were not at
all bad. A stable stereo image, pleasant tonal
quality and that sense of ease so essential to
musical reproduction made the sound very
much more acceptable than even the best
radiograms Ihave heard, despite the fact that
background noise was still considerably higher
than it should have been. The loudspeakers
were surprisingly uncoloured, and the fact
that full treble and bass boost were quite
acceptable most of the time turned out to be
due to the amplifier, for the nominally flat
positions for the tone controls were considerably ' off centre'. There is no real bass though,
and turning up the bass control merely increased the slightly boxy sounds created by low
frequency programme material as well as producing rumble. The speakers are said to incorporate 8in. bass units (not EMIs as stated in
the advertisements for this equipment) but I
suspect they are not intended for this type of
IB cabinet. It would indeed be worth investigating alternative drive units for these enclosures
—which are otherwise well made—for the lack
of bass is not due to cabinet volume alone;
indeed the boxes are well on the larger side of
aline drawn between ' bookshelf' and `miniature'. The tweeters are quite acceptable and
deserve a better bass performance—certainly
the combination is worth further effort especially if the price can stay at 10 gns each. Those
who may be wondering about the reference to
low-level listening in the specification may join
the reviewer in being none the wiser after
listening to the speakers. I thought at first
this might be anicely worded reference to poor
power handling capacity, but this is not the
case at all.
The amplifier is an all-silicon transistor
design; straight out of an applications report,
Idaresay, it is very conventional but capable
of excellent results nevertheless. The RIAA
equalisation was within 2dB except at the
frequency extremes, and apart from the tonecontrols being ' off-centre' (not adesign error)
I have no quarrel with it. Signal-to-noise
ratios were not measured, but at above average
listening levels only a slight hiss was heard
with an ear held near the speakers, which
suggests that the performance is entirely satisfactory—especially as the AT66 has a rather
lower output than many pickups.
I have written at some length about the
EA2000 system because, despite the serious
shortcomings, Ifeel it is basically a well conceived design that deserves the attentions set
out above. Cure the hums—electrical and
mechanical, fit aslightly less delicate cartridge
(not aceramic), check the tone control circuitry
and have another look at the speakers, and you
will have agood product. It looks along list, I
know, but given a week—spent mainly on the
speakers—and a pre-assembly check on those
SP25s, it could be the answer for a lot of
people. As it stands it is riddled with the sort
of problems that plague those who try and
assembletheir own record players, which rather
defeats its main object in life. This is aunit I
should like to try again in 3 months time—
assuming the manufacturers do attend to its
shortcomings. Ihope they will.
By comparison with the EA2000 the RSC
ensemble is a rather unwieldy set-up which
presents all the problems of separate units
when it comes to accommodation, emphasised

English Audio EA 2000 stereo system

Your IliFi Dealer
BEDFORDSHIRE

LUTON

COVENTRY RADIO LTD.
ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS ( 1925)

See and hear the best and latest in HiFi
equipment at our Luton showrooms and
demonstration room.
Send for information on your requirements

189/191 Dunstable Road, Luton
Telephone: LUTON 28201
in this case not only by the ungenerous speaker
leads—with no plugs at all—but also by short

replaced, and would stay open if reasonable
care was taken. Ikept on doing it, though!
The GL68 unit is well known and supplied
complete with a Shure M3DM cartridge and
RSC plinth at a considerable mark-down it
represents excellent value. There were none of
the resonance/stiffness troubles, noted with the
SP25, with this combination, and the cartridge
playing weight was set at 3è gm, at which it
seemed able to cope adequately with the material
used. There was never quite the ease and

mains leads and extremely short signal leads.
No instructions were provided with the equipment, and even the identification of such
details as ' right' and ' left' channels was left
to the owner, a state of affairs that requires
some attention Isuggest. The amplifier is a
decidedly plain device which uses germanium
transistors throughout, and although no
schematic was provided, circuitry seemsconvenclarity obtained with the AT66, however, and
tional with a feedback pair, tone controls and
in view of the latter's delicate construction and
power amplifier connected in tandem. The
the Shure's relatively resilient nature they might
supply is unregulated, but despite its low price
with advantage have been swapped. However,
of 27 gns (also available in kit form, Inotice,
even with the Shure's rather high output the
at 19 gns) excellent components are used and
RSC amplifier was beginning to run into noise
the construction is to a high standard. No
trouble, so despite its shortcomings (remember
filters are fitted, and Imust say Iwould much
it has been on the market for nearly ten years)
prefer a simple, but adequate, filter to the
the M3D is probably agood choice.
stereo/stereo reverse/mono A/mono B switchWith its built-in hydraulic lowering device
ing, not to mention the tape monitoring
and comparative freedom from wow, flutter
facility which is very unusual in an amplifier of
and rumble the GL68 can be recommended for
this price, and hardly likely to be required by
budget stereo purposes, and though the arm
those forced to watch the pennies.
has its limitations it should take all but the
On the whole the specification of the amplimost delicate of pickups; abias adjuster is not
fier is honest and the performance represents
fitted but this omission could easily be rectified
very good value for money. Iwould take issue
by the user.
with the statement that asserts of the transistors
The loudspeakers supplied with the RSC
"9 very latest types per channel"; the use of
equipment are known as Stantons (not Ills
germanium transistors in an amplifier at this
also available from RSC), and are designed as
price, offering these facilities, is a reasonable
'Bs. Like the English Audio units they were
decision, but to refer to the Newmarket devices
in well constructed boxes, slightly larger
employed as the " very latest types" is plainly
though, and with a slatted wooden front
untrue; indeed, it would be well worth while
instead of a grille cloth. The drive units are
investigating the possibilities of replacing the
an 8in. rubber surround bass unit and atweeter
first two transistors in each channel with
of unspecified dimensions, and the frequency
modern silicon planar devices. Those fitted
range (they say "response" in their literature) is
have aspecified noise figure of 10 dB max and
claimed to be 30 Hz-20 kHz. Of course RSC
will not operate at the low currents necessary
are not alone in making generous, if strictly
to minimise noise—silicon transistors are now
meaningless claims for loudspeakers, but I
just as cheap as good germanium types and no
would take this opportunity of advising readers
great design changes would be entailed.
who have written, or intend writing, to us
Again the tone controls were slightly off
along the lines—" Should I buy A's speaker
centre, though the errors were far less pro(response 30 Hz-20 kHz) or B's (response
nounced than the EA2000. This is an extremely
35 Hz-18 kHz) . .." that the number of manucommon defect and is entirely unnecessary. If
facturers who state meaningful response figures
close tolerance components cannot be used
for loudspeakers can be counted off on one
then some form of pre-set adjustment should
be provided, as Richard Allan do on their
hand and all of them would acknowledge that
models. An amplifier that does not have a the information was of little importance so far
flat response when the tone controls are set for
as the buyer is concerned. There is nothing in
a flat response is bound to cause disappointa loudspeaker manufacturer's specification

BEDS.

LUTON

D. P. HOBBS Ltd.
11, KING STREET
Tel: LUTON 20907
Visit our showrooms and demonstration
room. All leading makes stocked including:
Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Truvox, Trio,
Ferrograph, Grundig, etc.
BERKSHIRE

AUDIOCRAFT
89/90 High Street, Eton
WINDSOR
Tel: Windsor 64106

For the finest selection of
Hi Fi and tape equipment
plus apersonal service.

Ridgers of Berkshire
All HiFi and unit
audio requirements

P. A. Ridgers, 42 Broadway, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: 5895
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

HUGHES

Photographic and

HiFi Specialists

7 HIGH STREET

Tel: 30138-9

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, FERROGRAPH, FISHER,
TANDBERG, REVOX, ROGERS, QUAD, LEAK,
SONY (including Sony Video Tape Recorders)
Photographic Equipment accepted in Part Exchange
for HiFi

ment and frustration, and it is significant that
most of the illustrious names in the amplifier
world do not fall into this trap.
The RSC plinth, fitted with a Goldring

which will tell one what the speaker sounds
like, and such literature is generally useful only
in as much as it gives one some idea of the
manufacturer's approach and of how well he

M. W. KEEN LTD.

GL68, is quite well made and features aPerspex
lid which is not hinged but retained by aset of
rubber stops attached to the woodwork. On
the example submitted, the lid could be left
truly vertical when open so that the slightest
disturbance brought it crashing down on one's
fingers—fortunately it was easily removed and

knows his business.
The Stanton loudspeakers were acceptable—
considering their low price—in that they produced awell balanced sound, better in the bass
than the EA speakers, but rather less smooth.
The tweeter, in particular, needed the sort of
taming agood filter can produce and it seemed

Hi-Fi Equipment
All leading makes
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CHELTENHAM & SOUTHAMPTON
CHESHIRE
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Tel: 54237
John Fry Limited Cathedral Lane Truro
telephone Truro ( std 0872) 2952
DENBIGHSHIRE

hi-fi . . . .

Bang & Olufsen, Tandberg, Arena, Dynatron, Radford,
Sony, Philips, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Sanyo, Pioneer, Akai,
Sansui, Wharfedale, Armstrong, Rogers, Ferrograph,
Dual, Trio, Bryan, Normende, Eddystone, Goodmans,
Braun, etc.

the hi-fi and tape recorder lounge
EXPERT STAFF - ADVICE SERVICE - PART EXCHANGE
HOME DEMS - AFTER- SALES SERVICE - COMPARATOR DEMS

GREEN
REEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9.1LR
ring Wilmslow 24766 and ask for Mr. Bird
Closed Weds. except by appointment

WREXHAM
NORTH WALES HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Stockists: Bang & Olufsen, Bryan,
Pioneer, Quad, Leak, Akai,
Ferrograph, Revox, Tand berg,
Goodmans, Lowther, Thorens,
Garrard, Lenco. Etc.
HI Fl CENTRE & CAMERA SHOP
CENTRAL ARCADE, HOPE ST.,
WREXHAM. Tel: 4827
DERBYSHIRE

FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS ...

Pin LEM 0 !MTH'S)
OF

CREWE

LTD.

Head Office: 14 Hightown, Crewe. Tel. 3327

Hi Fi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE
Technical Division: 19 Ludford St., Crewe.

THE MIDLANDS HI-FI SPECIALISTS

BUCKLAND'S OF DERBY
90 ft. Frontage-3 Floors of Sound
Recording Studios— Manufacturers' HI-FI
Recitals Friday Evenings

41/49 London Road, Derby.
Tel. 48425/6/7
DEVONSHIRE

VIDEO AND HI- Fl STUDIO
Hire or Buy
* Cameras
* Monitors
* Video Tape Recorders
* Ampex
* Ikegami
* G.E.C.
* Loewe Opta
FULL SERVICE OFFERED

1 Listen to the Best
* Bryan
* Truvox
* Leak
* Goodmans
* Goldring
* Thorens
* Eagle
ETC.

Holiday Bros. (A.V.) Ltd '616 Sh aw Heath
St o ck po rt

Hi Fi Stereo
specialists for all hi-fi equipment and
tape recorders

47, WASHWAY ROAD, SALE,
(opposite the Locarno)

CHESHIRE
Telephone: 061-973 5577

CHESTER

Est. 40 years

TAPE RECORDER AND HI-FI
SPECIALISTS
Agents for: Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig,
Brenell, Hacker, Armstrong, Chapman,
Leak, Quad, Decca, Goodmans, B&

LLOYD & WYLIE
42 BRIDGE ST., CHESTER

Tel: 26704

increase) Ithink the RSC equipment is aworthwhile attempt at offering ' good value for
money' stereo. In fact the equipment offers,
if anything, too much for the money and had
the amplifier been designed for budget stereo
then the plethora of inputs and output facilities
could well have been trimmed to make way
for a filter. The noise performance could
certainly be improved (the transformer on this
one bimed abit too—nothing serious though)
and a decent instruction book (with circuit
diagram) would not go amiss. They could well
investigate a more modern pickup as well
as taking another look at the loudspeakers, and
last and least—improve the styling of the
amplifier. It really is a little amateurish looking at the moment, and styling certainly does
count.

Summing up, Iam bound to say that as it
stands the RSC equipment offers good value
by any standards—and better value than the
English Audio equipment I have examined.
However, if the latter could be had without
the annoying faults present in this sample, then
I could report that both sets of equipment
offered sensible value for money as well as a
choice between the once and for all purchase
that is accepted as it stands and the hi-fi ensemble which can be improved as the owner
acquires the necessary knowledge and the
money. Perhaps Mr James Broome (page 1165
October issue) will not be quite so pessimistic
when he reads this review—assuming he ever
does. At any rate, the reviewer is far from
being discouraged.
Frank Jones
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PLYMOUTH
peter russell's hot record store ltd.
24 market avenue dial OPL2-60255
FULL COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES, LEADING HI-FI NAMES
AND ARENA
Send 2/- for our hi-fi booklet. " Sound Ideas"

ESSEX

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
AMPLIFIERS—TUNERS— DECKS etc.
HI-FI DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
335 GREEN LANES, SEVEN KINGS,
ILFORD, ESSEX. TEL: 01-599 1826

Garrard SP 25 as used in ' Countdown'
systems. The same unit is used in the
Radon 404 illustrated on page 1481
EPPING — ESSEX
CHEW & OSBORNE LTD.
148 HIGH ST. Tel: 4242

Services Dyna-Sonic, the first of these systems
which we reviewed in August 1965, although
the Philips and Parmeko maker-assembled
systems also offered wide quality/price variations (the Parmeko is no longer available).
There are still vast numbers of people who
lack the knowledge, experience and inclination
to choose compare and install different items
of equipment, but who are sincere and wellinformed music lovers seeking a simple and
satisfactory way to savour the pleasures of
stereo record and radio at a level of quality
higher than that available to them by means of
the one-piece reproducer. Many of them have
realised that such instruments do not, in any
case, offer the highest return for money
invested because of purchase tax regulations,
but they still wish to enjoy the same level of
convenience and freedom from technical
considerations which such instruments offer.
Most of the equipment designed to fill this
perfectly reasonable demand does not properly
fall into the category ' high fidelity' as it is
understood by most readers of this magazine,
but some systems come much nearer to doing
so than others; in the case of those considered
here the Countdown approaches this category
more nearly than the Radon 404.
For the reasons given, and also because
some components of these systems have
received detailed reports in these columns in
the past, it was considered neither necessary
nor appropriate to make detailed measurements of the equipment under test. The
Garrard SP 25 was reviewed by the writer in
July 1964, and there was nothing apparent in
the behaviour of the two specimens incorporated in this equipment to call for any
alteration in the judgement made at that time.
There is acomment, with which Iam in entire
agreement, on the subsequently incorporated

bias correction device in Frank Jones' review
of the Ferguson Unit Audio system in our
issue of October 1967, together with further
comment on the player. I must in fairness
report that both samples in my hands run
quite silently, and there seems no doubt that
F. J. received ' one that got away'. This, of
course, is one of the troubles with the less
expensive, mass produced units: from time to
time poor specimens get through, and to
prevent it, the price would have to go up. Oh
for the sudden death of the ' 451 We could
then have a single speed player of better
quality than the SP 25 for about the same
price, possibly even less. Unfortunately, in
spite of hopeful rumours some time ago the
'45' unfortunately shows no sign of an early
demise, so perhaps Messrs. Garrard, who have
this market cold might, from their vast
experience and wealth of engineering skill, and
with their enviable reputation, produce an ' S'
version of the SP 25—two speeds only-33/45
—a better turntable bearing, a heavier table,
possibly with an adjustable bias corrector, but
sporting no automatic trip and return
mechanism, etc. and made to closer manufacturing tolerances. It might cost another £2
or £3, but I'm sure lots of people would still be
glad to buy and use it. How often do you use
45 rpm anyway, come to think of it?
Ralph West reported on the Sonotone
Solent speakers in this magazine in December
1966, and a review of the Orbit NM 22 magnetic pickup cartridge will appear shortly.
The Radon System 404 is based on their
Model 404 amplifier, which is afree-standing,
solid state integrated type, housed in a blondoak finished wooden case ln in. x7in. x31 in.
high including the small plastic feet. The
appearance is pleasing, and the system has
been selected for exhibition at the Design
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Akai - Ampex - Arena - Armstrong - Audio Technica
B & 0 - Bryan - Celestion - Ferrograph - Fisher
Garrard - Gold ring - Good mans - Hacker - KEF - Leak
Lowther - Philips - Quad - Radford - Revox - Rogers
Shure - Sony - Thorens - Truvox - Wyndsor
Wharfedale
Home and showroom demonstrations
After sales service. H.P. Facilities
Equipment and Records by post

CROISETTE 'Apr
LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT AND
CABINETS ALWAYS ON SHOW AT

The Hi -Fi Room
Free delivery anywhere in Essex
212 LONDON ROAD,
HADLEIGH, ESSEX

Southend
557490

SOUND SUPPLIES
(Loutghton) CO. LTD.
Specialists in Hi -Fi Equipment
FISHER, B & 0, ROGERS, LEAK,
ARMSTRONG, etc.
12, Smart's Lane, Loughton, Essex
TEL: LOU 2715

ESSEX

STUART and PAUL

invite you to see their stock

at

UNIQUE RADIO
6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES
HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

SEVEN KINGS 8277
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Your HiFi Dealer
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WALES

Leading Hi -Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

J. COUGH & CO LTD, CARDIFF

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

Designers of the "Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"
Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, B & 0, Record
Housing, etc., etc.

* Demonstration rooms available *
148-154 NORTH ROAD

Telephone 28473

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
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AUDIO

ÍgÉegF011e7

12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM
HERTFORDSHIRE

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

at RADIOLUX Ltd.

OF BRISTOL

Tape Recorder and Hi Fi
Specialists (
Demonstration Room)
361-363 GLOUCESTER ROAD,
BRISTOL 7.
Tel. 41181

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

edgiguage AUDIO
87 WINCHCOMBE STREET
CHELTENHAM
Tel : 53228
Also at
I CAMBRIDGE & SOUTHAMPTON
L.

36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.
WATFORD (
opposite the Pond)
WATFORD 29734, 41029
IF IT'S GOOD — WE STOCK ¡TI
Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also home
demonstrations with no obligation.

KENT
KENT

GRAVESEND HI- Fl CENTRE
BENNETT

&

BROWN

Est '

1925

608 WROTHAM RD., GRAVESEND. 3245 -3060
Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg. Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & 0, Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodmans, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

HAMPSHIRE

AUDIO CITY LTD

117 EAST ST., SOUTHAMPTON
Fe'. 28063

Southampton's
High Fidelity Specialists
Appointed Agent for
AKAI • LEAK • QUAD • DUAL
TANDBERG • TANNOY
Exclusive Cabinets

Excellent Service

High Fidelity

BEXLEYHEATH * NORTH KENT

HI-FI CENTRE
Personal service and demonstrations in comfort.
All leading equipment.
BROADWAY RADIO, 228

BROADWAY

Bexleyheath 4186

Park easy at Hayesford Park for
Hi Fi, Records and Service

Specialists

brornley sound
itaeilen fledibttitS

42»

Hamilton Electronics(Southampton)Ltd.
35 London Road, Southampton. Phone.28622 3Lines

KENT

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south

JACK HAMILTON
32 Letchworth Drive, Bromley.
01-460 3559

Tel: 25232

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: 30151/2
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Centre by the Council of Industrial Design.
The amplifier is constructed on a substantial
steel chassis, utilizing printed circuits, and the
wiring and general internal arrangement is
neat and tidy. There are three stereo inputs,
PICKUP, TUNER and AMPLIFIER (
for example
tape playback)—into two 5-pin DIN sockets,
and all plugs and sockets are of the international DIN type. It should be noted that the
amplifier is not provided with a recording
outlet for a tape machine. In my view this is
a most inconvenient omission, along with a
mains outlet for the connection of a gramophone motor or tuner; any tuner used with this
amplifier must be self-powered, and though
this is no bad thing it may be a nuisance to
have to take three separate leads back to the
mains plug, one each for amplifier, record
player and tuner. The amplifier has the usual
controls—bass, treble, balance, volume, and
selector switch, and the ' ON-OFF' switch is
combined with the bass control, instead of the
more usual and more convenient combination
with the volume control.
The SP 25 player is fitted with an Acos
GP 93-1 crystal cartridge, with sapphire styli
for LP/stereo and 78 rpm discs; it is not
among the more refined cartridges, being a
turnover type in which the single cantilever
bearing both styli is rotated through 180° by the
turnover tab. The LP/stereo stylus has a tip
radius of 0.6-0-7 mil, though other sizes are
available, combined with the 2.5-3 mil 78 rpm
stylus. Compliance is not high, 2.2 cu lateral
and vertical, and a minimum tracking weight
of 6grammes was found to be necessary for
consistent groove tracing. Response (with 1M
load) begins to fall below 250 Hz and is 3dB
down at 100 Hz. At the other end of the scale,
the response is stated to be flat to 18 kHz, but
spot checks failed to confirm this claim. The
makers quote a dynamic tip mass of 2.5 mg
which is a little too high for comfort. No
attempt was made to check the tip mass, but
one suspects that in many other cartridges in
common use it is much higher than 2.5 mg
and makers often (perhaps wisely) do not
quote afigure for cheaper cartridges.
The fitting of sapphire styli, for LPs and
stereo discs at least, seems to me a mistake. I
am well aware that sapphires are cheap, that
replacement is easy, and it is arguable that the
provision of decently polished diamond points
is not justified in acartridge of this class. But
Diamonds are available for the GP 93-1, and
the difference in cost of the cartridge with one
diamond for LP and stereo, and asapphire for
78s, is only about 12s. retail. Record wear
with this cartridge will never be at aminimum,
but the wearing rate of sapphires is well
known to be both rapid and variable, and the
safe life of asapphire in the GP 93-1 at 6grams
pressure Iwouldn't put higher than 50 sides.
Apart from the nuisance of having to buy and
replace these points regularly, if a sapphire is
used after flats have been worn on it, not only
will quality of reproduction suffer, but irrepairable damage may well be done to discs;
and if the user waits until deterioration of
quality is evident, it is to late, any damage
will have been done. The safe life of adiamond
is at least twenty times that of asapphire under
the same conditions,—in practice usually a
good deal longer—and Ido not consider that the
use of sapphires for LP and stereo discs in equipment of reasonable quality can be justified.
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ELTHAM-ORPINGTON

230 High Street

64 High Street

TEL: 01-850 9548

TEL: MM3310I

Audio Specialists
13&0-ROGERS-LEAK-ARENA-etc.

HERMLYN Hi Fi Ltd.

Arena F210 amplifier and
Solent loudspeaker used
in Countdown system.
The playing unit of the 404 is housed in a
matching wooden case measuring 16 x14 x
71 in. high. The loudspeakers are ' mini'
models with cabinets, finished to match the
rest of the equipment, 91 in. high, including
small plastic feet, by 61 in. wide and 8in.
deep. They are covered with black and white
fret cloth, and house a single cone 7x4in.
EMI elliptical speaker. The units are totally
enclosed in the cabinets, i.e. there is no vent
provided, but the boxes are not sealed. Damping is minimal—fin. thick cellulose wool
stuck to all sides, and a single piece of the
same thickness hanging immediately behind
the speaker unit.
The quality produced by this combination
failed to ingratiate me. The amplifier did its
job well enough within its limits, and the same
remark applies to the pickup, with the reservations noted above, but these speakers are,
frankly, unsatisfactory, partly due to the rather
leaky little boxes which serve as enclosures.
The fronts are aloose slot-fit, held in position
by pins projecting from the bottom edge of the
boxes—one fell out as the speaker was removed
from its carton—and the units themselves are
not adapted for use in totally enclosed cabinets
of this size; cone movement is much too
restricted. Some kind of vent is essential, but
tuning such an enclosure is out of the question,
and an air leak to relieve pressure has been
provided, deliberately or fortuitously, in the
easiest and least elegant way imaginable. A
single cone unit of this type is inherently
incapable of sufficiently smooth reproduction
over a wide enough range for good quality,
and it is given very little assistance by this
form of mounting. A quick check with a
frequency test disc showed that this equipment
produced no audible response at normal
listening level above 10 kHz or below 80 Hz
even with bass and treble controls at
maximum. In the treble there were obvious
inequalities between 2-8 kHz and a rapid fall
away above this frequency, while in the bass,
response falls noticeably below 250 Hz; in
fact there is no real bass at all, but agood deal
of coloration.
The reader will gather that Iam unable to
raise much enthusiasm for the Radon 404
system. Nicely presented, good to look upon,
the pity is that it could have been made to
sound so much better for just alittle more. A
slight alteration to the amplifier input circuits
to suit one of the better ceramic cartridges,
and a pair of different speaker units more
carefully mounted would provide three times
the value of the additional cost. The most
that can be said for the system as it stands is
that it has certain advantages over one-piece

models, since the speakers can be placed in the
best available positions for stereo effect, it
takes up less room and is easier to house, but
the quality of sound produced is only slightly
above average stereogram level.
The Francis Countdown system is adifferent
kettle of fish altogether. It employs the same
player unit, the ubiquitous SP 25, fitted with
the Orbit NM 22 magnetic cartridge, a lowpriced model with a very reasonable performance, and the ensemble is based on the
Arena F210 stereo amplifier completed by a
pair of Sonotone Solent speakers.
The Arena amplifier is nicely styled, and in
its free-standing wooden case measures 101 x
21 x7f in. deep overall, plus DIN plugs at the
rear. It is a rather more expensive, sophisticated and powerful amplifier than the Radon
404, with connections for magnetic and crystal
pickups, radio tuner and tape recorder. It
is of Danish origin, and is constructed using
a system of separate plug-in models; selection
of the required function is accomplished by
means of push-buttons, and there are the usual
controls, bass, treble, balance, and volume
control and 'ON-OFF' switch combined. The
volume control is compensated for low-level
listening. One point of criticism is that the
controls are completely uncalibrated. This, I
feel is an error, and anuisance. Level response
may not at all times be required, but listeners
do like to know when the amplifier is set flat
(assuming this is the central position of the
control) and also to be able to repeat that
setting, or any other, at will. Many music
lovers mark their disc covers with optimum
control settings, so that they do not have to
mess about getting things right once the music
has started. I hope the makers will give
serious consideration to marking these controls
in their future production, so that users are
not driven to annoyance or to spoiling the
appearance of the amplifier by putting dabs of
paint on the control knobs or sticking bits of
paper behind them.
The equipment arrived with the pickup
playing weight set to just under 3gm. This
was found to be not quite enough for universally clean results and some difficult discs
needed 3f gm so the weight was adjusted and
kept at this point. The pickup then produced
quite satisfactory results—lively, reasonably
clean and smooth over the range. There was a
little distortion and some fall-away at the
extreme top with the 0.7 mil Popular diamond
point fitted, but 0-5 mil radius points are
available as both Popular and De-Luxe
assemblies. Although we have not been able
to try it Ifeel that use of one of these would
overcome most of this little difficulty and give
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South East London and Kent

V. J. MONK LTD.

140-141 Plumstead Rd., London, S.E.18
WOO 2369

HiFi specialists since 1946

You choose the equipment and the
cabinets, we do the fitting free of charge.
We are happy to advise.
All leading makes Inc. PARALINES.

HI-FI AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Leading Agent for: Bang and Olufsen,
Leak, etc. Personal Service, Demonstration Room.

THANET AUDIO CENTRE
78 High Street,
Broadstairs,
Kent.

Tel.: Thanet

61587

At your service for hi-fi stereo equipment

the sound studio 41116
109 camden
road,kent e
tunbrid
g
e
wells,

Open: Wednesday and Friday, 6.15 p.m.-8p.m.
Saturday, 9a.m.-7 p.m.
Tunbridge Wells 32153.
For personal and uninterrupted attention, we are
available at all other times by appointment. Please
ring Pembury 3260 or ( London) 01-242 3130.

Armstrong, Rogers, ADC, Sony, Fisher, Leak,
Connoisseur, Revox, Lowther, B & 0, Shure,
Decca, Thorens, Ferrograph, STC, Garrard,
SME, Truvox, Celestion, Wharfedale, EMI,
Goodmans, Ampex, Grampian, Pioneer, etc.

WOODS & PORTER Ltd
23 West Hill,
DARTFORD
Tel:
Dartford 20002

DEMONSTRATION

ROOMS

349, High St.,
CHATHAM
Tel:

Medway 42688

LANCASHIRE

AUDIO CENTRE-STOCKPORT
58/62 LOWER HILLGATE

STO 4872

COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS OF
RADIO, TAPE AND DISC EQUIPMENT

Advisory Service and Satisfaction assured
FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
-- EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED —

Your Hi-Fi Dealer

Your Hi-Fi Dealer
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BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

H. D. KIRK

Beaver Radio
OF WHITECHAPEL

BLACKPOOL

RO Ya! 9898

BOLTON

Tel. Blackpool 28756

BENFELL
OF

1:MEIMXIGGc=1

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23092

BLACKPOOL

MANCHESTER
STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS
Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI

F. BENFELL LIMITED

The Specialists
Eight Deansgate

17 Cheapside (
Off Abingdon Street)

MANCHESTER

SOUTHPORT'S LEADING
STEREO MUSIC CENTRE

HiFi Stereo and Tape Recording Equipment
Dual, Arena, Dulci, Truvox, Tandberg, Grundig,
and all leading makes.
Generous Credit Sales Facilities
Home demonstrations arranged
VISIT OUR STUDIO

Garth Harrison
84 Station Road
AINSDALE
Tel : Southport 79276

LLOYD PATON
RALLI BUILDINGS
STANLEY STREET
Off BRIDGE STREET
SALFORD 3.

Telephone: BLAckfriars 9432
Sole Manchester Distributors for world famous BRYAN
AMPLIFIERS
Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferrograph, Tand berg, Brenel I,
B & 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony. Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Clarke & Smith, Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard. Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

TEL: 061-834 0563
After 8 pm 748 7485
427 2884
26 63508

WIGAN

GODLEYS
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4

& CO. LTD

SHOWROOM and COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATION THEATRE
Sony,

B.& 0,

Radford,

Armstrong,

Tannoy,

Quad, Leak, Pioneer, Arena, Trio, Goodmans,
Rogers,
Truvox, KEF, Wharfedale,
Hacker,
Tandberg,
Lowther,
Celestion,
Ferrograph,
Fisher, Akai, Thorens, SME, Shure.
Half day Wednesday

H. PLUMB • SCIN
DICCONSON ST

WIGAN 44442

LANCASHIRE

J.SMITH & SON
HI-FI
TAPE

MINCING LANE / DARVVEN STREET

BLACKBURN TEL: 59595
7 MILES FROM MS— CLOSED THURS

HARKER & HOWARTH
(Music) Ltd. of BOLTON
For

B. & O., Dynatron, Hacker, Quad, Leak, Radford,
Armstrong, Ferrograph, Revox, Truvox, Uher,
Decca, Garrard, Thorens, Goodmans, KEF, etc.
Comparator
Dems—Closed
all
Tuesday
Specialists in ' SOUND' for 36 years

184 THE ROCK BURY, Tel: 1242

Harold Stott Ltd.
18 Westfield Street, St. Helens

all leading makes of
Hi-Fi Equipment

Goodwin St., Folds Rd., Bolton
also 7 The Arcade.

Tel: 26623/4

EQUIPMENT — STEREOGRAMS
RECORDERS — 2 SHOWROOMS

Hi-Fi Consultant
Agents

for leading makes of Tape
Recorder, Etc.

Equipment Planned and Supplied
Tel: ST. HELENS 26791 or 23ro5
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superior results on all but well-worn mono
discs. Stylus replacement is very simple, and,
although the information is not to hand at the
moment, I have no doubt that 78 rpm styli
are, or will shortly be, available for those who
need them.
As mentioned earlier, a full report on this
cartridge will shortly appear in these columns,
however upon this first acquaintance separation
and stereo effect were judged quite adequate.
Whereas the Radon player unit is housed in a
complete case, with a wooden lid, the Countdown player is on aplinth of smaller dimensions,
with a separate ' dusky' or ' smoky' Perspex
cover. Ithink it would be an improvement if
this cover could be hinged, like that supplied
as an optional extra for the Thorens TD 150AB
unit. It saves looking around for somewhere to
put the loose lid.
The Solent speakers are bookshelf size
(14 x9x81 in.) large enough to give reasonable
results with properly chosen units, and small
enough to be acceptable and easy to accommodate almost anywhere. The boxes are totally
enclosed and properly airtight, containing a
61 in. woofer and a 31 in. tweeter operating
via asingle crossover ( 1-section one choke and
one capacitor) which necessarily permits a
fair overlap between the speakers.
The
THIS new Decca pickup is an additi on t
o th
e
I range of Mk. 4 pickups introduced last
year. Like the rest of the range, the working
principles are identical to those employed in
the ffss pickup introduced some 10 years ago.
The mode of operation has been described
many times (see my review of the C4E in the
1968 Audio Annual) so the salient features will
suffice here.
The principle employed is that of variable
reluctance. The reluctance of a magnetic
circuit to carry lines of force can be varied by
changing the length of an air gap(s) in the
magnetic circuit. The magnetising source (a
permanent magnet) produces constant flux, so
when the reluctance is changed the number of
lines of force carried by the circuit must
change. This change of number of lines of
force is coupled to a series of coils wound
round the pole pieces, which are part of the
magnetic circuit, and as the change occurs a
current, proportional to the rate of change, is
induced in the coils. In the Decca pickup the
length of this air gap is modified by movement
of an L-shaped armature which is mounted in
the gap and (rigidly) clamped at one end. At
the other end is mounted the stylus diamond.
Two sets of pole pieces are used to sense
movement, both vertical and lateral, and coils
mounted on extensions of these pole pieces
give signals corresponding to the movements.
The signals are added and subtracted to give
right and left-hand signals corresponding to
movement of the record groove walls at 45° to
the record surface.
Because of its design, the Decca has several
unique properties. Firstly, since the only
compliance in the system is that due to flexure
of the armature it is necessary to choose the
dimensions and material of the armature very
carefully. A high compliance armature might
suffer from an unacceptably low cantilever
resonance (like a ruler clamped by one end to
the edge of atable and flicked with the finger)
and this indeed seems to explain the bump in

cabinets are thoroughly and efficiently damped
with the best material so far discovered for
this purpose (Dr. Bailey's long fibre wool),
with which the boxes are almost filled. These
speakers are rather more efficient than many
similar models, and under domestic conditions
there is ample reserve of power from the Arena
amplifier and a magnetic cartridge, and the
quality of sound produced is pleasant and
unfatiguing. If one is listening for coloration,
which quite frankly Iwas in this instance, it is
there all right, but is neither obtrusive nor
unpleasant in character. The upper register is
quite nice—reasonably smooth—and with the
addition of a little bass lift even organ music
could be made to sound quite realistic. Bass
response falls below 100 Hz but a test disc
showed quite clean sound down to 40 Hz and,
at the other end clearly audible response at
15 kHz. It was decided that overall results
were improved by permanent use of adegree of
bass lift.
The listening material used in the assessment
of both systems included awide range of discs,
and also FM radio transmissions. Given agood
sample of the SP 25—known to be variable—
and assuming that the Orbit cartridge is
reasonably consistent, the Countdown system
is readily recommendable to anyone seeking

mediumfi equipment, simple to house and
install, without the trouble of selecting individual components and incidental worries about
matching. In this connection, although it is
no part of the system as submitted, it is worth
mentioning that there is a matching radio
tuner by Arena available for use with the
Countdown. This tuner is of excellent quality,
and matches the amplifier in styling and finish.
It was reviewed in our issue of June 1968 by
R. S. Roberts, who reported on it very
favourably.
One final ' quibble'. In practically every
complete system which I have so far encountered, the speaker leads are absurdly
short. Will suppliers please make them at
least double the length? In virtually every
domestic installation of equipment of this
kind speaker leads have to be taken along
walls from the amplifier to the other side of the
room, which runs away with a lot of wire. It
matters little to people like me with more yards
of flex under the stairs than pounds in the
bank, but people who buy this sort of apparatus more often than not have no spare flex to
hand, and have to go out and buy some.
Better to give them too much, and include a
couple of Bib flex shorteners in the packages!
B. J. Webb

DECCA 4RC PICKUP

recommended for the C4E, being 3j- gm, but
this should not be looked upon as a serious
disadvantage—at least one eminent pickup
designer has advanced the view that the tracking force should be about 3gm in order to
polish the groove walls; no damage will result
provided the tip mass is low.
The first tests, as always, were the listening
tests, for it is incredibly easy to be convinced
one can hear the effect of some feature found
in the curves if one does the measurements
first.
However, there are traps for the unwary;
in this case the first impressions were generally
favourable but there were some puzzling
channel balance problems; the sounds seemed
to be somewhat ' down' in the treble and the
stereo image (atmosphere or ambience) seemed
curiously cramped and variable.
These
impressions were confirmed when the detailed
measurements were made, for the crosstalk,
channel balance and response were unacceptable, and would not have done credit even to a
cheap cartridge. In short the curves indicated
a serious fault in this particular sample.
Decca were contacted and the cartridge was
exchanged for a second unit which measured
as shown.
This faulty cartridge had caused considerable
disturbance to the remaining plan; it was now
necessary to ' forget' the early impressions
and the shape of the curves, and to start again.
Listening tests with the second cartridge gave a
very favourable impression; there could be no
complaints about frequency response, the
impression was one of smoothness and extension well into the bass and treble. A trace of
hardness was detected in the top which
tended to make strings and Birgit Nilson ' zing'
instead of sing, however comparison with the
Ortofon SL15E showed this to be of almost
negligible importance and the sound from the
two cartridges was very similar, the Ortofon
being slightly sweeter and easier in some
passages.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
High- quality lower priced cartridge without elliptical styus. Output: 7.5 mV at 5cm/sec recorded
velocity. Frequency range: 30 Hz-20 kHz (30 Hz16 kHz ± 3dB). Stylus: Diamond radius 0.5
—0.6 mil. Vertical tracking angle: 15'. Compliance: Lateral 15c.u., vertical 4c.u. Channel
balance: Within 1dB. Inductance: 285 mH per
channel. DC resistance: 4900ohm per channel.
Tip- mass: Less than 1mgm. Recommended
playing weight: 3.5grm. The cartridge is not
suitable for use with a magnetic turntable. Price:
£16 16s. Manufacturer: Decca Special Products
Division, Innate Place, Queenstown Road,
London S.W.8.

the frequency response at 10 kHz noted in the
C4E review.
Secondly, the wholly metal compliant
member has inherently low damping so any
resonance is not automatically smoothed out
and it is difficult to add effective damping.
Thirdly, in order to keep the size and hence
the effective mass of the system down, it is
necessary to put the pole pieces very close to
the stylus and this entails making—
(a) cartridge to record clearance low,
(b) the pole pieces exposed and the magnetic
circuit susceptable to strong hum fields,
(c) the poles see very nearly the true movement of the stylus (positive scanning!).
The early Decca cartridges were carefully
designed as part of acomplete pickup cartridge/
arm combination and produced excellent
results. In response to the demand for a
similar cartridge but suitable for universal
mounting, the Mk. 4series including the C4E
and SC4E was introduced and this has now
been extended to include the 4RC. All the
cartridges in the Mk. 4range have amodified
design to give avertical tracking angle of 15°,
and the C4E, SC4E and 4RC have ' selective
damping' so that they are suitable for use in
undamped arms. Unlike the earlier Mk 4s, the
4RC has a spherical stylus of relatively low
compliance but of low tip-mass. The recommended tracking force is higher than that
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WAYFARERS RADIO
SOUTHPORT

Bang & Olufsen, Ferrograph,
Hacker, Radford, Sony, etc.
tel. 4070
BURTON ARCADE

Warrington
Electric
ESTABLISHED 1919
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LEAK • WHARFDALE • RADFORD
QUAD • GOODMANS • B & 0, ETC
57/59, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444

lillebsters

'CENTRES OF SOUND'
*STOCKISTS OF AU. LEADING HUH EQUIPMENT
*THE FINEST AFTER SALES SERVICE * BEST OF TERI&
*COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
BETHESDA STREET • BURNLEY
TELEPHONE: 22822
LEICESTERSHIRE
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for sound advice
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Dealer

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

YOUR Sansui AGENT

PETERBOROUGH

CAMPKINS

FRANK
BROWN

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

15, LONG CAUSEWAY

AUDIO CONSULTANT
HI- Fl SPECIALIST

29 Lychgate Lane, Burbage, Leics. Tel. Burbage 423

Tel.: 5643

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Loughborough's Audio Centre
(under the personal supervision of the Managi ng Dir ec t
or )

THE AUDIO

e All leading makes of Amplifiers, Turn-

•
e

tables, Loudspeakers, Tape Recorders,
Equipment Cabinets, etc.
Private Listening Room.
Home Demonstrations.

Radio Mainterrance(Leicester)Ltd.
Ward End, Loughborough. Telephone 3094

CENTRE

Music lovers must visit the Midlands' finest
Hi-Fi showroom
See our Comparator System which demonstrates
everything at the flick of aswitch

THE AUDIO CENTRE
(in the PHOTO CENTRE Building)

PELHAM STREET, NOTTINGHAM
54833- Phones - 51247

LINCOLNSHIRE

For prompt attention to your
HI-Fl Requirements
Contact

HUGHES
10 WESTGATE, SLEAFORD
TEL: 2602
Leading makes in stock
Listening studio.

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE

156 Alfreton Road, Nottingham
Telephone: 78919
All your Hi-Fi requirements by Quad, Leak, Armstrong, Bryan, Wharfedale, Goodmans, Thorens,
Goldring-Lenco, Garrard, Celestion, etc. Full
service facilities by our own service staff. Complete range of spares, valves, etc.

MIDDLESEX

hi-fi

DAYTRONICS
LTD

119a HIGH ST.,
TEDDINGTON,
MIDDX. TED. 1324

Carefully selected
equipment always
available
The only official service
centre for Dual of
Germany in the U.K.
No parking restrictions.

Nottingham Tape Recorder Ltd.
BURTON ST. 2mina. Victoria Station
Specialists in all the best makes of

e

Personal attention of—
S. J. DAY, Sales& Technical
W. H. SMITH, Sales, Technical & Service.

THE RECORDERIE
10 Buckingham Parade
Stanmore, Middx.
01-954 2940
Thelma and Alan Hill established The Recorderie
in 1961. The shop is well known for its comprehensive range of CLASSICAL and POPULAR
RECORDS and the extensive range of QUALITY
HI-FI EQUIPMENT which is always on DEMONSTRATION in the HI- F1 SHOWROOM.

TAPE RECORDERS

•

•

AMPLIFIERS

HI-FI DISC EQUIPMENT

•

•

Telephone: Nottingham 45222

Mansfield

Tel: 26315

SYD. BOOK QUEEN ST.

Comparator Demonstrations of all
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations - Day or
Evenings by Appointment
Service Always

I Fully qualified staff offer you friendly I
and courteous service in luxurious
surroundings.

OXFORDSHIRE

We have pleasure in inviting you to our NEW
BRANCH at:

,HORNS

3 ROWLAND PLACE, GREEN LANE
NORTHWOOD, Middx.
(opp. Northwood Met. Underground Station)
Phone: Northwood 24882
Both shops are open TUESDAY-SATURDAY
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
EVERY RECORD AND PIECE OF HI- Fl EQUIPMENT ' RECORDER1E CHECKED AND
GUARANTEED

SIX
Telephone

SOUTH

PARADE

OXFORD
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55360

Comparison with the C4E, reviewed in June
1967, on both this point and in connection
with hum pick-up showed avery considerable
improvement: in the 4RC response the
10 kHz hump was completely absent. At
best, 10dB less hum was found (Thoren's
TD150)and this is probably related to the
rather higher output and stronger magnet.
None of the stock difficult records gave any
trouble when played with the 4RC tracking
at 3 gm, indeed the only effect of reducing the
tracking pressure to 2¡ gm was to give a vague
sense of insecurity at times in the highly
modulated passages. Indeed most records
could be tracked at 2gm.
There was a suspicion of distortion in
heavily modulated high-frequency passages
particularly at the end of aside. This was less
obvious with the C4E, but as the cartridges
are so different it must be guesswork to
suggest that the stylus was responsible.
As with the C4E, some oscillation on lowering the stylus on to the records was noted with
the cartridge mounted in an SME 3009 II arm,
showing lack of critical damping at low
frequencies.
The low frequency tracking
performance in undamped arms seemed to be
somewhat better than the C4E, the lower
compliance resonating with the relatively high
mass of the head at a somewhat higher frequency.
Towards the end of the listening tests the
piece of paper bearing the connection identification fell off and this proved to be an
insuperable obstacle to the stylus as it was
carried round on the record! (This scrap of
paper fell off the first sample before it could
be mounted in the shell—dare one suggest an
extra fish in the glue?)
Turning now to the measurements. All
were done using the 4RC mounted in an
SME 3009 II using the TCS101 TCS104 and
the CBS square-wave test records played on a
Thorens TD150 turntable. Ancilliary gear
used for crosstalk and frequency response
measurements included a corrected preamplifier whose response was known to be
within a 4- dB of the RIAA characteristic and a
frequency selective amplifier/valve voltmeter.
The use of a selective amplifier for crosstalk
measurement is necessary if true figures are
to be obtained.
The test disc (a new sample) was so noisy
that when playing an unmodulated band, the
measured output from the pickup ( using a
bandwidth of 20 kHz) was much higher than
the minimum crosstalk figures shown in the
graph. The selective amplifier can be tuned to
the particular frequency being measured, e.g.
1kHz, and the reduction in the contribution to
the reading by the noise on the disc, etc., is
then proportional to the ratio of the bandwidth of the selective amplifier to the overall
bandwidth of the system. The bandwidth of
the selective amplifier was 2%, so when set at
20 kHz and taking the overall bandwidth as
25 kHz the improvement is 0.4+25 or
about 44 dB—at lower frequencies the improvement in the suppression of noise is correspondingly greater. The difficulty in using this
technique is that it is necessary to tune accurately for each measurement and consequently
the accuracy of measurement of each point is
somewhat less than using the usual wide-band
method. However, the overall curve is very
much more representative of what is actually

TCS 101
TCS 104
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happening provided that the crosstalk waveform is good. If a 1kHz signal in the left
channel were to produce a large 2kHz crosstalk signal in the right channel it would be
ignored by the selective amplifier set at 1kHz
and an optimistic crosstalk value would
result—this was not the case with the 4RC
however since the waveform both of signal and
crosstalk was excellent at all times.
The curves speak for themselves. Crosstalk
is more than adequate over the whole pass
band, and is excellent over the vital midfrequency range.
Frequency response is
smooth and flat and the slight wiggles about
10 kHz were not obvious in the subjective
tests; the measurement confidence limits at
these high frequencies are not much better
than + 2dB in any case. The gliding tone test
record confirmed the smoothness of the
response, and no serious departure from the
curves shown could be detected when the
temperature of the cartridge was varied over
the normal domestic temperature range.
This is no doubt due to the comparative lack
of plastic material in the moving system.

The square-wave test record showed no serious
in-band ringing and the creditable rise-time of
the leading and trailing edges indicates an
excellent transient response.
The overwhelming impression left by this
new cartridge is that it is an excellent compromise. Frequency response, lack of crosstalk, transient response and tracking ability (at
the recommended playing weight) are all
excellent. There is some uncertainty about
the lack of low frequency damping as there
was with the C4E, but no serious difficulties
have yet arisen from this lack. To my ears the
lack of a 10 kHz (cantilever?) resonance noted
in the C4E reviewed is adistinct improvement—
as is the reduced hum sensitivity. As one
might expect, slightly more distortion was noted,
particularly at the end of sides with the
spherical tipped stylus than with an elliptical
one (?) but at this price and within the context
of the overall performance, it is not felt to be
very significant.
Altogether, then, a sensible and versatile
high quality cartridge at areasonable price.
Granville Cooper

PACKAGED STEREO

CONTINUED

of your choice
Oxford 47783

46 George Street
SHROPSHIRE

SHREWSBURY'S
NEW SOUND CENTRE
Ferrograph-Leak-Akai-Rogers-Goodmans etc
HEAR THEM IN OUR DEMONSTRATION STUDIO
OPEN ALL DAY
TUESDAY to SATURDAY

Hi Fi Ltd •
13, WYLE COP.
(facing the famous Lion Hotel)

Tel. 55166

SOMERSET

GRAYS
MAIN

CAMERA
SHOP
2986

AKAI

TAUNTON
DEALERS

Somerset & Dorset
Also Husbands of Bristol 24068
STAFFORDSHIRE

Stereosound Productions have a range of
separate units that can be incorporated into a
stereo system, and acomplete record player—
the SS9, available with aceramic pickup, BSR
or Garrard automatic record decks and apair
of compact speakers. The price is £54 12s.
The separate components available include the
SSIO amplifier, suitable for crystal or ceramic
pickups and 15 ohm loudspeakers. Power output is unspecified, and the unit costs £ 18 18s.
Manufacturer: Stereosound Productions Ltd.,
Capital Works, Brighouse, Yorkshire.
Wyndsor's 1500 system employs a Garrard
2025 or SP25 record player fitted with aceramic
cartridge (unspecified), and includes a5W per
channel transistorised amplifier in the solid
teak plinth which features a removable lid
with Perspex cover. Speakers are mounted in
solid teak boxes and consist of 9x5in. elliptical units with built-in tweeter domes. Prices
of the Wyndsor system (all parts can be obtained separately) are £57 15s. for the model

with autochanger plinth and £61 19s. for the
SP25 plinth version. Manufacturer: Wyndsor
Recording Co. Ltd., Wyndsor Works, Bellevue
Road, London N.I.
Wye Electronics offer two versions of their
stereo equipment both costing less than £ 100.
The amplifier is their 500 model which uses
germanium transistors and is rated at 10 NV
per channel (continuous) into 4-ohm loads.
Input impedance is 1M and the unit can accept
350 mV before overload from the Sonotone
9TA cartridge used. The turntable unit is the
Garrard SP25 mounted on a wooden plinth
with rigid plastic dust cover, while the speakers,
which use EMI drive units, are supplied with
9ft connecting leads. Prices for the Wye equipment are £84 13s. for the cheaper unit using
a pair of 500 speakers, and £94 13s. 7d. when
the more expensive 138 loudspeakers are substituted. Manufacturer: Wye Electronics Ltd.,
Queen Street North, Whittington Moor, Chesterfield.
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HIGH FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
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SUSSEX

MILL WARDS

AMERICAN
LETTER

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
Specialist HiFi dealers under the direction of
Mr.

S. Bowdler,

Grad., I.T.E.R.

BY EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

(BOWERS 0 WILKINS)

A minimum of 30 of the _finest
Grams always in stock.
SALES—SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex, B. & O., Brenell, Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, Truvox, Philips, Leak,
Quad, etc.

• STOCKING

4
•

Radford, Quad, Rogers, Armstrong, Leak,
Connoisseur, Decca, Shure, Revox, Sony,
Ortofon, Ferrograph, Tandberg, Truvox,
SME, B & 0 and 24 Speakers on fully
comparative demonstration.
ALL IN ONE OF THE FINEST
DEMONSTRATION LOUNGES
IN THE COUNTRY

•

FARNHAM

•
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SURREY

SURREY

* Stockists of all good HiFi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms.
* No parking problems.

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI- F1 SPECIALISTS

MERROW SOUND LTD.

Specialists in Hi -Fi & Tape Recording

Fully equipped for comparative demonstrations.
Leading Agents for: BANG & OLUFSEN
Open 9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily incl. Sats.
Early closing Wed.1 p.m.
EASY PARKING
229 Epsom Road, Merrow, Guildford.
Tel: Guildford 64171

GUILDFORD

I, BECKET BUILDINGS

LITTLEHAMPTON ROAD

WORTHING 5142

CENTRAL RADIO
Our stocks include equipment by Akai,
Ampex, Armstrong, 8.8, O., Dual, Ferrograph,
Fisher, Garrard, Goodmans, Grundig, Kee Leak,
Philips, Quad, Radford, Resit). Revox, Shure,
S.M.E. Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, Wharfedale,
Design Furniture & Record Housing

EASTBOURNE 21989
WARWICKSHIRE

KINGSTON UPON THAMES
For ARMSTRONG • LEAK • QUAD • GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE • ROGERS • FERROGRAPH
GARRARD
Cabinets by RECORD
HOUSING •
DESIGN
FURNITURE

SURBITON PARK
RADIO LTD
48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston upon Thames

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
33 City Arcade
Coventry CV1 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry 24632

KIN 5549

WEYBRIDGE AUDIO
32 BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE
Phone: 44065
Hi Fi and Colour TV Specialists, Agents
for Bang & Olufsen, and all other leading
makes.

BIRMINGHAM

SOLIHULL

For the best in equipment visit

C.H.

(HIGH FIDELITY)

Hi- Fidelity Centre
167-169 Bromsgrove St.,
BIRMINGHAM 5.
021-692 1487

LTD

12 Drury Lane,

SOLIHULL,

WARWICKSHIRE.
021-705 7999

Demonstrations by appointment
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QUMMER in the United States (if you
will forgive such a reference in an article
appearing near to Christmas time) is atime of
madness or, if you will, aperiod for the total, if
temporary, reshaping of values. Can't be
helped. Nature wills it that way in our searingly
violent climate.
In summer, most of us simply give up life
as it exists for some ten months of every year.
Those brief eight-plus weeks between the
Fourth of July (Independence Day) and the
first Monday after the first Sunday in September (Labor Day) are a time for disruption of
routine, for better or worse. We take our
annual vacation, at the shore, in the mountains,
perhaps in Britain where things are cool. Or
we sit under our air conditioners, or immerse
ourselves to the neck in our backyard swimming pools, and do essentially nothing, just
waiting for the interminably cruel weeks to go
by. In rare cases, though, we get off our
haunches and experiment. That is, we try out
things we would never try in other, more
normal seasons. There's good to be had from
this. Sometimes, later on, we find we weren't
so mad after all.
Last summer, thus, I spent a remarkably
disproportionate amount of time wandering
about my house and grounds at unearthly
hours with a portable tape recorder, taking
down yards and yards of local soundscape.
I have the tapes on hand and have been
playing them. Minutes and minutes of such
wholly prosaic noises as passing automobiles
on a local road, the interminable swelling
crescendo of an approaching airplane, the
raucous cackling of acrow or two, apower saw
across the valley, cutting trees in the earlymorning coolth, abatch of small boys playing,
off ahalf mile or so, the irritated staccato of a
barking squirrel up my pine tree, the distant
whine of asports car roaring through its gears.
Incidental sounds, these, yet—I now am
gratified to hear—not at all wasted. For,
strangely, they contribute to the realism of my
primary recordings, by providing amarvellous
sense of background space. Iwas, specifically,
chasing birds. And my recorder was making
binaural recordings. Dual simultaneous sound
tracks, taken through apair of parallel dynamic
microphones spaced eight or ten inches apart,
to be played back through a pair of listening
earphones, spaced in the same fashion on the
two sides of the head. One channel, one mike,
fed exclusively to each of the ears, with total
separation. That is binaural recording/reproduction. It is an astonishing phenomenon,
utterly unlike any ordinary, or loudspeakerintended, recording, related to the usual
recorded sound as aflat photograph is related
to the stereoscopic colour photo, where in the
same fashion two separate images are sent
exclusively one to each eye.*
As one listens in on abinaural tape through
so-called ' stereo' earphones, one is quite
literally immersed in the recorded sonic

environment. And so, as I now put on my
phones, I find myself suddenly out on the
front lawn of my house at 5.15 a.m. EDT
(Eastern Daylight Time) on the morning of
July 11th. Odd sensation—now, so many
months later! As Columbia Records put it,
Iam there. The rather heavy portable recorder
(16 lb) dangles from my left hand. On my
head is a bright red hunting cap, on which I
have affixed the two microphones via some
sticky tape and a piece of cardboard. Ilook
like a space zombie of some sort; but Iam
quite comfortable, thank you. Ieven have one
hand free, to wave away the encircling gnats
(hear them?) and slap at an occasional fly or
mosquito (very audible).
Iam walking across the grass at one side of
my house, my feet making a gentle swishing
noise in the phones. It sounds, oddly (as I
listen, months later) as though Iwere standing
still, thumping up and down on one spot.
Motion is not very well recorded in binaural
sound. But who cares? It's not motion Iwant.
Iam after space, and the sounds within that
space. A sense of presence and involvement,
such as no ordinary recording can produce.
And Iwant to catch my birds in their natural
environment, exactly as I am hearing them
'live'.
And so into my headpiece mikes (which keep
slipping sidewise, the hunting hat being a
rather insecure base) goes a stream of unrehearsed nature, punctuated by unrehearsed
man-made intrusions.
And also, rather
interestingly, my own casual commentary,
spoken in low tones, often just awhisper. As
the tapes play, Iam startlingly real, right at my
own elbow, sometimes on one side sometimes
the other (the slipping mikes), only inches
away. ` 11mmm,' I mutter, ' there's that cat
bird again. Over there to the left. He's maybe
fifty feet away—let's chase him.' And lo, over
to the left (assuming the earphones are right
side around), there is the little cat bird!
'Lovely little song, isn't it,' Iremark, as the
burbling flow of friendly melody pours forth
precisely as if Iwere standing on the spot.
One morning Icarried on adialogue with that
cat bird. They are unafraid little animals and
often come up quite close, clearly aware of
people. I imitated him. He flew closer and
imitated me—or so it seemed. We conversed
at length, he on a nearby branch looking
straight at me, I inside myself, so to speak,
underneath that microphone-crowned hat; and
the tape is quite eloquent. He flew even closer,
seven or eight feet away, as though to make the
point clear, but whoops—as I remarked out
loud on this, he flipped from his limb and was
off, to anearby telephone wire, where he began
again, pointedly ignoring me. So that was
that. A most entertaining recording, that one,
as Ilisten to it months later, deep in the songless
season. (He is still around, but now emits no
more than the characteristic cat-like squall that
gives him his name.)
My commentaries on these binaural tapes
are almost too realistic. When Iwalk uphill,
my slightly labouring breath is all to evident, as
is every sniffle and catch in the windpipe. One
*Strictly, the word binaural simply means heard with or
associated with two ears, but we have come across it
applied to double-mono headphone listening to distinguish
from headphone stereo (our preference), and to headphone
stereo listening to distinguish from loudspeaker stereo or
headphone double-mono). Mr. Canby's American usage
seems nearer to the latter.—Ed,
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tape is positively embarassing to hear; it was
another early morning and I had had no
breakfast. My tummy rumbled.
Now Iam no bird expert, but as amusician
and hi-fi man Ihave ears for any distinctive
sound, birds included. And so during the
brief June/July singing season I managed to
get down on to tape, right around my house,
some dozens of birds whose songs Iknow very
well, plus agood many more that Icould not
identify (and said so) at the moment. Every
one of them sings naturally at the normal ' live'
distance, exactly as Iheard them, sometimes a
few yards away, sometimes as far as aquarter
mile or more. There is absolutely no need for
special mike techniques in this sort of recording.
No huge fancy parabolic mirrors, no cardioid
directionalities, no trucksful (lorriesful) of
expensive equipment. In binaural recording
these things are not only unnecessary, but
actually undesirable. The more natural the
approach, as of the live human ears, the
better the result. You do not want to be too
close. You do not have to eliminate all background sounds! They help, adding to the
realistic sense of space, unless they become
really excessive, like the vast white-noise roar
of ajet plane, which drowns out all all other
sound.
Nor must you concentrate on a single bird
and exclude others. Nature doesn't operate
that way. The binaural bird recording therefore is best when one can clearly single out the
desired song from an accompaniment of other
songs, perhaps not quite as loud nor as prominent. That is where my spoken commentary is most helpful, indicating which songs are
important at the very instant they occur.
(` There !—there he is, over there, that deedledeedle queep song!') Everything in binaural
recording points to the simplest, most direct
approach. Complications merely lessen the
interest.
Some birds, as is well known, sing most
magically by the very virtue of distance—the
skylark, in Europe (Hark, Hark, the Lark!) the
Hermit Thrush in our New England woods.
Close-to, the Hermit's song is nothing much.
Nor is his cousin's, the Wood Thrush, at
close range full of extraneous gargles and
cackles and snappings that mar the basic music.
But at a distance, just barely audible, these
two songsters waft a heavenly sort of music
on the air, the faintest of piercing, highpitched bell-like tones, sung in consonant
arpeggios, each group begun at a different
pitch. (Birds whose basic song patterns vary
from pitch to pitch are indeed rare.)
The Hermit, who lives in deep woods beyond
the range of a Landrover, is the bane of the
professional's existence. He has never been
properly caught on tape, and never will be—
except binaurally. There, you can take him
down at any distance, whenever he is audible,
however far, and he plays back exactly as he
sounds in the field. I managed to capture
dozens of Hermit songs, last summer, at one
point two together, one of them at least a
half mile off, answering acloser Hermit only a
few hundred feet into my woods, the closest
they ever come. And another recording pairs a
Hermit and a Wood Thrush, an unusual
juxtaposition.
But most of my attempts run into the inevitable fate of all unrehearsed nature records,
binaural or otherwise. You hear the bird sing;
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WARWICKSHIRE [ continued]

Birmingham's
HiFi Centre
Also selected tape recorders

I1111111111
Ken Whittle
* * * * * Limited
788 Stratford Road • Sparkhill
BIRMINGHAM 11 • 021 777 5964

Coventry's 100% tape recorder
and hi-fi specialists for service
and sales.
Akai—Ampex—Bang & Olufsen
Ferrograph—Leak—National
Radford—Revox—Sony
Tandberg—Truvox—Wyndsor.

Coventry Tape Recorder Service
33 King William Street, Coventry

Telephone Coventry 29668

NORMAN

H.

FIELD

ELECTRONICS

266 Broad Street, Birmingham,
021-643 2680

Most leading makes of High Fidelity
Equipment and Tape Recorders.
Part Exchanges Welcomed.
Also at

68 Hurst Street, Birmingham, 5
021-622 3619

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the high fidelity people)
Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic HigF Fideiity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5
Telephone MID e

l9

e

M.I.P.R.E.

HI-FI SPECIALIST
FOR 20 YEARS
39 YORK ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM 14.

KINGS HEATH,
021-444 4182

Your HiFi Dealer
WARWICKSHIRE [ continued]

MIDLANDS

AMATEUR RADIO
(Chas. H. Young Ltd.)
PERROGRAPH AGENTS
STYLI, TAPES, SPARES
170, Corporation St, B'harn 4
021-236 1635

Your HiFi Dealer
YORKSHIRE [ continued]

Geoffrey Barnard
Specialist in
HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
G. B. STUDIO,
PITT STREET,
BARNSLEY.

Telephone No. 4572

WORCESTERSHIRE

John .Peters
THE FINEST SELECTION
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SPENCERS
for HI-FI
Stockists of:
B & 0, TANDBERG,
ARMSTRONG, etc.
35 .ALCESTER ST., REDDITCH,
WORCS. Tel. 5286

For personal attention and helpful advice see
Pratts first.
Open until 8p.m. Friday

NORTH PARADE,

BRADFORD Tel: 25894

YORKSHIRE

Erricks'
CAMERA SHOPS
qualified personal service
AKAI / AMPEX / BLO
THORENS / RADFORD
GRUNDIG HI-FI / SANYO HI-FI /
REVOX
FERROGRAPH/ KODAK
TAPES / fPRICE TAPES

NEW

SHOP!

NORTHGATE
Bradford 22972
H.P. / 3 month Free
credit/Exchanges / House
demonstrations and Service.
Closed Mondays. Open
9 a.m.-6 p.m. and Thursdays 8 p.m. (for demonstrations).

FIELDS

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9-12.30
Fridays 9-8. (October to March.)
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52,

Hallgate, Doncaster
Tel: 3160 & 3161

Now you can hear the true sound of music in
our NEW LISTENING ROOM—designed to
give the same acoustics as a normal living room or
lounge—therefore the same quality of reproduction
can be achieved within your own surroundings.
Send for our 71-page catalogue, 7/6 post free.
Leak • Quad • Rogers • Tandberg • Lowther • KEF •
Wharfedale
J. W. GARNETT, The Market Place, Settle.
Tel.: 3558.
Branch: Kirkby Lonsdale. Tel.: 270.

HALIFAX
AUDIO CONSULTANTS
TAPE
RECORDER
CENTRE
(FIX)
expert advice with pleasure
30 KING CROSS STREET,
HALIFAX Tel: Halifax 66832

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.

We have the largest stock
of hi-fi equipment in the
North of England

Lectures monthly by the
leading makers at our
Demonstration Theatre.
Tickets and details on
application
CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years
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you turn on the recorder, and he stops. After
agonizing minutes, you give up; whereupon he
begins once more. Even binaural can't help
you over that hurdle, except insofar as it
provides so much nominally incidental background realism that you are often entranced
even though officially, so to speak, there is
nothing on the tape.
This is the most curious aspect of binaural
recording. It is the incidental sound, startlingly
real, which ' makes' the whole. Invariably, the
most striking single sound on my bird tapes, as
new listeners try them, is the sudden loud buzz
of a big fly zooming past the mikes. People
actually duck the monster, without thinking.
Equally attention-getting is the approach of a
mosquito. One must resist the irresistable
impulse to slap the earphones. Dozens of
other little sounds of the sort, and big ones too,
add unexpected punch in the most unlikely
fashion. That curse of outdoor recording, the
passing airplane, can be negatively astonishing.
Just let one of those planes begin its long,
slowly increasing drone, then suddenly push
the stop button on the tape player. Amazing!
Many atime Ihave had to remove my phones
to be sure that the sound is on the tape, and
not in the air around me.
Binaural recording of this easy sort is of
course equally good for all sorts of man-made
sonic occasions, ranging from fromal lectures
(you may record from your distant seat in the
auditorium and understand every word on
playback), meetings (you can follow each
speaker when several argue at once), parties,
dramatics, all sorts of get-togethers. Irecorded,
for instance, an amusing amateur auction, run
by a group of children. The child auctioneer
up front, the sudden bids from the audience to
each side (Iwas planted right in the middle of
the spectator seats), the odd sotte voce remarks
clearly audible here and there, add up to an
absorbing experience. You are ' lost' in the
recorded environment, your ears in one world,
your feet, hands, body, in another. But let
this pass too, for in the manner of proper

READERS'
PROBLEMS
Details of how to write to ' Crossover'
appear on page 1447 of this issue.

ADDING INTERSTATION MUTING

Dear Sir, Iown aHeathkit FM4 tuner unit
which is used in conjunction with an S99
amplifier. This arrangement works very well,
but is it possible to apply interstation quieting
to this tuner to avoid the hiss when tuning
between stations, as used by Tripletone
among others? When correctly tuned there is
no background at all and reception is very
good.
Yours faithfully, M. F. J. R., Sussex
It is certainly possible to fit interstation noise
suppression to any tuner; but this is not easily
added on, so to speak. Generally, the tuner is
designed in the first place to provide this facility.
A simple system takes the form of a triode
valve, a diode and three resistors, as shown in

literary construction Imust stick to my point,
bird songs recorded in the summer, played back
most engagingly in the winter. Like looking at
green foliage pictures in the midst of a blizzard.
A few practical pointers for those who will,
Itrust, rush out to try this new hobby. For
binaural recording you need a two or four
track stereo recorder, arecorder that puts two
simultaneous channels of information on to
one tape. (We have in the US very few lowpriced two-track machines, the home type are
all four-track.) Stereo cassette recorders are
excellent, though not the otherwise useful
little mono cassette models. Alas, at the
moment there are very few wireless (selfpowered) portables that record stereo. Those
that take down two channels are almost
always tied to the mains, and so limited
pretty much to indoor use.
My recorder was one of those few that do
combine the desirable features: dual channel
recording (four-track) and operation via either
AC (which Iuse for playback) or self-powered
via six flashlight batteries, torch cells to you,
of the D size. At a modest 3î ils, through a
pair of low-cost (included) dynamic mikes,
this Japanese machines does afine job for me
even though the sound quality is technically
less than superb. No matter. The binaural
effect is so grateful to the listening ear that
quality is amazingly unimportant. My earphones, too, are a moderately priced stereo
pair, costing about $ 20.
The Japanese
machine is called the Concertone in America
and at present two newer models (one with
7in. reels, the other 5 in.) are available and
may be on sale in Britain too, perhaps under
another name. (
It isn't—Ed)
There are, to conclude, only two strong
prerequisites for good home binaural recording. The equipment, all the way through, need
be only of average grade, though higher quality
can do no harm. But these two factors are
crucial:
(a) Use low-noise tape, especially at slow

speeds. The binaural playback is most effective
in terms of faint, low-level noises and in
particular those constituting the sonic background. Tape hiss is thus an all too noticeable
source of blurring and confusion. Low-noise
tape extends the bottom end of your bottom
dynamic range in the most important binaural
area.
(b) In making binaural recordings, you must
mentally throw out all previous concepts of
recording technique. Above all, stay back—do
not try to get up close! Record, so to speak,
from where you are, wherever the living sound
seems appropriate or intelligible to the living
ears. Take your bird songs as they come;
follow them with your own ears and turn the
recorder on when you hear what you want to
hear. No need to get close. No need to
eliminate every last background sound—far
from it. Let those sounds fall where they-may.
They won't do abit of harm until they become
deafening and never, never readjust your mikes
from their fixed parallel position, at eight or
ten inches apart. Treat them as one pair of
ears. Nor will you need to worry about
directionality. Don't turn around too suddenly,
or more often than necessary; but feel free to
move about. The playback effect is remarkably
compliant and even a total directional aboutface does not seem to ruffle the playing
continuity to any startling degree. The binaural
medium is inherently stable; it takes a lot to
upset it.
Midsummer madness? Perhaps. But birds,
after all, do not sing in force during other
seasons, at least where Ilive. A few jays, a
crow or too, a starling, squeaky as a rusty
gate, are all the sounds I have in the outseason. Indoor binaural recording is for all
year round of course. But, would you believe
it, Ihad that Concertone machine on hand all
of last winter, and never got myself the gumption to go out and use it! Not once. It took
the mad summer, and the very present birds, to
do the trick.

is short-circuited between stations—the noise is
suppressed.

the sketch. The grid is connected to the limiter
valve, so that when the tuner receives a signal
the negative potential at the limiter grid is
communicated to the triode grid. This reduces
the anode current of the triode and increases
the voltage at the anode, thereby holding the
diode non-conducting.
When there is no signal (between stations) the
negative bias at the triode grid falls, the current
in the triode rises, the anode voltage falls and the
diode is caused to conduct. Since the AF is fed
to the diode circuit from the ratio detector, this

THIRTEEN- AMP PLUGS
Dear Sir, How annoying it is to find that all
square-pin 13-amp plugs come complete with
a 13-amp fuse, when most domestic electrical
equipment requires a smaller fuse. Moving
into a new house and re-equipping with plugs
has meant that for each plug Ihave had to buy
a fuse, which leaves one extra 13-amp fuse
over for each plug. Surely it would be better
to drop the price of the plug, or at least give
some choice as to the fuse required (or do the
people who make the plugs also make the
fuses?).
Yours faithfully, D. B., Liverpool
The theory of the ring main system is that the
user not only employs afuse appropriate to the
equipment and cable in question, but also
requires of his retailer that an appropriate sized
fuse is fitted to the plug at the time ofpurchase.
In fact good electrical retailers will do this on
request as amatter of course, normally holding
a large stock of alternative fuse values. Less
responsible dealers sometimes refuse to provide
this small service, and the only effective answer
here is to avoid patronising them.
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YORKSHIRE

SHEFFIELD
SOU ND CENTRE
101 ECCLESALL ROAD

Tel. 23365

Sole Agents for: FISHER — TEAC —
SANSU I — TRIO — SANYO — SCOTT
— REVOX — PIONEER — RADFORD
— AKAI — NATIONAL.

All leading

makes supplied. Terms available.
B & 0

SONY

I

Demonstrations featuring: SCOTT, SAN SUI TUNER AMPLIFIERS, TEAC STEREO
TAPE RECORDERS, B

8i

0

STEREO

TURNTABLES, COMPARATOR.

Personal attention by Mr. R. G. BISHOP
SCOTLAND

EDINBURGH'S
HI-FI Hi- Fi Corner
SPECIALIST
Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc.
Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

1Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901
W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

GLASGOW

Scotland's

Leading

Tape Recorder,
Specialists

Video

and HiFi

1

G. H. STEELE LTD.

Hear true HiFi sound on our 22 speaker comparator
system. 14 HiFi combinations ready for demonstration.
SONY VIDEO CENTRE
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad.
B & 0, Goldring, G
d, Thorens, Connoisseur,
Goodmans, Wharfedale,
Kef, Celestion, Decca,
Truvox, Philips, Sony, Arena, Revox, Tandberg,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig.
CREDIT TERMS — PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. Douglas 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

Sound advice for Hi -Fi

Kerr are the largest manufacturers and
retailers of quality HiFi products in
Scotland. They know what they're talking
about. Specialists in Public Address and
piped Music systems.
435,
SAUCHIEHALL ST.,
GLASGOW, C.2.

JAMES
IE

'Phone
DOU 0988.

&MUD.

hi-fi

EDINBURGH

J. J. MITCHELL
HAYMARKET CORNER
You name it - We stock it
We specialise in part exchange and buy good
equipment for cash
Demonstrations

031-229 6448

JOSS

... call on the
When ifs specialists!
a
question
STEREOPHONES BETTER
THAN YOUR SPEAKERS? of Hiii
-OR EQUAL TO THEM
or Tape
MERROW SOUND LTD
Recording 0,GUILDFORD
We are fully equipped at Merrow for com-

parative demonstrations of all the leading
makes, and you will be helped by staff who
are themselves experienced sound enthusiasts and musically informed.

• Free installation of Complete Systems
within 30 miles of Guildford

oEasy terms a pleasure
•Leading Agents for Bang
oNo parking problems

& Olufsen

• Open 9a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily including
Saturdays, Wednesday 1p.m.

Model KO 727

Wide- Range Stereophone
Will accept up to 60 watts per channel,
for any system with 4, 8 or 16 ohm out-

put. Foam- filled ear cushions removable
for easy cleaning. New 8' coiled cord for
added convenience. Fully adjustable for

comfortable private listening over longest
periods.
£16.10.0.

229 Epsom Road,
Merrow, GUILDFORD, Surrey
Telephone: Guildford 64171

Model PRO- 4A
Professional Headset
Engineered to meet most rigid and rugged
requirements. Shock- and shatter- proof.
Adjustable spring steel headband, fluid
filled cushions give more efficient
sound- seal. High- quality drivers for un-

LISTEN pure Hi-Fi
LOOK for less than

usually smooth frequency response. Removable cushions. Equipped for boom
mike.
£23.0.0.

£60

Model SP-3XC Stereophones
Extremely sensitive 31" sound reproducers in each earpiece. Catches any

Now, for the first time, you can enjoy really high quality Hi Fi
for less than L'60! Beautifully produced in a long low design which
has won the approval of the Design Centre, DULCI HI- Fl EQUIPMENT is on sale at good radio stores in a range which includes
playing decks from 22gns, speakers from 8gns, stereo amplifiers
from 19gns, and tuners from 21gns. Send coupon for Free Colour
Brochure. Hear for yourself the difference DULCI makes.

sound the ear can hear. Soft sponge foam
ear and head cushions. Frequency Response: 10-15,000 cps. Impedance:
4-16 ohms. With T-2 Adapter Plate connects to
speakers.

t
- -

any

system

that

will

play

LouLcij

£11.15.0

- - - - - - - - -

TRY THEM AT ANY CF THESE LONDON HI-FI STORES
The Chelsea Record Centre, 203 Kings Rd., SW3
Largs of Holborn, 1
11gh Holborn, WC1
Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court Road, W1
United Technical Supplies Ltd.,
54a Tottenham Court Road. W1
Lasky's Radio, 3-15 Cavell Street, El

...... ::::::
• ........
......
.......-...... ......

Studio 99, Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, F1W6
Musicraft Ltd., 63 High Street, Hounslow,

•••• ...• ..... .....

Middlesex.

L. 7
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Teletape Ltd., 33 Edgware Road, Marble Arch, W2
uanummuinuur•

Teletape Ltd., 84/138 Shaftesbury Avenue, W1

1 411 otrtiMF% Ii
I

OR AT ANY STOCKISTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

CIULCI HI -FI, 10 Clifton Street. London. E.C.2 Please send
Mal
your
MI
latest full colour brochure. "

Leaflets and name of your local dealer from:
I

TAPE- MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS LTD

Name

IAddress

HFN

11 Redvers Road • London N22 • Telephone: 01-888 0152
BIM
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TECHNICAL TERMS

a low voltage AC supply (usually heater
circuit in valve equipment) with slider or
centre-tapping connected to chassis or
earth. Slider is adjusted to balance phaseopposed fields radiated by the two conductors, and thus to cancel or ' ding' unwanted
induced hum.

Your Hi-Fi Dealer
SCOTLAND [
continued]

GLASGOW

M & MELECTRONICS LTD.

I
c. Collector current in a transistor in the
absence of asignal.

Specialised words and abbreviations
used in this issue but not included in
the first edition of Audio Talk, our
technical terms booklet. Extra copies
of the latter are available by post at
2s. 6d each from Link House
Bark Critical bandwidth of asound of given
intensity, above which subjective loudness
increases. One Bark equals approximately
100 mels.

Noise-factor (noise figure) Ratio of the total
RN'S noise output voltage (of circuit, amplifier, etc) to that part of it due to thermal
noise in the source circuit, at 17°C over the
relevant pass band. This ratio is given in
decibels.
Planar Type of diffused transistor in which
the semiconducting layers are applied by a
controlled photo-etching technique, giving
accurate flat planes and facilitating easier
connections.

Encoder Part of FM/stereo transmitter, or
piece of test equipment, used for processing
a pair of stereo signals to produce the
composite modulations used in multiplex
radio.
Hum-dinger Potentiometer connected across

Selective amplifier An amplifier with a
selective, or controlled pass band, normally
used for some special test purpose.
Si Abbreviation of silicon. Sometimes used
as aprefix, thus Si-planar (type of transistor).
Single-ended Output stage in an amplifier
employing a single valve or transistor.
Phrase used to distinguish such a circuit
from the push-pull arrangement normally
used in hi-fi equipment, and sometimes used
pejoratively to indicate poor sound quality
of the sort that might come from inferior
amplifiers.
Stiction Frictional force between stationary
surfaces; opposes initial movement.
Tan Abbreviation of tangent, a trigonometrical ratio relating angles and distances.
Vbe
Voltage between base and emitter of a
transistor.
Warp-wow Wow caused by warp on disc
records, due to changes in effective surface
velocity and vertical movements of pickup
arm.

AUDIO ALPHABET

F.M. BOOSTING

Booster Small front-end or extra preamplifier
designed to boost the signal fed to atuner or
amplifier.
Common-base Transistor stage in which the
base is common to both input and output
currents.
Cos Abbreviation of cosine, atrigonometrical
ratio relating angles and distances.
Cross-modulation Unwanted
transfer
of
modulation between two radio signals.
Sometimes occurs in tuner circuits due to
non-linearity or poor overload characteristics.
Degaussing
DX

Same as defluxing.

Long distance radio reception.

can properly correct the situation, even
assuming the equipment involved suffers
built-in losses at the ends of the audio
band.
If it is taken that the gain control be regarded
as one controlling the apparent distance of the
sound, then further difficulties may arise
regarding the effect of the original environment. In a cathedral or similar building
having a reverberation time of seven or more
seconds, it will often be found that when
remote from the sound source itself, the low
frequency balance is relatively heavy because
of low absorbtion. In aconcert hall of maybe
two seconds reverberation time, the balance
at the back of the stalls might show the
opposite tendency, whilst for sounds in the
open air yet another characteristic might
apply. In other words, the optimum correction
needed on a reproduced programme can only
really be applied by someone with an adequate
knowledge of what would be heard under live
listening conditions. For the serious listener,
therefore, the normal arrangement of gain,
bass and treble controls would seem to be a
more satisfactory system than the somewhat
arbitrary correction available from so-called
loudness controls.

Finally, afew words on the use of abooster
to aid FM reception in amoving vehicle. It is
pretty safe to say that FM reception by way of
car radios is not all that easy to achieve successfully under any conditions. This is partly due
to the nature of the VHF signals, and to their
horizontal field of polarisation.
In America they are experimenting with
circular polarisation which eases some of the
problems regarding mobile serial systems.
Nevertheless, VFH/FM reception is possible
in areas of high field strength both on specially
designed aerials responsive to the horizontally
polarised signals and on quarter-wave vertical
aerials! The latter is possibly facilitated by the
change in polarisation at ground level. Signal
boosting can help matters, especially with
ignition interference, by ensuring that the set
is receiving sufficient signal to push it hard into
amplitude limiting.
1. FM Radio Servicing Handbook
2. The Practical Aerial Handbook
(Gordon J. King, Odhams Books Ltd.)
3. Communal Aerials and Coaxial Relay Practice by Gordon J. King, GJK (Enterprises)
Ltd., Brixham.
4. Proceedings of Society of Relay Engineers,
Volume VII, No. 5, February 1968.
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Tel : 041-221 3562

551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.

AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED- CREDIT FACILITIES

Recording Studios
County Recording Service
•

TAPE TO DISC

•

MASTER DISCS AND PRESSINGS

um

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

•

SUPPLIERS OF CUTTING SAPPHIRES

•

APRS MEMBERS

•
•
•
o
•

LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL,
BERKS.

Tel. Bracknell 4935

mjb

recording and
transcription service

Mono and Stereo records: latest cutting methods, automatic
van groove, feedback cutter heads, limiters and equalisers,
techniques hitherto available only to the professional, facilitating high undistorted cutting levels and extended playing
times even from amateur recordings.
Booklet available.

45, HIGH STREET,
BURNHAM, BERKS.
Tel. BURNHAM 61303

STUDIO SOUND RECORDING STUDIOS
1. Recording and Disc Transcription Service.
II Latest high-level cutting techniques.
I. Mono and Stereo records.
• Exceptional quality obtained from amateur
recordings.
• Members A.P.R.S.
31-36 Hermitage Rd. • Hitchin • Herts • Tel: Hitchin 4537

TAPE
RECORDER
MAKES SURE YOUR HI-FI
KNOWLEDGE IS
COMPLETE
ORDER A
REGULAR COPY FROM
YOUR NEWSAGENT NOW

2/6 MONTHLY
A LINK HOUSE GROUP
PUBLICATION

PICKERING

MICRO MAGNETIC" "ENGINEERED
APPLICATION" CARTRIDGES
• The Pickering V-15 is designed for record changers with
automatic turntables, or those with professional type manual
turntables. This cartridge is designed with maximum applicationperformance allied to low cost.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST,

• The Pickering V-15/3 series combines extremely light weight,
only 5grams, with a15° tracking angle. This gives an amazingly
flat response, from the deepest lows to the sweetest highs
giving the range unparalleled versatilty.

MOST EXPERIENCED

• The Pickering XV -15 series each has its own Dynamic
Coupling Factor, an index of maximum stylus performance when
a cartridge is related to a particular type of playback
equipment. This resultant number is derived from a Dimensional
Analysis of all the parameters involved.

MANUFACTURER OF
MAGNETIC PICKUPS

FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
Sole U.K. Representatives

Available from

uuneffin ltd

23-31 King Street,
London, W.3.
• Telephone: 01-992 5388

HOW TO CATCH ASOUND WAVE

Our " Series Four" microphones will catch anything without
damage or distortion. No need to use transformers, each
microphone is multi- impedance and will work into 25 Ohms,
200 Ohms, 600 Ohms and 50K Ohms. Imagine how useful that
is when you change recorders.
These four microphones have been produced to extract the
last drop of performance from your recorder or P.A. System.
Combining Lustraphone dependability with superb performance
and exciting styling. These instruments will give you pride
of ownership for years to come.
4.20 Dynamic Omnidirectional 4.30 Dynamic Cardioid
4.40 Studio Ribbon 4.50 Professional Miniature Ribbon
See the " Series Four" Microphones at leading Hi Fi dealers—
or write direct to LUSTRAPHONE LTD for free illustrated
literature giving full description and specification.
A comprehensive " Selection and Instruction" pamphlet is also
available free on request.
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lustraphone
THE FOREMOST NAME IN MICROPHONES
Lustraphone Limited,
Regents Park Road, London N.W.1

01-722 8844

APEAK SOUND
AIDS TO EcomioencAL

The
amazing
BAXANDALL
LOUDSPEAKER

A squirrel hair brush which cleans each record groove 100 times
at a playing, at
agramme! Only the Sweep Arm does that.
And if you want to weigh your stylus pressure to an accuracy of
1/20th of a gramme, only the Transcriptor Stylus Scales with
jewelled pivot and bubble readout does that! We have a very
gentle stylus brush, and other accessories too. And the Fluid arm
9", 10" or 12" universal or ffss fittings has everything ever put on a
tone arm, and its simplicity hides a virtually frictionless Fluid

Ralph West says of this
speaker, HiFi News,
October:—
The immediate impression
was of a thoroughbred
speaker ... voices were
uncannily real ... once
again we see the possibilities of Rolls Royce
standards from comparatively cheap standards ...
when you know how.

A BRILLIANTLY ORIGINAL DESIGN BY A
WORLD-FAMOUS DESIGNER
THE PEAK SOUND ES/10-15 is the designer-approved
kit of the sensational loudspeaker designed and described
by P. J. Baxandall in the Wireless World (
Aug. and Sept. 68).
The frequency response extends from 6044,000 Hz ( 10010,000 Hz ± 3dB). Everything is supplied to specification
—the 18"x 12" x 10" afrormosia teak cabinet is cut and
drilled for simple assembly; the equalising circuitry is
ready for immediate installation. The finished product is
completely professional. It will astonish and delight you
beyond words. Now see what Hi-Fi News says in its detailed report in October issue.
Equaliser assembly-36/-; Speaker Unit-38/-; Pur. Tax
8/1; Cabinet parts (complete), i6/151-.
TOTAL COST
X-over for additional bass unit—"/6.

Pivot, acueing device, hydraulic lowering with manual override,
roller action bias compensator, pluggable headshell, modular
counter-weight system with fine cursor, single hole fixing, leads
and plugs integrated, and the mass is low—very low. And the
Transcriptor reference turntable is very advanced, but the details
of all these fine British products are in our propaganda, which is
free.
Stylus Brush £ 1-16-6
Stylus Scales £2-10-8
Sweep Arm £2-17-9

Fluid Arm
£ 17-16-9
Reference Turntable £50-13-4
All prices include P. Tax.

Holloway Road, London, N.I9.

£10.11.1

A
new
Peak Sound
hi-fi power
amplifier

TRANSCRIPTORS LIMITED
551

THE PEAK SOUND
PA,I2-15 is anew power
amplifier of excellent design and performance.
Features include Class B
output of 12 watts R.M.S.
into 15 ohms; 43 dB neg.
feed
back;
frequency
response from 10 Hz to
45 Hz + 0-5 dB; distortion at max. output -ens

01-272 6419
than 0.1%; input sensitivity-400 mV; power requirement
45 V D.C. which can be obtained by che Peak Sound heavy
duty power unit, price £5/5/-. Size 5" x 3rX Ir. Selected
high gain closely matched transistors are used' throughout.
Full instructions are provided.

Kit, less heat sink and
matrix base board

From your dealer or direct in case of difficulty. All items
sent post free.

Heat Sink-6/-

PEAK SOUND

£5.19.6
£.19.6

(HARROW) 32 ST. JUDES RD., ENGLEF1E LD
LTD.

To PEAK SOUND
Please send
for which 1enclose £
NAME
ADDRESS
Block letters please
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Built and tested

GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY
EGHAM 5316

d

HFNI268

INEXPENSIVE HI- FIDELITY
SELECTED EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES REPRESENTING ABOVE AVERAGE VALUE FOR MONEY

LAFAYETTE LA-224T TRANSISTOR
STEREO AMPLIFIER
19 transistors, 8diodes. IHF music power
30 W at 8 ohms. Res. 30-20,000 ± 2 dB at
1W. Distortion I% or less. Inputs: 3MV
and 250 MV. Output: 3-16 ohms. Separate
L. and R. volume controls. Treble and bass
control.
Stereo phone jack.
Brushed
aluminium, gold-anodised extruded front
panel with metal case. lOr X 3fc" X71r.
115/230 v. A.G. £28. Carr. 7/6.
LAFAYETTE LR-500T 60 Watt Solid
State AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier
The latest
most advanced
stereo receiver
in the world.
Incorporates 4
Integrated
Circuits, 2 Fet's, 30 Transistors, 17
Diodes, 60 Watts IHF Power. Complete flexibility of operation plus full range
of stereo inputs.
Distinctively styled
metal cabinet with simulated walnut wood
grain case. Operation 115/230 vAC. £ 5.

TRIO
TK250T
Stereo
Amplifier.
Latest
1968
Model. 20 watts RMS per channel. 5 inputs, crystal, Magnetic, Radio, Tape,
Auxiliary. Output 3-16 ohms and Stereo
Phones. 20-50,000 c/s ± IdB. Loudness
control, scratch filter. f49.10.0. Carr. paid.
Size 12r X 4r x 9-Ps".

TRIO
TK - 150E
Stereo
Amplifier.
Latest
1968
model. 19 Transistors. 13 watts RMS per
channel. 4 inputs. 11 MV and 3x 130 MV.
Output 3-16 ohms, and stereo phones.
20-50,000 cps ± 1dB. 200/250 volt A.C.
lOr x 9r x4r. Brand new and guaran
teed. Our price, f35.0.0. Carr. paid.
TELETON
SRQ-302X
TUNER
AMPLIFIER
Deluxe complete self contained AM/FM stereo multiplex tuner amplifier in oiled walnut case.
10 watt per channel. 4 inputs 3MV.,
50 MV., 250 MV., 250 MV. 20-20,000 cps.
± 1dB. Output 3-16 ohms. Loudness
control, high and low filter, tape monitor,
headphone socket. Tuning meter. £62.
Carr. I5/-.

DULCI 220 AMPLIFIER

A superb new solid state stereo amplifier
with elegant teak case size 15"x 4.}"x 8r.
17 watts RMS per channel at 3ohms.
Range of 4 inputs. Output 3-16 ohms.
16-45,000 CPS ±- 1dB.
Scratch filter,
press button controls. £39. Carr. I0/-.

TELETON
SRQ-402 X
TUNER
AMPLI-91P
e
FIER As per
302X. Output 15 watt per channel. £66. Carr. I
5/-.

LAFAYETTE LT-425T
Solid State
AM/FM
Stereo
Multiplex
Tuner
All solid state, incorporating 4lc's, 2Fet's,
10 transistors, 12 diodes. Features tuning
meter, muting control, noise filter, builtin AM/FM aerials, front/rear tape output
jacks.
Self-contained 115/230 v. A.C.
Size 13"x 3r x
E47.10.0 Carr. 110/-.

TELETON
SRQ-502 X
TUNER
AMPLIFIER
As per 302X.
Output 20 watt per channel £69.
15/-.

DULCI 207 AMPLIFIER
A new 12 transistor solid state stereo
amplifier, elegantly styled in dark grey.
Output 7 watts per channel. 3 inputs for
radio, tape, P.U., ( 100 MV). Output 316 ohms, size
13r x 2r x 7.
17 gns.
Carr. 5/-.
Also available with 5 mV input for magnetic cartridge, 19 gnu.

TELETON
SR Q-602 X
TUNER
AMPLIFIER As per
e BKertei5i5be
302X. Output 30 watt per channel. £78. Carr. I5/-.

LAFAYETTE
LA-85T
85
WATT.
SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER
Latest 1968
model. 4
Stereo Inputs. Speaker
outputs
for 4, 8 or 16 ohms plus convenient
output for direct stereo taping.
9
versatile controls. Response 22-22,000
cps ± IdB. H.D. less than 1%. Brushed
aluminium, gold anodised extruded front
panel. Simulated walnut wood grain case.
115/230 v. A.C. E47.10.0. Carr. I0/-.

DULCI FM/7 FM TUNER
A new solid state self powered FM tuner
which matches the 207 amplifier in size
and appearance. 118-108 Mc/s. E19.7.6,
Carr. 7/6. Stereo version f25.15.0.
ALL HI- FIDELITY EQUIPMENT AT
DISCOUNT PRICES. Please ask for
quotations, Tuners, Amplifiers, Tuner
Amplifiers, Record Decks, Speakers,
Cartridges etc.

1000
Stereo
cart.
E6.6.0.
1025
Stereo
£7.19.6.
1025
Mono f7.10.0.
2000
Stereo
Cart., E7.19.6.
2025 T/C less
Cart., E7.19.6. 2025 T/C Stereo, a.8.0.
A70 Mk. II less Cart., f12.10.0. SP.25 Mk. II
less Cart., E11.19.6. Carr. 7/6. Wooden
plinths with perspex cover for series 1000,
2000, 3000 etc., £4.10.0. P. & P. 4/6.

PW8. HI-FI TWIN-CONE
SPEAKER. 6 W. 180.
40-18,000 cps. Bass res. 60
c/s. Flux density 9,500 gauss.
Sensitivity 100 db/w. 59/6.
P/P 2/6.
PH8. HI- F1 TWIN-CONE
8" SPEAKER. 8 W. 16(3.
40-16,000 c/s. Bass res. 60
c/s. Flux density 11,000 gauss.
69/6.
Sensitivity 97 db/w.
P/P 2/6.

8-

STEREO HEADPHONES
ECHO HS-606. 25-17,000 CPS. tin imp. 67/6. P/P 3/6. LAFAYETTE
F-770 25-15,000 CPS. 80 imp., 87/6, P/P 3/6. LAFAYETTE F-767
25-15,000 CPS. 8(2 imp. Extremely lightweight and comfortable,
E4.10.0. P/P 3/6. HOSIDEN DH-045. 25-18,000 CPS. Two way
units, woofer and tweeter with independent level controls 80 imp.
E5.19.6, P/P 3/6.

F.M. TUNER
6Transistor High
Quality 6" x 4" x
2r. 3I.F. stages.
Double- tuned
discriminator.
Ample output to
feed most amps.
Operates on 9v. bat. 88-108 Mc/s. Ready
built, £6.7.6. P. & P. 2/6.
Multiplex Adaptor 5 gnu.

GARRARD

Carr.

NEW CATALOGUE
c eoweie

Nearly 200 pages giving full details
of a comprehensive range of HI-FI
EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS,
TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT.

EAGLE
TSA.60
New
solid
state
integrated
15
watt
per
channel Stereo Amplifier. 30-20,000 c/s.
±2 dB. Inputs, 5 mV, 100 mV, 250 mV.
Outputs 3-16 ohm, tape and phones.
14 transistors 4diodes. f35.5.0. Carr. 7/6
EAGLE
TSA.I0
New
all.
transistor
5 W
per
channel
stereo
amp.
Controls:
Volume
L
Volume R, treble and bass. Inputs: Phone
or Aux. Output 4,8 or 16 ohms. 220/240
V. 91." x 7" x 3" El 1/19/6. Carr. 5/-.
EAGLE
SA.100
Integrated 5W
per
channel
stereo
amp.
Separate L. and
R. vol. controls and bass and treble controls. Inputs
for 10 MV., 180 MV. Outputs: 4, 8 or 16
ohms. 220/240 V. Grey/silver. 9r X 41"
x7". £18. Carr. 7/6.
EAGLE
TSA.20
New all transistor amp. 10
W
RMS per
channel at 8
ohms.
3020,000 cps ± 2dB. Inputs: 3MV., 100 MV.,
150 MV., 250 MV. Output: 4, 8 or 16
ohms. 12 transistors, 2diodes, 10" x 4)." X
8. Grey/Silver. £.2. Carr. 7/6.
EAGLE
SA.200
Integrated 7-5
W per channel
stereo
amp.
Separate L. and
R. vol. controls. Bass and treble controls. Inputs for
Mag, crystal, tuner, tape, mit., aux. Outputs: 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Headphone jack.
220/240 V. Grey metal cabinet, silver front
panel. 124" x4r x 8r. £26.5.0. Carr. 7/6
EAGLE VTA.40
New stereo amplifier.
10 W per channel RMS.
Walnut cabinet. r x44"
X9". 14 transistors. 2
diodes. 20-20,000 Kcis.
2dB. Inputs: 2 MV., 3
MV.,100MV.,300MV.,160
MV. Volume, bass,treble,
balance controls. Output
4,8or I
6ohms.Headphone
jack, E38.10.0. Carr. I0/EAGLE AFM
200 AM/FM
TUNER
Self-contained
Hi-Fi
tuner.
AM. 535-1605
Kc/s. FM 88108 Mc/s. Magic-eye tuning, provision for
multiplex. 220/240 V. Grey metal case
with silver front panel. Matches SA- 200
amp., f30. Carr. 'Of-.
EAGLE VFM.40
High-quality all-transistor FM
tuner. 88-108 Mc/s. Walnut
cabinet. Brushed gold front
panel. Internal battery supply. 1E13.10.0. P./P. 5/-.
ALL OTHER EAGLE PRODUCTS
IN
STOCK
AT
DISCOUNT PRICES.

Each section greatly enlarged and
fully illustrated. Thousands of items
-many at bargain prices.
FREE
DISCOUNT
VALUE 10/-.

COUPONS,

(RADIO) LIMITED
3-34
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LISLE

Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155
Cables: SMITHEX LESQUARE
STREET,

LONDON,

W.C.2

OPEN
9 a.m
to
6 p.m. every
day Monday
to Saturday.
Trade Supplied

Towards Perfection
THE
INCOMPARABLE
LOWTHER SOUND whether . . .
it be creating sounds to evaluate diction in a language
laboratory;

sound

level

in

industrial

application;

or

Mozart's Requiem in St. Paul's Cathedral.
There is also a Lowther folded horn enclosure especially
designed for your requirements.
Write for full details of all products including Amplifiers,
Control Units and Tuners:—
THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.,
ST. MARK'S ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT

SNAP!

no crackles, no pops?
Snap in a Musicassette and hear only your favourite
music. Crackles?— no. Pops?—yes; in fact, everything
from Bach to Bacharach and Bach again!
Remember, tapes last indefinitely with no deterioration in sound quality.
Here's the ideal
Xmas
present—
the Philips Model
EL33I2.
Plays and records
stereo
Musicassettes.
Matching
finished
speakers.

teakloud-

59 gns. only

We stock every Musicasette and despatch by return.
C.W.O.: post free. C.O.D.: you pay postman. Write
or telephone for lists.

RICHMOND
RADIO LTD
90 - 92 HEATH

We are specialist stockists of:—
Armstrong
B & 0
Ferguson
etc., etc.

Hacker
Leak
National

ROAD

TWICKENHAM

Radford
Roberts
Sony

Let us quote for your requirements.

MIDDX. TEL: 01-892 1354
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SOLID STATE HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITISH MADE

MP3

-

-5800

',ate

grATE S,e ,M8e

S P6-2

16 PAGE BROCHURE ( No. 21) ON REQUEST
8-TRANSISTOR INTEGRATED 7 WATT AMPLIFIER and
PREAMPLIFIER- MA 7

0,0

,
9,1J
be /////
PI'

€4

FOR ONLY

NEW MODEL. MA66 INTEGRATED STEREO VERSION of
MA7. Full stereo facilities with 6 inputs per channel and full fade in
and out balance controls.
PRICE: £ 16.10.0., P.P. 5/(Optional mains input P520 62/6, P.P. 3/
-)
Detailed Brochures on request.

VHF FM TUNER
.--e

:•.

.

GARRARD DECKS

£8. 1
0.0.

MAINS UNIT OR BATTERY OPERATION.

With a Martin
Recordakit.
* TWO-TRACK. Deck £12.19.6.
Amplifier £ 17.19.6. Cabinet and
speaker £9. Complete kits with
microphone. 7 in. 1,200 ft. tape,
spare spool.
Today's
p.p.
Value £55.
36 gns. 22/6
*FOUR-TRACK. Deck £15.19.6.
Amplifier £18.19.6. Cabinet and
speaker £9. Complete kits with
microphone. 7 in. 1,200ft. tape.
spare spool.
p.p.
Today's Value £60. 39 gns• 22/6
Ask for Brochure 6.

RECOMMENDED COMPLETE SYSTEMS
(All units available separately)

Price
System
Comprises
Handbooks.
*MP3. Mono preamplifier. All silicon low noise
I
MP3+MPAI2/3+
zener stabilised circuit. Full range of controls£14/7/6, P.P. 5/PS24
..3+ ..
fully equalised inputs for xtal pu, dyn/xtal mit.,
1A
MP3+MPA12/
radio tuners, tape head and preamp. replay. SupMU24
.. ..
E115/5/-, P.P. 5/plied built and tested on metal chassis complete
2
MP3+MPAI2/ 15+
with grey-silver front panel, alu, knobs and handPS40
.. ..
£15/2/6, P.P. 5/book. Output 250 mV. Supply 15 to 60 volts
2A
MP3+MPAI2/ 15+
3mA. Overall size 9.1 X1•I
X1* in.
MU40 .. ..
£16/-/-, P.P. 5/MP3 Price £6/19/6, P.P. 3/3
MP3+(2) MPAI2/3+
*SP6-2. Mono/stereo preamplifier. Uses 8silicon/
MU24
.. ..
£19/12/6, P.P. 7/germanium devices. Zener stabilised. Completely
4
MP3+(2) MPA 12/15
new low noise design. Full range of controls and
1-MU40 .. ..
£21/2/6, P.P. 7/filters. Inputs for magnetic/xtal/ceramic cart5
MP3+MPA ( 12+12)
ridges, radio tuners, tape preamp., microphones,
+ MU40 ..
£21/2/6, P.P. 7/tape head, etc. Record output socket. Supplied
MP3+MPA25+..
6
built and tested on metal chassis with grey/silver
MU60 .. ..
£18/15/-, P.P. 7/front panel and matching knobs. Complete with
7A
SP4-A+(2) MPA12/3
input sockets and handbook. Output 250 mV per
+MU24 ..
£24/101-, P.P. 8/6
channel. Supply 15 to 60 volts 10 mA. Overall size
SP4-A+(2)
.5
.
8A
MPAI2/1
12 x3.1 x3+ in.
SP6-2 Price £ 15/10/-. P.P. 5/+ M U40 .. ..
E26/-/-, P.P. 8/6
*SP4-A. New design Mono/Stereo version of MP3.
8B
SP4-A+MPA ( 12+12
Also for use as two channel mono.
+ MU40
E26/-/-, P.P. 8/6
SP4-A Price £ 11/1916. P.P. 4/6
SP6-2+ (2) M. P. A12/3..
9
*M PA 12/3 and M PAI2/ I
5. 12 watt power ampli+ MU24
£28/-/-, P.P. 8/6
.
PAI2/1
. . 5.
fiers for use with above preamplifiers. Improved
10
SP6-2-I-(2)M
response and performance with even lower dis£29/5/-, P.P. 8/6
Il
+MU40 '
..
tortion levels. MPAI2/3 for 3 to 5ohm speakers,
SP6-2-I-MPA ( 12-1-12)
24/28 volt supply. MPAI2/15 for 12 to 16 ohm
+MU40 .. ..
£29/5/-, P.P. 8/6
speakers, 40/45 volts supply, uses 8 silicon and
I
2A
SP4-A+(2) MPA25
germanium devices. Inputs 100 mV for 12 watts,
E35/10/-, P.P. 10/z
(2)
MU60
..
PA25-1. .
response ± IdB, 30 c/s to 20 Kc/s. THD 0-2% at
SP6-2+(2) M+
13
12 watts. High gain stable push-pull output de(2) MU60 .. ..
£38/17/6, P.P. I0/signs.
Built on to metal chassis. Overall size
5x2x 3+ in. Complete with handbook.
MPAI2/3 Price £4/10/-. P.P. 2/6
MPAI2/15 Price £5/5/-. P.P. 2/6 MAINS UNITS. 110 to 250 volt 40-60 c/s input
complete in casings. Fully fused and smoothed.
*MPAI2-1- 12. Twin amplifier for mono/stereo use
with above preamplifiers. Consists of two matched PS24/40 for Ior 2 MPAI2/3 or MPAI2/15.
MPAI2/15 amplifiers (see above) on single chassis. Price £3/12/6, P.P. 3/-.
Output for 12 to 16 ohm speakers. 40/45 volts M U24/40 Choke smoothed version of PS24/40
supply. Overall size 10 x2X3•1 in.
Price £4/10/-, P.P. 3/6.
MPAI2+12 Price £9/19/6. P.P. 4/M U60 for Ior 2 MPA25. Price £4/11/6, P.P. 4/6.
*MPA25. 25/30 watt power amplifier for use with
above preamplifiers. New design and layout with
improved response and overall performance. OutCHOOSE A SYSTEM TO SUIT
put for 74. to 16 ohm speaker systems. Input
YOUR NEEDS
180 mV for full output. Push-pull circuit. Uses
* 12 watt or 60 watt Mono * 24 to 60 watt
10 silicon and germanium devices. Supply 50/60
Mono/Stereo.
volts. Overall size 8x2x31 in.
M PA25 Price £7/10/-. P.P. 3/6
*MP9. 4channel mixer with plug-in modules -see brochure.

WITH
FULL BASS, TREBLE
AND VOLUME CONTROLS. A
brilliant new design suitable for
home or portable installations.
Designed for use with magnetic
and crystal/ceramic cartridges,
radio tuners, microphones, tape
head replay and auxiliary inputs.
Output is for 3to 16 ohm speakers.

Optional Mains Unit PS20 62/6,

BUILD A QUALITY
TAPE RECORDER

POWER AMPLIFIERS - PREAMPLIFIERS/CONTROL UNITS- POWER SUPPLIES

•Performance compares favourably to other
commercial equipment •Compact high performance designs eMatching grey/silver panels with
silver knobs oSimple interconnection-easy to
use •Simple mounting arrangements •Full

£

s. d.
2025 Mono/Stereo ..
8 9
3000 LM with 9TAHC
9 9
SP25 Mk II .. ..
12 2
LAB80 Mk 11 .. .. 25 0
AT60 .. ..
10 9
AT60 Mk II .. ..
13 9
40 Mk II .. ..
II 0
3500 Mono/Stereo ..
14 0
401 • • • • • •
27 5
AP75 .. .. 21 0
SL55 .. ..
13 0
SL65
..
16 9
SL75 .. .. .. 32 0
o
: • • • • •
A70 Mk 11 .. ..
13 3
Complete range of Plinths, Covers
and Cartridges. Send for illustrated
brochures 16, 17.

87/105 Mc/
s Tran sistor
Superhet.
Geared tuning. Terrific quality and
sensitivity. For valve or transistor
amplifiers. 4X 3f X2é in. Complete
with dial plate. 5 Mollard Trassistors, Plus 4 Diodes. (Cabinet
Assembly 20/- extra.)
TOTAL COST
£6.19.6.
TO BUILD
Ask for Brochure 3.
P.P. 2/6

CA-I
-A
_
IOG U E
The
most
COMPREHENSIVE
CONCISE, CLEAR, COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE
Complete
with
I0/- worth discount vouchers
FREE WITH EVERY COPY.
* 32 pages of transistors and
semi-conductor devices, valves
and crystals.
200 pages of components and
equipment.
* 65 pages of microphones, decks
and Hi-Fi equipment.

Completely new 9th
1968 Edition
300 big pages
6,500 items
1a00 illustrations
âilMMIZZI

*
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Deferred
terms
available.
COMPLETE KIT.
Deposit £29.19.0. 12
monthly payments
TOTAL £ 113.19.0
BUILT& TESTED.
Deposit f36.8.0 &
12 monthly payments of £9. Total

Build this instrument stage by stage
TOTAL £ORGAN
144.8.0.
in your own home.
A tru lble
i
l
y porta
nstrument for all
COST COMPONENTS
enthusiasts . .,,
We carry a compre Fully TRANSISTORISED
99
hensive
stock
of
POLYPHONIC, British design.
organ
components
GNS . for TRANSISTOR
Call in for a DEMONSTRATION.
RM-9. New Electronic Rhythm Master. Select AND VALVE FREE
Beats and Speeds etc. Price: E59.10.0 p.p. I0/- PHASE designs.

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK AT SPECIAL PRICES PLUS EXTRA DISCOUNTS. SEND FOR FREE LISTS

HENlly ,
sHADm LID

(ALL MAIL ORDERS AND POST TO '303')

HR
LTD

303 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2 01-723 1008/9
309 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2 01-723 6963
Shop Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9a.m. to 6p.m.Thurs. 1p.m.
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Components of all types
Hi Fi Room and equipment
Open all day Saturday.

How can Wharfedale get so much pure sound from the

SUPER LINTON?

Because they put so much.into it.
Yet it costs only £ 20.12. Compare it with any other
compact high fidelity speaker costing up to £ 30. It
sounds just as rich as it looks because it is built around
anew powerful 8" b.ass unit linked with the Wharfedale
cross- over lo a new pressure unit. These speakers are
mounted in ahand- laid veneered cabinet and give you
arich full blooded high fidelity sound right up to 17,000
Hz and down to 40 Hz.
You get such alot out of the Super Linton for such a
modest outlay.

• Deep full blooded bass response from the .75 cu.ft.
capacity cabinet.
• Powerful 8" bass unit with a3.1 lb. 12,000 Oersted
magnet.
• 8" Bass and pressure unit carefully controlled
through the cross- over network.
• Smooth response throughout the whole frequency
range.
• Hand- laid veneer on each cabinet, hand rubbed.
• £20.12. ( inc. Purchase Tax).
• Compare it with any speaker unit costing up to £ 30.

RANK WHARFEDALE LTD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS.
WHARFEDALE
1517

High fidelity stereo starts with
Wharfedale DENTONS at £ 32.10.6. per pair.
The new Denton speaker system brings stereo sound
within the reach of everyone. Dentons are excellent
operating at less than 10 watts from the existing amplifier in your ecord player or tape recorder. They are
superb when driven by a high fidelity amplifier. Each
Denton contains 2Wharfedale speakers in abeautiful
cabinet that is small enough to stand on abookshelf or
mantlepiece. Ask your dealer for a demonstration and
prove its superior quality.

ky yi

• The Dentons are sold in matched pairs for stereo.
• The cabinets are hand veneered and rubbed; each
pair made from the same tree—matching beautifully
both sound and appearance.
• Each cabinet has two speaker units with acarefully
designed cross- over network.
• The dimensions are perfect for mounting on ashelf
— so the Denton takes up virtually none of your
precious room space.
• Size 91" high x 14" wide x 8*" deep.
• Response: 65 Hz to 17,000 Hz.
• Finish: Oiled Teak or Polished Walnut,

RANK VVHARFEDALE LTD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS.
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GO WHERE Y011 eAlOW

ALL LEADING MAKES AVAILABLE
Akai, Ampex. B & 0, Brenell, E.M.I., Elizabether, Ferguson, Ferrograoh,
Grundig, Loewe-Opta, National, NuSound, Philips, Reps., Sanyo, Sharp,
Sony, Tandberg, Telefunken, Truvox, Uher, Var. Der Molen, Vortexion,
Wyndsor, etc., together with a wonderful range of Tape Accessories.

YOU GET THE
BIGGEST SELECTION
FINEST SERVICE
BEST EASY TERMS
Come to The Tape Recorder Centre, the largest showrooms in Great Britain devoted exclusively to Tape
Recorders and Tape Recording Equipment. Whether
you are interested in a general purpose tape recorder or a
de luxe professional machine, the staff of The Tape Recorder
Centre will be pleased to give you the benefit of their many
years experience of selling everything in Tape . Every make
and model of tape recorder is available for immediate demonstration. Make your choice at the Tape Recorder Centre and
be certain of purchasing the machine that is ideally suited to
your individual requirements.
Remember— the Tape Recorder Centre Showrooms are
the only showrooms in Great Britain specialising exclusively in the sales and service of tape recorders.

oOver 100 Models on Display
oExpert Staff— Expert Advice

S'Er THIS EQUIP ENT
See, hear and compare the complete range
of Tandberg stereo and mono tape recorders.
Our experienced staff are able to give
expert advice and also demonstrate the many
outstanding features of
this wonderful
range of equipment.
NOW IN STOCK
MODEL 1241 X— Greatly improved
model with crossfield head giving vastly
improved frequency response, magnetic
inputs, two VU meters, improved tone
controls. 134 gns.
SERIES 152 or 4 track, 3 speed,
recorder from 65q gns.
MODEL 64X4 track stereo tape unit with pre- amp.
138 gns.

e

Easiest Hire Purchase Terms

•Generous Part Exchanges
•Free After Sales Servicing

Only one minute from Holborn Tube Station— Half- day Saturday
WE

OPERATE A PERSONAL EXPORT SCHEME
SAVING UP TO 20% ON LIST PRICE
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introduce
their Audio Range to the
British Connoisseur
NATIONAL

A magnificently comprehensive
range of tape recorders ... precision
engineered...immaculately styled...
superb in performance. National are
proud of these new models they now
introduce to the discerning British.

'REVERSE-A-TRACK' RECORDER
MODEL RO. 501S
A brilliant, new- style tape recorder with the special ' Reverse- a- Track'
feature which enables you to record from left to right and right to left—no
need to change reels—just a
flick of the lever! Mains/Battery
operated, 2 speeds, 5" reels
(max.), VU meter, tape counter,
automatic recording level: can
.,,,mnstioluitogoadnue
be used in horizontal or vertical
'''mumanpumwdmile
moweitufflummuni
l
positions.
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Four New Portables
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PRICE: £ 51.9-0

CASSETTE MODEL RG 203S
Specially designed for the younger generation, acassette tape
recorder of superb performance. Recording/playback/rewinding/fastforward are all at the touch of one lever. Nothing could be easier.
Lightweight; completely portable;
Mains/Battery operated.

PRICE: £34.13.0

4TRACK 2SPEED SUITCASE RECORDER
MODEL RD 194S

ffl
mii
CASSETTE WITH FM/AM RADIO
MU MODEL RO. 231S
This elegant portable is an FM/AM radio of outstanding quality„'
integrated with an excellent cassette recorder with which the owner
can record programmes as
they are received. The standard cassettes will of course
also allow the instrument to
be used as a normal tape recorder and player. Complete
with remote-control dynamic
microphone.

PRICE: £70.7 0

This highly compact portable recorder is particularly suitable for
language studies, singing rehearsals and general high quality, extended
play, monaural recording. The 4
track, five inch reels are controlled
by push buttons; the recorder
offers automatic recording level
control, easy to use sound- withsound
plus
sound- on- sound
switches, 3î and 11 i.p.s., all
transistor reliability with automatic power switch from AC to
battery. Plus tape counter, track
indicator, VU meter, and tuck
away microphone. In ahandsome suitcase.

PRICE: £70.7.0

111A11111111111AL

:
our New Major Recorders
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4TRACK 3SPEED STEREO RECORDER
MODEL RS 760S

Aid state tape recorder of excellent quality. 7" reels sound- on- sound,
und with- sound plus automatic shut-off, built-in 6" x 4" speakers
xternal stereo speaker system optional). A rich and full reproduction.

4TRACK SOLID STATE STEREO
MODEL RS 761S
Housed in beautiful walnut cabinets, the 761S offers 7" 4 track stereo,
3 speeds, automatic shut-off, sound- with- sound, channel controls all
independent, speakers for table or wall mounting,
8 x8 watts ( music power)
PRICE: £ 162•15.0

RICE: £ 102.18.0 (
External speakers—the pal; (28.7.0)
41•1111/111111/111er

'CONSOLAIR' DUAL CAPSTAN LUXURY
Wa RECORDER MODEL RS 790S
his outstanding instrument leads National's UK range as atruly superb
xamplb of top flight engineering and quality performance. The
onsolaire' has the dual capstan drive system. Automatic reverse on
oth record and playback plus automatic stop. 4 heads, 3speeds, 4 pole
iotor, sound- on- sound, 4 digit counter, twin precision VU meters,
ause control ( lockable), 7" reels, solid state, 10 x 10 watts ( music
ower), built-in 7" x5" speaker plus twin stereo separates ( optional).

New Stereo Record Player/
FM/AM MULTIBAND RADIO
MODEL SC 140F
Solid state luxury player and radio with FM, MW -i- 2 SW ranges. New
high compliance ceramic cartridge, separate speakers, transparent top,
handsome timber cabinet, eye-catching design, crisp reproduction.
PRICE : £ 162.15.0 (
complete with speakers)

'RICE: £ 183.15.0 (
Speakers extra £51 . 19. 0per pair).

r
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STEREO TAPE DECK MODEL RS 766US
This 4track stereo deck, includes a2channel high quality preimplifier, 3speeds, automatic stop, 2very sensitive vu meters, vertical/
iorizontal operation, sound- on-sound, monitor output, 4 pole long life
notor, high precision construction in wood cabinet. Ideal for " Built-in"
lesigns.
'RICE: £ 86 2 0

These brand new models have
been selected from the huge
NATIONAL range, currently selling
in 120 countries throughout the
WORLD. They are available as from
now at selected Hi -Fi retailers in
this country. For detailed brochures
and information on the models
shown here, you are simply asked
to write to:

NATIONAL ( UNAMEC) LTD
P.O. Box 1, United Africa House,
Blackfriars Road, London, SE1.
Al/prices are recommended retail prices including Purchase Tax
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DESIGN NOTES ( Number 1)

ORTOFON

By TOM Reps ( Magnetic Tapes Ltd.)

Why a single motor ?

Stands alone in its faithfulness of
reproduction to the original performance.

There is no reason why the performance of asingle motor recorder
cannot equal, if not exceed, that of athree motor design—provided
the spool capacity is kept within eighteen centimetres. The rewind
although slower can be made neater, and the tension matched to
that of the record/play mode, ensuring more accurate operation
of the tape position indicator. Generally the rewind speed is
effectively reduced by half, by gearing down the motor drive to the
relevant spool. This, however, doubles the effective motor power,
enabling back tension to be applied to the feed spool, resulting in
a matched spooling tension.
Heat dissipation, which Is an important factor in the design of any
tape recorder, is obviously improved by the use of one motor.
Further, the motor supply is reduced In the record/play mode to
limit motor temperature rise and, incidentally, reduce flutter.
On fast wind the motor is switched to full power, giving high
acceleration, even in maximum drag conditions. One of the major
drawbacks of a single motor tape mechanism has been the more
complicated linkage and drive systems required to effect the
necessary modes of operation—fast wind, record/play, etc.
The Chilton 100S has overcome this problem by using four solenoids, operating directly on the relevant mechanism, avoiding
superfluous linkages and enabling the push button mechanism to
be feather light. As the solenoids are operated at a low voltage
DC, and are diode suppressed, they have proved to be trouble free.
Normally with three motor mechanisms employing reverse torque
on the feed spool, the back tension increases towards the end of
the reel, even with constant torque motors. The Chilton 1008
employs a constant back tensioning system which, together with
tensioned rollers, not only maintains the low flutter towards the
end of the spool, but enables smooth rewind to be achieved at all
times. This feature was remarked upon many times by visitors at
this year's Northern Audio Fair.

Listen to the living, true concert hall
reproduction of the SL15E Stereo
Cartridge. Engineered for the music
lover giving the important advantages
of 15° tracking angle; 25 x 10 -e
cm/dyne static compliance,
10-40,000 Hz. frequency response,
unequalled tracking at 1-2 grammes
stylus pressure, unique ” ProtectoSkate" glide to protect the famous
Ortofon elliptical diamond stylus
against damage. The SL15 Series
introduces an outstanding lightweight stereo cartridge, total mass 7g.

The 2 x 15K Transformer is now presented in module form for
linking into the normal pickup wiring and is fitted with male and
female plugs. The 2 x 15K Transformer module will then enable
the SL15E stereo cartridge to match the impedance of most high
quality amplifiers. Prices: Ortofon SL15E ( 17 micron/8 micron
elliptical diamond) £27.6.3. Tax paid. Ortofon SL15 ( 15 micron
spherical diamond) £22.3.1. Tax paid. Ortofon 2 x 15K Transformer Module £7.0.0.

In conclusion, using one motor ( Papst) reduces the weight, the
cost and the heat dissipation. To ensure the utmost reliability,
Polyurethane is used in preference to rubber where necessary.
Polyurethane is a high compression moulding material with the
following properties making it vastly superior to rubber:
1. Completely unaffected by oil, petrol and solvents.
2. Will not form flats unless compressed beyond 8%.
3. Has a constant density (which reduces wow when used for
pinch or idler wheels).

ORTOFON RS212 PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP
ARM WITH AUTOMATIC ANTISKATING—by
setting the calibrated scale to the stylus force
required the correct skating force is auto,.
matically obtained. The ratio between
stylus and antiskating force can
be adjusted to suit any
cartridge or stylus shape.
Ortofon Hi Jack cueing
device is included. Adjustable stylus presThe RS212 is only one of the'
sure 0-4.5 gramwide range of Ortofon Pick-up
mes. Price £30.6.11.
arms.
Tax Paid.

4. Has good traction properties.
5. Does not crack or deteriorate with time.
This 100% British tape recorder sets a new standard In precision
engineering, and your guarantee is that we would not manufacture
any product in which we do not have complete confidence.
Available in chassis or portable forms from £127 3s. 4d. incl. P.T.
Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey

ORTOFON SPU SERIES STEREO CARTRIDGES

Telephone: 01-876 7957

Prices from £ 16.1.8. Tax Paid.

STOCKED 84 DEMONSTRATED
BYALL LEADING HI-FI DEALERS
«74

metrosound

V4'7;0

AO

lull details of Thorens, Ortofon, Sinus and Metrosound products
available from:
metrosound (sales) ltd., audio works, 35/37, queensland road, london, n.7.
tel: 01-607 0351/213.

•
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Wharfedale
High Fidelity
single unit speaker
Super 8

£7.6.7
The Super 8 is a single, wide spectrum loudspeaker unit. The massive magnet gives it very
high sensitivity and it will give amuch louder
and purer sound volume than ordinary
speakers.
It is simplicity itself to install in a home-built
cabinet, needing no special skills.
The Super 8 will transform the results from
your radio or radiogram. The sound of your
television set can be greatly enhanced by using
the Super 8 with a Wharfedale transformer.

Installed in your car, you will achieve awonderful depth of sound from anormal car radio.
The Super 8is areal high fidelity loudspeaker
and gives a response from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz
in agood enclosure.

kA
vvA
WHARFEDALE

RANK VVHARFEDALE LTD.,
IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS.
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SPEAKER RESEARCH

SE Ltd
DEPT.

5 Ashbourne Parade,
Temple Fortune,
London, N.W. II.
01-455 4618 9

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
To all those interested in Sound Production that is
very close to perfection, we present the outstandingly advanced " AUDIONE l" Loudspeaker.
This Unit has been designed and built to the
highest and most stringent specifications by experts
in every field of its construction, and we feel satisfied that after ayear's research it is almost impossible to improve it.
We believe that the special design and features
incorporated in this Loudspeaker are unique, and
as such would rank as the most outstanding Speaker
today.
The " AUDIONE 1" is suitable for all professional
and domestic requirements and does justice to the
best equipment, producing sound as near as possible
to perfection without reaching an exorbitant cost.
This Speaker has passed every test it has undergone
and is now ready to undergo the final test, your
verdict.
Finally, we invite you to attend ademonstration
of " AUDIONE l" on Wednesday, 11th December
1968, between 7.30 and II p.m. at the Hendon
Way Hotel, Hendon Way, London, N.W.4 ( near
Hendon Central Station).

PHILIPS
Every aspect of microphone manufacture is covered by
the makers of ten million of them—Philips. Presentation
and directivity are made to suit requirements. In fact,
whatever your needs, there's one in ten million for
you. Please ask for full information.

rg

WIVE TVT LIMITED

PRICE 89 gns. each

PHILIPS SOUND
Addlestone Road, Weybridge
Tel: Weybridge (97) 45511. Telex: London 262319

TVT 23
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BOOKS BY G.A. BRIGGS
A

QUARTER OF A MILLION COPIES HAVE BEEN SOLD SINCE

KILIINGIER

1948

AERIAL HANDBOOK (
second edition)

COMPLETE HIGH QUALI TY
STEREO SYSTEMS

176 pages, 144 illustrations. PRICE ( semi-stiff cover)
I5/— ( I6/— post free). Cloth bound 22/6 (24/— post
free).
CABINET HANDBOOK
112 pages, 90 illustrations.
Semi- stiff cover.

PRICE 7/6 ( 8/6 post free).

AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES
344 pages, 64 contributions from pioneers and leaders
in Audio. Cloth bound. PRICE 25/— ( 26/6 post free).
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO
240 pages. 212 illustrations.
32/6 ( 34/— post free).

Cloth

bound.

PRICE

Fifth edition-336 pages, 230 illustrations.
bound. PRICE 25/— (26/6 post free).

Cloth

LOUDSPEAKERS

A TO Z IN AUDIO
224 pages, 160 illustrations.
15/6 ( I
7/— post free).

Cloth

bound.

PRICE
The concept of the Klinger range achieves outstanding
performance coupled
with
exceptional
economy
through the application of advanced electronic engineering techniques.
The combination of Garrard turntables and Shure
magnetic pick-ups with the superb Klinger silicon solid
state amplifiers provides equipment of true hi-fidelity
standard.

MORE ABOUT LOUDSPEAKERS
136 pages, 112 illustrations.
Semi- stiff cover.

PRICE 8/6 (9/6 post free)

PIANOS, PIANISTS AND SONICS
190 pages, 102 illustrations.
18/6 ( 20/— post free).

Cloth

bound.

PRICE

KC 24 ( illustrated)
For the discerning enthusiast. The system is fitted with a
Garrard SP25/II unit with heavy cast turntable, featuring an
integral cueing device for raising or lowering the pick-up
arm at any point on the record, and a bias compensator.
High power amplifiers, 9 watts per channel, all silicon transistor circuitry. Two bookshelf speaker enclosures containing
separate bass speakers and matching high frequency units
with crossover network. Teak or Rosewood finish.

AUDIO AND ACOUSTICS
168 pages, 140 illustrations.
free). Semi- stiff cover.

PRICE

12/6 ( 13/6 post

ABOUT YOUR HEARING
132 pages, 112 illustrations. PRICE ( semi- stiff cover)
15/6 ( 16/6 post free). Cloth bound_22/6 ( 24/— post free).

Recommended price £83.15.2.
KC 25 System. Same specification as KC 24, fitted with
Garrard AT-60/1I unit.
Recommended price £87.8.O.
KC 23
Complete system, incorporating Model 3000 autochanger,
specially equipped with lightweight arm and high-compliance
ceramic cartridge, fitted with diamond stylus. All silicon
transistor amplifiers, 6 watts per channel. Two bookshelf
speaker enclosures containing separate bass speakers and
matching higi frequency units with crossover network. Teak
or Rosewood finish.
Recommended price £67.19.7.

LUTER FROM U.S.A
May 1968
Dear Sir:
Would you please forward me a list of your books and
leaflets presently available. Ihave had several of your books
but friends have failed to return them over the years. Ithink
your books are the finest works on high fidelity available and
Iwould like to add them to my library again.
Thank you very much.
Vernon T. Randle,
Dallas, Texas

KC 32
Low-cost stereo system, fitted with Garrard Model 2025
with ceramic pick-up cartridge. 5watt transistor amplifiers
using latest silicon semiconductors. Two bookshelf speakers
in matching Teak finish.
Recommended price £56.15.O.

•

PLEASE SEND BOOK ORDERS DIRECT
TO OUR ILKLEY BRANCHBWS 13 WELLS ROAD, ILKLEY, YORKS.

Prices include speakers and transparent dust cover (
not
illustrated).
PLAYER UNITS AND SPEAKERS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

LEAFLETS GIVING A GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE ABOVE
BOOKS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE POST FREE FROM THE
ABOVE ADDRESS.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS WRITE TO

KLINGER CONTROLS LTD.

Sold by Radio Dealers and Book Shops.
Published by:

RANK WHARFEDALE
YORKSHIRE.

10 FRIAR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

LIMITED, IDLE, BRADFORD,
Tel. Bradford 612552.

Telephone: 01-236 1811
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listenAbility!

LISTENABILITY—a new addition to the vocabulary coined by one of our more respected critics after listening to the A2I amplifier. This amplifier is rapidly gaining the reputation for reproducing sounds which
are AUDIBLY BETTER than those reproduced by its competitors.
We can well appreciate that there are those to whom the phrase "CLASS A" is but ameaningless gimmick,
and who believe the human ear cannot detect the differences in sound between amplifiers using Class A
or Class B techniques. To which we answer that for amplifiers costing up to fICO the difference is vast,
and we repeat, AUDIBLY BETTER.
We do not believe our claims to be extravagant and have repeatedly challenged both retail trade and public
alike to prove us wrong. Neither has yet succeeded, and the opportunity exists for you to hear the A2I
compared with other amplifiers at your retailers. We believe you will come to the same conclusion.
Loudspeakers are, on the face of it, easier to evaluate than amplifiers for the differences are more readily
appreciated. The careful listener however will be watchful for undesirable elements such as " presence"
which may thrill for awhile but rapidly lead to listening fatigue.
In the field of loudspeakers, Richard Allan is well known and respected for the excellence and fine value
of its products. The PAVANE is the latest addition to the range, and is the ideal companion for the A21.
Well styled, beautifully finished, compact and housing three fine units, the PAVANE probably represents
the finest value in loudspeakers on the market today. For those less ambitious, the twin speaker CHACONNE makes an excellent substitute.
RICHARD ALLAN,

BRADFORD

ROAD, GOMERSAL, CLECKHEATON,

YORKSHIRE.

We do not think you will suffer from listening fatigue
even after several hours playing from the A2I/Pavane
combination.
Summed up in one word—LISTENABILITY!
Full details or an products gladly sent on request.

Tel. Cleckheaton 2442

High Fidelity?.....
Come to HORNS
and get it
right first time.
A new

range of high
fidelity speaker systems,
Scandinavian styling in

L
-IORNS

teak, bookshelf size to
floor standing models.
Full details and specifications available.

SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY

Full details available from:
metrosound (sales) ltd.,

SIX SOUTH PARADE

audio works, 35/37. queensland road, london, n.7.

OXFORD

tel: 01-607 0351/2/3:

Telephone: 55360
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there's more to Epping than forest
here knows.
AS anyone
If you haven't been

to Epping lately ( or
ever) come and see what a pleasant but busily
developing country town it is.
Half- way along the High Street, at number 148,
a shop full of hi-fi and tape-recording equipment
awaits your inspection.
If the shop seems small that's because it's
packed with stock which means no waiting for a
wide range of tuners, speakers, amplifiers, turntables etc., plus an extensive selection of mono/
stereo records and tapes.
All the leading names can be found here, from
Akai to Wharfedale, and some you certainly
won't find elsewhere.
The helpful and courteous staff are fullytrained, enthusiastic experts— but don't necessarily expect you to be. They take as much pride
and pleasure in guiding someone completely

new to hi-fi along the right lines as they do discussing response curves and output impedance
with the more experienced devotee.
Demonstrations in your own home are readily
available, and the chance is welcomed, as they
know that the place where the music will be
heard is the best location for testing acoustical
balances and equipment—and it gives you a
chance to see if teak, rosewood or walnut blends
best with your living room.
If you can't call in, write or phone and let them
know your requirements. The same expert,
immediate and personal service is given to these
enquiries as to the shop customer, and the full
12- months guarantee ( NO repair bills) applies.
But if you can, visit Epping. The shop is called
Chew & Osborne Ltd. and if, when you leave it,
you have some loose change left, there are some
nice pubs in Epping too.

CHEW AND OSBORNE LTD

•

Thorens TD150AB
turntable

Sanyo DC60 AM -FM
tuner amplifier

148, High Street, Epping, Essex.
Telephone: 4242

R.S.C. HIGH FIDELITY STEREO ' PACKAGE' OFFERS
EXAMPLE
I) Latest GOLDRING
3175 Super quality
rranscription T/Table
ind P.U. (with G800H
1AGNETIC
CART(IDGE on Teak veneer
'linth with ' hinged'
'erspex Cover.
2) Latest F.A.L. Phase
12 15+15 W. High
'idelity Stereo Ampliler
in satin Teak
r
eneered cabinet.
1) Pair of AUDIO
'IDEL1TY ' LYNDON'
-Ugh Fidelity Loudipeaker Units.
fotal price of ( 1), (2)
and ( 3)

99

gns.

Send S.A.E. for more
particulars

GL75 on PLINTH
SUPER 30CS Mkll

LYNDON

STANTON

You are invited to hear the above and other equipment at any of our 18 branches
OTHER PACKAGE OFFERS OF
R.S.C. SUPER 30 C.S. Mk II HIGH FIDELITY 30 WATT SOLID
STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER
SURPRISING QUALITY from 45 gns.

STANTON HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER
Size 18 X IIX 10 in.
Rating 10 watts.
Incorporating
Fane 804b speaker with roll rubber cone surround
and high flux magnet. Highly sensitive tweeter. Handsome Scandinavian design Teak or Walnut veneered
cabinet. Response 30-20,000 c.p.s. Impedance 3or 15 n.
Gives smooth realistic sound output.

ALL WELL KNOWN MAKES STOCKED inc.
WHARFEDALE, LEAK, ROGERS, TANDBERG,
B 8, 0, TRUVOX, AUDIO FIDELITY, LINEAR,
GOODMANS, AKAI, GOLDRING, THORENS,
GARRARD, etc. etc.

BLACKPOOL (Agent) 0 & C Electronics, 227 Church St.
BRADFORD 10 North Parade. ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. 25349
BRISTOL 14 Lower Castle St. ( Half-day Wed.) Tel. 22904
BIRMINGHAM 30/31 Gt. Western Arcade ( opp. Snow Hill

IT WILL PAY YOU TO
VISIT YOUR NEAREST
BRANCH OF

Station) Tel. 021-236 1279. Half- day. Wed.
26 Osmaston Rd., The Spot ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. 41361

DERBY
DARLINGTON 18 Priestgate ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. 68043
EDINBURGH 133 Leith St. ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. Waverley 5766
GLASGOW 326 Argyle St. ( Half- day Tues.) Tel.: CITy 4158
603 Sauchiehall St, (
opp. Locarno) H- day Tues Tel. 332-1572

HULL

Frequency Response 20-20,000 c.p.s. ± 1# dB. Signal to
Noise: — 60 dB., Hum — 80 dB. Cross-Talk — 50 dB.
All required facilities. Output impedance for 3 to
15 n loudspeakers. Teak veneer finish. Facia rigid
bevelled perspex with silver background. Price 30 Gns.

F.A.L. PHASE 32 30 WATT HIGH FIDELITY SOLID STATE
STEREO AMPLIFIER
Frequency Response — 3dB 10-40,000 c.o.s. Harmonic
Distortion 0-1% at 10 watts per channel. Hum — 80 dB.
Signal to Noise: — 60 dB. Cross-Talk — 50 dB. Output
impedance 3-15 û Switched inputs for all requirements.
In Teak veneer housing
Price 35 Gns.

91 Paragon Street ( Half- day Thursday) Tel. 20505

EXAMPLE
(I) GOLDRING GL68
Transcription T/Table
and P.U. (with SHURE
M3DMB
Magnetic
Cartridge) on Teak
veneer Plinth with
'hinged'
Perspex
cover.
(2) R.S.C. Super 30CS
15+ 15 W.
Stereo
Amplifier housed in
Teak veneered cabinet
(3) Pair of STANTON
High Fidelity Loudspeaker Units.
If ( 1), (2) and ( 3) purchased
within
3
months total price

85 gns.

CREDIT TERMS
AVAILABLE
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL

32 High Street. ( Half- day Thurs.) Tel. 56420

57County ( Mecca) Arcade, Briggate ( H- day Wed) Tel. 28252

11S•C
111-F1 CENTRES LTD.

73 Dale St. ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. CENtral 3573
238 Edgware Rd., W2 ( Half- day Thurs.) Tel. PAD 1629 LONDON
96 High Holborn WC1 Tel. HOL 9874 ( H- day Sat.)
60A Oldham Street ( Half- day Wed.) MANCHESTER
Tel. CENtral 2778

106 Newport Rd. ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. 47096 MIDDLESBROUGH
41 Blackett St. ( opp. Fenwicks Store)
.
rya
Head Office and Mail Order Dept.,NEWCASTLE
(
Half- day Wed.) Tel 21469
13 Exchange Street ( Castle Market Bldgs. >SHEFFIELD
Bsup
ra p
rI
lemen
e Lt
eel r43..
Hi
IO -FiHAntcowni
with coloured
(Half- day Thursday) Tel. 20716
Britain's largest specialist retailers

of Hi -Fi equipment and components.
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NOW Knight- Kits quality
at new lower prices!
.and anyone can build them
Simple, step by step instructions enable you to build these rightup-to-date Knight-Kits hi-fi units at a much lower price than
similar made-up units. Acclaimed by reviewers, the Knight-Kits
range offers equipment to everyone's standards and specifications
using professional components. Get your free Knight-Kit booklet
now showing hi-fi units, 'scopes and test equipment, plus car
tuning, photographic and other interesting electronic kits. Here
are some typical examples.

KG 865 50 Watts Stereo Amplifier
25 watts IHF per channel. Response ±
1dB. 18 to 30.000 Hz. All silicon
transistors for stability and cleaner
sounds. Wide power band width 20 to
20.000 Hz at 1% harmonic distortion.
£34 19s. 6d. Teak case extra £ 414s. 5d.
plus 13s. Id. tax.
Postage 10s Od complete kit. 5s Od case.

-

el

Piss.

KG 795 Stereo Tuner All Silicon
transistor Stereo F.M. Tuner. Frequency
response ± 1dB. 30 to 15,000 Hz, harmonic
distortion less than 1%. 88 to 108 MHz
tuning range. Matches KG 865 or other
amplifiers. Automatic stereo switch.
£20 16s. 2d. Teak case extra £ 414$. 5d. plus
13s. Od. tax. Tuning Heart £ 63s. 4d. plus
£1 12s. 8d. tax.
Postage 10s Od complete kit. 5s Od case.

It's the combination of
the effort of the musicians
and interpretation of the
conductor that brings great
music to life.
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It's the little things
that matter
1..,

e) !
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>P.

And then you've got to
listen to it, and that requires
concentration, experience
and keen hearing.

KG 980 Stereo F.M. Receiver
Combined Stereo F.M. Receiver and
amplifier with 25 watts I.H.F. channel.
Frequency response ± 1dB. 18 to 30.000
Hz. Tuning range 88 to 108 MHz. Speaker
outputs for 4 - 16 ohms. £55 3s. 6d. Teak
case extra £5 Is. 6d. plus 14s. Od. tax.
Tuning Heart £ 66s. 44. plus £ 112s. 8d. tax.
Postage 10s 04 complete kit. 5s Od case.

KG 375A

Sta;"
Roamer 5band shortwave receiver
A deluxe A.M. receiver able to cover world
Ham and ELT, conversations plus all the
usual A.M. programmes. Covers 200 to 400
KHz and 550 ICHz to 30 MHz in 5 bandswitched ranges with special features for
needle sharp separation and maximum
sensitivity ( 10 microvolts for 10 dB signal
to noise ratio). Automatic volume control
and noise limiter. £21 19s. Od.PoStage 10s Od.

Auto Analyzer
Kit This simple

to assemble kit
makes car
tune-ups and
troubleshooting fast
and easy with
professional
results, to get more power, better
performance and more miles per gallon.
You can perform actual road tests too.
Self powered with lots of special
features. £23 17s. 6d.Postage lOs Od.

Production line
measuring
equipment.

Battery Charger Kit
Car battery charger
for easy winter
starting and
prolonged battery
life. Ruggedly
designed for long
life and easily
portable. 99s. lid.
Postage 4s Od.,
KA3

Electronic Science
Lab Kit. 100 in 1
Create over 100
transistor and valve
projects with this
components kit. Build
amplifiers, voltometer.
crystal set radio. .
code buzzer, solar cell.
without special tools.
156 page manual gives
full instructions on
principle and
practice. £ 16 2s. Ild.
plus 5s. Id. tax.

Timing Light
Kit BY
checking
Ignition
timing,
synchronization of doublebreaker arms and sparking- advance
your car gets better performance,
reliability and more miles to the
gallon. This high- intensity type of
timing light enables accurate checks
to be made, especially in conjunction
with the auto analyzer kit, KG 375A.
£9 19s. 64. Postage is 6d.
KG 371

It's this care and attention to detail that
characterises the latest Dual Concentric

Postage is 6d.
Code Oscillator Kit

New 960 page Hobbies Manual
12 Hobbies Sections • over 12,000
units & components for dozens of
Hobbies 16/6

Code practice oscillator.
hand key, battery, for code
practice with flasher and
speaker. Ideal for learning
international morse code.
£3 198. Bd. Postage os pd .

Frequency Response
30 - 20,000 cps
Power Handling Capacity
15"
50 watts
12"
30 watts
Ill LZ 15 watts
Impedance
8f2 Nominal
50 Minimum
Send for leaflet K4.

Please send me: Free Knight-Kits brochure D
The new Electroniques Hobbies Manual. ( 16/6)
Enclosed is a cheque/postal order for 16/6 (which
includes the 5/- pp) made payable to
Electroniques ( Prop. STC) Ltd.

Name
Address

L

H FN5

TANNOle

knight-kit built up
Electroniques
(
Prop. STC) Ltd..
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex.

TAN NOY

troniques...1
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PRODUCTS LIMITED

West Norwood, London, S.E.27, England. Tel: 01-670 1131

A MEMBER OF THE TANNOY GROUP OF COMPANIES

SOUND INCORPORATED

WIMBLEDON'S HI -FI AND TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
We can supply all leading makes of Hi-Fi and Tape Recorders and are specialists
in installations to suit YOUR pocket. Stereo or Mono. H.P. Terms and

GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES

SUPER FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICEYOUR ORDER DESPATCHED SAME DAY

NO INTEREST CREDIT TERNS

CARRIAGE, PACKING AND INSURANCE FREE
AMPLIFIERS—STEREO
98
52
63
6
33
3
106
34
52
119
88
42
95
42
59
54
75
120
160
140
64
34
72
56
33

Quad 33 & 303
Leak Stereo 30
Leak Stereo 70
Case for above
Rogers Cadet III
Case for above
Radford SCA 30
Arena F2I0 .
Armstrong 52 .
1
Grundig S.V.80
Grundig S.V.40
Nikko TRM 40B ..
Nikko TRM 120 ..
Rogers HG 88 ..
Rogers Ravensbourne
Goodmans Maxamp
Wharfedale WHF 20
Sony TA 1080 ..
Sony TA 1120 ..
Beolab 5000 ..
Dual CV 40 ..
Dual CV 12 ..
Sansui AU 70
Ferrograph F307 ..
Trio TK 150T ..

s.

PICKUPS AND CARTRIDGES
ALL

LEADING

MAKES

IN

CREDIT UP TO TWELVE MONTHS ON

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS—STEREO
d.

STOCK

Akai AA 7000
Arena T 2500F
Arena T 2400
Arena T 1500F
Armstrong 426
Armstrong 425
Armstrong 127
Nikko ST. 701
Beomaster 1400M
Beomaster 1400K
Philips RD 771
Fisher 160 ..
Sansui 220 ..
Sansui 250 ..
Sansui 100A ..
Sansui 3000A

161
93
82
64
87
78
42
133
108
124
90
135
90
96
136
175

.•
••

ACCESSORIES
metro,mt-Antistatic—
inc. post ..
Garrard SPG3 pressure
gauge ..
Watts Dust Bug ..
Watts disc preener

ALL MAKES OF HI-FI, RADIO, TAPE

13 1
9
19
I
6
5
17
15
10
0
12
0
16
12
10
7

RECORDERS, ETC. ETC. CALL, WRITE
OR TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS.

13
23
22
7

0
0
4
0
0
0
0
6

Nikko FAM 12
Leak Stereo .. ..
Leak Mono .. ..
Rogers Ravensbourne
Quad Stereo
Trio TK350 .. ..

1

SOUND

or Wimbledon ( District Line).

••
•.
.•

67
50
35
47
50
57

3
II
15
17
0
15

Garrard 401
Garrard SL 95 ..
Garrard SL 75
Thorens TD 124 MIC
Thorens TD 150 ..
Thorens TD 150AB
Dual 1019 ..
Dual 1015 F
Goldring GL 68 • •
Goldring GL 75 • •
Goldring GL 77 • •

31
44
34
45
28
39
44
32
22
35
62

2 10
12 10
19 9
18 0
16 10
1 7
2 0
II 0
7 2
15 5
13 2

INCORPORATED

BROADWAY,

WIMBLEDON,

LONDON, S.W.19

PHONE: 01-542 7455 (almost opposite Wimbledon Theatre)

STEREO

BROADCASTING

A TECHNICAL SERVICE —

for the conversion and

realignment of F.M.Tuners for Stereo Broadcasts.

Before investing in a new tuner, why not ask for our advice
about the possibility of converting your existing receiver to
STEREO?
Tuners modified include those manufactured by:—Armstrong
— Avantic — B & O — Clarke & Smith — Chapman — Dulci —
Dynatron — Eagle — Eddystone — E.M.I. — Fisher — Grundig —
Heathkit — Jason — Leak — Lowther — L& R — Metz — Pioneer
— Pye — Quad — Rogers — R.C.A. — H. H. Scott — Telefunken —
T.S.L. — Trio.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LTD.
Manufacturers and Designers of High Quality Sound Systems
39 PELHAM ROAD,
' TELEPHONE

68 pages of essential audio information makes this beautifully
produced pocket diary a must for every audio enthusiast and
craftsman. Scope covers Music, Acoustics, Hearing, Hi -Fi,
Tape Recording, Audio Reference Data, and includes:
Musical terms; sound wavelength/frequency; pickup tracking
error; interconnections and impedance matching; loudspeaker
crossovers; glossary of hi-fi terms; tape playing time; tape
track position; units and abbreviations; common circuit
symbols; decibels; compliance, mass, resonance; useful
equivalents ; metric/British conversions— and more, more,
MORE! Price 8/6

GRAVESEND,
GRAVESEND

KENT.

66922

Please send an estimate for the conversion of my FM Tuner
for MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
To: Motion Electronics Ltd., 39 Pelham Road, Gravesend,
Kent.
Name
Address

Telephone
Make and Model of Tuner

A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION,

Stereo Decoder Required YES/NO (delete not applicable)

Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
1529

10
4
4
5
0
0

MOTORS

o
o
o
o

TANDBERG — REVOX — ETC. ETC.

114

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY - FRIDAYS UNTIL 7.30 p.m.
Line)

10
15
3
O
10
O
4
10
10
15
10
0

WE ARE STOCKISTS FOR ALL MANUFACTURERS—AKA1—SONY—B. & O.
TRUVOX — AMPEX — FERROGRAPH

HUGE STOCK. ALL ENQUIRIES REGARDING ANY ITEM
OF EQUIPMENT WILL BE ANSWERED BY RETURN.

South Wimbledon ( Northern

43
29
20
60
43
55
41
32
59
20
31
90

TAPE RECORDERS

RANGE OF
MANY FOR

WE CAN ONLY LIST A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF OUR

Nearest Tube

TUNERS

SPEAKERS
Leak Sandwich .. ..
Mini Sandwich .. ..
Goodmans Maxim .. ..
Tannoy Lancaster .. ..
K.E.F. Concord .. ..
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
Wharfedale Super Linton pair
Wharfedale Denton, pair ..
Beovox 5000
Beovox 800
Radford Bookshelf .. ..
Radford Studio .. ..

CABINETS
WE STOCK A LARGE
CABINETS INCLUDING
WALL MOUNTING

WE CAN NOW OFFER INTEREST- FREE

what's so special about

MUSIC IN THE HOME?
Why do media as diverse as the Guardian, House & Garden and the American High
Fidelity single us out for especial recommendation?
Why, indeed, did the last of
these—in a survey of Britain's Hi Fi Scene—refer to us as 'epitomizing the literate,
music-oriented and quality-minded British audio field in general'? Perhaps the
answer lies quite simply in two words: WE CARE.

With the introduction of the CONNOISSEUR range of Belt
Drive turntables, the ultimate in performance is now available to the person of limited budget.

About music, for instance. We take the view that the pursuit of Hi Fi is fruitless if
it is not directed towards a deeper enjoyment and appreciation of fine music. We do
care about the technical aspects so long as these serve musical ends, but we refute the
idea that, to enjoy their fruits in your home, you have to master audio jargon and
techniques. Our concern for musical values not only governs our choice of components, it is also the reason behind LIVE RECORD REVIEW, our weekly, free recital
devoted to the latest recordings (2 to 4.30 every Saturday), and our Record Advisory
Service.
We care about our customers, and want to help them achieve and maintain the most
satisfying sound reproduction within their means. Mostly, of course, this entails
working to a limited budget, and our entire BUDGET STEREO concept is directed
towards this end. BUDGET STEREO represents a flexible first- things-first approach
which is exemplified in the loudspeaker system on which so many of our installations
are based. The CQ Junior bookshelf speaker, exclusive to MUSIC IN THE HOME,
costs only £ 14 yet we (and most of our clients) find it more satisfying musically than
other available units costing up to £25. But, because we want you to be sure of your
choice, each pair of CQ Juniors we supply may be returned within six weeks of being
purchased and exchanged for any other speakers of your choice upon payment of the
difference!
We care about our reputation, because it is rewarding to know that people feel glad
they came to us and took our advice, and because we have learnt that real expertise
allied to genuine after-sales service cements the kind of trust which leads to permanent
relationships with our customers and to the countless personal recommendations
which form the most vital part of our business. Indeed, caring about music and
about those who share our passion is our business, as you will discover when you
visit our showroom or send for our BUDGET STEREO literature, and there is
nothing we like better than to prove that MUSIC IN THE HOME does, after all,
stand for something rather special.. ..

Price £33/19/6
(inc. P.T. Not inc. Cartridge)
The B.D.I is avirtually silent two speed unit which can be
supplied either in chassis form or plinth mounted with one
of our pick-up arms.

Hours of Business: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thursday 9.30 to 1; Fridays 9.30 to 7).

TH

Thomas Heinitz
Tel. 01-229 2077

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW RD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

The B.D.2 is an integrated
turntable
assembly,

and

pick-up

combining

all

the features of the B.D.1
and the popular S.A.U.2
arm, with the added

People in
Search of
Perfection
Choose

attraction of having anti- Price £33/19/6 (
inc. P.T. Not inc.
vibration spring mounts, Cartridge.)
and is available in chassis form or mounted on ateak plinth.

HIM INDUSTRIES

Stereo Cartridge S.C.U. I. mono
unit is also available.
Price £5/9/3 (
inc. P.T.)

Ribbon Microphones

S.A.U.2 pick-up arm and head
shell. Price £12/15/1 (
inc. P.T.)

Reprinted from a technical
review of the Model M8.
". . . this microphone shows
evidence of careful design,
and the workmanship, technical performance, and styling
are excellent.
It can be
thoroughly recommended for
studio or semi-professional
use, or for home use where
the associated equipment can
do justice to its very wide
range of response."

Further details of these and other Connoisseur products are
available from the manufacturers.

From a review of the Model
M8A.
". . . The Film Industries
M8A ribbon microphone has
a most attractive appearance
coupled with a performance
which, in many respects, can
stand comparison with the
best designs at three or four
times its price."

TRADE ENQUIRIES DIRECT
Write For Full Details.

FILM

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (Eng.) LTD.

Type M8
Microphone

INDUSTRIES

LTD.

STATION AVENUE,
KEW GARDENS, SURREY

Market Street, Brighouse, Yorkshire HD61DX.
Telephone 2142

TELEPHONE

1530

RIC 8078

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM

TAPE and Hl-F1
* Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee Period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

We are specialists for all TAN DBERG Equipment
SPECIAL FROM FRANCIS
AMPEX 753 Professional Stereo preamp
and
deck.
Transistorised.
3 Speed, 4 Track. For
delivery now.
Yigns.

MAINS OPERATED TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 800 Series Stereo
Ampex 1100 Stereo
Ampex 2100 Stereo
*Akai 1710W Stereo
*Akai 3000D Pre Amp Deck Stereo
*Akai 910 Mono
*Akai M.9 Stereo
*Akai 355 Stereo
*Akai
1800 Dual-purpose stereo 8
track cartridge and tape recorder
*Beocord 2000 de luxe Stereo
*Beocord 1500 de luxe Stereo
*Brenell Mk. 5/M Series III Mono
*Brenell Mk. 5 Series III Mono
Ferguson 3232 Stereo 4 Tr.
Ferguson 3226 Mono
Ferguson 3224 Mono
Ferguson 3216 Mono
*Ferrograph 713
*Ferrograph 702/4
*Ferrograph 722/4
Fidelity Studio 4 Track Mono
Fidelity ' Braemar' 2 or 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig TKI40 DL 4 Track Mono
Grundig TKI20 DL 2 Track Mono
*Grundig TK245 DL Stereo/Mono
*Grundig TR247 DL 4T. St.
Grundig 145 DL 4 Tr. Auto Mono
*Grundig TK340 DL 4 Tr. Stereo/3 sp.
Philips 4307 4 Tr.(Single speed Mono
Philips 4305 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
Philips 4308 2 Tr. Auto
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Cassette 3312 with 2 sp.
Philips 4407 St. 3 sp. 4 Tr.

*Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
*Revox 77 Stereo Transistor
Sanyo 801 St. Pre- Amp.
Sanyo 929 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
*Sanyo
999
3 sp.
4 Tr.
Stereo
(speakers extra)
Sony TC230W
*Sony 335 Deck and Stereo Pre- amp.
*Sony 255 Deck and Stereo Pre- amp.
*Tandberg Series 6X Pr. A/Dk Stereo
3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
*Tandberg Series I2X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Telefunken 200 2 Tr. Mono
*Telefunken 204 Stereo 4 Tr. 2 sp.
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 4 Tr. 2 sp
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
*Truvox PD102 Stereo 3 sp. 2 Tr.
*Truvox PD104 Stereo 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Ultra 6212 Mono 4 Tr. 3 sp.
*Vortexion WVA/7 3 sp. 2 Tr. Mono
*Vortexion WVI3/7 3-sp. 2 Tr. Mono
*Vortexion CBL/7 Stereo 2 Tr. 3 sp.
Wyndsor Vanguard 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono

SPECIAL OFFER OF WORLD
FAMOUS SHAMROCK TAPE
Brand new, top quality guaranteed.
2400', 7" reel Polyester ..
25/1800', 7"
1200', 7" or 51" or 5" ..
15/900', 5"
..
..
12/6
600', 5" . .
I0/—
P. and P. 1/6 per reel. Orders over £3
post free. Cash with order please.

eMICROPHONES, MIXERS etc.

by

AKG, Hammond, Grampian, Reslo.
Acos, Film Industries, Telefunken,
Beyer, Sennheiser, etc.
Bib and E.M.I. splicers, Matching transformers, Defluxers, Bulk Erasers, etc.
Eagle Mixer
Hammond 5 way Mixer
Philips Pre-amp
Also stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and music cassettes by Columbia, H.M.V. and all
E.M.I. labels, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths by:
B.A.S.F., Scotch, Philips, E.M.I.
Cassettes by Philips, etc.
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Akai,
Sansui, Nikko, Philips.

BATTERY PORTABLES
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Stella 91I2AT Bat./Mains Cassette
Sharp 504 2-sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
Sharp RD.706 2 sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
Sharp 505 Mono/Batt. Mains
National 4 Tr./2 sp./Batt. Mains
National Cassette Batt/Mains
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
Telefunken 300 2T. Mono
Uher 4000L. 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
*Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo

NOTE.

When

writing,

please

quote

HFS.8 and include s.a.e. for reply.

IIIFI DEPT.

•AMPLIFIERS

Quad Rogers Arena Philips
Goodman
Nikko
Ferguson
Leak Armstrong Tripletone
Scott Tandberg

•

TUNERS
Quad Rogers Leak Armstrong
Tripletone
Arena
Philips
rikko Goodman Huldra

•

LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad
Rogers
W.B.
Kef
Wharfedale Goodman Tannoy
Lowther Leak
Elac
Ditton
Tandberg Arena

e MOTORS,

PICKUPS
GARRARD incl.
Thorens
SP.25 401, etc.
Euphonics
Goldring
Tannoy
Connoisseur
Shure
DECCA
Empire
Decca Deram
Sonotone
Philips
SME Mk. II
Ortofon
BSR
Dual
Pickering
All types of Diamond and Sapphire
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts,
Garrard, Goldring and Atas Pressure
Gauges. Disc Preener. Aras Dust
Bug. Cabinets by Record Housing,
Clearview and G.K.D.

MAINS POWER PACKS

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16

Philips, Stella
Telefunken 300 with cell
Uher 4000 with cell

Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

•

01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Please note this is our only address
Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mins. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

*Microphone extra

The OAKLAND

OT 12

Wafer•type LIGHTWEIGHT
•
COMPACT
LOUDSPEAKER
• FLAT
• HI- Fl QUALITY

Now available in picture
frame cabinets made from
oiled solid teak.
Price per pair 24gns.

Price including postage

1•11 BM

19116
ffl

Please send

Mr./Mrs./Miss

Address

Remittance enclosed
To: The Oakland Trading Company,
68 Lupus Street, London, S.W.I

THE OAKLAND TRADING COMPANY

(HEN/108)

68, Lupus St., London, S.W.1 (Tel: 01-828-3160)
1531

SPECIAL OFFER
MAGNETIC

STEREO

HEAD

NM22

List Price 6gns.
CONFORMING WITH OUR BASIC POLICY, Bryan
Amplifiers have delayed the changeover from germanium to silicon transistors until the new MOULDED
SILICONE - PLASTIC HOMETAXIAL - BASEPOWER
TRANSISTORS specially developed for audio work, by
aworld famous manufacturer, were recently introduced.
This means that the overall specification and inherent.
reliability have been even further improved.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATI ON:
Frequency response: 20-20,000 cis. Output voltage: 5mv ( 1000 c/s 5cm/SEC).
Channel balance: 1dB ( 1000 c/s). Channel separation: 20 dB (1000 c/s). Load
impedance: 50,000-100,000 ohms.
DC resistance: 550 ohms. Impedance:
2000 ohms. Compliance: 6x10 -6 cm/dyne.
Tracking force: 2-3-5 gr. Weight: 7gr.
Mounting: J.I.S. and E.I.A. standard.
Diamond: 0.7 thou.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Full- power bandwidth-40 Hz to 20 kHz:
Half-power bandwidth- e 20 Hz > 40 kHz.

The moving elements provide an excellent frequency response
and extremely low crosstalk, whilst due to its low mass and
high compliance, perfect tracking is maintained even at the
lowest stylus pressure.

RESPONSE.

±1 dB from 35 Hz .to 75 kHz.
>±2 dB from 20 Hz > 100 kHz.
Two variants of the amplifier, designed respectively for
15 ohm and 8ohm speakers are available.

The magnetic centres for the NM22 are standard J.I.S. and E.I.A.,
enabling its use in practically any tone arm. Replacement of the
stylus is extremely simple and can be carried out without removing the cartridge.

.POWER OUTPUTS.

15 ohm version; into 15 ohms 10+10 watts RMS. Into
8ohms 18+18 watts RMS.
8ohm version; into 8ohms 10+10 waits RMS. Into 4
ohms 18+18 watts RMS.

The damper is made of carefully selected quality materials and
is manufactured to proven specifications to maintain the moving
elements of the cartridge in their proper positions, providing
well adjusted and uniform performance.

Illustrated below the Model 9000.

ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

Our Price 95/Post and packing, 2 6.

LEE ELECTRONICS
400 EDGWARE ROAD, PADDINGTON W.2
Telephone: 01-723 5521

MAKE
BRYAN
YOUR
TARGE

metrosound
jk Great Britain's Largest Range
Ir

of Disc and Tape Accessories.
) 1 Metrosound.
Professional
Tape Editing
Kit 27/-

Noe

Metrosound Tape
Recorder Mechanical
Maintenance Kit. 4318d.
Metrosound loniser—The most advanced
permanent antistatic record cleaner 7/-.

Metro mat.
New ribbed
rubber
antistatic
turntable
mat with
stroboscope. 12/9d.

Illustrated aboue the Model 1500.
The model 1500 is a highly developed self powered
transistorised variable tuner with optional multiplex,
matching in dimensions and style the model 9000.

Metrosound
Hi- Fi
Maintenance
Kit. 32/6d.

All units are covered by afully comprehensive
two year guarantee.
Export enquiries to Wilmex Ltd.,
Compton House, Malden Rd.,
bryan
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel: Malden 9566-7
Factory & service enquiries to:
amplifiers
St. John's Court, Off Jane St.,
Ltd
Workington, Cumberland.
Tel: 0900 3776.
Bryan Amplifiers Ltd., 120, Ashley Road, Hale,
Altrincham Cheshire. Tel: 061-928 6026.

Available from all leading dealers or send for illustrated leaflet.

metrosound manufacturing co. ltd.
audio works, 35/37, queonslond rd., london, n.7. tel: 01-607 0351/2/3

1532

IA

. . . if you cherish
your illusions
about Hi Fi equipment
Time was when High Fidelity and High Price
went together, at least in the mind of the
enthusiast. But for the man who's looking for
value for money there's anewcomer starting to
attract attention, the Emperor series of loudspeakers.
White noise, measurements and listening tests
reveal that the Emperor series of loudspeakers
is outstanding in it's ability to reproduce the
entire audio spectrum, without distortion or
coloration.
The Emperor consists of a rigid infinite baffle
enclosure 31"X 17"x 9" deep, big enough for
true bass, without being obtrusive.
The 13"X 8" elliptical loudspeaker with a
coaxially mounted high frequency unit was
specifically developed by EMI for use in this
enclosure.
The bass unit uses a ceramic magnet. The cone
is fitted with a high compliance surround of
moulded PVC for producing an exceptionally
accurate bass reproduction, and with an aluminium centre for reproducing a smooth
mid- range response.
The high frequency unit has a critically curved
cone and also uses a high flux ceramic magnet.
A choke and condenser network is used to
divide the frequency input at 5,000 Hz.
The EMPEROR 101,8 ohms, 20 watts £33 00
The EMPEROR 102, 16 ohms, 20 watts £33 00
recommended retail prices
But don't take our word.
dealer and tell him you
Exceptional Emperor.

Call on your Hi-Fi
want to hear the

MMG ASSOCIATES

THE
EXCEPTIONAL

`EMPEROR' from MMG

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power Rating:
20 watts
Frequency Range: 20-20,000 Hz.
Flat within
±3 dB.,
50-16,000 Hz
Bass Resonance: 55 Hz
Dimensions:
31" x 17" x 9"
deep
394 lb
Weight:
1/ BAY TREE CLOSE, LOUDWATER,
HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

DISCFILE

RECORD
CABINET

The Bryan
Dynamic Duo
triumph over

I.H.F.M.
and the
Underpower-lings

0

Begin your record
library today. Increase your
discs— extend your files.
Holds 12 L.P.s with title
holder

20 Watts R.M.S. per
Channel into 15 ohms

• Solid Construction
• Revine covered
• 3attractive finishes — black,
red or blue
• Polished light oak front

25 Watts R.M.S. per
Channel into 8ohms

bryan

amplifiers
Ltd

Ideal gift to start your friends on the right track

Bryan Amplifiers Ltd

Please send...........Discfile(s)
in * Black, Blue, Red enclosed P.O./cheque £
*delete not applicable

120 Ashley Rd., Hale, Altrincham
Cheshire. Tel. 061-928 6026

NAME
ADDRESS

Edward Collins & Co. Ltd. la John Street, London, W.C.1.
—
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The greatest sound on earth...

Put Bach
in his place.

... is out of this world

In fact, keep tabs on everyone ( composers and musicians) in your
record collection with Record Plan. It's the adaptable new way to
catalogue your records. List up to 3,600 LP's in one slim leatherettebound, bookshelf-sized volume.

for a perfect touchdown
—

again and again and again

Record Plan

After extensive research the Orbit NM22 magnetic cartridge
has evolved as an outstanding leader in its field due to a

70/- post free. Send for yours today:
Advance Records, ifif High Street, Leicester TEL: LEIC. 57803

series of unique new concepts in the design of its moving
elements.

These provide an excellent frequency response

and extremely low crosstalk, whilst due to its low mass and
very high compliance, perfect tracking is maintained even
at the lowest stylus pressure.
The mounting centres for the NM22 are standard J.I.S. and
E.I.A., enabling its use in practically any tone arm.

BIRMINGHAM

Replacement of the stylus is extremely simple and can be

SOLIHULL

carried out without removing the cartridge.
The damper is made of carefully selected quality materials
and is manufactured to proven specifications to maintain
the moving elements of the cartridge in their proper positions,

For the best in equipment
visit

providing well adjusted and uniform performance.
Its precise and clear stereophonic reproduction provide a
realism in audio and an equally outstanding result can be
obtained from mono- aural recordings.

C. H. ( HI- FIDELITY) LTD.

Dimensions
Specifications :—
Frequency response
Output voltage
Channel balance
Channel separation
Load impendance
oc resistance
Impedance
Compliance
Tracking force
Weight
Mounting

20-20,000 c/s
5mv ( 1000 c/s 5cm/SEC)
1dB ( 1000 c/s)
20 dB ( 1000 c/s)
50,000-100,000 ohms

-;—

550 ohms
2000 ohms
6x10-6 cm/dyne
2-3.5 gr.
7 gr.
J.I.S. and E.I.A. standard

Replacement Stylus :—
De Luxe diamond
Popular diamond

Hi-Fidelity Centre

12, DRURY LANE,

167-169, BROMSG ROVE ST.,

SOLIHULL,

BIRMINGHAM 5.

WARWICKSHIRE.

021-692 1487

021-705 7999

0.7mm and 0.5mm
0.7mm and 0.5mm

Demonstration facilities

MICMGATE ACOUSTICS

available by appointment

184-188 GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.I.
For name and address of nearest stockist telephone 01-636 2901-4
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GRAVESEND HI-FI

CENTRE

T2400 ..
T2500
HTIO SPEAKERS ..

Complete range of Unit Audio in stock

FERROGRAPH
7 MONO

ARMSTRO NG
AMPLIFIERS from
TUNERS AM— FM
TUNER/AMPS ..

B

0

BEOGRAM 1000 ..
BEOGRAM 1500 ..
BEOMASTER IWO
900K Mk 2
BEOVOX 2400 ..
BEOLAB 5000 ..
BEOLAB TUNER

£45 10
£44 3
£87 6

• £
40 15
.. £82 15
.. £99 5
.. £85 0
.. £33 0
.. £ 140 0
.. £ 103 5

AMPLIFIERS

£43 10

DY NATRON
HFC 3A TUNER- AMP .. £91
SPEAKERS ( each) .. £ 17
RADIOGRAMS from .. £30

0 2

0 0
0 0

.. £ 135 13

4

£40

0
0
0
0

G 0 ODMANS

2
£30 18
£54 0
£80 19

MAGNUM K
MEZZO ..
MAXAMP
STEREOMAX

GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE

D

FREE CUTTING AND WIRING OF CABINETS

£A3 10 0
SANDWICH Teak/Walnut
MINI SANDWICH
£29 15 0
Teak/Walnut ..
£52 0 0
STEREO 30
when available
STEREO 70
£50 11 3
STEREO TUNER ..
£43 15 8
TROUGH LINE 3

MEDLEY
RECORD PLAYER
LOUDSPEAKERS ..

.. £64 10 3
10 gns. (
each)

QUAD
GOLDRI NG

LAB 80 ..
SP25 Mk 2 ..

KEF

CONCORD
CELESTE ..

33 TUNER
ELECTROSTATICS

£50
£57

CADET III
SWITCHED TUNERS

£37
£23
£46
£64
£65

£35 15 3
£22 7 8
£24 S 5 ROGERS

GL75
GL68
G99

GARRARD

BRYAN

FREE DELIVERY IN KENT

E

LEAK

FERGUSON
86 gns.
96 gns.
19 gns.

H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE

E

E MAIL ORDER

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED

ARENA

D

£31
.. £31
.. £ 15

9 6
210
6 4

RAVENSBOURNE .
RAVENSBOURNE TUNER
RAVENSBOURNE
SPEAKERS

. £43 10 0 SO NY
. £29 0 0
250 TAPE RECORDERS

0 0
0 0

10
18
10

o

13

6

£30 18

9

9

o
0 o

75gns.

SH URE

Range of Cartridges from

TRUVOX
TSA200
FM 200 ..
PD202, PD204
R102
R104
R54
DECODERS
SPEAKERS

E8/7/6

.. £54
.. £36
.. £ 147
£93
.. £93
.. £75
.. £ 15
.. £21

TA NDBERG
SERIES

15 ..

SERIES 12 ..
TAN II, 12, 13 SPEAKERS
TH ORE NS
TDI50
TDI24

WHARFEDALE
WHF 20 ..
TUNERS ..
DOVEDALES
DENTON ..
LINTON ..

12
15
17
9
9
17
4
19

0
6
4
0
0
3
6
2

694 gns.
120 gns.
138 gns.

.. £28 16 II
.. £45 18 0

£75 0
£S3 10
.. £31 10
.. £ 16 6
.. no 13

0
0
0
0
0

GRAVESEND HI-El CENTRE - BENNETT & BROWN LTD. - 60 8WROTHAM ROAD - GRAVESEND - KENT - Phone 3060-3245
OPEN TILL 7p.m. FRIDAYS AND ALL DAY SATURDAYS •

WE ARE SITUATED + MILE UP WROTHAM ROAD FROM GRAVESEND STATION

professional
advice
Suttons have been giving it for 21 years. Our professional
experience is free—and it could save you a lot of money. We have
a fully qualified staff and facilities whereby you are able to hear
the latest equipment in ideal surroundings. Whether it is to inspect
our range or discuss a particular problem, you are always sure of a
warm welcome whenever you care to drop in.
Suttons also carry the largest stock of classical stereo and mono
records in the South, because when you buy from Suttons, you
buy from the combined record stocks of all Suttons Branches.
If you live outside calling distance, just send your requirements to
our Salisbury branch, marking your envelope " Mail Order" and
your order will be despatched C.O.D. by return, complete with
free polythene outer cover.
EVERY RECORD PURCHASED FROM SUTTONS IS
GUARANTEED FACTORY FRESH AND UNPLAYED

WILTSHIRE: 50 Blue Boar Row, Salisbury
HAMPSHIRE: 421 Shirley Road, Southampton
DORSET: 7 Hardye Arcade, South Street, Dorchester.

MiLTMENIMIC:)11
1br«
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A " MCSI"' FOR FOR CHRISTMAS
RECORD BUYERS !*

We offer awide range of equipment from most of the world's
best manufacturers.
At our premises in Hill St., Richmond, you can listen to at least
thirty different Speakers and alarge range of different Amplifiers
and Tuner/Amplifiers, together with Turntables to enable you
to compare the kind of sound you get from both alow-priced to
ahighly sophisticated system.
For those who cannot visit our premises, we have a Mail Order
Department and cater especially for those wishing to purchase
on this basis at unbeatable terms.
We offer easy terms or special cash discount.
AMPLIFIERS AND
ARMSTRONG
AKA?
DUAL
GOODMANS
LEAK

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
LOWTHER
PHILIPS
QUAD
ROGERS

SPEAKERS
AKA?
CELESTION
DECCA
GOODMANS
JORDAN-WATTS
KEF
TURNTABLES
CONNOISSEUR
DECCA
DUAL
TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
FERROGRAPH
FIDELITY
GRUNDIG
CARTRIDGES
SHURE
DECCA
GOLDR1NG

RADFORD
ROGERS
SANYO
SONOTONE
WHARFEDALE

GARRARD
GOLDRING
PHILIPS

THORENS
WHARFEDALE

MARCON1PHONE
PHILIPS
RE VOX

SANYO
TELEFUNKEN
TRUVOX

SONOTONE
ACOS
PICKERING

AUDIOTECHNICA

The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.

TAPES
Double Play
300' 3"
600' 4"
900' 4r
1,200' 5"
1,800' r
2,400' 7"
3,600' 8/."

List
13/—
26/—
3I/—
43/1
56/4
79/—
117/6

F. Cave
10/19/3
24/32/6
42/6
59/6
90/—

Long Play
210' 3"
450' 4"
600' 4r
900' 5"
1,200' 5r
1,800' 7"
2,400'13r

7/4
15/6
22/—
29/1
36/4
51/6
73/6

5/8
11/3
16/3
21/8
27/—
38/6
55/10

Triple Play
450' r
600' 3f"
900' 4"
1,200' 4/"
1,800' 5"
2,400' Sr
3,600' 7"

2I/—
29/6
40/—
50/—
67/1
91/4
116/8

16/3
24/6
30/37/9
51/69/3
89/-

2,400' 8r
3,600' 10"
4,200' lOr

73/6
96/—
108/6

55/10
73/—
83/—

17/6
26/—
33/6

13/3
I9/—
25/6

Letter Tape
150' 2r

5/6

Cassettes
C.60 ( Std.)
C.90 ( LP)
C.I20 ( DP)

Tells you all you want to know about every Classical, Jazz, Popular, Light
and Demonstration record. It is recognised as the only Stereo Publication
giving the release date and complete information on every stereo record
issued up to December 1968. This third edition has been completely
revised and greatly enlarged by the inclusion of full-length features by many
well-known personalities. These articles include an appraisal of the great
Operatic Recordings, a complete review of all Light Stereo Records, a
review of the best Orchestral and Chamber Music Recordings, a special
review of the best demonstration records and personal reactions to Popular
Stereo Records. Price 17/6 Post Free.

Send for your copy today

BASF AND PHILIPS RECORDING
Standard
List
F. Cave
300' 4"
14/6
10/6
600' 5'
22/1
16/3
900'
29/4
21/8
1,200' 7"
36/6
27/—
1,800'
58/6
44/3
1,800'
58/6
44/3

s

THE
NEW
STEREO
INDEX

SANYO
SAN SU?
TANDBERG
TELEFUNKEN

LEAK
LOWTHER
MEDLEY
PHILIPS
QUAD

sr
sr
sr

*Makes
an ideal
Christmas
Gift

104-6 Norwood High Streer, London, S.E.27

Can you afford not to save up to
£100 on your Hi-Fi System with a
special "Package Deal" quotation?
Choose from the world's finest factory-

4/4

fresh equipment with full maker's guaran-

MAXELL PHILIPS TYPE CASSETTES
List
F. Cave
C.60
12/11
10/6
C.90
18/11
15/6

tee. Simply detail your own requirements
for an immediate personal quotation or

SPECIAL LOW NOISE RECORDING TAPE
Standard
Long Play
600' 5"
I1/3
900' 5"
14/8
850' 5j"
14/8
1,200' 5r
19/4
1,200' 7"
19/4
1,800' 7"
25/3
GARRARD'S TURNTABLES
List
A70 Mk. II .. .. ..
623/19/4
Lab 80 Mk. II inc. Base and Cover
640112/1

request 7I- page illustrated catalogue—
only 5/— (
refundable).
welcomed.

F. Cave
612/19/—
L31/19/—

Export enquiries

JOHN MUNRO

Postage and packing, 2/6
All purchases exceeding 63/—/—, POST FREE.

Call at:

International Audio Specialist,

F. CAVE

26 Seatown, Lossiemouth,

Hi -Fi Tape Recorder Specialists

Morayshire, Scotland.

27 HILL STREET, RICHMOND

Tel.: 2340

01-940 0632 up to 8 p.m.
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FANTASTIC
BARGAINS!

Ridgers of Berkshire

The New hi-fi Demonstration

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFERS

Centre for the Royal County

SONOTONE SOLENT
BOOKCASE SPEAKERS

See and hear the newest and best in Audio and
hi-fi units. Our comparison lounge enables you to
choose— in comfort and privacy—the speakers best
suited to YOUR requirements. Equipment by:—
Leak, Quad, Goodmans, Bang & Olufsen, Sony,
Rogers, Wharfedale, etc., etc.
Special " No Deposit" Credit available.
Why not drop in for achat and alisten?
Our staff are specially trained to deal with
all questions on Unit audio and Hi-fi, they

•••••••••

Scandinavian style cabinet_
4 to 812 impedance. 12 W input.
Suitable for valve or transistor amplifiers.
Can be connected direct to tape recorders.
Frequency response, 40 c/s to 20 Kc/s.
Tested by Which magazine.
Small attractive size. l4x9x8 in.
On permanent demonstration.
Reviewed by Hi- Ft News, Gramophone and
Review.
• List Price now E18/101—.

look forward to helping you!

RIDGERS

42 BROADWAY
BRACKNELL TEL. 5895

Audio.Record

SPECIAL OFFER
£11110/0 plus P/P I0/-

the sound
of
music today*

• GARRAR-D.

SP.25 MK. 11 Motor. Fitted with micrometer
pick-up adjuster and heavy die-cast turntable, El 1/19/6, plus
P/P, 10/—
. GARRA RD. SP.25 MK H. As above, but fitted on attractive teak plinth, £1319/6, plus P/P, 1oh.
• GARRARD. AT.60 MK. 111 Auto- changer. With all the
features of the SP.25 Mk. II fitted on attractive teak plinth,
£I519'6, plus P/P,
• All above turntables can be supplied ready wired with
6ft. of mains and stereo audio cables at 12/6 extra.
• GARRARD. A.70 MK. 11. Transcription auto changer. List
f22. Offered new and boxed £12/17/6, P/P,
e Perspex Dust- covers for above teak plinths, 50/—, plus P/P,
4/6.
• SONOTONE. 9TA. As above, but with LP stereo
diamond, 47/6, post paid.
• SONOTONE. 9TAHC.. Fitted with stereo LP diamond,
49/6, post paid.
• NM.22 Stereo. Magnetic cartridges. List 6Gns. Speciul
Offer, 95/— each.
• Diamond Replacement Styli. For Sonotone 9TA or
9TA, HC, IS/— post paid.
• ACOS GP 91-S. Mono compatible crystal cartridges 25/- each
• TEAK PLINTHS complete with clear perspex cover cut
ready for AT60, SP25, LM3000 etc. List price, t6/15/—. Special
Offer, E4
P/P, 7/6.
• SANYO. 'M48 Cassette. Battery tape recorders. List
27 gns. each Special Offer. 1
9gns. each.
• MAXWELL. C60 Tape Cassettes. 10/6 each, P/P, 1/—, or
3for 28'6. P/P, 2/6.
• MAXWELL. C90 Tape Cassettes. 15/6 each, P/P, 1/—. or
3for 39/6, P/P, 2/6.
Send large cae. for Manufacturer's Leaflets, and copies of Test
Reports on Sonotone Speakers, also leaflets on NM22.

Messiaen: Chronochromie for Orchestra
Koechlin : Symphonic Poem " Les Bandar- Log"
Antal Dorati/BBC Symphony Orchestra
Boulez: Le soleil des eaux
Pierre Boulez/BBC Symphony Orchestra 8-Chorus
Josephine Nendick, Barry McDaniel, Louis Devos
HMV ASD639 (j) ALP2092
'The recording is outstanding— airy, clear and brilliant,
with exemplary surfaces, matching in particular the
crispness and panache of Dorati's performances'
Hi Fi News
'HMV provide arecording of outstanding clarity and
definition, one of their very best'
The Gramophone
*recorded in association with the Ca/ouste Gulbenkian
Foundation

LEE ELECTRONICS
400 EDGWARE RD., W.2 PADDINGTON 5521
CLOSED THURSDAYS
EMI RECORDS ( The Gramophone C . Ltd.), EMI Flouse, 20 Manchester Square, London W1A lES
1537

hermae

•Absolute satisfaction guaranteed to each customer.
•All equipment available ex stock.
•Prices include full carriage U,K.

mail order

•Every item mint from manufacturer.
•Cheque with order please, for quick delivery.
As suppliers to Industrial Users our service facilities
are of the highest standard.

s.

AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans Maxamp 30
Leak Stereo 30 Chassis
Leak Stereo 30 Case..
Leak Stereo 70 Chassis ..
Leak Stereo 70 Case.. Double Case for Amp. and Tuner
Rogers Cadet Ill Chassis ..
Rogers Cadet Teak Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Teak Case ..

54
52
58
63
69
9
33
37
59
64

LOUDSPEAKERS
Celestion Ditton 10 Walnut or Teak, 15 or
4ohms ..
Celestion Ditton 15 Walnut or Teak, 4ohms
Celestion Ditton 25 Walnut or Teak,
4-8 ohms '.
Decca Deram Teak _
Decca Deram Rosewood ..
Decca Kelly Kardioid 30 ..
Decca Kelly Kardioid Mini ..
Goodmans Maxim Walnut or Teak
Goodmans Mezzo Mk II Walnut or Teak ..
Goodmans Magnum K Mk 11(3 ways system)
Walnut or Teak .. .
K.E.F. Cresta Walnut or Teak
K.E.F. Celeste Mk II. Walnut or Teak ..
K.E.F. Concord Walnut or Teak ..
K.E.F. Concerto Walnut or Teak
K.E.F. Carlton Walnut or Teak ..
Leak Sandwich Walnut or Teak ..
Leak Mini Sandwich Walnut or Teak ..

20 15
30 12
55
17
18
51
21
20
30

d.

0
0
0
0
0
6 I
5
0
0
0

13
17
18
9
9
0
18

402
21 16
29 0
43 10
53 10
93 10
43 10
29 IS

Bowers & Wilkins P2H
Bowers & Wilkins DM3-from
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
Mordaunt-Short Teak or Walnut
TAPE
Revox
Revox
Revox

MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS

100
200
300
400
500
600
700

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

RECORDERS
77 CS/2 or 4 ..
77 CSVV/2 or 4
77 K/2 or 4 ..

..
..
..

MOTORS
Garrard SL75
Garrard SL95
Garrard SP25 Mk. II
Garrard 401 ..
Goldring GL68
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL77
Goldring 0.99
Thorens TDI50 AB ..
Thorens TDI50
Thorens TD124 Mk. 11 ..
Thorens TD224 with BTD-125
Deccadec Deluxe ..

•

•

PICK UP ARMS AND CARTRIDGES
A.D.C. 10E Mk II

£
89
63
34
39
45
47
52
55
68

s. d.
0
0
13
18
3
5
10
13
5

148 19 0
167 3 0
169 9 0
34
44
15
31
22
35
62
24
39
28
45
87
18

19 9
12 10
6 4
2 10
7 2
15 5
13 2
5 5
1 7
16 II
18 0
18 7
18 0

45
22

8 4
2 i

SP25 Mk II (List £ 15 6. 4). Our price £12 19. 6.
SP25 Mk II with teak base and smoke perspex cover
(List £21 12. 4). Our price 18 gns.
SP25 Mk II as above and Sonotone 9TAHC Cartridge
(List £24 13. 0). Our price 20} gns.
Lab 80 Mk II (List £31 9. 7). Our price £25 0. 0.
Lab 80 Mk 11 with W82 Base 45 rpm auto spindle
and wiring (List £38 12. 8). Our price 29 gns.
A70 Mk 11 (List approx. £23). Our price, 13f gns.
Base and Cover for SP25. AT60 etc., £5 19. 6.
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS

97 gns.
69 gns.
63 gns.

TUNER-AMPLIFIER
79000 De Luxe tuner-amplifier 2x 90 watts
72500F Stereo-AM/FM with FM Preselection
72400 VHF Stereo FM (30 W) ••• • • •
TI 500F Stereo AM/FM (2x6 W) • • •
F210 Stereo Amplifier (2x 10 W) ...
F211 Stereo VHF Tuner (with 5 preselections) ... ...
Stereo Decoders extra for above units ...
PLAYING DESKS
PE2020 on base with perspex cover less
cartridge ( wired)...
PE2020 Turntable only
PRESSURE CHAMBER SPEAKERS
(All Speakers 4-5 Ohm)
HT7
174 gns.
HTI 0 .
HT14
181 gns.
HTI 7 .
HT18 ... 36 gns.
HTI9
HT20
28 gns.
HT21

e

19
22
31
18
26
36
27
7
30
40
25
27
29

TUNERS
Goodmans Stereomax Teak or Walnut
Leak Mono Chassis ..
Leak Mono Case ..
Leak Stereo Chassis ..
Leak Stereo Case ..
Rogers Mk Ill Switched Chassis ..
Rogers Mk Ill Switched Case ..
Rogers Mk Ill Decoder ..
Rogers Ravensbourne 2 Stereo Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne 2 Stereo Case

ao

35
43
50
58
20
23
15
60
65

AM-FM
89 gns.
79 gas.
61 gns.
33 gns.
31 gns.
7gns.

AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans Maxamp, Stereo ...
Leak ' Stereo 30' Transistor Amp.
Quad '33' Stereo C/U
Quad '303' Stereo Main Amplifier ...
Rogers HG88 Mk III
Rogers HG88 Mk III (in case)
Rogers Cadet III Stereo amp./p. amp.
Rogers Cadet III Integrated Stereo
Amplifier
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Amplifier
Truvox TSA 100 Stereo Amp. ...

£ s.
54 0
52 0
43 0
55 0
42 0
46 10
33 15

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

37 10

0

64
51

0 0
9 0

s.

d.

10
18
10
6

o

1
2
9 10
19 2
15 10
19
15
15
11
Il
12
18

o

15
15

3

4
8
4
8
5
9

o o

thennac
79 WEST REGENT ST. GLASGOW C.2.
For local technical service phone 041 -632 1529.

PICKUPS & ACCESSORIES

ARENA

TABLE MAINS RADIO
T2500H Stereo with FM Preselection
T1500H Stereo ...
7'1900H Stereo

A.D.C. 40 arm
Decca Mk 4, C4E or .
H4E
Decca Mk 4, SC4E or SH4E
Decca Professional Arm ..
Decca International Arm ..
Goldring P77 Arm ..
Ortofon SLI5E
Ortofon 2X 15K Transformer
Ortofon RS2I2 Arm
Shure VI511
Shure M75E
S.M.E. 3009 It Arm with S.2. Shell
S.M.E. 3012 II Arm with S.1. Shell

Connoisseur SA U-2 arm only ...
Connoisseur SCU-I Stereo cartridge
Decca AR! Pick-up complete ...
Goldring G65 Arm only ...
Goldring 75 Arm only ...
Goldring P77 Arm only ...
Ortolan ST15T Stereo Cartridge
Ortofon ST15TE Stereo Cartridge
Shure M5D Stereo Cartridge ...
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge ...
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge ...
Shure M44C Stereo Cartridge ...
Shure M44E Stereo Cartridge •••
Shure M55E Stereo Cartridge ••.
Shure M756 Stereo Cartridge •••
Shure M75E Stereo Cartridge •••
Shure M75G
Shure M805 (Lab 80) ...
Shure V1.5 ...
S.M.E. 3009 Arm less Shell
S.M.E. 3012 Arm less Shell
S.M.E. Lightweight Shell
Thorens TPI4 Arm and Shell
Thorens TP50 Shell ... •••
Shure Stylus N3D
Shure Stylus N5D
Shure Stylus N44-5
Shure Stylus N44-E
Shure Stylus N55-E

.. •
.•.
.••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•.•
.••
•••
•••

£ s.

d.

12 15 1
5 9 3
11 11
0
713 4
12 16 5
36 10 0
26 9 6
32 17 1
16 11 9
14 4 I
12 14 II
13 14 11
17 2 4
20 7 10
17 2 4
25 9 10,
17 2 4,
21 9 9
40 1 2,
24 II 9,
26 6 9
2 2 0
20 19 6
3 0 2
5 16 6
10 0 4
8 7 6
11 S 9
12 7

8

•••••••••

59 gns
49 gns.

19 gns.
...13f gns.
...
7 gns.
...
9gns.

TAPE
7" 1800 ft. PVC L.P. tape. Special price, 19/Gd.
r 1800 ft. BASF (Round pack). List 501, OUR
PRICE 37I6d.
51" 1200 ft. BASF (Round pack). List 37I6d. OUR
PRICE, 2716d. P. & P. 116d. per reel. 4 reels or
more, Post Free.
41b.

CARRIAGE AND PACKING EXTRA ON ALL MAIL ORDERS

TELERADIO

DEVELOPMENT

LTD.

189 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2
Tel. 01-723 4455. Hours: 9.15-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Thurs. 9.15-1 p.m.

1538

Illee*Wrerere.elreWleelve.

ELTRA 112 track Mono recorder. 6 watt output.
Separate Record and Playback controls. Superb
quality. (List over £70.) Our Price 55 gns. Limited
Supply.
TANDBERG 62X Stereo 2TR Deck/Pre-Amp.,
£138 gns.
TANDBERG 64X Stereo 4TKDecklPre-Amp., 138gns.
RE VOX 1102 Stereo 2TK Deck/Pre-Amp., 159 gns.
RE VOX 1104 Stereo 4TK Deck/Pre-Amp., 159 gns.
RE VOX 1222 Stereo 2TK.
Complete recorder,
189 gns.
RE VOX 1224 Stereo 4TK. Complete recorder.
189 gns.

him

hampstead

HIGH FIDELITY

recommend these amplifiers

LEAK

17-,..

RADFORD

QUAD

lip
r
...

,
;-

STEREO 70
Brand new unit from world famous amplifier manufacturer. Output is 35 watts per channel. Distortion
is amere 0-1% at 1000 Hz up to 25 watts per channel.
Chassis model £63.
Case model
£69.10.0.

33- AND 303
The Quad 33 control unit and the Quad 303 power
amplifier combine to produce some of the finest
equipment available. Attractive in design and powerful in performance with negligible distortion right up
to 45 watts.
33 Control unit
£43.
303 Power amplifier £55.

hampstead

SCA 30
Anew solid state stereo amplifier which completely
eliminates the "transistor soun d". Very hi gh atan dard of reprodu ction an d st yl ed to matc h the Radford
range.
(Incl. cabinet) £ 106.

HIGH FIDELITY

91A, Heath Street, Hampstead, N.W.3. Tel: 01-435 6377 & Sound House, 15, Church Street, Rickmansworth Tel: 75651

"Lancaster" corner-mounting
fitted with 12" or le Dual
Concentric.
Height 2' 9"
Width 2' 1" Front to rear
corner l' 4e.

A RANGE OF ENCLOSURES
COMBINING CONTEMPORARY
FINISH est. STYLING WITH
ADVANCED TECHNICAL
FEATURES
Professional users throughout the world are
specifying Lancaster enclosures (with the
famous Monitor Dual Concentric Loudspeakers) for their outstanding quality of
reproduction combined with inbuilt compactness to suit modern conditions.

-NOW FITTED WITH THE

TANNOY
PRODUCTS
LIMITED

"HI LZ" Mk. II,
Aperiodic enclosure with Ill LZ
unit. Height l'3'
Width 1' 11"
Depth 91"

WEST NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.27
Telephone: 01 -670'1131
One of the Tannoy Group of Companies

¡GOLD:
65

"Lancaster" free-standing fitted
with 12" or 15" Dual Concentric.
Height 2' 9+"
Width 1' 94"
Depth I' 04"
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"CHRISTMAS CAROLS
HELP CANCER RESEARCH"
A delightful 12" L.P. ( Sceptre 401-33* r.p.m.) recording of
twelve traditional and favourite Christmas Carols has been
produced for the Imperial Cancer Research Fund.
Price l6/—, inclusive of postage, packing and 5/— donation to the
Fund.

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES

A. DAVIES & CO.

Please send crossed cheque/Postal Order for 16/— to:—

(Cabinet Makers)
3 PARKHILL PLACE (
off Parkhill Rd.)
LONDON, N.W.3
01-485 5775

STANLEY SCHOFIELD PRODUCTIONS LTD.,
6, 7 and 8 Old Bond Street, London, W.I

Open till 5.30 Saturday

YOU CAN HAVE
GOOD SOUND EQUIPMENT

STEREO FROM DISC & RADIO

eDULCI
eDULCI
e

if you choose

Feitham. Middlesex

£95

0/

THE PART EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS

We now offer a Unique Service for Those seeking
First Class Stereo Reception at a Reasonable
Price.

Any audio equipment considered

manufacture aSub- miniature Decoder which has very desirable features,
•We
for a very modest sum.
can supply this unit separately or mounted in one of the best Tuners
•We
on the market, together if required with Aerial and Accessories for Superb

either for CASH or EXCHANGE
—

Reproduction at minimum cost.

Special Price Reductions on orders placed in 1968
Send now for fullest details by return from:—

WRITE IN TODAY

Address: 8 MOOR ST., LONDON W.1

AVERINE ELECTRONICS

Telephone: 01-437 7108

PO BOX 6, RUISLIP, MIDDX.

pa

WE'VE PUT
AN AD. ON OUR COUPON
data on Charnwood 2 and

Compact loudspeakers please

Name
Address

laNTB
LOUGHBOROUGH

K1
40 RIE
9y1A N
CRAWLEY

STEREO BROADCASTS

H. C. IIARRIDGE LTD

— BEST OFFERS AVAILABLE

FMT7S stereo tuner.

GARRARD SP25; GP96 P.U.; teak plinth & cover.

eTwo MEDLEY MINI- MUSETTE teak speakers.

Lgrampiani
Grampian Reproducers Ltd. Hanworth Trading Estate,

207 stereo amplifier.

LNB Audio Limited 25 Cambridge
Street Loughborough Leics.
Tel. Loughborough 61229
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THE SUM TOTAL OF :—

AM/FM Tuner + MPX Stereo
Decoder + 9W per channel
Amplifier = 34 gns.

IMPOSSIBLE!
NOW READ ON

•Teleton F2000.
SStereo Headphone Socket.
eBuilt-in Stereo Decoder.
eAM/FM Tuner Amp. with A.F.C.
eInput for Ceramic or Crystal Pick-up. e 9 Watt per Channel Output.
oTape Input and Output Sockets.
eSuitable for 4-8 iSpeakers.
PRICE

5

Built-in Ferrite Aerial for A.M.

e21 Silicon Transistors 17 Diodes.
oAttractive- styled Wood Case.

34 gns.

Post and Packing 12/6

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE BUDGET STEREO OFFER
F2000 Tuner- Amplifier.

Garrard SP25 Mk II on Plinth, 2 Sonotone Solent Hi -Fi Speakers, Sonotone 9TA Head with diamond styli.

69 gns.

Post and Packing 37/6.

All above units are on permanent demonstration. Send large s.a.e. for manufacturer's illustrated leaflets.

LEE ELECTRONICS

400 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2. PADDINGTON 5521 ( closed Thursdays)

Close your eyes and listen—a Luxor¡set is distinguished by its excellent sound—
but not only that— purchase with ycbur eyes open, it will stand up to inspection
from all angles. Stop, look and listen—the Luxor range of high fidelity equipment
—to you, from Sweden.
For further details contact

.
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for the man who really knows
music there is only one loudspeaker

WA
ITS
JORDAN

the cleanest, clearest, most natural sound you can buy.
"Amateur Tape Recording" says: `When listening to these speakers for the first time, one is
immediately aware of the lack of colouration,
coupled with the excellent transient reproduction
and the big speaker sounds, despite the conflicting
smallness of the enclosures. THE JUNO
WOULD BE MY CHOICE IF I WERE
LOOKING FOR A SMALL SPEAKER OF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND
UNIQUE DESIGN.'
The JUNO high fidelity loudspeaker
system costs £25. 10.0.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration and technical details.

Bib

Manufactured by:

Distributors:

World Exports:

JORDAN WATTS LTD.,
Benlow Works, Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middx.

BOOSEY & HAWKES
(SALES) LTD.,
Deansbrook, Road,
Edgware, Middx.

K.H. WILLIMAN & CO. LTD.,
Blackford House, Sutton,
Surrey, England.
Tel: Melville 1491
Cables: Tiger, Sutton, Surrey

Jordan- Watts Loudspeakers - The voice of high fidelity

AUDIOACCESSORIEstfhoer epneeucslagsitfsts

Flex
Shortener

Instrument
Cleaner

Shorten without
cutting, audio
cables and flexes.
Made of
unbreakable plastic.
Packet of 4Bib
Flex Shorteners 2/6.

Cleans record players.
tape recorders, metal
plastic and glass.
Anti-static and nonflammable. Bib
Instrument Cleaner.
4oz. bottle. 4/6.

Precision
Tape Cutters
Size M

Ersin Multicore Recording
Solder. Size 15 Tape Splicer
Invaluable for precise
Dispenser

Set of four stainless
steel cutters, with
special plastic grips,
for all types of
magnetic recording
tape. 2/10d.
inc. P.T.

Solder easily plugs and
cables with 5-core
Ersin Multicore Solder.
Size 15 Dispenser
contains 21 ft. of 60/40
22 s.w.g solder 3/-.

and easy splicing and
also for accurate tape
editing. Fitted with
clamps for holding tape
while splicing diagonal
or butt splices. Chromeplated on special nonslip base, complete with
razor cutter. 19/6d.

All pices are recommended retal . Obtainable from mos audio stockists. If in diff culty send cash with
/- for postage and packing for orders less than 10/- and 2/6 for orders above 10/- ( U.K. only) to:
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Tape Head Maintenance Kit
The technical editors of the leading audio journals
have undertaken comprehensive tests of this kit and
recommend it unreservedly.
Saves repair costs, ensures better recording and
reproduction of reel and cassette recorders. Bib
Tape Head Maintenance Kit has 2each applicator
and Polisher tools, 10 applicator and Polisher sticks.
Double-ended brush, packet of tissues, and bottle
of Bib Instrument Cleaner in plastic wallet. 16/6d.
inc. P.T. Replacements available.

Automatic
Opening
Wire Stripper
& Cutter.
Fitted with automatic opening
spring for quick
flex and cable,tripping. Screw adjusts
for different wire
sizes. Plastic covered handles with
locking ring. 8/6d.

Bib Division, Multicore Solders Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Bents

AR E N A

DANISH HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
at its very best!

STEREO HI-F -

AUDIO PLAN I ( 2x 10
watts). F2I0 amplifier, F2I I
VHF Tuner ( less MPX) SP25
Mk. Il mounted with magnetic
cartridge and two HTI4 or
HTI7 pressure speakers.
118 gns. including purchase
tax (
add 7 gns. for MPX decoder)

AUDIO PLAN 2 (2x 8
watts).
GF1225
stereo
player with amplifier, F211
VHF ( less MPX) and two
HTI4
or
FIT17
pressure
speakers.
128 gns. including purchase
tax (
add 7 gns. for MPX decoder).

For further details and descriptive literature call or write

to:

NIGIWATE ACOUSTICS
184/8 Great Portland Street, London, W.I
Scottish distriodtors:

BRYTERLITE LTD., 41 Robertson Street, Glasgow, C.2

Telephone: MUSeam 2901/5
Ter: 04I-CEN 2486

THE DERWENT OPAL MK.II
Size:
For the

21"

KEF

X

B 139

13r

& T 15

X

£8.8.0

8"

BOOKSHELF LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKS

First, measure it — on the Rank Studio Flutter Meter.
The Type 1740 measures accurately the
degree of Wow and Flutter on
sound recorders and
reproducers.

BE SURE TO BUY

For more information write to:

RANK
STUDIO
EQUIPMENT

for exciting bargains under
RADIO, TV, TAPE, ETC,
1543

AUDIO SERVICES

MAILWAY LOW COST TAPES
AND AUDIO BARGAINS

offer up to

25% CASH

mane

plus DEMONSTRATIONS
EXPERT GUIDANCE
INSTALLATION IF REQUIRED
SERVICE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

"LOW NOISE

TAPE IN STRONG BOX WITH
FREE INDEX

5" Mylar,
600ft. ..
.5r Mylar,
850ft. ..
7" Mylar, 1,200ft. ..

12/9
16/6
2I/—

5" Mylar,
900ft. ..
5r Mylar 1,200ft. ..
7" Mylar, 1.800ft. ..

16/6
21/9
28/6

"ECONOMY" TAPE IN STRONG BOX WITH
LEADER AND FREE INDEX
7"
7"
7"
7"
7"

Mylar, 2,400ft. ..
Mylar, 1,800ft. ..
Mylar, 1,200ft.
Acetate, 1,800ft.
Acetate, 1,200ft. .

2I/—
16/3
11/6
12/6
I0/—

5"
5"
5"
5"
5"

Mylar, 1,200ft.
Mylar,
900ft.
Mylar,
600ft.
Acetate,
900ft.
Acetate,
600ft...

16/6
11/3
9/6
8/6
8/—

"COMPACT" CASSETTES IN PLASTIC LIBRARY
BOX WITH SLEEVE
MC60 1hour playing time, one for 10/6, four for 40/—.
MC90 90 mins. playing time, one for I4/—, four for 54/—.
Free Cassette rack with every order of four or more.
GARRARD UNITS
Lab 80 Mk. II, Mailway price
AT60 Mk. Il, Mailway
price ..
SP25 Mk. II, Mailway
price

f25/10/—
fI4/—/—
E12/10/—

A70 Mk. II, Mailway
price ..
f13/10/3000LM
9TA Mailway price
'. f9/19/6
Mailway SP25 plinth
45/—

Most makes of Audio equipment and their spares supplied
at very competitive prices. Repairs service if required.
Send s.a.e. for quotations.
Post and packing, 2/— per order.
For our latest lists and brochure send 5d. stamp to:

Alexander Shackman, the acknowledged authority on high
quality sound reproduction, now adds to his personal service,
the attraction of substantial cash discounts on all the leading
makes of equipment.

"MAILWAY"
1 ICKNIELD STREET, DUNSTABLE, BEDS.

LARGE STOCKS
Audio Services is an old established, highly specialised, Hi Fi retail
business of high reputation. Large stocks are carried of all leading
brands, including their own unique Dynastatic Mark 11 loudspeaker ...
Duode Janszen, Leak Sandwich, Richard Allan Pavane', Richard Allan
Class A amplifiers, Leak Stereo 70, Rogers Ravensbourne, Armstrong
New 400 and 500, and Sinus Range, plus everything that is best!
... and now Audio Services introduce their latest development, the
NOVASTATIC Loudspeaker at only £42 0 0. An economically priced,
quality performance development from the very successful Dynastatic
series, the NOVASTATIC incorporates the patented Shackman
Electrostatic Unit. They are now on continuous demonstration and
deliveries commence in December.

in recording tape
Shamrock Brand

WE ARE A SHOP
AND CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Hours of opening 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Thursday. Tel: 01-449 6605

including

Saturday,

Half day

146

5" 900' polyester long play ..

..

12 0

51" 1150' polyester long play ..

..

146

7" 1800' polyester long play ..

.200

5" 1200' polyester double play

..

7" 2400' polyester double play

.246

NEW BARNET,HERTS.

mumumm t
SEND THIS COUPON FOR
DISCOUNT PRICE LIST

or telephone.

in

Callers welcome

Name

5" 1200' double play PB.

•

10+" 4200' long play CB•

•

List price
s. d.
79 0
56 4
43

Our price
s. d.
63 0
45 0

I

34 6

108 6

86 9

BASF only

Eq" 2400' long play CB..

73 6

58 9

BASF only

7" 1800' long play PB

51 6

41 2

Sf" 1200' long play PB

36 4

29 2

5" 900' long play PB
C60 cassettes ..

29 I
17 6

23 4

C90 cassettes ..

25 0

20 0

CI20 cassettes ..

33 6

27 0

14 0

All orders despatched on day of receipt
Cash with order—deduct 10% for orders £ 10 or over— post
and packing 2/6—over £3 post free.

Address

11111111111•11111111111•1

CB—cardboard box)

7" 2400' double play PB..
Sf" 1800' double play PB..

TEL: BARnet 6605.

Export Enquiries ( Dynastatic
Mark II only)
To Metro-Sound ( Export) Ltd,
Audio Works, 35/37 Queensland
Road, London, N.7.

166

BASF and Philips at a 20% reduction

The Dynastatic Mark 11 loudspeaker is widely exported. Price £ 52.
Covered by British Patents Nos. 1059307 and 1105627. Other UK and
US patents pending.

82,EAST BARNET RD,

d.

..

(PB—plastic box

LYWD[10
MIUOWIEI%

s.

7" 1200' polyester standard play

Chew & Osborne Ltd. e

•11

148, High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel. 4242
1544

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8d. per word (private), minimum
I0/-., Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra. Trade rates 1/- per word, minimum I
5s., Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in JAN. 1969 issue must reach these offices by
1st DEC. addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block
capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tape Recorder and HiFi Engineer required. Good
pay and conditions. R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd., 266-268
Upper Tooting Road, London, S.W.17. Tel.: 01-672 8267,
672 9175.
Hi-Fi/Tape Recorders. Senior Salesman required, must
be fully experienced in all makes of equipment. Also
Junior Salesman required. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.

GRANADA TELEVISION
Sound Engineers
for Operational Television
There are vacancies at the TV Centre in Manchester
for engineers in studio sound operations.
Applicants should have a keen interest in sound,
good technical knowledge and preferably practical
experience of operational and recording techniques.
There are a number of openings from Technical
Assistant up to Engineer and starting salaries range
from £ 1295-1876.
Housing prospects in the Manchester area are
excellent and we will give assistance with removal
and housing expenses. Generous Granada Group
pension and Life Assurance scheme.
Write full details, age, experience and qualifications to:
Andrew Quinn, Granada Television Ltd.,
Manchester 3.

Selling HiFi Equipment
Tape recorders and complete installations in our
HiFi Centres and in the client's home, is a serious
business-we should know-we probably sell more
than anybody else! We are looking for experienced
(and trainee) salesmen of proven ability to sell, and
offer all important service, to our ever expanding
clientele. To the right men we offer top salary with
incentives, distance travel rating and excellent
prospects for quick promotion. Apply in writing
(quote HN/I) to the Hi Fi Sales Director, Lasky's
Radio Limited, 3- IS Cavell Street, London, E.I.
All replies treated in strict confidence.

AUDIO

TEST

ENGINEERS

Engineers required for production testing and
servicing of High Quality Transistorised Audio
Amplifiers and FM Receivers.
Apply Chief Engineer.

Rogers Developments (Electronics) Ltd.
4-14 Barmeston Road, Catfo rd, S.E.6
Tel.: 01-698 7424/4310.

FOR SALE- private
Eddystone EB35 Broadcast Receiver, FM/AM Tuner,
6 bands, costs £66-six months old, as new-£46. Leak
Stereo 30 Amplifier-perfect, £36. Decca Mark Ill
Head, perfect, £9. Lloyd, "Avilion", Roman Road,
Bleadon, Somerset. Tel.: Bleadon 502.
Two Brand New Celestion Ditton 15 cabinets, 15 watts,
4/8 ohms, teak, £45. Box No. 998 (Surrey).
Quad. 2amps., Control Unit, AM and FM Multiplex
Tuner, mint condition, £85. Tel.: Windsor 60241.

Reslo Mic. RBL/T 30/50 with table stand unused, £ 10.
Shure M3 fitted Expert elliptical diamond, £5. Thorens
125 Precision Arm complete on mounting board, £9.
Akai 345 prof. rec. like new-works serviced, £ 150.
Tel. evenings: 01-727 2671, Box No. 997 (London).
Lowther. Pair P.M.6's, excellent condition. Demonstration in Acoustas, £28. Also Brenell 3 Star Tape
Recorder, recently overhauled, £25. Tel.: Ruislip 34181.
Pair of handbuilt monitor speakers of the highest
quality. The bass unit has a 171b. Magnet and its fundamental resonance is 18 c/s. The midrange is a pressure
driven direct radiator and the tweeter is a 1+" wide angle
radiator as used by the B.B.C. These units are housed
in a 6cubic foot teak enclosure measuring 44" x24 x l5"
and is critically damped, gives a music power output in
excess of 40 watts per speaker. The impedance is 15
ohms and the frequency response is flat within 2dB
from 30 c/s to 15 Ke/s and within 4dB from 20 c/s to
15 Kc/s. Midrange and high frequency attenuators are
fitted to the rear of the enclosure to adjust for varying
room acoustics. These speakers are ideally suited for
studio monitoring purposes, small audioria or rooms in
excess of 3,000 cu. ft. Price per pair, £ 185. Tel.: Fitzroy
3261 after 6 p.m.
Leak Dynamic P.U., L.P., 78 and Transformer, £6.
3 Goodmans 12" Speaker Units 50/- each, o.n.o.'s.
S.A.E. Armstrong, Witchampton, Wimborrie, Dorset.
Ferrograph SAN, £55. Leak Stereo 30, £33. Wharfedale Super r in enclosures, £ 15 pair. Chapman Stereo
Tuner, £20. Tel. evenings: 01-892 8627.
Revox Tape Recorder. F36. 15/17+' Stereo half
track, £95. Vaux, 533a, Chickerell Road, Weymouth.
Audio and Design. Titanium Cone Speaker, new, cheap.
Details from 5 Broomacres, Sandhurst, Berks.
Two Shackman Dynasonic 4T Loudspeakers, walnut
finish, perfect condition, £35. 97 Abbots Park, St.
Albans.
Matching pair Lowther Acoustas, P.M.6., teak, £55.
20 Crestwood Avenue, Kidderminster, Worcs.
Unbound HFN. Complete volumes II to X. Incomplete I (June), XI (
March). Offers including carriage.
Legg, 24 Church Lane, Bristol, 8.
Truvox TSA 100 stereo amplifier, excellent performance,
£30. EPU 100 Arm with stereo and mono heads, £ 15.
National RQ-115 batt./mains trans. portable tape recorder 7- x7-, plus mains adaptor. Mint condition, £25.
Tel.: Camberley 5526 after 7 p.m.
Decca Mk. III head. Perfect, £8/10/-. Tel.: evenings
01-455 6838.
Ferrograph 631 mono tape recorder, purchased March
1968, £60. Leak TL12 plus mono amplifier, £ 10. Wharfedale Linton loudspeaker, £5. Buyer collects. C. J.
Woolf, 81 Woodhurst Avenue, Petts Wood, Kent. Tel.:
ORP 27804.
Altai X-4 portable stereo 4-track recorder. 12 months
old. Perfect. Little used. Microphones, all accegwries
included. £85. Tel.: 01-858 6259, evenings.
Pair of Dynastatic Mk. II speakers. New condition
£65. Tel.: 01-806 7056, after 8 p.m.
Lowther Acousta Speakers. PM6 (pair). £50 o.n.o.
Charlton, 19 Kings Crescent, Boston. Tel.: 4781.
Connoisseur variable Disc Cutter, complete with Leak
T L 25 W Amp., Connoisseur and Leak Pre-Amps.,
Cutter Heater Unit, Suction Motor, all perfect, little
used. Vortexion WVB Recorder 31, 7+, 15 ips. Resto
Ribbon Mic. and stand. T. E. Orbell, 17 Lays Road,
Cambridge, Cambs.
Complete hi-fi Garrard 301 Decca FFSS Mk. I.
Tannoy IrD.C. in makers York enclosure. R.C.A. new
orthophonic amp. and pre-amp.
Amp. etc. in teak
cabinet. £80 o.n.o. Tel: Henham 482.
Leak TL12 + Amplifier (new £21), £ 15; Avantic SP2I
Stereo Pre-Amp. (£28 +), £ 15. Superb quality. All
replies answered. Coleman, 30 St. Georges House
St. Matthews, Ipswich.
Heathkit USC-1 and two MA- 12 amplifiers £20, FM4U Tuner and decoder, £ 10. Tel.: Ipswich 53270.
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Walnut HiFi Cabinet as new £30. 54 x 22 x 28 ins.
Pneumatic lid. Space for amp. Gram, tape, radio. Sliding
cupboards for discs, tapes. 12 Paddock Close, Himsdon,
Ware, Herts.
Decca Mk. III Stereo Head, £ 11. Taylor, " Venus",
170 Middleton's Lane, Norwich, NOR 35M, Norfolk.
Beautiful HiFi Equipment. Scott FM Tuner, Brennel
Mk. I tape recorder, Collaro transcription unit Decca
deram arm and cartridge all connected via attractive
switching unit to RCA 30 W. Orthrophonic High
Fidelity amplifier.
Mounted in beautiful oiled oak
period cabinet and completed by Tannoy 12" dual concentric in design centre cabinet. £200. Burrell, 33
Dryburgh Road, Putney, S.W.15. Tel.: 01-789 5228.
Decca Record Player TSA33 Amplifier AT6 Mk. H
Desk Stand, Two 301 Decca Speakers. Little used.
£40 o.n.o. 01-692 6241 after 5 p.m.
Revox F36 in excellent condition. Overhauled, heads
renewed by importers. Will accept £75. Jefferson,
21 St. George's Road, Sevenoaks.
Paraline Columns (If i-Fi News-April 1968), professionally made, £ 11 pair. Recommended Elac drive units,
£5 pair. Box 999 ( Berks.).
Scott 260 American Solid State fully integrated Amplifier. This is a superb instrument and is extremely versatile. Cost 2+ years ago was £ 155. Accept £60 and will
guarantee. Tel.: (Hagley, Birmingham) 021-423 2238.
B & 0 2000 4-track and Sony Stereo Headphones, £85.
44 Thornfield Road, Thornton, Liverpool 23. Tel.:
051-608 5890.
Armstrong 222 with case. Good condition, £ 15.
Ring John Blasdale, 01-PAD 7070, ext. 276 business
hours.
G.K.D. Duette Equipment Cabinet with Extension
Ladders and Shelves-£30 o.n.o. Phone after 6 p.m.:
01-247 9883 (London E.I.).
Lowther Unit PM2 Mk. II, as new bargain, £25.
Voigt Corner Horn, with B.C. Dark Oak to suit, fair
condition, £ 12. Voigt H.C. horn with Bass Chamber
painted, with Wharfedale r FSAL, good condition, £ 12.
OBO. Starke, "Highroyd", Cudworth, Barnsley. Tel.:
Cudworth 340, seller could deliver by arrangement.
Thorens TD124/11 turntable, £30. S.M.E. 3012/11
12" arm, £22.
1 Windmill Close, Dunmow, Essex.
Tel.: Gt. Dunmow 2780.
Stereo Amplifier. Rogers Cadet III 1968 with control
unit and switched VHF/FM tuner. Chassis models.
Cost £55. Bargain, £36. Tel.: Aldershot 21524.
Craftsman veneered walnut sand filled corner enclosures fitted Goodmans. Axiom 201 plus Trebax,
£55 to £60 o.n.o. Tel.: Shaw 01-670 9584 after 6 p.m.
Ferrograph 5A, good condition, £48. 28 Beacon Grove,
Wibsey, Bradford, 6. Tel.: 676247.
Pair Wharfedale Super 12 and Super 3, in matched
corner enclosures, £30 each, o.n.o. 47 Beaumont Road,
Cambridge. Tel.: 46518.
Sony TC500A, with complete Sony accessories, plus
two microphone stands, as new, hardly used. Offers to
Lee, 1Aspley Park Drive, Nottingham.
Fi News, 1963-1966, as new. Offers.
40 copies HiPhone after 6 p.m.: 01-940 6962.
Vortexion WV135 31 and 7+, in excellent condition.
Recently serviced by Vortexion, £75 o.n.o. Vine Cottage,
Gosmore, Hitchin, Herts. Tel.: Hitchin 4732.
Truvox R104 Mono Tape Recorder in good condition,
15 months old, will accept £50, cash only. Buyer collects.
R. Romjohn, South Ockenden Hospital, Nurses Residence, South Ockendon, Essex.
Telefunken M24 Tape Recorder, mint condition, £ 100
o.n.o.; Minimitter "Birdcage" Aerial, £2; Alliance
Motorised Aerial Rotator, £6; Radford FMT 2 MPX
VHF Stereo Tuner, £40; new condition. Box No. 1001
(Leicestershire).
Rogers Cadet III, 6 months old. Chassis model, £20
o.n.o. Tel.: Scawby 595 (Lincs.), after 5 p.m.
Beyer M80 cardioid (£ 12 I8s.) and M55 omni-direetional (£6 17s.) dynamic microphones, excellent condition.
Offers please. Box No. 1002 (Surrey).
Two Quad H amplifiers, Quad control unit, Quad FM
tuner with stereo decoder, Thorens TD135-II Gram unit
with Shure M75E cartridge, all in GKD cabinet £ 150.
Delivered London area.
Smith, 287 Edgware Road,
London, W.2. 01-723 5891
Brenell Mk. 5Tape Recorder in new condition, only 5
months use, 39 gns. Phone 01-452 7309 before 10 a.m. or
after 7 p.m. or write Box No. 1003 (London).

FOR SALE-trade
Save £££s on new hi-fi. As specialists in hi-fi and
stereo equipment, we can offer all makes fully guaranteed
at generous savings, up to 25%. No membership charges,
free delivery. Write with details of your requirements
for quotations to: HiFi Buying Agency, 22 Wardour
Street, London, W.I. Tel.: REG 6848.
Connect Tape with AAU-1 stereo record/replay panel,
sockets fitted, 72/6. M.A.C. Electronic Company.
AAU means Audio Adaptor Unit. Full details from
the M.A.C. Electronic Company, Portsmouth Road,
Ripley, Surrey.

REFRESH

YOUR

EARS

by listening to WOOLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate, Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT
Switch any 3 stereo inputs with AAU-3. Pickups,
uners, mics., etc., 82/6. M.A.C. Electronic Company.
Fit AAU-2 for switching loudspeakers. Headphones
panel socket fitted. 79/6. M.A.C. Electronic Company.

BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
Loudspeaker Cabinet Lining
I" Superior quality, 9s. 6d. per sq. yard,
post free, per return. Roll width 54".
Any length cut.

VYNAIR
Loudspeaker Grille Fabric
Six distinctive patterns, 3s. Od. per sq. foot.
Any size cut (one farthing per sq. inch),
immediate despatch. Samples Is. Od.
(refundable against order).

NICHOLS
ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
Bubwith, Selby, Yorkshire.
A.D. HiFi cabinets are individually made, so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch for quotation.
You will find our prices very competitive for the high
quality. Visit our works and showroom. A. Davies &
Co., 3/11 Parkhill Place, off Parkhill Road, London,
N.W.3. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
See and hear the fantastic new Quad 303 amplifier at
TOM JOYCE, 147 BOUNDARY ROAD, RAMSGATE.
Tel.: THANET 53193.
Where can one buy AAU's? Direct from M.A.C. or
from discriminating Hi Fi dealers.
Remarkable equipment bargains from UPL, leading
brands in stock. Phone or write now for free price catalogue. UPL, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-942 9567.

SECOND HAND and NEW
QUAD EQUIPMENT ex-stock
Part Exchange
Telephone enquiries welcome

HOLDINGS PHOTO/AUDIO CENTRE

39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn, BB2 2AF
Tel: 59595
Two tape recorder families need AAU-4. Provide
switching for copying, etc., 87/6. M.A.C. Electronic
Company.
Competitive trading increases your purchasing power.
The best discount backed by large stocks of leading
brands of equipment makes it a pleasure to buy from
UPL. Immediate delivery is our objective. Prompt mail
orders (overseas included) plus cash 'n' carry facilities
for personal shoppers ( Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Saturday 9 am.-noon). Phone or write now for free
price catalogue. UPL, Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey. Tel.: 01-942 9567.
Single Units or complete systems, UPL offers the best
prices. Leading brands in stock. Phone or write now
for free price catalogue. UPL, Compton House, New
Malden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-942 9567.

SPECIALISED
HI-FI CLINIC
Highly qualified engineers available to service
all amplifiers, tuners, record players and tape
recorders to hi-fi standards. Quick turn round
—normally within a week.
Equipment may be brought in between the hours of
9 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. Mon.- Fri.; 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday or may be sent by Passenger Train, B.R.S. or post.
Equipment can be collected and re- delivered in the
London Area.
We can install any equipment whether supplied by
us or not and where appropriate installations can
be serviced on the spot.
Consult the experts—it is cheaper in the long
run. We can supply any equipment advertised.
20% off new B & 0 Equipment

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES ( LONDON) LTD.

153 Fellows Road, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.3.
Tel.: 01-722 3314

`Somerset' 10 and 30 watt output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London,
SW. 19.
Frank Brown. Audio Specialists, 29 Lychgate Lane,
Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire. For all leading makes
of High Fidelity Equipment including the incomparable
SANSUI range. Discount for cash with order. Tel.:
Burbage 423.

NO WAITING— IT'S
EX-STOCK AT HOLDINGS
Quad, Rogers, Celestion, Wharfedale,
Bryan, Richard Allan, Sansui, etc. 12
months' free service.
pleasure.

Part exchange a

HOLDINGS AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF.

YOUR ` BEST BUY' IN HI-FI
UP TO
A

I%

25%

PLUS

BONUS

ON ORDERS OVER

II

00

New comprehensive list
now available

F

.)planet

electronics

27 HIGHVLEW AVENUE
EDGWARE, MIDDX.

Lancs.
Te/.: 59595
£40 is worth £50 at least when you buy Hi-Fi equipmen
from UPL, leading brands in stock. Phone or write for
free price catalogue.
UPL, Compton House, New
Malden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-942 9567.
Always be careful (and money wise) before buying
quality equipment. Send your requirements list to Audio
Supply Association for evaluation and quotation. See
below.
Cash 'n' carry centre for hi-fi equipment, leading
brands in stock. Monday- Friday 9a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday
9 am.-noon. Phone or write now for free price catalogue. UPL, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-942 9567.
If quality matters consult first our 70-page photographically illustrated catalogue (5/6) and equipment
housing guide ( 1/6). Members enjoy unbiased advisory
service, preferential terms.
Membership 7/6.
Our
associates also manufacture records from your own tapes.
or record the master at our studios (Steinway Grand).
Bulk terms for choirs, fund-rasiing.
Please specify
requirements. Audio Supply Association, 18 Blenheim
Road, London, W.4.
For all your HtFi Stereo requirements, visit Erdington,
and District Hi- Fidelity Centre. Demonstrating Bang &
Olufsen, Quad, Leak, Philips, Goodmans, Garrard,
Shure, SME, Thorens, etc. Expert advice and service
given on all types of equipment. Evening demonstrations
arranged. W. J. Taylor Ltd., 128 Hawthorn Road,
Kingstanding, Birmingham 22c. Tel.: 373 2645/6.
Pickering's Micro- Magnetic Cartridges. Save 20%.
Our prices including PT., no extras. Guaranteed and in
manufacturer's original boxes. Dustamatic and Standard
V-15 series. AME3, £ 15/10/-; ATE- 3, £ 14/10/-; AM- 3,
£12; AT-3, £ 10/10/-; AME2, £ 14/10/-; AM-2, £ 10/10/-;
AT-2, £9. Our terms are cash with order, no C.O.D.
Delivery 7-10 days. The Oakland Trading Company,
Dept. HEN/31, 68 Lupus Street, London, S.W.I. Tel.:
01-828 3160.

FISHER BARGAINS— FULL 3-YEAR
GUARANTEE
Fisher 500T—Save £ 50.
Fisher 400 —Save £ 20.
Fisher 200T—Save £ 15.
Part exchange?

Holdings Photo/Audio Centre
39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn

Big money saving offers from G.E.S. Audio Services
Two examples of our special package deals: ( 1) Leak
Stereo 30 (Case Model), Goldring GL75, Plinth and Cover,
Pair of Matched Speakers, Shure Elliptical Magnetic
Cartridge. List price £ 179/12/-. Special Price, £ 125.
(2) Rogers Cadet III Amplifier (Case Model), Garrard
SP25, Plinth and Cover, Pair of Matched Speakers,
Magnetic Cartridge.
List Price, £ 116/10/5.
Special
Price, £83/10/-. All Hi Fi systems fully assembled and
ready to operate if required. Carriage free. Largest
saving on all Hi-Fi equipment. All goods brand new and
fully guaranteed. Be sure to contact us for best quotations
yet. G.E.S. Audio Services, 49 Boston Road, London,
W.7. Tel.: 01-579 4942.

1546

Cash
Discount—Wharfedale:
WHF20, £63/ I5/-.
WHFM I, £45/17/8; Akai: 150D, £ 108/18/4. 1710W,
£91/19/3; Trio: TK150, £29/15/-. TK350, £ 50. TK250,
£42; Garrard: A P75, £ 19/11/6. 401, £26/-/10. AT60/2,
£12/17/6; Teak bases/perspex covers for SP25/AT60, £5.
Goldring: GL75, £29/17/6. G800, £ 10/13/6. GL68,
£18/13/8. Goodman Max-Amp., £43/10/-. Stereomax,
£67/181-. Maxims, £ 16/15/11; KEF Concord, £ 34/161-;
Celeste, £23/5/-;
Leak Stereo 30, £41/12/-; T/Line
Stereo, £40/8/4. Sandwich, £ 34/16/-. Mini Sandwich,
£23/16/-; Pickering V I5AME2, £ 15; Rogers Ravensbourne, £51/141-;
Shure M44-5, £ 11/17/4. M3DM,
£6/10/-. M75-6, £ 14/61-. SME 3009, £23/7/8; Thorens
TD150AB, £ 32/15/7; TD124, £ 36/10/-; Audio Technica
AT66, £5/17/6;
Audio Developments A7 Magnetic
Cartridge, £4/17/6;
Sanyo DC60, £ 86/15/6. DC434,
£151/2/6; Pioneer SX300T, £97/10/-. SX420, £ 123/4/-.
SX600T, £ 126. SX800A, £ 136/18/-. All new, ex-demonstration. SE30 headphones, £ 11 / 18/-. CS53 Speaker,
£30/10/-.
M. O'Brien, 49 Compton Road, London,
S.W.I9. Tel.: 01-946 1528.
A better deal provided by a specialist Hi Fi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25 % discount.
Leading makes. Massive stocks, demonstrations, guidance, installations,
service.
Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet
Road, New Barnet. Tel.: Barnet 6605.
Kennington Studio offer Packaged High- Fidelity equipment at reduced prices. Send s.a.e. for details or call,
58a Hanover Gardens, London, SE. It. Open Wednesdays and Thursdays 7-9 p.m. and Sundays 11 a.m.-4 p.m.,
(above Hanover Galleries, near Oval).
Aerials for all purposes: AM, FM, TV. Masts, lashings, cables, rotators, accessories etc., the best selection
in the country. Full advisory service. Signal strength
meter for hire. Aerial catalogue, 1/- stamps. Audio
Workshops, see below.
Tuners for every need. Our unique experience of long
range reception is at your service. Audio Workshops,
Burnt Lodge Lane, Wallcrouch, Wadhurst, Sussex.
Tel.: Ticehurst 503.
Want the best in hi-fi equipment? At the best discounts
in the country, no lists, we quote for your exact requirements by return. Examples: Leak Stereo 30, £40 plus
30/- P.P.: Neat G.30 Pick-Up, 9 gns., plus I0/- p.p.;
Shure M75E, 19 gns., plus 5/- p.p.; Shure V15 Mk. 2,
29 gns., plus 5/- p.p.; Shure M3DM, 6 gns., plus 5/p.p.; Neat V70 Diamond Magnetic Stereo Cartridge, £4,
plus 7/6 p.p.; Garrard 401, £24, plus 10/6 p.p.; Teleton
SRQ 302X AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier 20 watts
R.M.S., £ 58, plus 15/- p.p.; Garrard SP25 Mk. 2,
11 gns., plus 12/6 p.p.; Goldring GL75, £29, plus 12/6
p.p.; Neat V70E Cartridge, 6gns., plus 5/- p.p. All
brand new with makers guarantees and boxed. Terms
cash with order. Open till 10 p.m. evenings. Buy with
confidence from: Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend 521737.
"Shure" Magnetic Cartridges.
Guaranteed.
New.
Maker's boxes. Post free. M3DM £6. M3IE, £ 10/15/-.
M32E, £ 10. M44/5, £ 11. M44/7 and C, £ 10. M44E
£13/51-. M55E, £ 15/10/-. M75/6, £ 13/5/-. M75E, £20.
M80E, £ 16/151-. VI5MK2, £30/51-. Send for Hi Fi list.
Planet Electronics, 27 Highview Avenue, Edgware,
Middx.
Interested in Saving Money. Then consult us on your
Hi -Fi requirements. Quad, Leak, Fisher, Shure, Decca,
Custom Built Equipments, in fact most items of HiFi.
Let us know your requirements, and we will advise you
the best set up value within your budget. Quotations
Free. Cash with order—Generous Discounts. E.J.P.
Sound Systems Ltd., 118 High Street, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
Tel.: OL02-2955.
Consult E. J. Pike, M.A.P.A.E.
STOP PRESS: Sinclair Products now in stock.
"UP To 25 % discount and a 21% bonus. Send for our
new list now and compare our prices. We offer a 2i.%
bonus on orders over £ 100. Planet Electronics, 27 Highview Avenue, Edgware, Middx."

MISCELLANEOUS
Skilled tape recorder repairs carried out by expert
personnel of many years' experience backed by extensive
test equipment: Wow and Flutter Meter, Audio Valve
Voltmeter, Audio Generator, Oscilloscopes, etc., with
final test performance figures quoted if required.
Ferrograph specialists. Tape Recorder Centre. Tel-LeeRadio, 220 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.:,
01-542 4946.
AAU will provide the missing link in your HiFi chain
M.A.C. Electronic Company, Ripley, Surrey.
Repairs. Our modern service department equipped with
the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter
meter and multiplex Stereo Signal Generator is able to
repair HiFi and Tape Recording Equipment to manufacturer's standard. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.
Audio Specialist and Consultant—David Philips, "St.
Anthony", Murley Crescent, Bishopsteignton, Devon.
Tel.: 326.
Servicing Problems? The contented listener entrusts
his equipment to Sound Distinctive Ltd. Quad, Radford,
Leek, Armstrong and Rogers serviced to manufacturer's
full specifications. Installations and home visits in
London are also undertaken. Tel.: 01-458 1033.
B. Erwood (Audio Engineer). Hi-fidelity equipment,
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Reasonable
charges.
Will travel.
30 Vincent Road, Kingston,
Surrey. Tel.: 01-546 6011.
Servicing and independent professional evaluations of
'quality' equipment. On-site installation and evaluation
by appointment. H.F. Engineering, 3 Willowbank,
Sunbury-on-Thames. Tel.: 83232 (24-hr. service).
Audiocraft (M/C) are specialists in the repair of HiFi
Equipment and Tape Recorders. Systems sorted in situ.
14 year's experience. Ring Manchester DEAnsgate 4668
(after 10.00 a.m.).
I Crown Fibre Glass Wadding, 4' wide, 9/- per yd.
100% Super 88 Dacron Fiberfill 1r thick, 3' wide,
9/- per yd. Gold Tygan Cloth 3 patterns, 4/6 per sq. ft.
Dept. HFN 1Vale Acoustics, 58 Lower Beauvale, Newthorpe, Notts.
Now you can effectively repair scratched records;
refresh the tonal brilliance of old records and protect
your new records. New revolutionary three process kit.
Send 46. stamp for details to: 36 High Street, Salisbury,
Wilts.

Make your own talkies. An introduction to electronic
tape/film sunchronisation, with an explanation of the
"Carol" Cinesound system, modifying equipment, filming
in sync. etc.
Price 7/6 post free (refundable against
purchase of your "Carol" Cinesound equipment). Contronics Ltd., Deepcut, Camberley, Surrey.

STUDIO FACILITIES

Expansion enables production unit with complete
mobile and studio cine, sound and CCTV facilities to
accept enquiries for exhibitions, conferences and location
audio-visual work. Ron Hyde Productions, Thirty Baker
Street, London, W.I. Tel.: 01-771 9430.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to Disc—Pressings. Top
Quality yet lowest prices in country r 45 from 12/6.
Small studio available. S.a.e. leaflet. 23 The Grove,
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: WT 75627.

WANTED

Tape to Disc. 50 minutes LPs. Studio available.
Warren Recordings, 59 Hendale Avenue, London, N.W.4.
Tel.: SUNnyhill 0306.
Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45, 18/-; 10 in. LP, 48t-;
12 in. LP, 55/-. 4-day postal service. Masters and
Vinylite pressings. Top professional quality, s.a.e. photo
leaflet.
Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street,
Carnforth, Lancs.
Ring Guildford 61684 for all Tape-Disc and mobile
recordings. Demos, weddings, plays and school music
recorded professionally to B.S.S. Expert editing/dubbing
EP and LP pressings. Three Counties Recordings,
1Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford.
J & B Recordings. Tape to disc—latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.
FROM 1st JANUARY 1969
OUR NEW MOBILE STEREO SOUND
RECORDING UNIT WILL BE AVAILABLE
FOR HIRE
Please write or phone for information to
RICHARD DANIEL,
58, Primrose Gardens, London N.W.3
01-722 2465 24 hr. message service on 01-435 0066
Sapphire cutters available from stock to suit any type
of disc cutter, by return re-lapping service. Martin Watch
Laboratories, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.
Tel.: Bracknell 4935.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to Disc—Pressings. Top
Quality yet lowest prices in country r 45 from 12/6.
Small studio available. S.a.e. leaflet. 23 The Grove,
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, Tel.: WT 25627.

Lambda Record Company. HiFi Specialists, wish to
purchase good used equipment. Cash or Part Exchange.
70 Liverpool Road, Liverpool 23.
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and HiFi Specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and HiFi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Highest Cash Prices offered good quality Stereo Tape
Recorders. HiFi Equipment and LP Records, R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London,
S.W.I7. Tel.: 01-672 9175.
GOOD QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS PURCHASED FOR CASH. TEL: 01-472 2185.
Wanted for cash: Tape Recorders, HiFi equipment in
any condition or part exchange for new B. & O., Arena,
Brenell, Ferrograph at old prices. Greene & Cooper
Ltd., 211 Kenton Road, Kenton, Middlesex. Tel.: WOR
8006.
We are constantly seeking good ideas for products to
develop and market in the audio and gramophone
industries. If you have one we should be delighted to
hear from you. Box No. 1000 (London).
Pair of BBC LS5/1A Monitor Loudspeakers. Hughes,
36 Park Road, Chorley, Lancs. Tel.: 3525.
Wharfedale W3 speaker system wanted. 17 High Park,
Stafford.
HiFi Stereo System must be mint, reasonable price.
Separate items considered. 157 Barnett Lane, Kingswinford, Staffs. Tel.: Kingswinford 3573.
The G.K.D. Chiltern Cabinet Teak Finish. New or
used but must be immaculate. 142 Watermill Road,
Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire.
S.F.B.3. State price and colour, will collect. Weston,
35 Searby Road, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.
Stereo valve amplifier-integrated, IOW per channel, not
working O.K., lowest price. Box No. 1004 (Surrey).
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Viola Concerto ..
Violin Concerto No. 1
Bax

309

Overture to a Picaresque Comedy ..

Pickups and Cartridges
476
1502
1053
614
201
839

Audio-Technica cartridges ..
Decca 4RC stereo cartridge ..
Empire 999VE stereo cartridge ..
Goldring G800 and G800E cartridges
Ortofon RS 212 arm ..
Shure M75 series stereo cartridge ..

589
461
311
1175
1345
1175
1345
589
309

..

Beatrice di Tends ( complete opera)

193

309

Berg
Chamber Concerto for piano, violin
13 wind instruments
Five Altenburg Lieder
Four Songs and Two Songs ..
Three Orchestral Pieces

and
309
309
593
309

193
65
193

Pieces from the Parthenea ( harpsichord) • •

1487

Bull

Busoni
Berceuse Elégiaque
Concerto for piano, orchestra and male
chorus
Sarabande and Cortége
..

1175
311
311

Pieces from the Parthenea ( harpsichord) ..

1487

67

Suite from Medée
Chopin
Four Scherzi, Prelude in C sharp minor,
Barcarolle in F sharp

721

Copland
..

Billy the Kid, Rodeo, Fanfare

921

67

Apothéose de Lully
Dallapiccola
..
..
..

1175
1175
1175

..

721

..
..
..

311
833
193

..
..

591
1347

Concerto for Guitar and Chamber Orchestra

835

Piccola Musica Notturna
Preghiere
Sex Carmina Alcaei
Davy
Passion According to St. Matthew

Sonata for cello and piano
String Quartet in G minor
Three Part Songs ..
Delius
Air and Dance ..
Requiem and Idyll
Dodgson

Dowland

Divertimento in B flat ..

309

Birtwistle
..

195

..
..

67
833

Tragoedia..

..

833

Dvoiák
1175
1485
1175
1175
1175
67
67
195
1485

Carnival Overture ..
Cello Concerto in B minor ..
In Nature's Realm ( Overture)..
Othello Overture
Scherzo Capriccioso
Symphony No. 1 In C minor ..
Symphony No. 2 in B flat major ..
Symphony No. 9 ( From the New World)
Waldesruhe and Ronda in G minor..

Boito
..

1487

65

Selection from Mefistofele
Borodin

Albinoni
Adagio for organ and strings
Oboe Concerto in five parts ..
Sinfonia in B flat major
Sonata in five parts .
Trumpet Concerto in D .majo r
..

..
..
..

Sixteen Dances ( guitar)

Berkeley

Cello Concerto in B flat
Cello Quintet in C major

Abbott
Alla Caccia ( horn & piano) ..

Four Motets ..
Symphony No. 8 in C minor ..
Symphony No. 4 in E flat ..

Debussey
Bellini

Boccherini

Stereo Records

Bruckner

Couperin, M. A.

Piano Concerto No. 1 in C major ..
Piano Sonata No. 29 in B flat major
('Hammerklavier')
Piano Sonatas Nos. 1, 17 and 20 ..
Piano Sonatas Nos. 5, 6 and 7 ( Op. 10,
Nos. 1, 2 and 3) ..
String Quartet No. 15 in A minor ( Op. 132)
String Quartets Nos. 7to 11 ( Op. 59, Nos. 1,
2, 3; Op. 74 and Op. 95) ..
Symphony No. 5 in C minor ..
Symphony No. 3 in E flat (' Eroica')
Symphony No. 6 in F (' Pastoral')

Symphony No. 1..

Colton Magnalift and Variscale ..
948
Holdings Stereo Booster .. ..
618
M.A.C. Audio Adaptor Units AAU-2 and
AAU-3
..
1355
Metrosound Hi -Fi Maintenance Kit .. ..
844
Shure Series M-61 preamplifiers ..
324
Watts Hi -Fi Parastat Mk. 4
..
1210, 1449

1345
193
311
193

Billy Budd ( complete opera)
Les Illuminations ..
The Burning Fiery Furnace ..
Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge

Charpentier
Bartok

Bennett
Miscellaneous

1027
1027
65
831
1027

Byrd

Bach, J. C.

Beethoven

Headphones
Stax SR2 and Pioneer SE- 30

Cantatas No. 79,148,149
Chorale and Chorale Preludes
Chorales and Chorale Preludes
Christmas Oratorio .. ..
Church Cantatas BWV 80 and BWV 140 ..
Goldberg Variations ( harpsichord) ..
Guitar recital ( Alirio Diaz) ..
Organ recital ( Vollenweider) ..
Three Motets
..
..
Two-part and Three-part Inventions ( harpsichord
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

Britten
1487

& STEREO RECORDS

Amplifiers

Four Chorale Preludes
Geisliches Lied
Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat
Serenade No. 1 in D ..
Six Motets

461
461
461
461
461

Prince Igor ( Highlights)

.

589

Clarinet Sonatas, Op. 120, Nos. 1 á 2 ..
Complete Piano Trios ... ..

831
311

Brahms

1551

Elgar
In the South— Concert Overture
Chanson de Matin ..
Chanson de Nuit
Serenade .. .• • •
Symphony No.1 in A flat ..
Symphony No. 2 in E flat ..
Three Bavarian Dances ..
Wand of Youth Suites 1 and 2

••
••
.•
••
.•
••

923
833
833
591
1485
1485
833
833

Falla

Jazz

Love the Magician

..

591

..
..

833
833

Fauré
Pavane ( orchestral version) ..
Requiem .. •
Finzi
Songs based on words by Thomas Hardy

1487

Gerhard
Concerto for Orchestra

..

463

Pieces from the Parthenea ( harpsichord) ..

1487

Gibbons

Giuliani
Concerto for Guitar, Strings and Timpani ..

835

Glazunov
The Seasons and Concert Waltzes Nos. 1
and 2 .

67

Gluck
Orfeo ed Euridice ( highlights) ..

1177

Granados
Intermezzo from Goyescas

..

591

..

1487

Grosse
Concerto da Camera

195

Handel
Chandos Anthems: ' The Lord is my Light'
'As pants the hart' ..
Choral Sinfonia and Fugue ..
Concerto Grosso in D, Op. 6/5 ..
Concerto in B flat for Harp and Orchestra ..
Concertos in B flat and G minor (trumpet)
Ode for St. Cecilia's Day ..
Organ Concertos No. 1 in F major, No. 2 in
A major, No. 4 in F major and No. 5 ln
G minor
Organ Concertos Nos. 1, 5, 13, 14 ..
Six operatic arias ( Lucia Popp) ..
Sonatas for Violin, Viola da Gamba and
Harpsichord, Op. 1, Nos. 3, 10, 12, 13, 14 15
The Harmonious Blacksmith ( harpsichord)
Trio for Three Volces

591
723
197
1029
1029
1029

67
593
1717
195
195
195
723
195

71
723
1488
1178
199
1027
71
925

..
..
..

197
197
197

..
..

1029
1029

..

1177

Liszt
A Faust Symphony • • • • • •
Two Episodes from Lenau's Faust

Nine Ballads
Mahler

Kindertotenlieder, Leider aines fahrenden
Gesellen, Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gekommen
723
Symphony No. 4 in G ..
..
69
Symphony No. 6in A minor
313, 1029
Symphony No. 9in D ..
197, 1487
Martinu
Sonata No. 1for cello and piano .. ..

..
..

195
195

Hindemith
..
..

1487
463

Horovitz
Music Hall Suite for brass quintet .. ..

1487

Ives
..
..
..

923
923
923

Concertino for piano and chamber ensemble
In the Mist ( piano) • • • • • • • •
Mladl (' Youth') for wind sextet ..

311
311
311

Janacek

311

Mascagni
197

Horn Recital ( James and McCabe) .. ..
Instruments of the Orchestra ( Boult) ..
Landmarks of 20th Century Music
London Balalaika Ensemble .. ..
Music
for
Virginals,
Clavichord
and
Harpsichord ..
New Year's Concert ( Strauss family) ..
Organ recitals by Hans Heintz .. .
Romantic Overtures ( Weber, Schumann,
Schubert, Cerubini Mendelssohn)
Swing is King ( Ted Heath) ..
To Entertain a King ( Henry VIII) ..
Trumpet Concertos ( Mozart, Telemann,
Abinoni, Vivaldi) ..
Viennese Prom Concert ..
Westminster Cathedral organ recital
World's Most Glorious Melodies ..
Youth Sings ( music by Phyllis Tate)

1487
591
593
1347
197
313
463
723
1178
925
1030
314
925
314
595

Monteverdi
Vespers of 1610

..

..

197

Mozart
Divertimento in Eflat ( K.563) .. .. .. 1177
Divertimentos in D ( K.137) and F ( K.138) ..
593
Exsultate Jubilate .. .. ..
197, 313
Horn Rondo in Eflat ( K.371) .. .. ..
593
La Clemenza di Tito ( complete opera) ..
723
Laudate Dominum ( K.339 and K.321) ..
197
Piano Concerto No. 6in B flat ( K.238) .. 1347
Piano Concertos Nos. 13 and 17 ( K.415, 453)
723
Piano Concerto No. 15 in B flat ( K.450) ..
69
Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor ( K.466)
1347
Requiem .. .. .. .. .. ..
593
Serenade No. 4 in D ( K.203) .. .. ..
593
Serenata Notturna ( K. 239) .. .. ..
593
String Quartets dedicated to Haydn ( K.387,
421, 428, 458, 464, 465) .. .. ..
313
String Quintets in G minor ( K.516) and D
major ( K.593) .. .. .. .. ..
593
String Quintets K.174 and K.614 .. ..
833
Symphony No. 32 in G ..
69
Symphony No. 34 in C .. .. .. 1345
Symphony No. 35 ln D (' Haffner') ..
69
Symphony No. 36 in C (' Linz', K.425) ..
69
Symphony No. 38 in D (' Prague') ..
69
Symphony No. 39 in Eflat ( K.543) .. ..
1177
Symphony No. 40 in G minor ( K.550) • . 1177
Mussorgsky
Pictures at an Exhibition

..

197

..
..
..

1487
835
835

Terzetto in D major for viola, cello and
guitar ..
•

1177

Nielsen
Canto Serioso ( horn and piano) ..
Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra
Concerto for Flute and Orchestra ..
Paganini

Palestrina

McCabe
Rounds for Brass Quintet

..

1487

Octet in Eflat
..
..
Piano Trios in D minor and C minor ..

833
833

Veni Sponsa Christi and other items ..

1347

Ponchielli

Mendelssohn

Arias from La Gioconda ( Elena Suliotls)
La Gioconda ( complete opera)

197
835

Prokofiev

Messiaen

Haydn ( Michael)

Robert Browning Overture ..
Three Places in New England
Washington's Birthday

Divertissement (andantino) ..
Namourna ( excerpts) ..
Rapsodie pour orchestra ..

Cavalleria Rusticana ( opera in one act)

Cello Concerto in C
.
Cello Concertos in D major and C major ..
Guitar Quartet in E major ( Op. 2, No. 2) ..
Heiligemesse
Six Allemandes .. . . .
String Quartets Op. 20, Nos. 1-6 ..
The Creation ..
Trumpet Concerto ..

Sonata for Horn and Piano ..
Trauermusik

595
461
1345
1030

Loewe
1029
1029
1029
1029
67
311

Haydn (Joseph)

Horn Concerto ..
Six Minuettes

589
921
721
591
591
65
67
1175
1027
923
923
1485
1485
923
721
195

Lalo

Gregson
Quintet for Brass

Adventures in Blues ( Stan Kenton)
Alex Welsh ' At Home'
Blues in Thirds ( Earl Hines) •.
Bravo Brubeck ( Brubeck Quartet) ..
Broadway Basie's Way ( Count Basie) ..
Byrdland ( Charlie Byrd and others)
Cannonball Adderley
Cannonball Adderley ( 74 miles away, etc)..
Celebration ( Mike Westbrook) ..
Dave Brubeck—Jackpot
Don't Sleep ln the Subway ( Johnny Hodges)
El Bandito ( Chaquito and the Quedo Brass)
Electric Bath ( Don Ellis Orchestra) .. .
Ella Fitzgerald ( Johnny Mercer Song Book)
Far East Suite ( Duke Ellington) ..
Jazz Meanz Hines
Joe Lewis with the Thad Jones and Mel
Lewis Jazz Orchestra ..
Mancini ' 67
..
.•
Paris Listen to the Music ( Benny Goodman)
Please Don't You Cry ( Roland Kirk)
Simple Matter of Conviction ( Bill Evans
and others)
..
.•
Soul Espanol ( Oscar Peterson) .. .
Tenor of Jazz ( Davies, Freeman, Miller,
Webster) .. .
Thad Jones/Mel Lewis..
The Golden Sword ( Gerald Wilson) ..
The Veritable Mr. Bilk ..
Wings and Things ( Hodges, Davis and
Others)
With Love from Jazz ( Stan Tracey) ..

Cinq Rechants
La Nativité due Seigneur ( organ)
Le Banquet Celeste (organ) ..
Messe de la Pentcôte ( organ)

••
••

•.
••

193
593
461
461

Miscellaneous

Violin Concerto No. 2in G minor

69

Puccini
Madame Butterfly ( complete opera)..

197

Rachmaninov

Bargains from the Heliodor Catalogue
(special feature review) ..
Brompton Oratory ( organ recital) ..
Dances of Old Vienna ( Schubert, Strauss,
Lannor)
..
Ely Cathedral ( organ recital) .•
English Music for Strings .. .• • .
English Organ Music ( Simon Preston) .•
Eton Choirbook—Record No. 1
.
•
Eton Choirbook—Record No. 2 .. • .
German Opera Arias ( Nicolai Gedda) • .
Hallé Brass Consort ( recital) . • .
Harpsichord Recital (Tilney) .. • •
Harp with Variations ( recital by Robles) •.
Harry James ( 13 pieces) .. .. • •
Historic Organs of Europe ...•

1552

285
461
1030
195
591
67
721
923
1029
1487
1487
593
1177
1029

Symphony No. 1in D minor
Symphony No. 2 in E minor

..
..

69
923

..

1487

••
•.

591
835
591
833

..

463

Racine Fricker
Sonata for Horn and Piano
Ravel
Alborada del Gracioso
Daphnis and Chloe ..
Pavane for a Dead Infant
String Quartet in F
Rawsthorne
Symphony No. 3..

Respighi
Rossiniana Suite

..

463

Rimsky-Korsakov
463

Scheherazade
Rodrigo
Concerto de Aranjuez ..
Fantasia Para un Gentilhombre ( guitar and
orchestra) .. ..

835
835

Rossini
Sonata a Quattro No. 3 in C

..

833

..
..

925
1177

Satie
Parade, Gymnopedies, Relach
Ten Piano Pieces ..
Schoenberg
Chamber Symphony No. 2 ..
Friede auf Erden
Six Pieces for Male Chorus ..
Verklarte Nacht

..
..
..
313,

593
193
593
463

Schubert
69
69

Quintet in A major (' Trout')
Rondo Concertante in F major

925

925

Webern
Cantata No. 1 ..
Five Pieces for Orchestra ..

593
593

595
595

725

313
199

Strauss ( Richard)
199

Elektra ( complete opera) ..
Metamorphosen for 23 solo strings
Nineteen songs, Op. 10, 15, 17 ..

Italian Caprice ..
Nutcracker ballet suite
1812 Overture ..
Piano Concerto No. 1 ..
Serenade for Strings ..
Slavonic March ..
Suite No. 3 in G for Orchestra

Weill
Symphony No. 1
Symphony No. 2..
Williamson
Julius Caesar Jones ( children's opera)

1178
1178
595

Wolf
Italian Serenade in G

833

Wolpe
Piece in Two Parts

1175

Wood ( Hugh)
Three Piano Pieces

195

Equipment Reviews ( continued)

New Year's Concert .. .
Overtures, Polkas, Waltzes, etc. .

Tchaikovsky

197

311

Strauss (family)

Apollon Musagete ballet ..
Canlata
In Memoriam Dylan Thomas
Mass ..
Pulcinella ballet ..
Symphony No. 1in E flat

Verdi
Requiem ..
Various arias ( Elena Suliotis)

591

Stockhausen

Stravinsky

591
1488
925
1488
725
925
199
595
923
199
923
1488

Weber
Clarinet Quintet in B flat major

Spohr

Mikrophonie No. 1and 2

Vaughan Williams
Concerto Grosso ..
In the Fen Country ..
Norfolk Rhapsody No. 1
Pastoral Symphony ..
Symphony No. 2 ( London)
Symphony No. 4 in F minor ..
Symphony No. 6 in E minor ..
Symphony No. 7 ( Sinfonia Antartica)
Tallis Fantasia ..
The Lark Ascending ..
Wasps Overture.. ..

314

925
313
313
69

Double- Quartet in E minor ( Op. 87)..
Nonent in F ( Op. 31)

463
463
463

Sonata for Four Horns..
Symphony No. 2..
The Weeping Babe

Warlock
Serenade for Frederick Delius

Shostakovich

Pelleas and Melisande
Symphony No. 1in E minor ..
Symphony No. 5 in E flat major
Symphony No. 7 in C major ..
Violin Concerto in D minor ..

Tippett

463

313

Sibelius

725

Walton
The Bear ..

69

Sonata for cello and piano in D minor

67

Wagner
Siegfried Idyll

Scriabin
Poem of Ecstasy

Concertos in E minor, G major and C minor
(trumpet)
..
„
Suites for recorders and strings in F minor
and A minor ..

835
835

69
925
925

Symphonic Études ( piano)

Telemann

Victoria
Requiem Mass-sex Vocilius
Four Motets ..

Schumann
Carnaval ( piano)
Fairy Tales ( Op. 132) ..
Fantasy Pieces ( Op. 73)

463
313
199
313

Suite No. 4for orchestra ( Mozartiana)
Symphonies No. 4, 5 and 6
Symphony No. 6 in B minor ( Pathetique)
Violin Concerto ..

1029
1487

.•
••
•.
••
•.
.•
••

1487
199
199
199
1487
71

313
313
313
313
313
313
595

Test Equipment
Heathkit Low Capacity Oscilloscope Probe
Heathkit Service Oscilloscope type SO-2 ..
Heathkit Sine- Square Signal Generator
type IG-82U

210
81
81

Tuner- amplifiers
Armstrong 426 stereo ..
Pioneer SX-300T

1203
321

Tuners
Arena F211 stereo ..
Heathkit TFM-1S stereo
Philips GH927 stereo FM

745
207
82

R (continued)
1491

Re Viva Disc ( details) ..
Rogers Ravensbourne amplifier ( see reviews)
RSGB Exhibition .. • • .•
RTRA
Russian Audio ..

1013
1325
1155

Scott equipment ( U.K.
ments)

1301

marketing

arrange-

Segovia ..691
657,
Semiconductor diodes ..
45
Servicing transistor amplifiers .. ..
177
Seven hi-fi fundamentals ..
705
Shure M-61 series pre-amplifiers ( see reviews)
Shure M75 cartridge ( see reviews)
Sinclair integrated circuit amplifier IC 10 .. 1015
Sliding doors
..
.. 1493
Small rooms and hi-fi .. • •
1334
Sony distribution .. ..
793
Sound Build-up
..
579
Sound in longshot
•
. 1455
Sound- Rite cabinets ( details) ..
Sounds from flames
..
. . 1493
161
Soundtrack budget stereo ( details) ..
943
Speaker cabinets- hints on finishing ..
1305
Speaker grille materials ..
1323
Spring clean your pins ..
303
Staticlean
1047
Stax electrostatic headphones .. ..
943
(details, see also reviews)
STC 4001E HF speaker unit ( see reviews)
Stereo and music
..
583
Stereo decoder ( Averine Electronics).. ..
1491
Stereo hearing ..
301, 315, 423
Stereo listening panel .. .. 1449
Stereo microphone techniques
583
Stereo radio ..
567, 693 793, 807, 903, 1033, 1183
Stuffed horns
..
..
Stylus replacements .. ..
Suspension breakup ( in speakers) .. ..

727
1449
573

Tandberg System 11 and System 13 speakers
(see reviews)
Tannoy Monitor Gold drive unit ( see reviews)
Tape and disc .. ..
1011, 1323, 1325
Tape cassettes ( American developments) ..
332
Tape recording coverage in HFN ..
1011, 1323
Tapped damping control.. .. ..
1491
Teaching music
..
..
183
Technical terms and abbreviations 92, 215, 335, 483,
625, 750, 853, 954, 1066, 1214, 1358, 1511
Teleton Hi -Fi Module ( details) .. ..
1051, 1157
Television programmes ..
159
Television sound .. ..
791, 1050, 1325
79
Telex headphones ( details) ..
.. 1023
Temperature stability (transistor stage)
.• 14
343
Temporary dust cover ..
43
Testing firms for service
••
565
Tillett, George ..
••
837
Tone burst generator ( details) ..
Torsional motion in pickups ..
732
Tracing hum
..
1317, 1451
Transcription unipivot pickup arm ..
816
Transistor amplifiers .. 37, 59, 177, 317, 457, 587
Transistor biasing
1471
..
Transistors without Tears ..
45, 171,
297, 451, 587, 711, 797, 917, 1023, 1171, 1471
Trio amplifiers with electronic crossovers ..
319
1493
Truvox FM200IC tuner ( details) ..
57
Turntable problems ..
159
TV and hi-fi
175
Twin- Twenty amplifier ..

•.
•.

u
Ultra- linear AC millivoltmeter
Unipivot pickup arm ..
User's right to technical data

..
..
..

596
816
1049

Warp- wow .. .. .. .. ..
1461
Watts Hi -Fi Parastat ( see reviews)
Weekend called Hoddesdon ..
915
Wega equipment ( details) .. .. .. 1493
Wharfedale flood .. .. .. .. 1015
Wharfedale
Super
Linton
and
Denton
speakers ( see reviews)
Wharfedale Unit-3 speaker kit .. .. ..
837
What is Stereophony? .. ..
315, 423, 583
What's Wrong With the Hi-fi Industry? ..
433
Where it all begins .. .. ..
807
Which Pitch? .. ,, „ .. 1331
'Which?' reports ..
279, 283, 1303, 1447
Whither Audio?
..
..
801

KEY TO PAGE SEQUENCE
January
February
March
April ..

1-124
125-244
245-368
369-528

529-656
657-772
773-880
881-976

May ..
June ..
July ..
August

1553

September
October
November
December

..
..
..
..

977-1100
1101-1244
1245-1396
1397-1556

CARTRIDGES & PICK-UPS
ADC-I0E stereo cartridge .
ADC-40 arm ..
Audio & Design Laboratory 9 arm
Connoisseur SA U.II arm ..
Decca Professional arm .
Decca deram cartridge ..
Decca Mk. IV cartridge C4E or H4E
Decca Mk. IV cartridge SC4EJSH4E
Empire 808 cartridge
Empire 888 cartridge
Empire 888E cartridge
Empire 888P cartridge
Empire 888PE cartridge
Empire 888SE cartridge
Empire 999VE cartridge
Goldring P.77 arm .
Neat G.30 tone arm .
Ortofon R5212 Pickup arm
Ortofon S.I5TE cartridge
Ortofon SP UG/TE cartridge
Ortofon SL.I5E cartridge ..
Pickering V I5.AME.2 cartridge ..
Shure M3D.M cartridge
Shure M55- E
Shure M44-7 cartridge
Shure M75- E cartridge
Shure M44E cartridge
Shure V15 cartridge
Shure 75/6 cartridge ...
SME 3009 II arm with 5.2 shell
SME 3012 II arm with S.2 shell
Sony PUA 237 tone arm ..
Transcriptors fluid arm

MONO & STEREO AMPLIFIERS

Cash
Deposit
Mthly Pays.
Export
£45 8 4 £12 8 4 12 of £2 15 0 $ 76.80
£19
1 6
£5 10 6
7of £ 2 0 0 $ 38.00
£30 II
o £8 II 0 Hof £2 8 0 $ 60.00
£12 15
824.48
£18 18
£4 18 0
7of £2 0 0
837.39
£5 5
$10.35
£22
I
£5 11
0
8of £2
- 2 6
843.59
£31 10
£8 10 0 10 of £ 2 6 0 $ 62.28
£9 13
$24.50
£12 8
$28.50
£16 7
£4 7 0
6of £ 2 O
832.40
£13 12
826.90
£17 10
£5 10 0
6of £ 2 O
$ 34.68
£25 8
£7 8 8
9of £ 2 O
$ 50.40
£44 16
£11 16
3 12 of £ 2 IS
$ 99.80
£35
7
£9 7 3 12 of £2 3
$ 72.00
£11
6
$26.40
£30 6 11
£8 6 II
II of £2 O
$ 70.00
£33 6 0
£8 6 0 12 of £ 2 I
874.20
£25 15 11
£7 15 11
9of £2
$ 59.50
£27 6 3
£7 6 3 10 of £2
$ 50.00
£18 18 11
£5 18 11
6of £2
$ 41.40
£8 7 6
$16.15
£20 7 10
£6 7 10
7of £2
$ 39.12
£12 14 11
$24.20
£25 9 10
£7 9 10
9of £ 2
$ 50.40
£17 2 4
£5 2 4
6of £2
833.84
£40
1 2 £10
1 2 12 of £2 I
$ 79.20
£17 2 4
£5 2 4
6of £2
833.84
£30 15
1
£8 15
1 II of £2
860.39
£32 15
5
£8 15 5 12 of £2
$ 66.40
£46 10 0 £12 10 0 12 of £ 2 I
$ 91.20
£17 6 9
£6 6 3
5of £ 2
$ 30.00

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS & AUTO CHANGERS
B & O Beogram 1000v unit ..
Connoisseur Craftsman 11 unit
Connoisseur Craftsman Ill unit
Connoisseur Classic SAU2 unit
Deccadec Deluxe unit
Dual 1019 turntable ..
Garrard 401 unit
Garrard AT.60 unit ..
Garrard SL.95 unit ..
Garrard AP.75 unit ..
Garrard SP.25 11 unit
Goldring GL.68 unit
Goldring GL.75 unit
Goldring G.99 unit
Marrantz SLT.I2
Sony TTS.3000 unit
PE.34 unit
PE.33 unit
Thorens TD.124 11 unit
Thorens TD.224 11 unit
Thorens TD.150 AB unit

••
••
••
••
••
••
.•
••
.•
••
••

£40
£18
£24
£35
£18
£44
£31
£16
£44
£23
£15
£22
£35
£24
£252
£80
£36
£54
£45
£87
£39

15
7
9
6
18
2
2
19
12
8
6
7
15
5
7
10
0
10
18
18
I

O £ 10
3
LS
10 £6
2 £9
O £4
O £ 11
10 £8
8 £4
5 £ 14
I £7
4 £5
2 £6
5 £9
5 £6
9 £64
O £20
7 £9
O £ 14
0 £ 11
7 £23
7 £ 10

15 o
7 3
610
6 2
18 0
2 0
210
19 8
12 5
8 I
6 4
7 2
15 5
5 5
7 9
10 0
0 7
10 0
18 0
18 7
1 7

12 of
6of
9of
12 of
7of
12 of
10 of
6of
12 of
8of
5of
8of
2of
9of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of

£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2 1
£2
£2
£2
£2
£2
£ 15 13
£5
£2
£3
£2 1
£5
£2

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS
Design EGC.11 ..
..
EQC.15 ..
..
Sheraton .. ..
..
Record Housing: Longfellow
..
Lowflex .. ..
Lowline .. ..
Schubert .. ..
Howland-West Scandinavian Range:
Malmo II .. .. .. ..
Tromso II .. .. . ..
Viking Major complete with stand

£40
£ 35
£ 119
£ 54
£ 38
£ 29
£46

18 I
18
16
12
17
8
4

£ 32 9 1
£ 37 18
£ 37 7

£10
£
£30
£15
£10
£7
£12

18 II
18
16
12
17
8
4

£8 91
£9 18
£9 7

12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
II of
12 of

£2
1.2
£7
£3
£2
£2
£2

12 of £2
12of£2
12 of £2

10
3
8
5
6
0
16

O

4
4
0
8
0
8

0 0
6 8
6 8

Armstrong 127 tuner/amplifier ..
Armstrong I27M tuner/amplifier ..
Armstrong 421 stereo amplifier ..
B & 0 1000 tuner/amplifier
Dynaco SCA35 amplifier ..
Dynaco PAT- 4 transistor pre- amp.
Dynaco 120 ..
Goodmans Maxamp 30 amplifier ..
Leak stereo 30 amplifier ..
Leak varislope mono/main amp. ..
Leak stereo 20/varislope 11
Marantz Model 15 amplifier
Nikko TRM120
Nikko TRM-40B amplifier ..
Quad 303
33 ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Transistor
Stereo amplifier .. . •
Rogers Cadet Ill amplifier .. . •
Radford SCA.30 amplifier .. • .
Radford STA.I5 amplifier .. . •
Radford STA.25P amplifier .. . •
Radford SC.22 powered
Sansui 250 tuner/amplifier .. • .
Sansui 300 tuner/amplifier .. • .
Sansui 2000 tuner/amplifier
Sansui 400 tuner/amplifier .. • .
Sony TA 1080 amplifier .. • .
Sony TA 1120 amplifier .. • •
Tripletone 8-8 .. .. • .
Truvox TSA.200 transistor amp. • •
Wharfedale WH F.20 amplifier

Cash
£42 17
£32 o
£45 10
£99 5
£59 17
£64
I
£102 18
£54 0
£52 0
£37 10
£63 o
£252 7
£95 0
£42 10
£98 0
£59
£37
£106
£47
£57
£50
£86
£170
£151
£120
£120
£160
£28
£54
£75

10
10
0
10
10
0
2
2
18
15
0
0
18
12
0

Deporit
£12 17
£8 0
£12 10
£25 5
£17 17
£16
1
£26 18
£14 0
£14 0
£9 10
£17 0
£64 7
£25 0
£12 0
£25 0
£17
£9
£28
£13
£15
£14
£22
£43
£39
£30
£30
£40
£7
£14
£19

10
10
0
10
10
0
2
2
18
15
0
0
18
12
0

Mthly Pays.
2of £2 10
2 of £ 2 0
2of £2 15
2of £ 6 3
2of £ 3 10
2of £4 0
2of £ 6 6
2of £ 3 6
2of £ 3 3
2of £2 6
2of £3 16
2of £ 15 13
2of £ 5 16
2of £ 2 10
2of £6 1

8228.00
8102.00
8235.20

2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
2of
0of
2of
2of

8138.48
893.36
$288.00
$114.00
$138.00
$120.00
$205.28
$405.60
$298.00
$244.08
$280.00
8384.00
$67.00
$129.36
$180.00

Export
$82.26
862.48
$111.24
$194.40
$167.58

$129.60
8124.80
$91.20
8151.20

£ 3 10
£2 6
£ 6 10
£2 16
£ 3 10
£3 0
£5 6
£ 10 11
£9 6
£ 7 10
£7 10
£ 10 0
£2 0
£3 6
£4 13

SPEAKERS & SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Audio & Design Titanium Cone Model £ 18 15
Celestion Ditton 10 or 15 ohms .. £ 19 II
Celestion Ditton 15 .. .. .. £28 11
Celestion Studio CX2012 .. .. £ 17 10
$7148
Empire 9000M speaker .. .. £ 173 5
836.00
Empire 800 sepaker .. .. .. £ 155 10
$48.00
Empire 8400 speaker .. .. .. £ 127
1
$70.80
Goodmans Axiom 301 lr speaker £ 17 10
S37.39
Goodmans Axiom 201 speaker .. £ 12 10
899.46
Goodmans Axiom 10 speaker .. £8 0
861.14
Goodmans Trebax SK2OXL unit .. £8 8
$32.40
Goodmans Maxim speaker .. .. £ 19 7
876.40
Goodmans Mambo Speaker system £22 11
$48.00
Goodmans Marimba Speaker system £ 24 5 1
827.96
Goodmans Magnum K speaker £40 2
$44.10
Goodmans Axiom 80 speaker £21 13
$70.56
Goodmans Mezzo 11 speaker £30 18
$47.88
H.W. Bergen .. .. .. £ 16 9 I
H.W. Narvik .. .. .. £29 15
$157.92
KEF Concerto speaker system £53 10
$71.40
KEF Celeste Mk. II speaker
£29 0
$108.00
KEF Concord speaker .. £44 0
888.80
KEF Carlton speaker .. £93 10
8170.10
KEF Cresta speaker .. .. £21 16
875.60
KEF K.2 Baffle .... .. £24 0
Leak Mini Sandwich .. .. .. £29 15
Leak Sandwich speaker .. .. £43 10
Lowther PM.6/Acousta .. .. £48 10
Lowther PM.7/Acousta .. .. £ 56 0
Quad Electrostatic .. .. .. £57 0
$90.73
Tannoy 12" Monitor Gold .. £34 15
$78.87
Tannoy Lancaster speaker .. £54 0
$263.00
Wharfedale WI 5/RS speaker .. £ 18 15
8121.32
Wharfedale 12 RS/DD speaker .. £ 120 0
$86.40
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD .. £ 11 16
$64.72
Wharfedale Dovedale speaker .. £ 31 10
8101.70
Wharfedale Super Linton speaker £20 12
Wharfedale Denton speaker
$72.00 ( matched pair) .. .. .. £ 32 10
884.00
Wharfedale Airedale speaker .. £69 10
$82.00
Wharfedale Teesdale speaker £52 10

£4
£5
£7
£4

15
11
II
10

7of £2
7of £2
10 of
6of
12 of
12 of
12 of
6of

£45 5
£40 10
££
34
3

181

£5 7
£6 11
£6
£10

0
0

$ 42.00
$ 45.48

£2 2 0
£2 3 4
£ 10 13
£ 8 II
£ 7 16
£2 3 4

$ 68.52
$ 42.00

843.00
$25.50
$16.32

7of
of £2
£2
8

5 1
2

£8
£
5 1
18
3
£4 9 1
£7 15
£15 10
£8 0
£14 0

839.24
$
20.16
$43.20
£2
$45.20
£ 2 I$ 96.24
£2
£2
848.24
£2
874.16
830.00
II of £2
12 of
of £2
£3
10
866.60
9of
12 of
8of
11 of
6of

$ 128.40

12 of £2 1

£25 10
£6 15
£6

0
0

$ 69.40

$
98:
197
4
5. . 62
3
0
60

12 of £5 1
7of £ 2

0

9 of

£7 10
15
£11
£12 10
£14 0

12
11f£
of £2 1
12 of £ 3
12 of £3 1

LIS 0
£8 15

12 of £ 3 1
12 of £2

£14 0
12 of £ 3
£2
4 15
7of £

891
$
13
0
77
4
1..« 0
4
40
0
0
$ 120.00
8134.40
$45.00
821.80
$
27.66

£9 10

0

II of £2

£6 12

0

7of £2

0

0
0

£8 10
£17 10
£14 10

6
O
O

12 of £2
12 of £4
12 of £3

0
6
3

0 $ 81.82
8 $ 162.4$
4 $ 125.00

8
94
70
2-6
4
341

AMAZING
BARGAIN OFFERS!

ALL AVAILABLE ON OUR FAMOUS

•
INTEREST

FURTHER REDUCED!
CONNOISSEUR
CLASSIC

Our extensive knowledge in the Home and Export field coupled with
our technical expertise and the largest stock of all that is best in Hi Fi
of British and Overseas manufacture enables us to offer the right
equipment for your requirements, wherever you are!
All other makes of equipment available including Altec-Lancing, Dynatron, Eagle, Eltra, Grundig, Martin, Philips, Rectavox, Sanyo, Scott,
Sinclair, Sonotone, Staples Ladderax, Telefunken, Van Der Molen, etc.

• FREE • DELIVERY IN U.K. • MINIMUM FREIGHT CHARGES TO OVERSEAS
CUSTOMERS- Free of U.K.
tax- No carting costs-all consignments
F.O.B.
• EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED TAX FREE TO OVERSEAS VISITORS ON PERSONAL
EXPORT SCHEME. e High Fidelity Catalogue 3/6, post free.

TAPE DECKS & TAPE RECORDERS
Cash
Deposit
Mthly Pays.
£195 3
£51
3
2of £ 12 0
etkai M9 recorder
£263 18 £67 18
2of £ 16 6
L1kai X.300
£109 17 £29 17
2of £6 13
Ikkai 1710
£95 11 £25 11
2of £5 16
6tmpex 753
..
.
£177 1
£45 1
2of Ell 0
B & 0 2000 de luxe table model
£183 1
£47 1
2of Ell 6
B & 0 2000 de luxe portable
£202 1
£52 1
2of £ 12 10
Brenell STB.2 .
£82 1
£22 I
2of £5 0
Dual CTG.27 tape unit
£135 1
£35 1
2of £8 6
Ferrograph 713 mono
£160 £40
2of £ 10 0
Ferrograph 702 stereo
£185 £47
2of Ell 10
Ferrograph 722 stereo
£89
£23
2of £5 10
Sony TC.200
£145 £37
2of £9 0
Sony TC.530 .
£99
£25
2. of £6 3
Sony TC.260
£79
£20
2of £4 18
Sony TC.800
£42
£ 12
2of £2 10
Sony TC.I00 .
£35 I
£9 I
2of £2 3
Sony TC.900
£120 £30
2of £7 10
Sony TC.230W .
£99
£25
2of £6 3
Sony TC.553
.. .. £ 144 1
£36 1
2of £9 0
Tandberg 64X .
Uher 4200 Stereo Report ( less mike) £ 147 1
£39 1
2of £9 0
Uher 4000L Report ( less mike)
..
£34
I
2of £7 15
leafed number at pre- budget price: Ampex 75 , £95.11.0; ( Cash only).

Export
8381.60
$516.60
$213.60
$228.00
$348.00
$360.00
$395.00
8174.46
$259.00
$314.30
$362.40
.5173.20
8330.07
8168.67
8153.20
$85.73
869.08
8226.20
8168.67
8312.60
8298.00
8252.00

AM- FM- MULTIPLEX TUNERS
£44
Armstrong 423 AM/FM tuner
.. £33
Armstrong 424 FM Tuner ..
£78
Armstrong 425
.. £87
Armstrong 426 ..
£79
Dynace FM-3 tuner amplifier
£80
Goodmans Stereomax tuner
Leak Troughline Ill FM tuner ..
Leak Troughline Stereo tuner .. £50
Marantz 10B FM tuner .. £399
Nikko FSM-12 stereo multiplex tuner £67
Nikko ST701 Stereo Multiplex .. £ 133
Quad Multiplex decoder .. £ 16
Quad FM Stereo Tuner .. £50
Rogers Switched FM tuner ..
E20
Truvox FM 200 tuner
£ 36
Wharfedale WFM.I stereo tuner .. £56

3 6
11
9
5 9
6 9
1 11
19 0
11
0
3
15
0
0
12
19
13

4
0
10
5
0
0
6
4
6

Ell
3
£9 11
£21
5
£22 6
£20
II
£20 0
£9 15
£14 II
£100 0
£17 3 1
£33 IS
£4 0
£13 0
£6 12
£9 19
£16 13

12 of £2 15
12 of 62 0
12 of £4 15
12 of £5 8
12 of £4 18
12 of 65 0
12of£2 3
12 of £3 0
12 of E24 18
12 of £4 3
12 of £8 6
6of £2 0
12 of £3 1
7of E2
12 of £2 5
12 of £3 6

$85.40
$65.48
8133.66
$172.00

TWO SPEED
TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLE
Incorporating two slow
speed synchronous motors
for 33* and 45 rpm. Phosphor Bronze bearing turntable 10*" dia. Lathe turned
aluminium castings. Microswitching using suppressor
condensers. 200/250v. 50 Hz.

LIST PRICE

OUR PRICE

£15.15.7

£8.19.6 CO1
:f,i)
CONNOISSEUR SAU-I
PICKUP ARM

It has abuilt-in lifting device and
integral arm rest. Bearing is single point
unipivot.
Removable lightweight shell has *" fixing centres for all
standard cartridges.

LIST PRICE

OUR PRICE

£9.8.2

£5.9.6(e)

"EMPIRE" 999VE
STEREO CARTRIDGE

844.00
565.22
$94.80

NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION

882.00
$262.80
$40.40
$96.00
$37.29
$86.20
$124.80

"Definitely one of the top two or
three cartridges."-Hi-Fi News,
September 1968.
"A real hi-fi masterpiece . . ."HiFi Sound, September 1968.
Specification: Frequency response: 635,000 Hz. Output: 5 mV per channel.
Channel separation: More than 30 dB.
Compliance: 30 X 10 -.cm/dyne. Load impedance: 47,000 ohms.
Playing weight:
0.5 to 15 gm. Stylus: 0.2X 0.7 mil, elliptical diamond.

HI-FI RADIOS- RADIOGRAMS- PORTABLES
eolit 600 FM radio ..
eolit 700 deluxe ..
eolit 800 radio
& 0 900K table radio
& 0 1400K radio ..
& O 900R0 de luxe radiogram
Hacker Sovereign ..
Hacker Helmsman ..
Hacker Herald

£30
£39
£45
£87
£124
£196
.. £44
.. £35
. £25

10
0
0
15
0
10
14
0
4

£8
£ 10
£ 12
£23
£31
£50
£ 11
£8
£7

10
0
0
15
0
0
14
0
4

11 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
9of

£2 0
62 8
62 15
£5 6
£7 15
£ 12 3
£2 15
£2 5
£2 0

0 $60.00
4
S79.20
0 $91.20
8 $ 186.24
0 $ 245.43
4 $ 442.31
0 £84.66
0 $67.20
0
848.42

PRICE E44.16.3. or on our Interest- free H.P. Terms

SONY BATTERY/MAINS PORTABLE T.V. TN9-90UB E79.0.0 cash. £20 deposit and 12 monthly payments of E4.18.4 $ 153.20
NOTE: Minimum deposit increased to 331",

92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177 8
Between Warren Street and Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open weekdays 9-6; Thursday 9-7; Saturdays 9-1

(All prices quoted subject to alteration).
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the inside story of Willi Studer

The Revox A77 is Willi Studer's brain child ...
born from years of experience designing magnetic
recording equipment for the broadcasting and
recording industries. This is agreat recorder built to
the highest Willi Studer standards of manufacture.
For the discriminating music lover as well as the
professional user Willi Studer has developed a
matching range of high fidelity units which make
full use of the outstanding performance of the
Revox A77.

To know the detailed inside story on Willi Studer's
Revox A77 read the fully descriptive story from
Revox Limited 90 High Street Eton Windsor Berks
Price 159 guineas including Purchase Tax

Also in USA and Canada
Revox Corporation 212 Mineola Avenue
Roslyn Heights New York 11577 New York USA
Tri-tef Associates Ltd Toronto Canada

R EVax

